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SUMMARY

The Preface examines the concept of life in the Old Testament 

which is discovered to he centred firmly on this world; special 

reference is made to life in the Wisdom Literature. Death at the 

end of a long and full life was accepted with resignation. Despite 

the paucity of references to death and the underworld in the Old 

Testament, there are passages which contain references to the mythology

of death.

The first chapter provides a background by reviewing the relevant 

aspects of the mythology of death in Egypt, Mesopotamia and Canaan. 

Chapter 2 lists the names for the underworld in the Old Testament and

considers the mythological allusions which contain references to the

location and characteristics of the underworld.

Chapter 3 discusses the dwellers in the underworld. The woi'ds 

rp*um in the Ugaritic texts and rp*mi in Phoenician inscriptions are 

surveyed as a background to rephaim in the Old Testament. The practices 

of necromancy and tomb-offerings are considered and it is concluded 

that while popular practice condoned them, official religion condemned 

them. In the fourth chapter the relation between the world ocean and

the nethei' world is set out. As in the rest of the Ancient Near East

the underworld was represented as lying in the depths of the ocean at 

the foot of the pillars which supported the earth. The deceased had 

to traverse this ocean on his way to the underworld.

Chapter 5 deals with the concept of Sheol as a monster with 

gaping jaws and an insatiable appetite. This figure owes its ultimate 

origin to the Ugaritic god of death, Mot, whose ravenous appetite was 

proverbial. The sixth chapter surveys the personifications of death 

as a hunter, a shepherd and a robber. The powers of the underworld 

such as Abaddon, Sheol, Death the King of Terrors and the First-born

of Death are discussed.

if V—
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In conclusion, it is observed that the mythological allusions 

are fragmented and moribund, serving, for the most part, a literary 

purpose within the context of the Old Testament, Death was an 

experience which meant the cessation of all life.

<5-5-
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PREFACE

Where there is no life there cannot be death, nor any mythology of 

death. Thus it is necessary at the outset of this thesis, which 

purports to examine the mythology of death in the Old Testament, to say 

something, however brief, about life.

For the average man in the world of the Ancient Near East a 

this~worldly concept of abundant life was the suramum bonum. Death was 

regarded with the greatest apprehension and all mankind dreaded its 

advent. Perhaps an exception must be made in the case of Egypt, 

where there was a hope of a happy hereafter; but it will he shown below 

that the Egyptian, like his fellows elsewhere in the Fertile Crescent, 

entertained a natural dislike of the thought of death and clung to the 

good life. In a milieu where death came frequently through lack of 

simple hygiene, plague, famine and war; in a world where infant mortality 

was high and the life expectancy low, men prayed constantly to their gods 

that they might he given life, not mere existence, however, but life 

which was long, full and blessed by many children who would render the 

deceased due honour, that his spirit might he at rest in the underworld. 

Only the gods lived for ever, man did not expect to, for this was not 

part of the created order, hut a long and happy life was of paramount 

importance.

EGYPT '

Life in the Two Lands of Upper and Lower Egypt was seen to he the 

gift of the gods. They ruled over life and death and they were able to 

prolong or curtail the life of any man or woman as they so wished.

These gods had created the land and fashioned mankind, giving life to 

those who inhabited Egypt. While it may seem to the superficial observer 

of Ancient Egyptian culture that the Egyptians were preoccupied with death, 

they were, notwithstanding, very fond of the good life and the good things

of life All their preparations for death were made with the intention
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of securing “life for ever” in the next world; this life would he 

granted by the gods to the just. Indeed the state of the blessed 

in the Egyptian hereafter was a replica of daily life in earthly 

Egypt, without the drawbacks.

It has to be pointed out, as J.A. Wilson has demonstrated, that in 

the Old Kingdom (c. 2700 - 2185 B.C.) life in the world beyond was 

a privilege reserved for the pharaoh alone. from the IVth Dynasty 

onwards (c. 2500 B.C.) towards the end of the period the immediate - , 

royal family and the nobles needed to serve the king in the next world 

were also granted eternal life. They built their mastabas (tombs) 

round the pyramid of the pharaoh\ The Pyramid Texts, however, 

were intended solely for the benefit of the pharaoh. Further the 

dominant mood of the Old Kingdom was one of self-assurance, optimism,

a love of life and a flat determination to continue this same life

after death. Wilson says, ”As long as that gay and assured relish 

of daily life continued in the land, the Egyptians lived intensely in

the present, made grateful but brief gestures to the past and denied
’ ‘ 2the future by projecting the present into the future.” I presume 

he means the unpleasant aspects of the future.

Though a less buoyant mood prevailed in the Middle Kingdom 

(c. 2050 B.C. - 1792 B.C.) and in the New Kingdom (c. 1465 B.C. ~ 1090 B 

life was still highly prized. In a New Kingdom hymn to Amun-Re, the 

chief god of Thebes, these lines are found:

"Thou art the Sole One, who made all that is, the One and Only, 

who made what existeth. Men issued from his two eyes, and 

from his mouth the gods came into being.-

A XIXth Dynasty hymn (c. 1508 B.C. - 1190 B.C.) to the same deity, 

Amun~Re, contains the following statement about the power of the god 

to heal the sick, i.e. to restore to fullness of life, to rescue from 

the underworld, to prolong or shorten life:



"He (Amun-Be) who purgeth away evil and dispelleth sickness, 

the physician who healeth the eye without remedy, who

openeth the eyes and hanisheth the squint ...........  who rescueth

whom he will, though he he in the nether world; who saveth

from fate to the full of his desire.

He possesseth eyes and ears likewise, wherever he goeth, 

for him whom he loveth, that he may hear the petitions of him 

that calleth to him. Coming from afar in the completion of 

an instant, to him that calleth upon him. He prolongeth 

life and he shorteneth it also. He giveth to him whom he 

loveth more than is decreed to him (i.e. longer than fate 

has decreed).

In the El-Amarna ’Hymn to the Sun1 dating from the reign of the 

heretical, at least by Egyptian standards, Amenophis IV (Akhenaten)

(c. 1380 B.C.), the life-giving qualities of the Aten, the sun-disk, 

are emphasised:

"Beautiful is thine appearing on the horizon of heaven,
5thou living sun, that ordaineth life."

The hymn praises the sun for dispelling darkness, for ordering 

all creation and sustaining it. The sun is the source of all created 

life, not only in Egypt, for he gives a "Nile in the Sky" to those 

outside Egypt, Finally in a letter from a pupil to his teacher in 

a temple school, again from the New Kingdom, the pupil prays to Amun 

to give his master long life:

"May Amun afford thee joy in thine heart, may he grant thee 

a good old age, that thou mayest pass a happy life, until 

thou attainest honour. Thy lip is in health, thy limbs 

flourish, thine eye seeth afar."
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The Egyptian word for life was eankh 
7

( av«^ - n, ©■ - h/kh). The eankh, was the symbol of life

and was invariably borne by all divinities on their representations.

They carried this symbol to remind men continually that they alone

possessed the gift of life and the power to grant it. A tomb painting

from the tomb of Queen Hatshepsut (c. 1490 - 1468 B.C.) shows the

ibis-headed Thoth,. a moon-god and god of wisdom and the scribal arts,

pouring a libation of water of life over the queen (her figure is '' •

erased). The water of life is represented by a stream of fankh-symbols 
8pouring in an arc from the mouth of the libation jar held by Thoth.

In an XVIIIth Dynasty (c. 1575 ~ 1508 B.C.) royal tomb of some 

forty years later, the pharaoh Amenophis II is depicted pouring a 
libation to Amun-Re, who bears both the cankh and the uas-sceptre ( ^ ) 

the symbol of good fortune.The essential conservatism of Egyptian 

religion and art is shown in a relief from the later Ptolemaic period. 

Ptolemy VIII Euergetes (l?0 - 116 B.C.) is represented pouring a 

libation to Haroeris (Harwer, an early form of Horus as falcon god)

and his wife Tafner. Both divinities bear the eankh and Haroeris the
- 10 uas also.

This brief survey is enough to show that the Egyptians believed 

that all life came from the gods and that, despite the hope of a happy 

hereafter, they were realistic enough to cling to the hope of a happy 

this-worldly existence, which would last as long as possible.

MESOPOTAMIA

In the Land of the Two Rivers life was also greatly prized, 

more highly, it might be, than in Egypt, for the Mesopotamian looked for 

little joy in the world to come.^ In the face of this gloomy prospect 

they sought by every possible means to prolong their lives. As in Egypt, 

life was in the keeping of the gods, who bestowed it or withheld it
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according to their whim of the moment. This life which they gave 

was only of a temporal nature, not everlasting, as the luckless hero 

Gilgamesh found out on his hapless quest for eternal life. In Tablet X 

of the ’’Epic of Gilgamesh" the divine alewife, Siduri, warns that 

everlasting life is only for the gods and that his search must 

inevitably end in failure. She counsels him to return to his city, 

his wife and son and to enjoy the good things of life while he can.

She was an early exponent of the carpe diem philosophy, ' '

"Gilgamesh, whither runnest thou?

The life which thou seekest thou wilt not find;

(For) when the gods created mankind,

They allotted death to mankind,

(But) life they retained in their keeping.

Nonetheless the men of Mesopotamia prayed for long, full and happy 

lives. The gods who were able to grant this life were often called by 

the epithet muballit miti, "the one who makes the dead to live;" this 

epithet was bestow.ed upon such diverse deities as Marduk, the city god 

of Babylon, Nabu his son and tutelary deity of nearby Borsippa,

Ninnrta, the war-god, Shamash, the sun-god and lord of justice and
13 -Gula, the goddess of healing. Others were called bel balati,

"lord of life," e.g. Marduk, Sumuqan, a. Sumerian cattle-god and a 

chthonic deity, and Ea, the god of wisdom whose home was in the apsu,
V zthe deep. Marduk is also’ called sa bulluta irammu, "he who loves

to arouse to life;" Shamash is s^-ri-ku ba-la-ti," the giver of life.? 

The name of several Assyrian kings Assuruballit may be literally 

translated, "Assur makes to live." Baudissin, in his book, draws 

attention to the life-giving qualities of Babylonian divinity. He 

cites a common epistolary greeting formula from the Old Babylonian 

period (c. 1800 - IbOO B.C.);
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(ilu)Samas u (ilu) Marduk darxs umi

liballitulca lu salmata lu baltata.

’’May Shamash and Marduk keep you alive for ever! 

May good and life (be yours).

This idea of the gods as being able to restore tbG. dead to life

(niuballit miti) was most probably used of persons recovering from

extreme illness or from a state of great misery. Yet, there is no

doubt that the people believed that the gods could restore the dead

to life, if they so desired to do. Illness was a form of death, an 
17extension of the sphere of death into the land of the living.

In the Babylonian poem Ludlul Bel Nemeqi, ”1 will praise the 

Lord of Wisdom,’' the suppliant who had, in the time of his misery, 

considered himself as already within the realm of death, is restored 

to life through the intervention of Marduk and his consort §arpanit.

Who but Marduk restores his dead to life?

(mi-tu-ta-su u-bal~lit)

Apart from Sarpanitum which goddess grants life?

Marduk can restore to life from the grave,
w •« 18Sarpanitum knows how to save from destruction.”

The use of the imagery of death to describe conditions of illness 

or distress will be discussed more fully in the concluding chapter.

Here we are concerned only with the ability to bestow life, in all 

its forms, as an attribute of divinity in Mesopotamian mythology.

In a prayer to Ishtar there are these requests:

"I seek thy majesty, that there may be life and health.

Guide me daily in well-being and contentment.

Give me length of days and life!

May I be sound and healthy, that I may honour thy divinity,,” 19
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Those who do good are promised long and full lives by the gods.

The sun-god Shamash views the activity of the honest merchant with 

great favour and rewards him accordingly:

”It (honesty) is pleasing to Shamash and he will prolong .

his life.

He (the merchant) will enlarge his family, gain wealth,

and like the waters of a never failing spring /his/7

20 ’descendants will never fail."

The gods gave life, fertility and prosperity. They were prayed to 

cajoled and sometimes even threatened by those who lived in Mesopotamia, 

who dreaded death and attempted by every means in their power to obtain 

long life before passing for ever to the land of no return.

CANAAN ,

The Ugaritic texts available to research are limited in scope 

and confine themselves to describing the vicissitudes and triumphs 

of various gods, divine heroes and kings. The texts display that 

sector of mythology which dealt with the fertility of the land, the 

preservation of the indispensable natural resources which were the 

basis of natural human life. Unlike, for example, the "Epic of 

Gilgamesh," these texts do not concern themselves with the nature 

and destiny of man. Life in the Ugaritic texts centres itself 

on life in the natural sphere.

Baal was the god of the fertilising rains which brought 

nourishment to the earth, allowing the crops to grow and giving 

food to mankind. Baal was not without enemies among the gods, 

among them the sea-god Yam, but his chief enemy was Mot, the lord 

of the underworld and the god of sterility and drought. At one 

point Baal is forced to descend into the undei'world, into the

clutches of Mot who then stalks the barren land where all life
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21has perished in the absence of Baal. When Baal was released

life came again to the arid earth, El, the chief god?rejoiced and the 

lady sun Shapash was cooled by the refreshing rains. Then Baal, in 

the form of a bull copulated with his sister/wife Anat, as a heifer, 

in order to increase the fertility of the land.

Life and fertility could be given or withheld by the gods.

Anat, the goddess of love and war, destroyed the youthful hero Aqhat,

in order to obtain his magic bow, then, regretting her precipitate action

she expressed a desire to restore him to life, which function would 
22 'appeal’ to have been within her capability. In the legends of

Keret and Aqhat the wish for fertility and sexual potency is patent 

and these gifts are earnestly sought from the gods.

As was indicated, there is little abstract speculation on life 

in these texts. Perhaps the figure of El, the head of the Ugaritic 

pantheon, comes nearest to the concept of a creative and sustaining

deity. He is the bny bnwt, ’’the creator of created things
/ \ 23(Driver-creatures.JThis is also reflected in Genesis 14 19,22 

where Melchizedek blesses Abram in the name of flip J ) St*

”E1 Elyon, creator of heaven and earth.”

El appears in the Ugaritic texts as a rather ineffectual, but benign 

father figure concerned for the welfare of men. However, the texts

as we have them concentrate on the natural resources of life and its

procreative aspects, matters, of this-worldly importance.

PHOENICIA

Baudissin has shown that the gods worshipped in Phoenicia were

reckoned to he bearers of life and healing. His book deals especially

with Adonis of Byblos and Esmun of Sidon. He asserts that Adonis,

by his annual return from the underworld brought, like Tammuz in 
24Mesopotamia, life, fertility and a general revival of nature.
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The origins of the Tammuz cult are obscure and his fate is

the topic of an important body of Sumerian texts* Oppenheim says

that it remains a moot point in what respect he should or can be 
25.related to certain divinities of later Semitic religions. ’

Be that as it may, by the time of the prophet Ezekiel lamentations 

for the dead Tammuz were held at the north gate of the temple, 

though condemned by official religious leaders (Ezekiel 8. 14).

It is with this later development of Tammuz that Adonis may be 

identifiede The dying god was mourned and his resurrection 
greeted with great joy. Adonis gardens were also tended.26 

Esraunof Sidon, whom Baudissin equates with the Graeco-Roman god 

of healing Asklepios/Aesculapius, was also regarded as a giver 

of life. Though, as Baudissin remarks, the exact function of 

Esmun is difficult to define, he probably resembled other 

local deities of life and fertility, with emphasis on his 

healing powers.

ISRAEh ’

When we turn to the Old Testament we are confronted with 

a deity who is supremely the living God. Unlike the gods of 

the nations, he could not die, nor could he be linked to any 

natural phenomenon as its personification. Neither sun, moon 

nor stars were divine, they were merely reflections of the 

greater glory of God. He lived beyond the world; heaven was 

his throne and earth his footstool, for the heaven of heavens 

could not contain him much les3 any temple which was the work 

of man (I Kings 8. 27). Yahweh gave life and a variety of 

expressions were used to express the concept of Yahweh as the 

living God*.28
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"*/7 , ’the living God.1 (Joshua 3.10} Psalms 42.3, 84.3;

Hosea 2.l)

7 71 ’the living God.1 (2 Kings 19.48 » Isaiah 37*4.17)

#”77 V’tlSji. , ‘the living God.’ (Deut. 5*26}

1 Samuel 17.26} 36; Jeremiah 10.10.23.36)

X’77 ‘the living God.’ (Daniel 6.21.27 Aram.)

77 771 VKJ f ’As I live, says Yahweh.’

(l Samuel 14.39> 45 19.6

20.3.21 25.26, 34 et alii)

JX ’77 , ’As God lives.’ (job 27.2)

777/7’ ’J~7X ’77 y ’As Lord Yahweh lives.’ (jer. 44.26).

It was Yahweh who breathed the breath of life into the nostrils of

man who became a living person 711 71 (Gen. 2.8).

A.R. Johnson who has discussed the vitality, the life-quality, of the

individual Israelite in terms of physical and psychical phenomena, has

shown that all such life came, in the first instance, from Yahweh,
29however diverse its expressions. The realm of nature had to be 

rescued from the province of the Baalim and claimed also for Yahweh, 

Though he was no nature deity in the typical Ancient Near Eastern sense, 

the Old Testament confidently asserted that it was Yahweh who caused the 

rain to fall and the crops to grow, who made the seasons change and who 

moved the two great lights and the lesser luminaries in their prescribed 

orbits. In Deuteronomy 7. 8-14 Yahweh promised fertility to the
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Children 6f Israel, hut in 8.16 he asserted that he had been able

to feed their fathers even in the wilderness, a deed beyond the

power of any Canaanite Baal. Job 36-40 and Psalms 147 and 148

praise Yahweh as the lord of all nature. He could also heal when,

in times of sickness, death was very near (Genesis 20.27; Numbers 12.13;

2 Kings 20 5,8). The verb 7^3? , ”to heal," is used of Yahweh
30in a purely medical sense. Wounds are also healed by him

(Isaiah 30.26; Jeremiah 20.17; Hosea 6O1; Psalm 147.3 and Job 5.18)• 

Yahweh was, all-in all, the supreme lord of life and death,

71 77 fi) (/P/D# ’JX , "I cause to die and I make alive;”

“Yahweh kills and makes alive.”

It may be concluded beyond all doubt that Yahweh in the 

Old Testament gave and sustained life in all its aspects. The 

question must now be asked, what were the characteristics of this 

life for the believing community of Israel?

• . In the several books which I have consulted on the various aspects 

of death in the Old Testament, there have been short introductions, 

similar in size to the present one, which dealt with life before passing 

on to death. Biblical passages were cited mainly from the Hexateuch, 

the Deuteronomic History and the prophets; on these passages were 

based a series of generalisations about life in the community of Israel. 

Now it has to be admitted that the compilers of the Hexateuch, the 

Deuteronomic history and the prophets had an axe to grind and therefore 

can scarcely be regarded as satisfactory examples of day to day life 

in Israel. Furthermore the authors of these books listed groups of 

Biblical passages without attempting any explanation of the, often 

obscure, Hebrew text. When I expressed some dissatisfaction with 

this mode of procedure and a desire not to be guilty of similar 

theological generalisations, it was suggested that a brief survey
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of life in the wisdom literature of the Old Testament would yield a 

much more satisfactory explanation of life in a strongly this-worldly 

sense* This survey will he undertaken in the realisation that any 

brief introduction to the subject of life in the Old Testament must, 

of necessity, have some shortcomings.

Life in the community of Israel was essentially a this-worldly 

experience, not an abstract theological concept. The rewards of 

life were measured in length of days, the number of children and the 

quantity of material possessions; the more the better, with regard 

to all these. The lives of the patriarch were set up as the ideal, 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. God promised Abraham (Genesis 15.15),

"I'jia.#. Sv x>2J\ 71SW

“And you shall go in peace to your fathers, you shall be buried at a 

good old age."

.. In Genesis 35.39 Isaac’s death is recorded; he died old and full 

of days. In 49.33 Jacob is also gathered to his fathers leaving an 

adequate posterity behind him. These men represented the life which 

every Israelite hoped to emulate, many years, many sons and many goods. 

When the patriarchs came to die they resigned themselves to their fate 

with grace. Many years later King David approached death in the same 

manner with a simple statement to Solomon, his son (2 Kings 2.2.)

“I am going.the way of

all the earth." This was an expression of calm resignation after a 

long, full and successful life.

When we turn to wisdom there we find a similar preoccupation with 

the things of this world and scant attention is paid to death.
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In Job 42 the closing prose narrative recounts the restoration 

of the fortunes of Job. However unsatisfactory the theological 

aspect of the restoration of Job may be, the materia] reward leaves 

nothing to be desired0 It is a reward centred firmly in this world, 

there is no hint of an other-worldly solution to Job’s problem.

His former possessions were doubled, he died a very old man with a 

large, handsome and successful family. He had been tried in the 

things of this world and his reward came in very material texmis.

The Book of Proverbs contains instruction for the young man who

wishes to find his way in the world and make a success of life. The

teaching of Old Wisdom has been, in places, subordinated to Yahwism

but the rewards of wisdom and the fear of Yahweh are similar, both 
32essentially material and of this world. In Proverbs 3.1-^ the 

young man who follows the advice of the wisdom teacher is promised 

many years, a good life and a wealth of possessions. Furthermore, 

the obedient young man will be successful before God and man. In 

these verses the world-affirming character of Yahwism, which could 

take over the rewards preferred by Old Wisdom and make them its own, 

is emphasised. In verses 14-18 of the same chapter the rewards of 

wisdom are laid out, life, riches and honour coupled with a pleasant, 

tranquil progress along the road of life. 4.22-27 demonstrates that 

wisdom brings the positive qualities of life to light, while the 

negative qualities are displayed as things to be avoided.

Chapter 8 pictures wisdom as something which affects the centre 

of life. To use current theological jargon we may say that wisdom 

is "involved in the world." She takes her stand in the market place 

or beside the gate of the town. Verses 18-21 list her rewards which 

are material and which come from attention to the positive qualities 

of life. To follow wisdom is to obtain long life and the favour of
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Yahweh. 9*10>ll show the complete subordination of wisdom to the feai’ 

of Yahweh. These two verses are pietistic: but the rewards of this 

fear come still in material form, long life and many days.

Similar sentiments are found in the sentence literature, e.g, in 

10.17»27, and 28 where reverence for Yahweh prolongs life and the 

righteous man achieves a happy climax to his life. 16.31 points out 

that old age is a crown of glory, provided that it comes as the 

fulfilment of a life which has been lived well. Finally 22.4 sums up*‘ 

the reward of one who reverences Yahweh,

Tun1 jjxt1 mW

”0n the heels of humility and the fear of Yahweh, come .
33wealth and honour and life.”

Even in Ecclesiastes there are verses which counsel men to enjoy 

the good things of life, as coming from God, 2,24, 3.12,13» 5-18-20

and 8.15c Although the dominant tone of the book is one of complete 

scepticism the sentiment is expressed that any sort of life is better 

than death, ”a living dog is better than a dead lion,” (9.4).

Psalm 128, 1-6 points to a life, full, intense and possessing the 

richest blessings: the man is blessed who fears Yahweh and walks in 

his ways, happiness and prosperity will be his, his fruitful wife will 

bear him lusty offspring, he will prosper and see many grandchildren. 

This was the ideal life, strongly materialistic, with its hopes, 

ambitions and goals set firmly in this world.

/U/OJ T-y-3- 70#

“For all that a man has, he will give for his life,”

declared the Satan confidently in the heavenly assembly (Job 2.4).



Life was not a theological abstraction for ivory-towered speculation 

it was a vital everyday experience lived within the community of Israel. 

This life depended absolutely on Yahweh, for man neither created nor 

maintained it, It was a relationship between Israel and her God who 

called for absolute obedience and Israel was expected to respond with 

unquestioning loyalty. The gift of life had to be carefully used 

and not abused. The Israelite praised and thanked Yahweh for his 

gift along with the rest of the worshipping community, for to live was 

also to praise Yahweh, e.g. Psalms 47 and 48 i in death all praise 

ceased. Enough has now been said to show that life in the Old Testament 

was materialistic and this-worldly, but, if lived wisely and in the fear 

of Yahweh, it could be at its best a harmonious and fulfilling experience 

reaching a graceful climax in a revered old age and meeting death with 

serenity, returning life to its giver, Yahweh

It has been necessary to begin this thesis with a short consideratio 

of life in order to set the mythology of death within the totality of 

Old Testament thought about man and God, This life, however, was 

continually threatened by the power of death, and here I do not mean 

Death mythologically portrayed, but the impersonal force of death 

which was as much a part of Yahweh’s creation as life. Thus 

over against life we must set death, which came to every Israelite 

sooner or later and preferably as late as possible. Anything which 

imposed a limitation on fullness of life was thought to emanate from 

the sphere of death for death’s domain reached far into the land of 

the living. From the sphere of death came sickness, weakness, 

imprisonment, oppression, disorder and darkness. Anyone who was 

in any way severely handicapped in the functions of life was regarded 

as being in a condition of relative death. For all the positive 

qualities of life there existed a set of negatives which threatened

the former and issued from the realm of death, Pedersen says,
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"The nether-vzorld existed wherever there was a nether-world nature."

This means that the power of the underworld extended into that life 

which was in any way weakened. All these threats were ample proof 

to the Israelite that the sphere of death insinuated itself into the 

heart of the land of the living, continually threatening to break the 

relationship between Yahweh and his servants, for death brought 

disintegration of-life in its train. A.R. Johnson has suggested 

that we may explain death in temis of life i.e. that death is the 

weakest form of life, for a man lived on in the underworld a mere 

shadow of his former self. It would seem better, however, not to

call existence in Sheol life at all, but death, for it was a state

from which all forms of life were absent. It was not ’after-life1 

it was ’death.* Life was frequently in jeopardy because any weakness

in man meant that the full force of life was diminished and a man

might then easily succumb to the power of death. Like everywhere else in 

the Ancient Near East death was often a terrifying fate to be averted 

for as long as possible.

Some explanation must now be given of the title of this thesis

in view of what I have said and in view of what will be stated in the

course of the argument. Let us consider a statement of von Rad,

"Undoubtedly the most remarkable thing in this matter 

(i.e. the fate of death) is therefore how little Yahwism •

was able to say about the phenomenon of death. But owing to 

this very inability to make herself ideologically or mythologically 

lord of death, in the face of its reality Israel displayed an 

obedience unrivalled in the history of religion. How voluble 

are the other religions here, how bold the mythologies! But Israel 

did not know death as in any way an independent mythical power - 

death*s power was at the bottom the power of Yahweh himself.

Death was no last enemy, hut Yahweh acting upon men.*1 ^6

16. .
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In view of this statement how can such a title as

’‘The Mythology of Death in the Old Testament” he justified?

It is true indeed that the Old Testament has very little to say about 

death compared with the large number of texts on the subject from 

Egypt and Mesopotamia* But if the Old Testament is carefully 

examined, it is evident that there exist references to the mythology 

of death* There are passages which describe the underworld, its 

characteristics, its location, its inhabitants and their relation to 

the land of the living. There can also be discovered traces of 

mythological personifications of death and the powers of the underworld. 

Though these passages are by no means numerous they deserve a closer

examination,
z

However, von Rad’s statement about the paucity of mythological 

references to death in the Old Testament is perfectly compatible with 

the aim of this thesis which is to examine these passages not only

in their Old Testament context but also with reference to the

mythologies of death in the Ancient Near East of which Israel was a part. 

The intention of this examination is to show that the passages in question 

which embody the mythological references to death, have, in the majority 

of cases, no direct bearing on Israel’s thought about death or her 

experience of it. The passages are used in a variety of places and 

for a variety of purposes, which will emerge in the course of the 

argument. It will be noted, eventually, that these passages occur 

mostly in the poetry and wisdom of the Old Testament, a fact which is 

not without significance for the relation of Israel’s poetry and wisdom 

literature to her background. Death in the prose narratives is hardly 

discussed, for it was seen as a matter between the individual and Yahweh 

his God, The dead were cut off from the land of the living and the

living God
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It must now be made clear, lest there be any misapprehension 

about this subject, that it is not ’Death in the Old Testament" which 

is being discussed, for this vast subject has been dealt with frequently 

and at length elsewhere. It is an attempt to set out systematically 

all the references to the mythology of death, the underworld and the 

dead in the Old Testament, to examine them against the background of 

the Ancient Near East and in their own context and then to list the 

various uses to which this mythology is put. It now remains to set' • 

out briefly the contents of each chapter and the course which the 

argument will follow.

Chapter 1. The Mythology of Death in the Ancient Near East

This chapter reviews the mythology of Death in Egypt, 

Mesopotamia and Canaan (from the evidence in the Ugaritic 

texts). This general review does not, however, preclude 

a more detailed discussion of Ancient Near Eastern material 

pertinent to the contents of a certain chapter at the 

beginning of that chapter. To have included every aspect

1

,'K;

•«
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Chaptei* 2.

of the mythology of death, especially in the case of Egypt, 

would have been beyond the scope of this thesis and would 

have made this chapter unwieldy.

The Land of the Dead in the Old Testament

This discusses the names for the land of the dead in the

Old Testament. Passages which deal with its location

and its characteristics are examined.

*
1

I
■ J

1
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Chapter 5* The Inhabitants of the Land of the Dead

In this those who dwelt in the underworld are considered.

There is a short excursus on the word rp um and on Oft <3*1 

in Phoenician inscriptions as a background to the word 

in the Old Testament,, The relation, if any of the
<3^
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■ dwellers in the land of the dead to the land of the living

is surveyed with special reference to necromancy, tomb-offering 

and the attitude of the bereaved to the departed*

Chapter 4* The Waters of Death

Xn the Ancient Near East the land of the dead was repi'esented 

as lying at the foot of the cosmic ocean* The passages in 

the Old Testament which contain this mythological concept

are examined.

Chapter g, Death the Monster

The background to this chapter may be found in the Ugaritic 

texts where there is a portrayal of Mot, the death-god, as 

a monster with gaping jaws* There are several places in 

the Old Testament where this concept is found with reference 

to the underworld, which this chapter considers.

Chapter 6. Personification of the Powers of the Underworld

This covers the personifications of various powers of Sheol 

again with reference to the Ancient Near East.

All the aspects of the mythology of death in the Old Testament are 

covered under these headings and Chapter 7 acts as a conclusion.

Chapter 7« The Mythology of Death in the Old Testament

Here the uses of the mythology are examined in history, 

prophecy, praise and wisdom. This chapter shows that these 

mythological references are fragmented and moribund. They 

are no longer living expressions of an attitude towards 

death. They have been incorporated into the Old Testament 

for literary, didactic and other purposes. The conclusion 

is reached that death is an experience in the Old Testament, 

it is the end of life, life in Sheol is death and there is 

no speculation about an after-life for there is none.
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The basis of this thesis is an exegetical examination of the verses 

in question with reference to the main versions when necessai*y. Thus, 

in structure it closely resembles a commentary. I make no apology 

for this detailed method of examination, for it ensures a balanced 

consideration of the passageso 1 wish to let the Old Testament speak

for itselfo There is thus no attempt to impose a Mesopotamian, 

Egyptian or Ugaritic pattern upon the texts, the Ancient Near Eastern 

material is a background - nothing more.

this final draft was in preparation there came into my hands 

the following publication:-

Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World 

in the Old Testament N.J. Tromp (home 1969) •

This has appeared too late for insertion in the notes to this thesis/.
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Chapter 1

THE MYTHOLOGY OP DEATH IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST

This chapter is intended to provide some sort of introduction to

the mythology of death and the after-life in the Ancient Near East as 

a background to the succeeding chapters. As G0E. Wright has said,

the Old Testament must always be set in its environment and there 
1can be no exception in the case of this subject.* A survey of 

the mythology of death in Ancient Egypt will begin this chapter.

EGYPT

There was in the valley of the Nile an unusual prominence of 

death for the climate of Egypt preserves skeletons and other material 

extremely well. A©H. Gardiner says that in no country of the earth 

is life more attractive, yet in no country is death so nakedly revealed 

I presume Gardiner means by this statement that the Ancient Egyptians 

were fond of life and its joys, yet they gave to their cult of the dead

1

and their beliefs about the world to come a width of expression

(unparalled)anywhere else in the Ancient Near East. The majority of 

Egyptian remains are connected with the cult of the dead. This is

A
'S

ll
1

'■M

limply because the Egyptians built their pyramids and tombs for eternity.
'•M

They filled them with furniture, paintings of life in the hereafter, 

models of figures which would come to life and work for the deceased 

after death and many other utensils. A recent television documentary 

on the tomb of Tutankhamun, a relatively unimportant pharaoh, showed 

a wealth of tomb furniture whose richness was almost beyond belief 

and of the most exquisite beauty. Even the mummy of the young king 

was remarkably well preserved. The attitude to the dead of the 

Egyptians was one of affection and they cherished a deep-felt interest 

in the fate of their dead relatives and friends© They were not

I

I

' J.?.-.-t-i • .... -'•«
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prompted in this by a fear of the deceased and their powers, unlike

the dwellers in Mesopotamia, who, as we shall see below, feared and 
3

hated their dead.

Alone among the peoples of the Fertile Crescent, the Egyptians 

were convinced that beyond the grave and the gates of death, there was 

a better and a happier life awaiting the person who had been pronounced 

“true of voice”before Osiris, the judge of the dead.

“This land which has no opponent

All our kinsfolk rest in it since the first day of time.

They who are to be, for millions of millions,

Will all have Come to it.

There exists none who may tarry in the land of Egypt;

There is not one who fails to reach yon place.

As for the duration of what is done on earth,

It is a kind of dream;

(But) they sayt “Welcome, safe and sound!"

To him who reaches the West.”

This text sets out the happiness of the deceased who reaches the 

“West" and becomes a god, living for ever.

In the early days of the Old Kingdom, this happy hereafter was 

reserved solely for the pharaoh. Later this privilege was also granted 

to the highest strata of the aristocracy who retained in the next world 

the ranks which they had held on earth and whose mastabas were grouped 

round the pyramid of the pharaoh, in the earliest times round the 

mastaba of the pharaoh (the mastaba was a rectangular brick tomb).

In the course of three millenia there were, naturally, great 

changes in belief concerning death and the dead; a certain “democratisa 

tion” of religion had taken place and immortality, formerly the 

prerogative of the few, was extended to the ordinary citizen.

—a^aabii.ii i'-L"
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But, no doubt the peasants and the slaves who toiled in the fields and 

slaved on the monuments of the living god (the reigning pharaoh) and of the 

gods in their temples, could, on death, expect no more than a covering of 

desert sand or the possibility of becoming a tasty morsel for the

crocodiles in the Nile#

The Egyptian land of the dead lay, ox* was thought of as existing 

in various places. At an early period in theii' history the Egyptians 

believed in the existence of a place where the blessed dead led a life of 

happiness, the characteristics of which much resembled those of the life 

which they had formerly led on earth. Perhaps here might be emphasised 

the essential conservatism of Egyptian religion and life. The motifs of 

death which were prevalent in the Old Kingdom can also be found in the > 

art and literature of the Ptolemaic period. Further the accretion of 

material and the disinclination to dispose of any, had led to almost 

unbelievable complexity in the beliefs about death, the dead and the
-j

underworld, In any event the place of the deceased ws sometimes known as 

the Sekhet-betepet, ’’the Elysian Fields,” ox* the Sekhet-Aaru.u the Fields 

of Reeds,” which was a portion of the Sekhet-betepet, lit. ”the Fields of A
Is

Peace,” which is, perhaps a bettex* translation than Elysian Fields which A
7 „ .has distinct Greek overtones. A vignette from the Papyrus of Anx,

XIXth Dynasty, shows the occupations of the deceased in the next world A
/ \ , i(see facing page). In the first registex* the deceased sculls his boat 

along a canal bearing gifts for the falcon god, lie also adores various 

gods. In the second panel Ani is reaping and driving oxen which are

treading out the grain; he adores the bemm-bird and sits holding a 
8sceptre. The third panel depicts him ploughing near a stream. This

place was probably located in the Delta, with its flat farmlands, streams

and canals, neax* Busiris the capital of the ninth nome where the 

reconstitution of the dismembered body of Osiris took place. In fact 

the Egyptians constructed the representation of the world to come on
'#

the basis of the Egypt which they loved and of which they were fiercely AW
- • -'wl

. ’ - • ...... ..... .. ........ ...
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Later belief placed the country of the dead in the West, 

the place where Be, the sun-god entered the underworld for the 

hours of night: in the West lay the celestial fields of Be.

At other times the land of the dead was considered to be in the

country cf the circumpolar stars, whither the deceased pharaoh

sailed in his boat to join them. More recently greater attention 

has been focussed by scholars on the vast amount of material which 

exists concerning the Egyptian underworld, which will be of more 

importance for this subject than any of the other locations of the 

land of the dead, as the Old Testament thought of the place of the 

dead as existing below the earth, nowhere else.

Before entering the country of the dead, the deceased had to 

submit to a judgement© The Ancient Egyptians must be credited with 

the idea of a judgement of the dead, preceding final entry into the 

next world. The terms for judgement were codified once and for all 

at the beginning of the New Kingdom, but before this theologians had 

given much thought to this difficult problem.

The judgement scene took place before Osiris, the lord of the

dead in his judgement hall. The whole scene is portrayed on a vignette, 
11again from the Papyrus of Ani. Ani and his wife Thuthu are seen 

bowing low as they enter the hall. The heart of Ani was weighed by 

the jackal-headed god Anubis on a balance against the feather of ma»at, 

usually translated as ’’truth,” but really the principle of order and 

justice in the cosmos to which all things had to conform. Behind 

Anubis, who was the god of mummification and of the Western Necropolis, 

stands the scribal-god Thoth with his reed and palette to enter the 

verdict and behind him a monster described as Am~mit, ’’the Eater of

the Dead,” he is the one who devours those who have not been found 

’’true of voice” before Osiris. Ani was found ’’true of voice,” and 

another vignette shows him being led before Osiris by Horus, and

kneeling in adoration bf Osiris.^ Thoth declared to the assembled
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company of gods that the heart of Osiris (Ani has become Osiris and 

conquered death) is true and the gods made a favourable reply:

’’That which comoth forth from thy mouth (Thoth’s mouth)

shall be declared true0 Osiris, the scribe Ani victorious,

is holy and righteous0 He hath not sinned, neither hath

he done evil against us. It shall not be allowed to the

devourer Ameraet to prevail over him. Meat-offerings and

entrance into the presence of Osiris shall be granted

unto him, together with a homestead for ever in Sekhet- 

13Tjetepu, as unto the followers of Homs.”

28.

In this way Ani is granted entry into the kingdom of the

dead.

”(2) Grant that this Osiris Ani may come forth among 

the multitudes which are (3) outside? and let him 

be established as a dweller among the denizens of heaven? 

and let the underworld be opened unto him# And behold, 

Osiris, (4) Osiris Ani, shall come forth by day to do 

whatsoever he pleaseth upon the earth among the living ones.” 14

(The literal translation of the name for the Book of the Dead is, 

”The Chapters of the Coming Forth by Day.”)

The cults of He and Osiris tended to become somewhat intermingled

as the worship of Osiris was gradually celestialised and the dead man 

15was sent to jqin either Re or Osiris.*"' The Egyptians left many 

monuments connected with their vast mortuary cultus, graves, pyramids 

and tombs in the Theban Necropolis* The Book of the Dead in its 

three major recensions, Heliopolitan (Vth and VIth Dynasties found 

on the walls of the Pyramids), Theban (XVIIIth and on to XXII Dynasties 

found on coffins and written on papyri in both hieroglyphic and hieratic
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characters), Saite (XXVIth Dynasty, this recension was much in use 

in the Ptolemaic period), was designed to assist the deceased individual 

to attain blessedness and to overcome all the perils and dangers which 

awaited him on his journey through the underworld. It was used from

the earliest dynastic times right through to the end of the Ptolemaic
t(o

period. It provided the deceased with all the names of the gods, 

demons, gatekeepers, monsters and other supernatural beings whom he 

would encounter in the course of his peregrinations in the world of 

the dead. The Egyptian was encouraged to prepare well in advance for 

the day of his death. In the "Instruction of King Meri-ka-re, we find 

these words, •

"The soul goeth to the place -which it lcnoweth, and 

strayeth not from its paths of yesterday. (Wherefore) 

make fail' thine house of the West, and stately thy place 

in the necropolis, even as one that is just, as one that
17hath done right. That it is, whereon their heart reposeth."

The Egyptians tried everything in their power to defeat death.

For death brought the cessation of the normal activities of life.

The dead could no longer see and hear for the breath of life had left

their bodies. The effects of rigor mortis began, with bodily secretions

vile odour and swarming organisms. Death meant a removal from

everything that pertained to living. The dead was alone in a greater 
18 *loneliness than could be imagined. It was, thus, the duty of every

son to attend piously to the funerary needs of his parents. Yet

funerary observances can hardly, in most cases, have been observed 
19beyond, or even as far a3, the grandparents. All three classes, 

men, gods, and the dead had the same needs and were treated in the 

same manner; temple, house and tomb all bore a strong resemblance 

to one another. The Egyptians were panic-stricken as to what might 

be done ox' what might happen to them after death, imagining as they did,
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that- their earthly and bodily needs would persist beyond in the world

to come* Nobles made contracts for food offering to be made at their

tombs, even during their life-times; property in land was usually

set aside for this purpose; ka-priests were given endowments for

providing the dead man with food, but such contracts could and did 
20lapse. The Book of the Dead of Nesi-Khonsu, a priestess of Amun-Re 

of about 1000 B.C. gives us an idea of this desire for tomb-offerings.

In the following extract Amun-Re speaks, ✓ ,

”1 deify Nesi-Khonsu, the daughter of Ta-^ennu-Tehuti in

Amentet (a name for the underworld), and I deify her in

Neter-Khert (also the underworld) ; I have granted that

she shall receive water in Amentet and funeral offerings

in Neter-Khert. I deify her soul and body in Neter-Khert,
21and I will not let her soul be destroyed therein.”

A burial involved an almost incredible amount of ritual and actions

Elaborate mummification took place, at least for the wealthy; these 

mummifications were conducted under the aegis of Anubis, the jackal

headed god of the dead, the patron of mummification and the ruler of
22the Western Necropolis. Ceremonies of the opening of the mouth

were performed on the mummy which were designed to restore to the

deceased the functions of life. Lamentations were made, often portrayed

on funerary monuments as the action of Isis and Nephthys wailing for

their dead husband/brother Osiris. Thus fortified, the deceased

began his journey to the land of the dead. All these ceremonies

were intended to express the expectation of the life after death which

the Egyptians cherished. They elevated the deceased to the status of 
23an ah, a transcendent, shining being, a sort of luminous spirit.
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The attitude of the Egyptians towards death was ambivalent, 

for there was much to be feared in the underworld, Sander-Hansen 

has noted various representations of death, some of which were very 

unpleasant* Death was regarded as a sleep, without seeing or 

hearing, but only provided the mummy did not decay. Osiris was 

’’one who sleeps.” The dead existed, as we shall see, in a world 

of night and darkness, as opposed to the clear, sunny light of day;

“The house of the dwellers in the West Land (the dead)

is deep and dark, no door or window is in it 
24but the dead lie all day in darkness.”

Death was a sickness, an illness or weakness. It was an enemy, 

a plunderer and one who robbed men of life. For despite

mummification and the assurances of a happy after-life, death was 
25a circumstance to be avoided.

This negative attitude noted by Sander-Hansen has been developed 
26very much more fully in a recent study by J. Zandee. He has 

succeeded in showing that there was a conception like Sheol in

Ancient Egyptian religion. He says, “Nevertheless there are found 
„27utterances now and again, which make us think of a negative view,'

In the Pyramid Texts, staying in the earth, stands in contrast to the 

ascension to heaven. The dead man hopes to escape from the earth

and not be seized by the gods of the earth, so that he may go to the 
28heavens with Re. In the Book of the Dead the jaws of Geb must be 

opened for the deceased, so that the ascension may begin.

“May the doors of heaven be opened unto me (5)J 

may Seb (Zandee reads Geb, the correct reading), 

the Prince of the gods, open wide his two jaws unto me."
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Zandee takes this to mean that the earth god Geh must open his jaws 

to release the deceased. Geh is the dreaded earth god which

holds fast those it has taken.

In an ascension text from the Coffin Texts we read that the 

mouth of the earth is opened for the king that he may ascend to heaven,' ' 

This privilege is reserved solely for the monarch. In another text 

Osiris is credited with the power to retain the dead in the underworld. 

This text gives Osiris a rather sinister character opposed to his 

later representations as the just judge of the dead.

“I have claimed him (the king) from Hrty (a god like Osiris)

I do not deliver him to Osiris, I open to him the gate 
31which keeps at hay.”

He who does not ascend to heaven finds himself in the

subterranean dark realm of the dead which reminds one strongly of 

Sheol in the Old Testament. Zandee further says that there must 

have been, at one time, a view that a gloomy existence awaited 

all the dead in the underworld. Thus it had to be most emphatically 

denied that the king participated in this dreadful fate. I wish now 

to consider some of the characteristics of this gloomy underworld.

The deceased had to pass through seven gates, *rr,t, which

were guarded by gatekeepers whose names the deceased had to know 
32in order to traverse them safely and enter the underworld.

Interestingly enough, the Babylonian city of the underworld had

seven gates which the goddess Ishtar had to pass through when she 
33went from heaven to the netherworld." The lord of this nether domain

was a deity whom the Egyptians called Skr pronounced ’’Sokaris,” since

Cratinus (c. 520-^23 B.C.) is reputed to have mentioned a god

related to Pamyles, a figure who seems to have been a variant of Osiris.
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Bleeker has a great deal to say about this rather mysterious divinity,

who appears as lord of death. Though he was worshipped in many

sanctuaries, there is no temple extant which is dedicated purely 
. 33and solely to hrs use. He was, almost inevitably, identified

with Osiris, but he was not, like Osiris, the refuge of the justified

souls of the dead0 Osiris excelled in human virtues, Sokaris was 
36elusive and mysterious. Sokaris was a chthonic deity, who,

nevertheless, was a giver of fertility, but this fertility lay deep ' •

in the underworld, where Sokaris was lord of the region of the land

of the dead which constituted the Fourth and Fifth Hours of the night.

This region stood in sharp contrast to the fertile pastures of the

other hours of the night through which the sun-god sailed in his

night-barque along the underground Nile. The Fourth and Fifth Hours

of the night were a desert land over which the barque of the sun-god

had to be dragged. It was a dark land and full of serpents, it was

cut off from the path of Re so that he did not light it in his passage

through the underworld. These two hours constituted part of the

unpleasant aspects of the Egyptian underworld. The representation of

the Fifth Hour shows the god Sokaris standing on sand within an ellipse,

supported by the earth-god Alter in the form of two human-headed lions 
37emerging from either end of the ellipse.

The realm of the dead was dark. Ringgren has emphasised this 
38aspect of Egyptian religion in an article. This darkness is briefly 

dispelled by the passing of the sun-god: ■

“Thou lightest the face of those who belong to the Netherworld. 

Thou raisest up those who are laid low,

Thou rejuvenatest the nostrils of those who are in it.

They are warm when it comes to pass that thou art new in 

thy former shape .........



Thou distributest thy beams in the Netherworld,

Thou shinest fox* those who are all in darkness,
. 39Those who are in their coffins are joyful.”

Re’s goodness in this respect is also mentioned in the Book 

of the Dead,

”0 thou who art greatly beloved by those who dwell in

the Tuat (underworld) ; thou shinest with thy beams upon -

the beings that are therein perpetually, and thou sendest 
4Q

forth thy light upon the path of Re-stau.”

The Book of Gates, which describes Re’s progress in the night-

barque through the twelve hours of the night describes not only the

progress of the ship but the various aspects, pleasant and unpleasant, 
41

of the underworld. As Re enters each of the twelve divisions

the dead rejoice for he brings light and food, but they lament when 

he has passed as they are again left in gloom.

"They live upon the food offerings of Re and the funeral

offerings of the First of the Westerners (Osiris). Offerings

are brought to them on earth; libations are offered to them,

consisting of justification in the West. The one with

upraised arm (Re) is in their hidden places. They lament

Re, they mourn for the great god after he has passed them by.

When he is gone darkness covers them and their caverns are 
42

closed behind them.”

It is only the just who enjoy the benefits which Re brings, 

the unworthy sinners are left in darkness and subjected to torture. 

Even more unpleasant aspects of the underworld may be easily found

3^

in the Book of the Dead
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Chapters are full of extremely unpleasant fates and the means of

avoiding them. The chapters were.recited by the deceased in order

that he might assume the powers they describe and thus give him the

ability to overcome the dangers of the underworld. Chapters 10 and 11

give the deceased power over his enemies by taking on the strength of

the gods, Osiris in Chapter 10, and Re, Horus, Ptah and Thoth in

Chapter 11. Chapters 33 j 34 and 35 give the dead man power to
45 ' '

The deceased bad to avoid eating filthrepel snakes and serpents

and drinking foul water in the underworld (52 and 53)Torture 

had to be faced and overcome, Chapter 85»

”1 am the lord of (5) light, and that which is an 

abomination unto me is death? let me not go into

the chamber of torture which is in the underworld."

There is a list of all the horrors of the undeworld in the contents 

list at the beginning of each volume of the Book of the Dead (Budge

Decomposition and loss of the essential functions of life awaited

the dead man in this grim domain. He was forced to walk upside down,

so that his mouth became his rectum and he had to eat his own excrement,
49Death was a sleep which the deceased slept in the earth. As we noted 

the land of death was a realm of darkness, which the deceased besought 

the gods of the Qerti (districts of the undeworld) to dispel,

"0 send ye forth your light and scatter the darkness /which i3 about/;

,.50you."

48

Zandee gives in his extensive volume a detailed account of the 

demons, monsters and other horrors which awaited the dead person, 

which it would be superfluous merely to repeat here. X have attempted 

to bring out most of the characteristics of the Ancient Egyptian ideas
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about death® The terrifying and fearsome aspects of the underworld 

have been emphasised as they accord more with the representation of 

Sheol in the Old Testament. We may leave Egypt with these words 

from a song of a harpist dating from the earlier period of Egyptian 

literature. They enshrine the attitude of the realist to death in 

any age; death is something to be feared no matter how elaborate 

the funerary ritual or how strong the belief in an after-life.
* /

’’There is none who comes back from (over) there,

That he may tell their state .

That he may tell their needs,

That he may still our hearts

Until we (too) may travel to the place where they have gone.

Let thy desire flourish.

In order to let thy heart forget the beatifications for thee. 

Follow thy desire, as long as thou shalt live.

Put myrrh upon thy head and clothing of fine linen upon thee, 

Being anointed with genuine marvels of the god’s property.

Set an increase to thy good things;

Let not thy heart flag.

Follow thy desire and thy good.

Fulfil thy needs upon the earth, after the command of thy heart, 

Until there come for thee that day of mourning.

The Weary Heart^ (Osiris) hears not their mourning,

51And wailing saves not the heart of a man from the underworld.’'
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MESOPOTAMIA

In Sumer, Akkad and Assyria we find a totally different situation. 

There were no great pyramids, no funerary monuments designed for 

eternity and no elaborate techniques of mummification to preserve 

the body© Death was an occasion of the greatest despair, a cutting off 

from all that was worthwhile; above all it meant entry into the grim 

undeworld* Our knowledge of the Sumerian afterlife is somewhat 

seanty, at least from the earlier period© However, some of the 

excavations of Woolley show that there was, in the earliei' period 

at any rate, some conception of an afterlife which was not totally 

forbidding. Referring to some of the proto-historic al ’Ubaid and 

Jamdat Nasr graves (so-called after the settlements where the remains 

were discovered and which may be dated c. 3000 B.C.) he says,

’’This provision made fox' the dead seems clearly to prove 

a belief in a future life of some sort, but there is 

nothing found which, expressly defines such belief; in no 

single grave has there been any figure of a god, any symbol 

or ornament that strikes one as being of a religious nature; 

the dead man took with him what he might require for a 

journey to or for a sojourn in another world, but what 

he thought about the world to which he was going nothing 

tells us. The tomb furniture is intended to satisfy purely 

material needs and its quantity and quality merely reflect - 

the social standing of the dead man and his family in this 

world.1,52

' >
lie discusses at great length the tomb furniture and appurtenances 

of gi'aves which had somehow escaped the predatory invasions of the 

tomb-robbers, these invasions were, as in Egypt, of frequent occurrence.



The tomb of Mes-.kalam-.dug, a prince of the royal house of Ur, yielded 
53a great treasure♦ The graves of King A-bar-gi and Queen Shub-ad,

• 54probably husband and wife, also produced amassed wealth, Woolley

concludes his survey of this period with an evocative description of

the final assembly of all the attendants, courtiers and retainers 
55who were to accompany the king and queen into the next world.

“Down into the open pit, with its mat-covered floor and 

mat-lined walls, empty and unfurnished, there comes a 

procession of people, the members of the dead ruler’s court, 

soldiers, men-servants and women, the latter in all their 

finery of brightly-coloured garments and head-dresses of 

carnelian and lapis-lazuli, silver and gold, officers with 

the insignia of their rank, musicians bearing harps or lyres,

, and then, driven or backed down the slope, the chariots drawn 

by oxen or by asses, the drivers in the cars, the grooms 

holding the heads of the draught animals, and all take up 

their allotted stand at the bottom of the shaft and finally 

a guard of soldiers forms up at the entrance. Each man and 

woman brought a little cup of clay or stone or metal, the 

only equipment needed for the rite which was to follow.

There would seem to have been some kind of religious service 

down there, at least it is certain that the musicians played 

up to the last; then each of them drank from their cups a 

potion which they had brought with them, or found prepared 

for them on the spot - in one case we found in the middle of 

the pit a great copper pot into which they could have dipped - 

and then they lay down and composed themselves for death.”
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The v/hole ritual of interment was apparently a long and involved

process. The royal body was sealed in the tomb and sacrifices made

before the sealed entrance. Libations were poured out to the dead 
56and offerings to the gods of the underworld were made. All this

almost certainly indicates a belief in a future life for those who 

chose to serve their ruler in the beyond, possibly in some paradisal 

land, like the land of Dilmun. There are other Sumerian texts4, 

however, which picture a very gloomy fate for the individual in the ' * 

land of the dead and which will be dealt with in due course.

Possibly the lavish burial of the king and the,seemingly voluntary,

suicide of the courtiers, testify to the belief that the Sumerian

kings were deified at death and the courtiers, unlike ordinary men,

were assuring themselves of immortality by serving the god/king in 
57the next life. In Egypt sacrifice of. retainers was also know 

from excavations at the First and Second Dynasty royal burials at 

Abydos and Sakkara in Upper and Lower Egypt respectively. When 

this practice ceased in Egypt a certain democratisation of immortality 

had already begun, but in Mesopotamia, when burial customs began 

to change at the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur (c. 2100 B.C.) an 

emphasis began to be laid on the gloomier aspects of the Sumerian 

undei-world, possibly due to increasing Semitic influence from Akkad 

in the north. Woolley says,

"Now in the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur, the burial 

customs of the people of Ur underwent a profound change, 

and amongst other things grave furniture was reduced to a 

minimum? the graves of the well-to-do folk of that age and
z*

of the Larsa age which followed it are beggarly compared with

those of the Early Dynastic Cemetery. The change in custom 
5°should reflect a change in religious belief." **

--
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Probably this change is reflected in the written texts which are almost 

certainly later than 2000 B.C.; the generality of these texts present, 

as we shall see below, a gloomy picture of life in the underworld.

The Sumero-Akkadian underworld was designated by a variety of names 

some Sumerian in origin and adopted by the Akkadians and some which 

are of Akkadian (Semitic) origin* Through the custom of burying 

the dead in the earth, the idea arose that the dead continued their 

existence in an underworld situated in the earth* Thus, “world of 

the dead” and "underworld” were equated* The Sumero-Akkadian names 

for the underworld were extremely numerous and I propose to comment 

only on the most important of them.

(a) irkallu

This is a fairly common name for the underworld. It occurs in 

phrases such as,

/~^a sa/rrat ir-kal-li lidil a/bullasa/7

"Let the gate of the queen of the netherworld be closed*"

A god threatens,

”1 shall shake the netherworld (ir-kal-lu/la) and make 

heaven tremble.'

In the Babylonian poem Ludlul Bel Neroeqi, "I will praise the 

Lord of Wisdom," the suppliant talks of the vanity of life 

and the constant change from happiness of misery among people,

' ina fa-a~bi 1-ta-ma-a i-li ^ci-ma-i

uZ-ta^-^a-^a-ma i-dab-bu-ba a-rad ir-kal-la

“In prosperity they speak of scaling heaven 

Under adversity they complain of going down to hell*"
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Irkalla was also employed as the name of the goddess who ruled 

the undeworld. In the poem ’’Ishtar*s Descent to the 

Underworld,” the goddess of heaven leaves her abode to 

journey to visit her sister Ereshkigal (here Irkalla), both 

meanings of irkallu are used,
v —vIstar asibat qirbi ir-kal-li £ Ir~kal-Ii ‘sa alikutisu la ta.jaru

“Ishtar who dwells in the undeworld in the house (Sumer^an-E) 

of Irkalla (the goddess) whence nobody who goes there returns.”

In this context the undeworld vras also know as the

muaab ^Irkalla or Jsubat ^Irkalla, ’’the dwelling of Irkalla.

(b) irgitu (Sumerian Kl)

This -word, literally meaning “earth", became the most popular 

and the most frequently used designation of the underworld. 

Indeed, as we shall note, its popularity was not confined to 

Akkadian, but its cognates were employed for the same purpose

.. in Hebrew and Ugaritic, The use of the simple word “earth" 

to signify the undeworld arose from the fact that the dead

were buried in the earth and thus the word came in time to denote

the kingdom in which they were believed to reside. It often 
64appears alone and without attribute.

^Nergal istu er-ge-ti. il-la

62

65“Nergal comes up from the undeworld.“

Nergal was the king of the underworld, the husband of Ereshkigal, 

but also the tutelary deity of the city of Cutha. Again in 

the poem Ludlul, the writer lists the sicknesses and calamities 

which have come upon him from the sphere of the underworld, 

one of them is headache,

/u/l-te i-rat ersetim i-si-ha ti- -i

66“Headache has sprung up from the surface of the undeworld."
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The irsitu claimed the god Tammuz each year, 
illak is-fit ana irat ir§iti

67"He goes, he escapes to the bosom of the underworld.” '

Some times the word was written with the Sumerian ideogram/or 

’’earth” IQ, with the appropriate Akkadian case ending,

^Istar ana Kl-tim urid ul ila«

6i’’Ishtar has gone down into the netherworld and has not come up.”

In the’TJpic of Gilgamesh" the dead Enkidu, the friend of

Gilgamesh, is said to have been seized by the underworld,
69“ir§itu has seized him.” The word was also frequently found

in attribute to certain chthonic deities, e.g. asib irgiti

’’dweller in the underworld,” a common appellation for most

underworld deities which vied in popularity with bel irgiti 

70’’Lord of the underworld,” used, for example of Nergal.

Female goddesses were called correspondingly belit ir§iti, -

"lady of the underworldo" One of these was Nisaba, a Sumerian 

grain goddess, taken over by the Babylonians. In the contest 

fable "Nisaba and Wheat,” Wheat accuses Nisaba of picking a 

quarrel with all the plants of the field and of causing a dispute 

between the Igigi (the gods of heaven) and the Anunnaki (the gods 

of the netherworld)0 Wheat says,

"Addressing Nisaba, mistress of the underworld, (belit ersetim)

71*Why, Nisaba, do you fight in the land?”

Other names were used with the genitive irgiti to express 

attributes of the netherworld divinities.

Nergal, ^ar irsiti, "king of the underworld.”

Tammuz, re^u irgiti, "Shepherd of the underworldo”

Ereshkigal, ^arrat/belit irgiti, "queen/lady of the underworld.”
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Namtar, sukkal irsiti, "vizier of the underworld."

Gilgamesh, fepir ir^iti, "regent of the underworld."

Ningiszida, gnzalu ir§iti, "herald of the underworld."
x y ,Nedu, ne-dug-gal sa irgiti, "great gate-keeper of the underworld."

Belit-seri, tupsarrat ir^iti, "(lady) scribe of the underworld."

These were the principal deities of the undeworld who aided Nergal

and Ereshkigal in their rule of the grim domain. There were also

the judges of the dead, the Anunnaki, Anunnaki Isa ir^it-i

72"the Anunnaki who are in the underworld." The word ir§itu

was combined with adjectives which qualified it in various ways

to intensify its meaning of "underworld?" irgitu saplatu ,

"the deep land. " The denizens of the undeworld were the nise sapfati, 

"the men of the deep (place)." Saplatu stood often in parallel to

elatu, "high, lofty." Shamash the sun-god was the bel elati u saplatdjj

"the lord of heaven and the undeworld." The undeworld was also 
v 73a spacious place, it vas the irgitu rapastu, "the broad land."

'■'I

(c) kigallu (Sumerian KI-GAL)

Many of the names of the underworld have a Sumerian origin, some

translated into Akkadian and others retaining their Sumerian form.

This word kigallu is one of the latter type? KI « irgitu =s "earth,

undeworld," GAL =» rab& ="great," thus "the great place.

The word in Akkadian is used to signify a foundation for building;

buildings were constructed, ina irat kigalla, "on the bosom of the 
75underworld." The word really denotes a vast space under the earth. 

It also appears in the name of the queen of the undeworld,
. 1

1

|
1

Ereshkigal, eresu is a Sumerian loan-word which means the same 

as the Akkadian sarrat, "queen." Thus the Akkadian Ereshkigal is a 

derivation from the Sumerian SilN-KI-GAL, E-re-es-ki-i-ga-a-al,



in Akkadian* CAD suggests that eroK is: used for the Sumerian NIN 

or GA&AN, both meaning ”lady;“ the word is not preserved in lexical
M Z*

texts in Akkadian, but it is found in Sumerian.' This is so, 

accoraing to Deimel; eres « NIN/GASAN *= the Akkadian beltn (lady), 

rubatn (princess), Xarratu (queen). Thus the Akkadian name of 

the underworld is, like so much else in the Akkadian mythology of

death, of Sumerian origin, ERES~KI~GAL , ’’the lady of the great

*77 " -placeo”

Rigallu would seem, in the first instance, to be a technical term 

coming from the world of building and its meaning of ’’underworld” 

is very possibly secondary,

(d) apsu .

This word is important as it will appear later in the discussion

about the cosmic ocean and its relation to the Old Testament,

with reference to the location of the underworld. In Mesopotamia

the land of the dead was often represented as lying in the depths

of the world ocean, the apsu. Apsu was the dwelling place of

the demons of plague and sickness0 Evil demons had to be sunk 
/ 78in the waves of the sea (a-gu-u ta-ma» tu). Tamtu, ” sea,” is

used in this context as well as apsu. We noted above in Ludlul

how ’’headache” had come from the surface of the underworld, in 

the succeeding lines of the same poem other names for the underworld 

are mentioned including apsu. The line which mentions apsu is

as follows:

. 44 0

^su-u 7--lu limnu it-ta-ga-a ap-^su-us-Ku

”An evil cough has left its apsu”.

•r; ’ •»a,: ;:y y. . >, ■
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In these lines of the poem apsu is parallel to ir§itu and also

to ekur ancl ¥ad& which, as we shall see immediately below, also

designate the underworld. Thus apsu, the ocean was also used 
79for the land of the dead which lay in its depths* In another, 

admittedly obscure, phrase apsu is equated with the goddess 

Ereshkigal,

a-Xib Ea kx* ap-su-u ap~su-.u tam^tim tam~tim Ereskiga'I

"Ea is present as the apsu, the apsu is the sea and the sea is 

Ereshkigal."88

The translation is not really satisfactory, at best we may say 

that Ea and Ereshkigal are linked in some way with the ocean, 

perhaps because they both dwell there.

Tallqvist cites a Sumerian phrase connecting the Anunnaki with
- Q1

the apsu, AB-ZU E-NU-UN, ’’the apsu of the Anunnaki.”

ekurru, ^adu

These are two further popular names for the underworld. ekurru

is a peculiar designation of the underworld as a mountain.

ekurru again comes from Sumerian, from E-KUR, "mountain house,”

This is the mythical world mountain in whose depths lies the

kingdom of the dead. It was also called in Sumerian the

MIUR-SAG-RUR-KIJR-RA, "the mountain house of the lands."

Tallqvist notes that the Cylinder of Sargon of Akkad says that

the gods Ea, Sin, Shamash, Nabu, Adad, Ninurta and their

sublime wives were born, "in the great mountain house of the 
82lands," ina kirib ehursaggalkurkurra, Ghosts came out of Ekur 

~ - /' 83
"The (irrestible) ghost came out of Ekur (i/s-jfc/u E.kur) ♦"

In lamentations for Tammuz it is said that the god has gone 

into the mountain, (EUR) o

"The god has gone to the mountain (RUR, the underworld)•

The god has been shut up in;the.mountain (RUR)."84 , t . 8
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KUR «= sadu/hursan = ’’mountain’1 and it also » matu (land) « 
s A 85

ir^itu (underworld) and E^ » bitu w ’’house,”

(f) UEU-GAl

’’The great city,” this was another name for the underworld,
86a purely Sumerian phrase, unaltered in Akkadian,

(g) qabru, suttu -• .

The grave as the place where the dead live must have been one 

of the earliest designations of the underworld,, qabru is 

employed to translate the Sumerian ERU-GAL and XRI-GAL,

' “the great cit^' an idea which may stem from the concept of

the underworld as a vast communal grave, which concept will

be encountered in the Old Testament, qabru appears in

syllabaries as a designation of the kingdom of the dead, but

there is some dubiety as to whether it was employed in living

speech. Tallqvist notes a text which says that the chained

gods and the angry spirits have come from the grave

(istu qab-rim) to claim the offerings for the dead and various

other libations. The ghosts of the dead are said to come out 
v - / \of the qabri. Suttu and buru (pit) are synonymous with qabru, 

both meaning grave and underworld. The underworld is the mat 

bi~ru~tu, “the land of depth,” or "the deep country.”

(h) KER-NU~GI(A)/irgit la tari

This was originally a Sumerian name for the underworld, ’’the

land of no return." The Akkadian irgit lft tari is a direct

translation of this. It was said that whoever went to the
A 88underworld took the path of no return, the u~ru~uh la tari.
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In a Babylonian dialogue on the problem of suffering we find 

the following line,

”My mother who bore me departed to the Land of No Return 

(erget lit tari). ”

In the Akkadian ’’Descent of Ishtar,” (cf. also the Sumerian 

Descent of Inanna) the goddess Ishtar resolves to visit her 

sister Ereshkigal, ,

”To the Land of no Return, the realm of /Ereshkigal/

Ishtar, the daughter of Sin, /set/ her mind.

Yea, the daughter of Sin set /her/ mind
90To the dark house the abode of Irkalla.”

The land of Ereshkigal/lrkalla was that bourne whence no 

traveller returnedo •

47.

huburV

This word, the name for the river of the underworld is used 

pars pro toto for the underworld itself. Nergal is the lu-gal 

hu-bur, ’’the lord of the river hubur.” In exorcism formulae 

evil spirits were banished across the river hubur,

"They must go through the gate, not /returi/, they must enter

the river hubur, not turn themselves hack, they must enter 
91the gate of the city of the deado”

In the Babylonian Theodicy the passing of former generations 

is referred to,

"Our fathers in fact give up and go the way of death (u-ru-uh

mu-u-

It is an old saying that they

(na-a-ri hu-bur ib-b i-r i)0”9- ---------------------&--------------------------------------

; ' - -- -5 ■-

cross the river HuburV

V
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(j) EDIN/seru

Again the original word is Sumerian, EDIN, “desert, steppe.’1 

The world of the dead was thought to lie in the west where the

desert, the haunt of demons and other unpleasant creatures, lav, Xl

utukku leinnu sa ma se-rx amela haltu inarm

“The evil utukku-demon which murders the healthy (lit. living) 
93man xn the steppe-land." '

The desert to the west of Babylon was the fore-court of the

underworld and under the control of Belit-seri, the scribe of
94the underworld and the lady book-keeper of heaven and earth,

Both the Sumerian EDIN and the Akkadian seru were names for the 

95underworld.^ This name is favoured in songs of lament for 

Dumuzi/Tammuz. In one lament Inanna of Uruk weeps for Dumuzi 

her brother/husband and says,

"Weeping my heart goes to the Steppe (EDIN),

(goes) to the place of the young man,

(goes) to the place of Dutnu-zi,

to the underworld, the place of sojoxirn of the shephei'd."

The Steppe in the following strophe is said to be the place where 

Dumuzi is bound and imprisoned and the underworld must thus be

meant. The underworld is also called the E-DUMUZI, "house of S-
■ ■

07 « «Dumuzi," bit Tammuz, in Akkadian. Tammuz is sometimes called

the Be™el gi~rim, "lord of the steppe." The Sumerian cattle godj 
— , op SSumuqan who apparently died and rose again was the man-su gerdk

"the lord of the steppe,"

(k) aamu harbu
1

a
The underworld was a waste, a desert place. It was in the asar

,8
hurbati, "the waste place," that Ishtar proposed to seek her 

99husband.
3
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At other times the place of the dead was represented as a city 

with seven gates guarded hy demons, as in one of the Egyptian concepts 

of the underworld, The land of the dead was dark and gloomy, a place 

from which there vas no return to the land of the living; if a spirit ■
"A

did rise, it was because it had been conjured up or had risen to torcnent
I

the living who had neglected to provide the necessary tomb-offerings 

and libations, Ereshkigal was the inxler of this land, the wife of . 

Nergal, who was also tutelary deity of Cutha, a name also used of the 

underworld, kntu^. Nergal was, originally, a fertility deity

and a story tells how he had become ruler of the underworld. 

Eresblcigal was apparently unable to leave her domain, so the gods 

told hex’ to send one of her servants to heaven to collect her portion 

of a banquet which they were preparing, Namtar, her vizier, went to 

heaven; when he arrived there the gods rose one by one to greet the

J
>&

a?/,
I

•1
1•4

■’I

insult
3;

- refuse • j. • •

his •

opposed to ■ d

then •

proceeded to do the same to Ereshkigal whom he dragged from her throne0 

With woman-like cunning she burst into tears, offering him her hand and 

rule over the ’’wide nether world.” Nergal responded like a gentleman,
v.

-,a
'I

kissing her and wiping away hex’ tears. This myth is intended to explain |

how Nergal the tutelary deity of Cutha and consort of Laaz, became the 
101

I
1

god of the unde world.

Ereshkigal pronounced a curse on the new arrivals, and, with the 

help of the Anunnaki gods, the judges of the underworld and guai’dians 

of the spring of life, which lay in their domain, she dealt with the dead.

• A -Ar ... . AA aAaaaAAAaAA ■ AJ' A ■ ? A;A/\' ' 1
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Before her stood her vizier, Nam tar, a god of plague, and Nedu, the 

chief gatekeeper of the undei’worldo Around them the place was full 

of fearful and ghastly demons, held in the underworld so that they 

would not rise to terrorise the land of the living* Even the dead 

were regarded as demons, who would come to the upper world to torment 

the living, if they were not kept below by proper attention to their 

mortuary services. We find a list of such demons which had seized upon 

a man in a text quoted by Ebeling,

“He has clothed himself with me, be it the wicked utukku, be it 

^/the wicked alu7

Be it the wicked efoLmmu, be it the wicked gallu, be it the wicked god, 

Be it the wicked rabisu, be it the labartu, be it the labagu,

Be it the ahhazu, be it tile lilu* be it the lilitu, be it.

/the ardat lili

The demons may be explained as follows:

103utuklcu - a demon, an incubus which lay with women nt night,

alu - an individualised demonic power* It appears in enumerations

of demonic beings as a formless and featureless power, which 
104engulfed the entire individual.

ejimmu — a ghost of spectre, the spirit of the dead 105

gallu - an evil demon which apparently roamed round the city at night 
106blocking the roads and killing people.

rabigu - the name of a demon who may be termed a “lurker” hanging round

to waylay people (cf. Gen0 4<>7)« There is a phrase 
107rabigu biti which means the guardian of a house.

108labartu - a type of female demon 

1091abagu a demon of sickness.
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ahhazu - the word, primarily means jaundice and then by extension 
110

lilu

a word signifying the demon personifying the disease, 

a demon of the night and of the storm.

ardat lili - this is to be connected with the former and means literally, 
,111“maid of the night.”'

The utukku and the etimrnu were the ghosts of the dead who rose to plague? 

the living and were amongst the most dreaded beings of Mesopotamian 

demonology. All tomb offerings were made in a spirit of abject fear,

for the untended dead would return to make life very unpleasant for 
112the living.

The Ancient Mesopotamians regarded death and the dead with the

greatest horror. The fact of death changed a loved relative or friend

into a dreaded demonic being who could afflict the living if they 
113neglected his mortuary service. Death placed the individual

at the mercy of the living for essential nourishment, but, in turn, 

it endowed .him with the demonic power with which to take revenge 

for his neglect. Thus the upkeep of mortuary services was necessary 

for both sides of the family.

There is some very slight evidence for believing that the 

Babylonians thought that the individual had to face a sort of judgement 

after death. This belief is not in any Amy so clearly defined as in 

Egypt, nor is it anywhere nearly so well documented. Ebeling quotes 

what he calls, ”A Judgement Scene in the Underworld.” However, 

the text is extremely difficult and the precise meanings of many of the 

words are in dispute0 It apparently dealt with the deceased trying 

to set himself out as innocent before an underworld tribunal. The 

second column of the tablet contains a sort of monologue in which 

the soul induces itself to be calm and confident. In Column III,

the dead man takes ship for the assembly of judgement, which seems
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to lie in Dilmun, on a mountain* It must he emphasised that all this 
114is most obscure/^ He notes a further text, found in Elam hut

written in Akkadian; it is very probably of Babylonian origin 
despite the Elamite colouring. There is one Elamite god, Sugurnak 

and two Babylonian gods of the underworld mentioned* The text is 

veil worth quoting in that a strangely optimistic view of conditions after 

death prevails, possibly under Elamite influence, .. ,

’’Come, I will proceed, my god, my lord,

before the Anunnaki

I will pass away to the grave-chamber (?), '

I will grasp thy hand; before the 

great gods

I will hear judgement, grip thy foot.

Thou lightest up the house of darkness, my god, 

thou permittest me to flee (?) 9 ••••«•

from the thicket of weakness (and toil).

In the land of need

thou attendest to me.

Thou drenchest me with water and oil

on the field of thii'st.”

These are the clearest lines of the text, the remainder is somewhat

obscure. The gods seem to precede the dead man to a ’’weigher” who has

scales, but what he weighs is not mentioned,, Sugurnak speaks to the

’’weigher" on behalf of the dead man. Then the deceased is granted a 
115home, water and oil in the underworld,""^ This type of text acted as 

a sort of vade mecum for the dead; a short prospectus of all that 

might happen in the underworld.
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One other text might he noted in this context, which Ebeling gives* 

Again, the utmost caution must he exercised as the text is very 

problematic} added to this it is in Sumerian, and therefore any 

judgement of my owi must rest on Ebeling’s German translation.

The clearest lines are as follows

"On the day of lamentation £........... .... J the terror of the
* /

underworld as a wall.

To the place of determination of fate they come, to the 

rivex’ of the underworld.

The good and the wicked it (?) will divide, the just one 

lays himself down to rest.

Whoever is wicked his abundance will be cast down, 

his ghost is in the depths of the ocean."

Then a goddess, the wife of Enlil, speaks, saying that the gods have 

given the rule of heaven and earth into her hands. She is the goddess 

of the underworld river, the daughter of Ereshkigal and her river lies 

neax* the mountain where the sun-god rises. She then extols her power

to give rest to the deceased, but warns that the wicked will not escape 
116the- power of hex' arm. Georges Itoux suggests that sources tell us

that the sun lit the netherworld on its way round the earth and that 

Utu, the sun-god, pronounced judgement on the dead. He does not

detail his sources and I have found nothing to confirm this statement* 
The sun-god was, however, the lord of justice on earth, so perhaps he 

exercised the same function in the underworld.

117

There are several texts which give a composite picture of what 

the Sumerians and Akkadians had to say about the land of the dead. 

The first text concerns Gilgamesh, the Mesopotamian king and hero.

Tn this text, "The Death of Gilgamesh," he dies and descends to the
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underworld to take up his abode there. He is accompanied by his wife, 

his son and all his courto Kramer makes the interesting suggestion 

that here we have a possible reference in textual form to the mass 

sacrifice of palace retainers with the dead ruler of which Woolley 

found clear traces at Ur. Thus it would appear that the sacrifices 

which Gilgamesh offers up in the undeworld are intended to secure his 

and his Court’s comfortable sojourn in the undei’world. The list of 

deities to whom he sacrifices contains well-known figures of the 

underworld; Ereshkigal, the queen, Narntar, the viziex* and demon of 

death, Nedu, the chief porter, Ningishzida and Dumuzi and finally 

Dimpikug, whose function is unknown.

"Gilgamesh, the son of Ninsun,

Weighed out their offerings to Ereshkigal,

Weigned out their gifts to Narntar,

Weighed out (their) presents to Dimpikug,

Weighed out their bread-offerings to Neti (Nedu),
118Weighed out their bread-offerings to Ningishzida and Dumuzi."

The tale of the descent of Inanna, the tutelary deity of Erech, 

into the netherworld is found on an early Second Millenium tablet from 

^Nippur. It presents a much gloomier view of the underworld, in 

accordance with its later Akkadian counterpart, "The Descent of Ishtar

into the Nether World." Inanna decides to enter the domain of her

older sister and inveterate enemy, Ereshkigal, perhaps to wrest the 

suzerainty of that place from hersister ’ s power and restore the dead 

to life. Knowing the dangers of this act she instructs her vizier, 

Ninshubur, to take steps to rescue her if she does not return within 

three days. She proceeds to the undeworld and at each of its gates 

she is forced to remove an article of clothing or jewellery, till 

she is brought, naked, before her sister Ereshkigal,
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“The pure Ereshkigal seated herself upon her throne, |

The Anunnaki, the seven judges, pronounced judgement before her,

They fastened (their) eyes upon her, the eyes of death,

At their word, the word which tortures the spirit,

The sick "woman0 was turned into a corpse, •»

The corpse was hung from a stake*” J

(The “sick woman" is Inanna.) '*

When Inanna did not return, Ninshuhur did as instructed and as
» *

a result of his representations Enki devised a plan to outwit

Ereshkigal and free Inanna, She is freed and' returns to the upper 

world accompanied by a host of demons, t

’’Inanna ascends from the nether world,

The Anunnaki fled, . , ’ |

Who now of the dwellers of the nether world will descend >1

peacefully to the nether world! j

When Inanna .ascends from the nether world, ;•

Verily the dead hasten ahead of her is

Inanna ascends from the nether world,

The small demons like spear-shafts,

The large demons like......... s, q

Walked at her side,” j

(The italicised words, are of dubious meaning.)^^^ J

Formerly the ending of this myth was unknown, but recent decipherment 

of new tablets huso provided the end, which is connected with the 

descent of Durauzi, the husband of Inanna to the underworld, Inanna 

and her ghastly throng go to seek a substitute for her in the 

underworld, for none can leave unless a substitute has been found 

to take their place in the nether world,, They proceed first to the
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two cities of Umma and Bad-tibira, whose deities, Shara and Latarak, 

humble themselves in dust and ashes before Inanna. She restrains 

the demons from carrying them off and goes on to Kullab, a district 

of Erech, whose god is Dumuzi. He, her husband, is dressed in his 

best, feasting and rejoicing. This enrages Inanna who fixes him 

with the eye of death and hands him over to the demons. Dumuzi appeals 

to Utu, the sun-god, who saves him by turning him into a gazelle, 

but eventually the demons catch up with him and carry him to the ' ‘ 

underwo r Id. "I-20

In the “Epic of Gilgamesh” there is a very clear description 

of the underworld. With this we turn to the Babylonian texts.

Death is decreed by Anu and Enlil for Enkidu, the friend of 

Gilgamesh, because he had aided Gilgamesh to slay the Bull of Heaven 

sent by Ishtar to destroy Gilgamesh because he had spurned her advances 

of love. As he lies on his death-bed Enkidu is given a vision of the 

underworld in a dream, he is led thither by some ghastly demon;

“Looking at me, he leads me to the House of Darkness,

’ The abode of Irkalla,

to the house which none leave who have entered it,

on the road from which there is no way back,

to the house wherein the dwellers are bereft of light,

1
A
As

A
<

Afi

where dust is their fare and clay their food.

They are clothed like birds, with wings for garments, 

and see no light, residing in darkness.

In the House of Dust, which I entered,

I looked at ^rulers/ their crows put away;

I /saw princes/, those (born to) the crown, 

who had ruled the land from the days of vore.

>
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/fhese doubl 7es of Aim and Enlil were serving meat roasts

They were serving hakemeats and pouring

cool water from the waterskins.

In the House of Dust, which I entered,

reside High Priest and acolyte,

reside incantatory and ecstatic,

reside the laver-anointers of the great gods, 

resides Etana, resides Sumuqan.

Ereshkigal /lives there/, Queen of the nether world,

and Belit~/seri, recorder of the nether world, kneels
121before hero"

Dust, darkness, mud and gloomy shadows are the lot of the 

powerless shades who are covered in feathers. All men had to go there, 

regardless of rank, from princes to peasants, from high priests to 

acolytes. Further on in the tale Gilgamesh has the spirit of Enkidu 

conjured up from the unde world in order to give him more information 

about it. This is found on Tablet XII, but the reason for Enkidu*s 

sojourn in the nether world is different from that given above.

Gilgamesh has dropped his drum and drumstick (pukku and mikku) into 

the underworld and Enkidu offers to fetch them backo Enkidu is warned 

to disguise himself as an unhappy ghost and to eschew any action which 

would mark him out from the rest of the denizens of the unde world. 

Enkidu ignores this advice, he dresses well, anoints himselfkisses 

his wife, makes a noise in the nether world and, of course, is seized 

by the powers of the nether world and does not return to the upper earth

’’Narntar (ioe. plague) did not seize him, Fever did not 

seize him;

the nether world seized him (irsitu seized Enkidu).
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Nergal1s unsparing waylayer did not seize him; 

the nether world seized him* .

On the battle field of men he did not fall;

the nether world seized him!”

Gilgamesli asks the god Ea to help him and Ea persuades the king of the 

underworld, Nergal, to allow the spirit of Enkidu to ascend to the 

upper earth;

“Nergal, the valiant hero ^/hearkened to Ea^,

forthwith he opened a hole in the earth.

The spirit of Enkidu, like a wind-puff,
122Issued forth from the nether world.”

Enkidu then describes to Gilgamesh the conditions in the nether world,

“/He who had^Z one /son/, hast thou seen (him)? I have seen (him) 

lie lies prostrate at /the foot/ ^ie vaH (and) veeps 

bitterly /ov j^qy (it)0”

The more sons the deceased has, the better his lot. gt

“He who had five sons, hast thou seen him? I have seen (him)0 

Like (that of) a good scribe, his arm is bared,

(.And) straightway he enters the palace.”

But for the unhappy man whose body was left unburied, there is an 

equally unhappy fate in the underworld;

“He whose body lies (unburied) on the steppe, hast thou seen 

I have seen (him) •

His spirit does not rest in the underworld.

He whose spirit has none to take care of him, hast thou seen 

I have seen (him) •

What was left ovei' in the pot (and) the pieces of bread that 
123were thrown into the street he eats«“

(him)?»i

(him)?S

,,Wisa
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From a seventh century B.C. tablet from Assur comes the vision of 

Assyrian prince who, in a dream, descended to the underworld and 

encountered its rulers and inhabitants. He describes a gloomy 

and grisly realm, peopled by zoomorphic deities and fearsome demons.

He first of all meets Namtar, the vizier of the nether world and then, 

a little later, Nedu, its chief gate-keeper. Then he reaches the 

throne of Nergal,

’’When I moved mine eyes, valiant Nergal was seated on a 

royal throne; his headgear was the crown of royalty;

in his two hands he held two wrathful maces

the Anunnaki, the great gods, stood bowed to the right

and to the left

The nether world was filled with terror; before the prince 

lay utter stillness,”

Nergal threatens to kill the prince for being so presumptuous 

as to seek to enter the realm of his wife, Ereshkigal. The prince 

is spared by the intervention of Ishmun. He is allowed to return to 

the upper world with the ominous words of Nergal ringing in his ears,

124"Go (back) to the upper regions, until I bethink me of thee!"

'.fi
•1
1

1

1

There are several texts in Ebeling which deal with the underworld
J®

in the context of rituals for sickness and burial. There is a ritual z?

for a sick man, which Ebeling calls a "Tammuz Text." This is not 

fox’ the restoration of a man already dead, but simply the healing of 

a sick man by identifying him with the death and resurrection of Tammuz, -y

The man in this ritual text was beset by demons, an utukku-demon and a
125 ■ -ftsaghulhaza-demon. The time appointed for the ritual was the monthw "* -

OTZU, when Ishtar caused the land to weep for Tammuz, The twenty-eighttfc

___ ______ ■>
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3day of the month was the day of the sheep-folds, on this day the 

ritual began. Presents were brought to Ishtar; prayers were made 

to her for the relief of the afflicted man, at which all the members 

of his family were present. After the offerings to Xshtar, the 

shepherd-boy of Tammuz, Isbtax’i§na, was also implored to intercede 

with Tammuz, On the twenty-ninth of the month a bed was placed 

for Tammuz, offerings and gifts were made to him and to Ishtar,
* /

to the ghost of the family, to the Anunnaki and to the shepherd boy 

of Tammuz0 More prayers to Ishtar followed. Then the evil demons 

were besought to go away and their leader implored to tear them from 

the body of the sick man and take them back to the underworld,

Furthex* prayers to the Anunnaki and to the departed spirits of the 

family were said, but they are not well preseinzed. Then directions 

for the ritual follows0 The suffering of the man became the suffering 

of the god, who was bound in the depths of the underworld and what 

follows in the ritual is parallel to the fate of the god. The forelock 

and girdle of the. sick man, symbols of bis personality, were torn off 

and thrown into the river, which represented the underworldo For the

1

'i
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next three days, the period of time that Tammuz lay in the underworld,

the sick man had to eat a special dieto When, after three days, the

god returned to the land of the living, then the sick man was saved,

through the release of the divine being to whose sufferings and 
126,restoration he had been assimilated, *

There is a text which relates how a king celebrated the obsequies 

of his father. After embalming the king in oil (ina Xamni Karra)» 

the corpse of the king was laid in a sarcophagus of stone which was

sealed with a conjuration© Gold and silver and whatever 

to the grave comfort of the king, were laid in the tomb;

else pertained
1

gifts were made;.-:
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to the Anunnaki and to the other inhabitants of the nether world.

X begin the translation at the third line of the text as the first two

are obscure:

“in oil the king ( ...

I let rest admirably, (<>.«..

the sarcophagus (presumably of stone Aide, aban; the word

used is aranu » Heb, *aron) .. ,

the place of his resting, 

with strong bronze 

I sealed its opening,

(i) made strong its conjuration.

Ornaments of gold and silver, 

every appurtenance (?) for the grave, 

his lordly jewellery, 

which he loves,

I let Shamash see,

With the father, my progenitor,

I laid in the burial vault.

Presents for the princes,

the Anunnaki

and the gods who inhabit the underworld, (lit. “earth”)

•i?

1

I gifted.”
1

The welfare of the dead man is obviously an important consideration^ 

here<> Comforts for the grave are given and an attempt is made to

influence the gods of the 

The son of the dead king, 

the tomb offerings of his

underworld in favour of the deceased.

tells posterity that he did not neglect 

father.127
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Another burial text, which may represent a real or symbolic funeral,

gives more information about the underworld,, The text is concerned with

the burial of the king and his wife in a burial chamber, the lamentations, 
128embalming and anointing. Another similar text mentions Gilgamesh,

as a judge in the underworld and the river of the underworld appears,

Ishtar and Shainash are also present and before the latter there is some 
129attempt at justification on the part of the deceased.

Ebeling has also translated a great number of rituals for the 
' 130healing of the sick. I wish only to note one or two of them as they

are not of great importance for the theme of this chapter. In the ritual

in question the sick man lay on the roof of his house for three days

while the exorcism priest sacrificed to Shamash and the stars of the

night and 1’ecited exorcisms„ The demon, which was tormenting the sick man

was then banished into a pot, which was cast out into the desert,
131this signifying the departure of the demons for the underworld.

In the same group of rituals, one is found for the purpose of 

exorcising the ghosts of a father or mother who held a man in their 

grip. Representations of a man and woman were made, no doubt intended 

to be the father and the mother of the demon-afflicted person; these 

were hung with ornaments and honours to pacify the deceased. These 

figures were placed in a model sailing ship which was faced towards 

the west and then put into the river, signifying the departure of the 

satisfied spirits to the underworld. Exorcism of the dead troubled 

the Babylonians a great deal and in another set of rituals there are f

these lines, expelling the demons from the land of the living:

“They must go distant 3»600 miles (?) from (my) body!

Give them over to Namtar the vizier of the underworld,

They must enter the gate with the Anunnaki, not (return),
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they must enter the river Hubur, not turn themselves back, 

they must enter the dooi’ of the city of the dead, not 

(appear) among the living.” J‘*

Also the following:

“(Give them) into the hand of Namtar, the vizier of the 

underworld,

Ningizzida, herald of the wide earth, (make their custody sti'ong) 

Nedu, great porter of the undeworld, (turn their) face, 

let them he torn from among the living,
133let them be numbered with the dead .

It falls nov to summarise what has been learned from the texts 

about Mesopotamian ideas concerning the undeworld, at the risk of 

repeating one or two things which have already been said.

All the dead vent dovn to the KI-GAL, ’’the great place,” also

commonly called irsituo The ruler of this grim domain was Ereshkigal.

Her husband was Nergal (cf. 2 Kings 17.30). In a Sumerian prayer he 
134is called NE-IRI-GAL, represented in Akkadian by the word namgaru,

135vhich means, ’’the great sword.” He vas often identified vith Ir-ra
. 136who vas a primitive god of plague associated with the planet Mars.

At his cult city Cutha, however, he was the god responsible for 

vegetation and life in nature; there his wife was La-az and his temple 

E-MES-LAM, ’’the house of the great hero .”^7 He was also worshipped

at Sippar, Kish, Susa in Elam, Tabriz in Assyria, at Mari and at
• . . , . 138Palmyra; a cylinder seal found at Taanach in Syria bears his name. 

These two with their vizier, Namtar, their porter, Nedu, the Anunnaki 

judges and. a host of minor deities ruled the land of the dead and its

inhabitants. .
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The plight of those who went there was generally reckoned to be 

very unhappy. Their fate depended to a great extent on how they were 

buried and how wrell their tomb-offerings and libations were regulated 

in the uppei' world. The very worst fate that could befall anyone in

the Ancient Near East was to remain unburied0 To remove bones from a

tomb was to deprive a dead person of rest and peace. To cease tomb- 

offerings meant that the ravenous and thirsty ghost had to rise to ' ■ 

terrify the living in his search for sustenance; he was forced to 

scavenge among the offal in the streets. The dead corpse lay in the

tomb and the shade went to the underworld, the bit ipri. ’’house of dust,”
- 139and the bit ikliti, ’’the house of darkness0“ In the underworld the

deceased met Gilgamesh, the perfect king and leading judge of the bench 

of the Anunnaki, who owed his position to Shamash the sun-god and lord 

of justice in heaven and earth.

Life was not gay in the great city of the dead. It was a waste 

laud, a land of thirst and hunger, which could only be alleviated by 

those on earth. The desire to have posterity at all was in fact
14influenced by the fear of having no food and water in the world to come.

Channels leading from altars underground were intended, no doubt, to

give libations to the ghosts and chthonic deities; such channels were

found at more than three hundred tombs at Tello, Larsa and Mari, to pass 
142the drink offerings to the dead. Conquering kings often disturbed

the tombs of the conquered. In 639 B.C. Assurbanipal conquered Elam,

The sanctuaries were desecrated and the tombs of the Elamite kings

violated, in order that punishment might follow them after death, their

ghosts being made to suffer from the horrors of restlessness and thirst, 
143through lack of the accustomed food offerings and libations.
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According to Mesopotamian thought there were various kinds of 

return from the underworld. There was the annual return of Tammuz; 

Ishtar also managed to escape from the realm of her sister, Ereshkigal 

Necromancers and exorcists could raise the dead temporarily for the 

purposes of consultation. When humans were sick they were considered 

to be in the realm of the dead, but by assimilation to a dying and

rising god, they could be, figuratively at least, restored to life.
* ?

But on the whole, death was regarded with great fear in Mesopotamia, 

for it brought a summons to the dread undeworld, to Nergal and 

Ereshkigal, the grim Bis and Persephone of Mesopotamian mythology.

CANAAN

In Canaan, as everywhere else, death also disrupted the life 

of the community, Most of our information, about death here must 

come from the Ugaritic texts found at Has Shamra in Syria.

The proper burial of the dead was, in this context also, of 

the highest importance for the safety of the community who had to be 

pi’otected from the ghastly depredations of the returning ghosts.

The mourner sat on the ground, loosened his turban and the knot in 

his girdle, wallowed in the dust, lacerated his face with his nails,

wailed and repeated certain words of lamentation. The dead person 
144was then supposed to go away into the land of the dead.

The evidence about Ugaritic conceptions of death and the

nether world is to be mainly gleaned from the Baal Epic. The realm 

of the dead is denoted in Ugaritic by one word *ar§ (Akkadian irgitu; 

Hebrew ^ere§). There is one passage in particular which uses the word 

in this way and tells us about the Ugaritic conception of the realm

of death:

.; ■--____ -- 2___ :__ ,_____ :_X_______ 6 z- jg>
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"Then of a truth do you set your faces .

towards the rocks of Trgzz, .

towards the rocks of Trmg,

towards the two hills hounding the earth.

Lift up the rock(s) on (your) two hands '

(and) the woodland on to (your) two palms, 

and go down to the lowest depths 

of the earth, he counted with them 

that go down into the earth.

Then of a truth do you set

(your) faces ^towards Mot son

of El^ within his city;

hut the throne on which he sits

(is) deep in jnfre and the land of his heritage

(is) filth, and the lackeys 

of El keep watch. Come you not

near to Mot son of El

lest he make you

like a sheep in his mouth

(or) you both he carried away like a kid
. , . . .,145m his jaws."

In this passage Baal send his two messengers Gpn. w^Ugr,

"Field and Vine," to take a challenging message to the god Mot,

in his underworld kingdom. The two messengers are told to set off

for the entrance to the underworld, which lies at the mountains on

the rim of the world (*arg jn line 4 means "earth", not "underworld,"

fox' the mountains do not hound the "underworld") • We saw above that 
v a /sadu/hursan, "mountain" was a name for the undei'world in Akkadian.
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Later we shall also see that in the Old Testament, the underworld was 

imagined as lying at the base of the -world mountains. I see no reason

to vocalise the names of the mountains and therefore I have left the

names unvocalised} we do not know where they were. Gray also leaves

them unvocalised and suggests that they might lie in Anatolia,
146a reasonable suggestion. The two messengers are instructed to

lift.a sort of trap-door in the earth and descend to the domain of Hot.

In lines 8 and 9 there are the words:

........... tspr . by ”Be counted with them

rdm o ar$ that go down into the underworld.’*

*arg means nothing other than ’’undeworld” here. yrd is used in 

Ugaritic in the sense of going to the nether world} we will find a 

similar use of the cognates 77* and y?r in Hebrew in the Old Testament.

In the lines immediately following there is another conception

of the land of the dead, that of a city. The messengers are instructed

to set their faces to Hot, son of El tk » qrth, ”in the midst of his city

Like Nergal, Hot rules a city. This points at once to the name of the ci-

god of Tyre, Melcarth, Mlk-qrt, ’’king of the city.” At first sight

it might be that the name means nothing more than that the god was

the lord of the city of Tyre. Albright has shown, however, that the

name ’’king of the city,” refers to the lord of the underworld, in the

sense that Melcarth was primarily a chthonic deity. He notes an

eighth century B.C. stele set up by Benhadad of Damascus in honour

of Melcarth and points out that it is unlikely that an Aramaean king 
147of Syria would erect a stele to the tutelary deity of Tyre. This

is by no means a conclusive argument, but in a later publication he

has cited much more convincing evidence to show that Melcarth was 
148identified with Nergal
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The domain of Mot was a land of filth and mire, a loathsome realm, 

in whose murky depths the god sat on a dirty throne. ' Mot was a 

monster whose great and powerful jaws were capable of swallowing 

the messengers who were warned not to approach him too closely.

It is of interest to note briefly that Mot seems also to have acted 

as a sort of corn spirit. For when he is captured by Anat, the 

sister of Baal, she treats the god like the corn, he is winnowed, 

burnt, ground and sown in the ground.^He may represent the ’’dead” 

grain in the earth before it sprouts0 However, he is primarily ruler 

of the land of the dead, adversary of Baal, who had to go into his

underworld realm.

When Bnel speaks of wrhat he will do with the body of his son 

when he finds it he says,

.................... *abky > w*aqbrah . *astn

bhrt o *elm o *ars

” . ....... I shall weep and bury him, I shall put him

in the hole of the gods of the underworld.”

Aqhat was slain by the goddess Anat, who desired his magic
150bow. The italics in the English represent my own translation.

Gray translates the phrase ^elm o 3arg as ' ’’deities of the earth.

It is the underworld which is intended here. Anat buries the dead Baal

in a similar place, but this place is situated bgrrt §pcn, “in the 
152recesses of the north.” This may mean that she takes Baal’s body

to the rim of the w'orld, to the mountains where the entrance to the

underworld lies and buries him there. The text is similar to the

extract from Aqhat. Anat weeps for Baal, she buries him, setting him 

in the hole of the gods of the underworld. Thus the entrance to and
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exit from the underworld was considered to be by means of a hole in the 

earth. Presumably every tomb was imagined to lead to the nether world, 

with the chief entrance lying at the end of the world, at the mountains 

of the edge of the earth» A furthei’ text indicates that the realm of

the dead was below the earth:

’’You have done bravely, and I myself do quit

Ughar for the most distant of gods, Enbab ' '

for the most distant of ghosts, two layers 

beneath the springs of the earth, three spans 

(under) the rocks (!)”

In this passage Anat congratulates Gnp w»Ugr, the messengers of Baal

for their successful venture to the underworld and expresses a desire

to visit that realm for herself. The land of the dead lies two layers

beneath the springs of the earth and three spans beneath its rocks.

Driver suggests that lrbq *elnym, which he translates, “most distant 
155of ghosts,” might.refer to chthonic deities.

There are one or two strangely euphemistic references to the 

land of the dead, e.g.

” ....................we two have arrived

from the pleasant tracts of the land of decease,

we two have arrived from the fair tracts of the edge of the strand 
/

of deatho"

The speakers are Gpn and Ugr who have returned from their visit to the

realm of Mot; this reference to his ghastly dwelling may be intended 
154 ‘to please him, or it may be ironic.

Like Shamash in the Akkadian texts, Shapash the Canaanite lady sun,

acts, in the Ugaritic texts as a sort of go-between journeying from
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the land of the living to the land of the dead and vice versa.

There is one passage in particular which mentions her descending 

to the land of the dead, her purpose there was to search for the

dead Baals

” »•......... moreover thou verily atest

the bread of corruption, thou verily drankest

. - the wine of decay (?), 0 Shapash, •

thou verily keptest company with the ghosts.

Gods were around thee, Id! the dead 

were around theej ...............

Ao Caquot mentions this similarity between Shamash and Shapash

pointing out that in Akkadian Shamash was the sar etimme", ‘’king of

the ghosts.” and the bel miti, "the lord of the dead.” 5 Shapash

had access to the realm of the dead in her nightly course and thus 
157she was able to help Anat in her search for Baal. In this respect

she may be likened also to the Egyptian sun-god Re, who illumined each 

of the twelve divisions of the underworld as he journeyed in his 

night-barque through the twelve hours of the night. Shamash rose 

in the morning from between the mountain peaks at the edge of the 

world and thus may be assumed to have come from the underworld for he 

was the dajjan elati u Xaplati, "the judge of the upper and underworld,”

There are several references to Mot in the guise of a monster 

with a gaping jaw:

............. .. Even as Mot has

/jaws (reaching)/ to earth, lips to heaven

/and/ a tongue to the stars, Baal

will enter his stomach (and) go down into his 

mouth

• •



as the olive, the produce of the earth and. the 

fruit of the trees,

is swallowed.”

In this extract Mot threatens Baal to the effect that he will 
159swallow him. 7

”©....co verily thou must come down 

into the throat/ ' f

/of Mot son of El, into the miry gorge/

/of the hero loved of El/»

l6oAgain Baal is threatened with swallowing by Mot.

These two extracts show Mot as a monster with a gaping gullet 

into which Baal was forced to descend, but Baal was by no means 

the only victim:

“Baal seized the sons of Athiratj 

• he smote (them, though) mighty, with a sword, .

smote (them, though) resplendent with a mace,

(and) Mot did gape open (that) they might go 

right into the earth.”

l6lPerhaps, ’’right into the underworld,” is a better translation*

Thus Mot was the ruler of the underworld, though he does not 

figure prominently in the offering lists from Ugarit. He was
z

essentially a god whose function was negative, the taunter, the rival 

and the opponent of Baal, sterility as opposed to fertility. There

is also evidence to show that there were other deities connected with

71.

the Canaanite underworld.
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The most important, of these vas Reshefo Ilis name appears

along with other well-known divinities on the offering lists from
162Ugarit. He appears, like Nergal, to have had destimctive qualities

In the Legend of King Keret, he is credited with destroying by plague 

one fifth of the offspring of king Keret:

. “He (Keret) had offspring of (one) mother.

At three years old they were perfect in health,

At four, princes (all)j

At five Reshef, gathered them unto himself.”

Reshef is, in Ugaritic rsp, which can be translated ’’plague,” but most 
163likely denotes here the god of plague.""'' He was principally a god 

of pestilence and of the underworld. He is to be identified with the 

Babylonian Nergal. This is confirmed by the discovery of two official

lists of the Ugaritic pantheon, one in Ugaritic and one in Akkadian, 
164on the same tablet. Reshef is set opposite Nergal. He was a

popular deity in.the Egyptian New Kingdom, along with other Syrian 

divinities which the Ramessides importedo Reshef also appears on 

an Egyptian funerary stele found at Beth-shan, under the name of Mekal. 

This stele is dedicated by Pa-Ra~em-heb on behalf of his father 

Anen-em-apt, both these names are unmistakably Egyptian. The two 

votaries stand in adoration before the seated Mekal, who grasps in • 

his right hand the ^ankh-symbol of life, and in his left the uas-sceptre 

symbolising welfare. The god is bearded and wears a tall conical hat, 

with two streamers, from his forehead there protrude two gazelle horns

That this figure is to be identified with Reshef can be deduced from 
‘ 166

another stele depicting the same god and naming him as Reshef,

In a Phoenician inscription from Karatepe he is called r^p ?prm,
-j y* m .

’’Reshef of the Bucks.” He was also worshipped in the Aramaean

states of Syria in the eighth century B.C.
... ........... . - 2------------ s---*- " ' __\_______ . , . ,, .
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A further chthonic deity was Horon, who, like Reshef, appears

in Egyptian sources from the New Kingdom. Gaster argues that Horon 
l68had affinities with Nergal. Albright, however, has indicated

169that the western counterpart of Nergal was Reshef and he sets Horon 
170in the category of Mot and names him as primarily a chthonic deity.

The name is found frequently in the Egyptian Execration Texts from

the New Kingdom* Presumably the Palestinian name Beth-horon represents

a cult-centre of this deity© Gray regards Horon as a healing deity,

following a suggestion of Baudissin, and he connects the god with Eshmun

of Sidon, who was, in Greek times, identified with Aesklepios the Greek

god of healing. At Beth-horon there was a brazen serpent which may

have been connected with healing and we may note that Aesklepios was 
171often pictured with two serpents coiling around his staff. * However, 

in the Papyrus Ermitage and the Magical Papyrus Harris, Horon is linked

with Reshef© Further as Hrn-.jbn, he was the tutelary deity of Jabneh«
(jarnnia) and in that capacity the Greek-speaking inhabitants of the

town in the third century B.C, called him Auronos

is identified with Heracles (Melcarth, a chthonic god) on a Greek stele fr 
172the island of Delos. Despite all this evidence the character of

the god is difficult to define but it may well be that he was a chthonic 

deity.

In conclusion, it may be noted that’ some evidence of a Ugaritic 

lady of the underworld has been brought to light. The bi-lingual tablet 

which we mentioned above in connection with Reshef and Nergal lists also 

the Akkadian goddess Allatum, an underworld goddess and sometimes named 

as the wife of Nergal© For the counterpart of Allatum in Ugaritic, 

the name (u)rg(y) is given, Dhorme in a private communication to

Nougayrol, who deals with this tablet, suggests that this word may well be
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the third daughter of Baal, hut how she arrived in the underworld 
174is not explained. In all likelihood she was the wife of Reshef,

as there is no indication of Mot, the chief deity of the Ugaritic 

underworld, having a wife.

The Ugaritic title tptj nhr, “judge river”, applied to the 

sea-god Yam, the zhl ym, “prince sea,” possibly reflects a myth

which stated that there was a trial of souls on the banks of the

world-encircling river before they were admitted to the underworld.

It may be concluded from this survey that the mythology of 

death and the underworld in Canaan, exhibited many of the same 

characteristics and concepts found in corresponding Mesopotamian 

mythology*, and, to a much lesser extent, in Egyptian mythology.

From this point we move to the Old Testament. This chapter 

has been by way of introduction and I shall deal more fully with 

aspects of the Ancient Near Eastern mythology of death which bear upon 

the subjects of the succeeding chapters more fully in the said chapters, 

as it is required.

' 74 o
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Chapter 2

TW IAND OP THE DEAD IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

One of the most unpleasant aspects of existence in the terms of 

the Old. Testament was premature death. To he cut off in the fullness 

of life from the community of Israel and from Yahweh its God was a 

fate regarded with the utmost abhorrence by the men of the Old Testament, 

The path which led to the land of the dead was one wy, there was no 

hope of a return. Thus the prayer of all men to Yahweh was that he 

might grant them a long life and keep them out of the sphere of death 

and out of the land of the dead for as long as possible until old age 

made a graceful surrender of life imperative.

The tragedy of premature death and the vivid fear of its 

consequences are very well illustrated in the case of king Hezekiah, 

found in Isaiah 38* In this chapter may he found the frantic fear 

of the land of the dead and an almost hysterical grief in the face of 

the dull aching monotony which life in the country of the shades would 

bring, cut off from the living and the lord of all life. The prophet 

Isaiah came to the sick king with a short, sharp message of doom (v. l) s

mix Jin n jjinS is p/n’

’’Thus Yahweh speaks, ’Set your house in order, for you are 

a dead man, you will not live.”’ .

Hezekiah at once stormed heaven reminding Yahweh of all the 

good things which he had done. Yahweh, in the end, graciously agreed 

to restore his life® In verse 21 the prophet Isaiah prescribed a fig 

fomentation for the offending boil and the king recovered.- Verses 10-20 

the so-called ’’Psalm of Hezekiah," were inserted by a later redactor 

(cf. the "Psalm of Jonah," Jonah 2. 2-9) 'who considered them appropriate 

to the plight of Hezekiah0 They come from a psalm of lamentation and

.........
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embody the despair of one driven to the very gates of the underworld. 

Most of its themes will be dealt with in the course of this chapter, 

thus a mere summary will suffice.

Verse 10 consigns the king (accepting the attribution to Hezekiah) 

to the "* □J/ (jJ t "the gates of Sheol (the underworld.”

In the following verse the unfortunate king bewails his fate;

(fat il* if9) fl)7T

”1 shall not behold Yahweh in the land of the living.”

Finally the monotony and hopelessness of existence in the underworld 

are related, verse 18;

J7I/V ~I~T>SI 5>Wi> ’3

,~1 J^ati ' n.Z.aJ'’‘ *5

’’For Sheol does not thank you, (the land of) death does not 

laud you.

Those who go down to the Pit do not hope for your faithfulness.”

These verses from Isaiah 38 provide a point of departure fox’ the subject 

of this chapter. I wish now to answer two questions,

(1) What was the underworld called in the Old Testament?

(2) Where did it lie and what were its characteristics?

(1) The names fox’ the underworld -

There are several names for the land of the dead in the Old

Testament, the majority of which seem to be simply special applications 

of common nouns in Hebrew, though there are, as wo shall see, striking 

parallels to Mesopotamian and Canaanite usages. •

(a) or 711)2.^ is used as a designation foi’ the

underworld, eogo Pss0 5«10 and 88.12O In 5d0 the phrase,

Z77n<? 77M^> ?2/) , ’’their throat is an open grave

represents the mouth of the enemies as the gaping entrance to
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the underworld,

“)3.p is used in the same sense as the Akkadian qabru, which

was employed by the Semitic-speaking Akkadians to translate the Sumerian
1

UHU-GALj “the great place,” i,e0 the underworld. It must be emphasised 

at the outset of this enquiry that the grave and Sheol were both very 

fluid conceptions and tended to merge in meaning with one another; 

this merging was facilitated by the fact that the underworld was 

considered sometimes as a vast grave where all the dead reposed. ' •*

(b) v7 n V is found very frequently meaning the underworld,

(is, 38,17; 51*14: Ezek. 28,8: Jonah 2.7: Psalms l6o10;

38,10; 49,10; 103,4: Job 33ol8, 22, 24, 28, 30),

In all these cases J171 means “the pit” in the sense of

the underworld, The word may well be connected with the
V 2Akkadian suttu, “pit” which meant both grave and underworld.

can also, in Hebrew, mean both grave and underworld.

Both K-dP and BDB^ derive 71UJ from 77 / O’J , ”to sink

down." Whatever its derivation, from the contexts in which 

it is employed it is perfectly clear that the word may indicate 

both the underworld and the individual grave, it is normally 

translated as “pit.”

(c) ") 13L f means a pit, cistern or well and may be linked

to the Akkadian bum, “pit”, Tallqvist notes two phrases

where buru signifies “underworld,“ subat buri, “the dwelling

of the underworld,” and mat bi-m-tu, “the Jeep land,” i,e0 
5the underworld.

This word is used only in the poetic parts of the Old Testament, 

e.g. Is, 14. 15, 19; 38, 18: Ezekiel 26, 20; 28, 8; 31. 14, 16;

32. passim: Pss. 28. 1; 30, 4; 88. 7: Prov. 1. 12, I shall

comment in due course on the frequent use of the phrase
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’’those who go down to the pit." This phrase is parallel to the'y
. J 

Ugaritic yrdm*ar§ In the following extract Baal is asked ’by B 

Mot to go down into the underworld and,

♦ •••••oeot

,6

tspr by

rdm . »ar$

"Be counted with those who go dovn into the undei'world,

Later on in the tale when Anat, the sister/wife of Baal is 

seeking for him, she asks Shapash, the sun-goddess, to accompany

her to the underworld, nrd h »arg, "Let us go down into the 

undeworld,11 she says.

(a) , earth; this common word is also used to signify 

the undeworld. In this respect it corresponds to its cognates 5 

*ar§, i*1 Ugaritic, and irgitu, in Akkadian, both of which can

This8mean the nether world, as has been show at length, 

striking uniformity of usage in all three languages underlines
A3

the wisdom of setting the Old Testament against its environment.

J/ *7 K is used frequently in the phrase SI)T)S1 jO/V

"the deep land, the underworld," (is. 44. 23s Ezek. 32. 18, 24:-ig

Pss. 63. 10; 139* 15» in this latter case it may merely mean

the deep places of the earth, not necessarily the unde world.") 

In Ezek. 32 and Psalm 63, the phrase J))1 SI 7) ^7/V is

set over against the 1J ~r',Tl fylX , "the land of the

living."

px

In Ps. 88o7 there is the phrase t/7?’7777J7 ? )~£ which 

.means, "the deep pit," and is to be regarded as a synonym for

. The latter phrase corresponds

exactly in meaning to the Akkadian irsitu saplxtu, "the land

below." The Babylonian earth had three layers: -V

■•S

fti'
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1. The upper earth, on which men dwelt, the ir.?itu elitu..
* ■w-ia.'.BftiSffirrafc x-ray. ?s£s;

2, The irgitu qablitu. lit. ’’the middle earth,” the 

domain of Ea, the Sumerian En-ki, the lord of the earth.

3» The irgitu Isaplitu, “the lower world,” the underworld,

the dwelling-place of the Anunnaki gods, this was the
9land of the dead.

It is this third layer of the Babylonian earth which corresponds 

to the Hebrew J1) 77>Jl •

(e) 5/iVQJ , this word appears sixty-six times in the Old

Testament and always without the article. Older commentators 

such as Gressman, Beer and HBlscher regarded Sheol as a 

proper name, like V !7tt\ , ’’the deep," perhaps signifying

a goddess of the underworld.^ The word is not often used in 

prose but it may be found in the following places, Gen0 57.35? 

42.38; 44.29,31, all connected with Jacob and in Num. 16,30.

The etymology and the derivation of the word, are both rather 

obscure.' Neither BDB nor K-B offer very much heljj in this 

respect.

I

Older scholars, among them Jastrow, connected 

with an Assyro-BabyIonian word, Ku galu, which they thought 

meant a place where an oracle could be obtained."^ Albright 

said that no such word existed anti proffered a completely 

different explanation. He attempted to derive the word

from the Babylonian su^ara, the name of the

dwelling-place of Tammuz in the underworld; the word then 
12came to mean the underworld itself.'

This interpretation is taken up and expanded considerably 
13 V 5 -by Baumgartner. He says that sir ara is a changed form of 

the place-name subaim. Subaru, however, has nothing to do
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with the North Mesopotamian province of the same name, hut is the name 

of three cities in Mesopotamia* The best known of the cities which

bore this name lay in south Mesopotamia and was an early centre of
—

the cult of Tammuz* Like Cutha, the cult seat of Nergal, subaru

was located in the underworld, in which Tammuz, as a vegetation deity,

spent a period of his existence. The word &u3 ara•appears in Tallqvisfc 
14as a name for the underworld. Thus, says Baumgartner, the word 

su ara was used to designate the underworld in Mesopotamia* To . 

make possible the transition from T£n*ara to «^/x(u a form su^alu 

must be postulated,, This proffers no real difficulty, the alteration 

of r to J. is a common feature in the field of Semitic philology,

Akkadian r to West-Semitic JL. To sum up, Baumgartner derives Sheol 

from ara, a name for the underworld in Akkadian, more precisely 

the location of the dwelling of Tammuz* If we accept this explanation 

then 5/x<z? like, 1 / J. , Sinus and pX fits

into the Near Eastern pattern of names for the land of the dead.

.. In another article in the same periodical,/same year,. L. Kdhler
*

attempts to derive from the verb 71X US , "to be waste,
. 151. being a structural element. It has also been suggested that the 

word comes from h XU , ”to inquire,” in the more specific sense

of consultation of the dead. But it is used only once in this respect

in I Samuel 28*6,16*

While noting all these efforts at derivation it seems simpler 

to accept the fact that in the Old Testament is a proper

name, feminine and means the place where the dead dwell, nothing further 

It is also by far the most common designation of the underworld. It is 

of interest to note that does not occur in Ugaritic,

Phoenician or Punic, at least, as far as we know. It is not clear 

how the word became so predominant in Israelite use.

; 1 —v---
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The underworld is sometimes known as a house, a waste or a miry 

hog, hut these are at most passing references and do not merit special 

mention, though they will he dealt with when they occur in the text.

( 2) The Location and Characteristics of the Land of the Dead

A. Job

<

3%13-19: In the previous chapter a passage was quoted from the j
’’Epic of Gilgamesh," which described the underworld and those doomed 

. 16to lie for ever in its depth, priests, kings and commoners alike.

This passage in Job bears a striking similarity to the one in ’’Gilgamesh” J 

in form and content.

13c ’ '5 ,x \nioj'1

“By now I would be lying in peace, I would be asleep

and at rests”

, means, "by now,” (cf. also Exodus 9*15 where lahveh 

tells pharaoh through the agency of Moses, ”By now^f* 77JHJ * 1

I could have sent plagues, etc0 • ••”) dob makes the remark that,

if he had died at birth or been aborted, (vss. 11, 12 and 16 taken to 

together sic BH) ”by now I would be lying in peace0“

LXX has, vGv

“now I would be lying in peace.”

J

Vulgate, .

nunc enim dormiens silerem et somno meo requiescerem,

’’For now sleeping I would be silent and in my sleep I would be at rest,

jlOCU alludes to those who sleep death’s sleep in the tomb, 

death is a sleep. JU)"' also represents the sleep of death (cf. 

also Ps. 13»zi)o The thought of the rest of death evokes the idea ox 

the tomb, for it is there alone, according to Job, that man is truly 

at peace. After contemplation of his own sleep in the tomb, Job is
’■-W - w WS

:....
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led to consider those others who also sleep the last great sleepo 

Pohrer, in his commentary, thinks that this representation of death

as a sleep owes something to Egyptian as well as to Mesopotamian 

17thought. This is very possibly true, but the background of this 

passage would seem to lie in Mesopotamia rather than in Egypt,

14. /7/JZin E’J-2/7 --ax

"With kings and counsellors of the earth, who built solitary

tombs for themselves0”

Tur Sinai says that U ’3 5ft does not refer to
18but to the primeval heroes now resting in Sheolo 

no evidence for this interpretation. The kings and 

merely the deceased rulers and great men of the earth

V’living monarchs, ‘ 

There is, howeverj

counsellors are

77ZX777 has occasioned some considerable difficulty to <§
•

commentators, both older and more recento HBlscher retains MT, 

but thinks that the writer of Job may have had in mind the pyramids

of Egypt, Egyptian mr. He further argues that 12L171 may have
• " 19been a term employed by the Egyptian Jews to denote pyramids. tv

•fe
I cannot find any evidence to bear this outo Fohrer thinks that the

term denotes the pyramids which had fallen into ruin, noting that even

Rameses II had used the pyramid complex at Giza as a stone quarry for !;;;

his own massive building programmes.^ Driver and Gray ©mend MT to
" ’ ■ 4

■ — 21) O7 77 from the Arabic hiram, a pyramid. This, however,

requires the emendation of two consonants n for 77 and /$ for jl -/fj 

They also say that hiram may be of Egyptian origin.

Dhorme lists other suggestions which have been offered, e.go 

, "palaces,” T7 , "graves of

eternity." Doth of these require alteration of the consonantal text. V

It seems easier to turn to Mesopotamian sources. In Tallqvist we 

find that harbu, "a ruin," is used as a name for the undeworld,

_ • wfe'
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22bringing out its character as a waste and desolate place. Dhorme

points out that in Assyrian huribtu and hurbatu mean desert. 23

Syriac has
cioz

JkiAw , "ruins,” 

£>9 To

LXX is of no help,

O'

exulted in (their) swords, " obviously reading ^/J/J.771 as the 

plural of a 777 , a sword.

The Vulgate has, qui aedificant sibi solitudines, "Who built for 

themselves solitary places.” ' .■

It seems, therefore, if we accept the Akkadian harbu and the Assyrian 

hurbatu, as denoting waste places and, in the case of the former, the 

abode of the dead, we should look fox' some such meaning of

In Isaiah 48e21 the word does mean "desert places,” though there is no 

suggestion of tombs 0 The Vulgate solitudines seems to imply tombs in 

solitary places. We know, for example, that tombs in Egypt and 

Mesopotamia were often, for security reasons, built in desert spots.

The pyramids were constructed on the west bank of the Nile, accessible 

only by boat. The tombs in the Theban Necropolis, set in the range of 

hills to the west of Thebes were intended to be more secure than the 

pyramids liad proved themselves to be; but they suffered the same 

plundering. Mesopotamian royal tombs were often set in the western 

desert far from cities. With all this in view it seems best to retain 

MT and translate "solitary tombs,” indicating that we are dealing with 

funerary remains which had been built in desert or waste places. Pope

mentions the fact that Mesopotamian kings often boasted that they had 
24repaired the ruins of former generationsNabonidus restored the 

temple of the moon-god, Nanna/Suen at Haran. However, I consider the 

funerary aspect of the verse essential and I do not accept Pope’s 

suggestion.

I,.;,-,;..;-,
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is,

17.

7 W T37l’’Jt3. tfTlbJfi? TJ"W~T)y IK

“Or with princes who had gold, who filled their houses with silver.”

This verse is, vei'y probably, a reference to the famous wealthy tombs t 

of Egypt and Mesopotamia, which were a tempting and seemingly easy ■? 

prey to grave~robbcrs, despite their careful sealing and the

powerful curses by which they were protected. The wealthy kings 

and heroes of a past time have exactly the same fate as the stricken 

Job envisages fox' himself, Despite the fact that these great men £ 

filled their houses (ioe» tombs) with silver, their fate ws to be nof- 

different from that of Job. It could be argued that I? T! ’1AJ. 

mean earthly palaces, but from the context it would seem that tomb ;■? 

is perhaps intended,. The tombs of the great are filled with 

grave comforts for the hereafter. •.<

/verse 16, with BI1, is best inserted after verse 12, in the 

context of birth and premature birth/

The next three verses describe the peaceful condition of 

the dead in the tomb, especially those who have known misery 

during their earthly lives.

770 7W S77/J* 27^7 ^777 V V1 V uJ

’’There the wicked disturb the peace no more; there those who have

no strength are at rest,”

TJ M , ’’there,” ioe. in the nether world.

/O? , is used basically of physical disturbance, but may 

25-denote wrath, grief and even terror 

BH and Tur Sinai suggest that we should read 

’’the tremblers,” in place of V7±r & J , ’’the wicked,?’ 

But all Versions support MT, which reads perfectly well.

26

sJ • ■’a'4’' . '•X'* /,?• / :■ JS
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18.

Those who in life have caused disturbance and upset and those 

whose strength was so weak that they could not trouble anyone are 

both at rest in the grave. The sense of this verse denotes the 

physical rather than the emotional; strength as opposed to weakness.

QJrJJ 6tp x5 V'r'GN 777“'

’’The prisoners enjoy ease and security together, they do not hear

the voice of the taskmaster.”

It would seem that prison and hard labour went together in the Ancient

World. '

yjftcu is the Pal ’ el of yAfGM , used in Jeremiah 30:10 

of Jacob (Israel) returning from captivity and having rest. In 46.27

of the same book, it is employed in a similar context and in 48.11 the 

word is used of Moab. In Proverbs 1O33 it is used to depict the ease 

which the man who obeys the dictates of the wisdom teacher will find. 

In this verse it means that even prisoners condemned to hard labour 

in this life will find ease in the underworld where the bawling voice

of the taskmaster is forever silent.

19, /’J7W ’ t^J77 7^y? K)T7 JUp
I

’’The small and the great are there and the slave is free from his master

Pallida mors aequo pulsat pede pauperium tabernas

Regnmque turres. 0 beate Sesti .

Vitae summa brevis, spem nos vitat inchoare longam,

lam te premet nox, fabulaeque Manes.

’’Pale death strikes with equal foot at the hovels of the poor and the 

towers of kings. 0 happy Sestus. the sum of one short life forbids

us to cherish a long hope, now the night bears down on thee, and the

fabled Shades.”

^/Horace Odes I iv 13 ff/
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Everyone is reduced to the same condition of inanition, there are an 

distinctions of rank in the underworld. The whole passage is

as follows

“For now X would he lying in peace, I -would have slept 

and been at rest;

With kings and counsellors•of the earth -who built solitar y

tombs for themselves.

Or with princes who had gold; who filled their houses v:iib s ■'Ivor 

There the wicked disturb the peace no more; there those who 

have no strength left are at rest.

The prisoners enjoy ease and security together, they do not

hear the voice of the taskmaster.

The small and the great are there, and the slave is free

from his master.”

In this extract the land of the dead is likened to a vast tomb.

where all men, no matter what their sort of condition in life, sleep 

the eternal sleep of death. The extract from the “Epic of Gilgr.mcsh," 

recorded the population of the undeworld, high priests and acolytes, 

kings and commoners and all the personnel of the temple and the court. 

In sharp contrast to the Babylonian account of the undeworld, this 

extract from Job i*adiates a sense of peace and rest. There is no 

mention of dust, clay and darkness, rather the peace of the sleep 

of death is emphasised. For the agonised Job, tormented both by 

bodily disease and spiritual anguish, death would be as beautiful as- 

sinking into a deep, rich and dreamless sleep, while the tumult of 

the world and the carping voices of his friends gradually decreased 

and ultimately vanishedo Kings, counsellors, prisoners and slaves 

all sleep together in the vast communal tomb which is the undoworl .
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There are furthex’ resemblances in Job to the Mesopotamian

underworld, and to the accounts which we find of it in the literature 

of Mesopotamia. There the underworld is seen as a place of no return, 

a land of darkness, thirst and filth. There are some further verses 

in Job which evoke a similar picture.

7.9. nr 77^°

"As a cloud which is. dispersed never comes together again, 

but fades completely, so a man who goes down to Sheol does not 

come up again.”

Fohrer says that this image is representative of the early morning cloud

of Palestine, which is dispersed by the heat of the rising sxm, a 
27 .natural phenomenon seen frequently. We noted in the previous 

chapter the use of the Akkadian words elxkn and wrd (Hebrew 77 

and 77 ** ) in the context of ascending from and descending to 

the underworld, eog.

*I^tar ana Kl~tim urid ul ila

28’’Ishtar has gone down to the undeworld and has not come up,” 

^Jshtar was fortunate in that she managed to escape, for normally 

there was no return from the nether world^

This verse in Job points out that the dead man vanishes like an 

evaporated cloud and is never seen again.

7.10 continues the theme of the finality of descent to the undeworld,

. ”He does not return to his house again and his dwelling place

sees him no more.”

10.21 f outline again the irreversible doom of death and introduce

the characteristic of darkness to the underworld0

10o21 VC/77 Z77k?JI
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"Before I go (whither) I shall not return, to a land of 

darkness and deep shadow."

22.

Like the Akkadian ir?it 1& tari, ’‘the land of no return," the 

Hebrew Sheol claimed its victims for ever, for no man emerged 

from its darkness and shadow into the light of the land of the livingc

’ /oo

"A land.of blackness, where there is no order and whose light 

is darkness (lit. where it shines as gloom)."

This is rather a difficult verse, from a textual point of view<>

Hdlscher thinks that the whole verse ought to be deleted as he regards 
29it as merely an expansion of verse 21. This is not, to my mind 

at least, an entirely accurate or satisfying solution, for the verse 

does add something to the preceding verse and, as Dhorrne says, it

should be remembered that the writers of the Ancient East liked to
• ' 30accumulate typical detail in their descriptions of the nether world.

“>76 , is a word which normally occurs only in the plural

and means according to BOB, "arrangement or order." The verse does

seem to be textually rather overloaded and following Dliorme, who

j?emoves the first CJ & X. I <02> and also , as being
32redundant, 1 read the verse as.

3’775" x5) TJJIS'V

(following the translation as above).

Tnr Sinai offers an interesting, hut rathex’ speculative explanation 

of this verse. He says that 27’7 V 6 has not been correctly 

understood by commentators, The word stands for order against the 

powers of darkness; but the darlmess of Sheol is a darkness against 

which no order will avail. He further suggests that
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is a word denoting demons of the night, ” ephatha-demons,w which

rise from Sheol to terrify sleepers in the land of the living.

Against these demons Z7 “* "V7& (’’incantations” according to

Tur Sinai) are made, but the darkness of Sheol is so powerful that 
33 .no incantations can dispel its gloom. While I think that he is 

correct in arguing that chaotic elements inhere in the darkness of 

the underworld and that this is reflected in the vocabulary of 

verses 21 and 22, X do not think that there is any real evidence to 

substantiate his explanation of the two words 77and

Et“*'VT& which simply mean ’’darkness” and “order,”

These two verses point to a place of darkness and gloom, where 

there is a hint of the ever-present powers of chaos ready to break 

through. The underworld is the antithesis of ordered life, death 

always brings disorder in its train and the land of the dead is a 

place where any attempt at ordered life is completely impossible. 

These verses also sound a note of hopelessness and monotony amid 

the unrelieved darkness and unremitting gloom. It must be admitted 

that the picture painted by 10.21,22 is somewhat at variance with 

the rest and peace of the tomb described in 3. 13-19*

The next Wo sections which merit consideration are 16,22 and 

17 13-16; the former speaks again of the journey to the country of 

the dead and the latter of the house of dust.

16.22 j./qjx.’xS vnauj

’’For a few years have still to pass and then I shall 

make a journey from which there is no return.”

This reference to the brevity of life and the impending doom of 

death agrees very well with the style and aspect of Job.

"Years of number,” mean the years left to Job which are so few

that they can be counted
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77 *7X is comparable to the Akkadian phrase 

uruh la tari, ’’the path from which there is no return (lit. ’’the path 

of no returning),”"’1 Short is life and the path to death one way only.

17.13 ’-V/Sf7 ’Zf7$? V7L2 J'/XVJ ,7/^x "ax

“If my expectation of a home is Sheol and I spread my bed

in darkness.”

For the first hemistich LXX has, 
5» \

UnO^ci,/V£U S yivod o «>£ £.€><£.

"For if I remain, Hades is my home.”

isolated £.&)

c.! c '
<xo

substance of MT as, according to Dhorme,"" fl/pf? "HX

t /UT7 cyv£xtV^)

Dhorme says that LXX

' from

and that this agrees with the 

35
jS o 01A0&

is an

interrogative phrase, sic, ’’Can I hope again? Sheol is my home.”

It seems, however, preferable to regard Q X. as applying to both 

verses 13 and 14, which contain a series of conditional clauses.

Dhorme also notes the Arabic rifadah, ’’cushion,” in connection

with 7^7 which literally means to spread out the cushions which 
a£>

made up the "beds” in the Ancient Near East. Job indicates that Sheol

is the place of darkness,

1^* 77/07^ ) ‘’^>X TISiK ’-lA "VlZO/l ,777016

”(lf) I cry to the Pit, ’you are my father,’ to the worms, 

’my mother and my sisters.1 ”

'St'ncLJ here means "grave (individual)" rather than underworld.

Yet again it may be emphasised that in these verses the individual grave 

stands alongside the underworld, which, in Job, is conceived of as a 

vast communal grave, as in 3,15-19• The picture is of the grave,, 

dark and dank, alive with worms and maggots which will destroy the body,
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m-nw */O vr/pJ) n^J

’’Where, then, is my hope and who will see my good?”

For the second the LXX has T<* ^,o<J ,

”my good,” in the sense of well-being or happiness* Thus, it is possible 

to emend MT to > , the second V?Ipfl being

explained as a scribal error.

15.

Job feels that he is already in the sphere of the underworld, the grave 

is his father, the maggots and the worms his mother and sisters. He 

can have no more happiness or hope in the land of the living*

16. JITf-7 TZr,» T3K 713~TW 5/W ’7i

LXX

’’Will they go down to Sheol with me or do we descend together

into the dust?”

/ Vhas, 7/ £koa 2X?P A'H T<*{$Q <rv V TX€ , y

Oyko J 77/

’’Will they do down with me to Hades, or shall we go dom together

into the tomb.”

On the strength of LXX, HBlscher, BH and Driver and Gray all emend

77JZ.to
•• — • T •

”do with me " ■' - A»t’ /at?o'?/•••• /
»/ , „ _

Dhorme thinks, in contrast to these others, that the LXX y i/Uoo
^R

, “by the side of (Assyrian ina idi)0”stems from a Hebrew

It is probable that the intei'rogative had fallen out and and T had 

become inverted. Following Dhorme, then, it seems satisfactory to read

7lit, "is it that by my side they go down to Sheol

wi4h--»e?" There is not much alteration of the consonantal text involved

and the new reading accords with the LXX, though in all fairness it may

be argued that the LXX was merely smoothing out the difficult MT.

■Laa'A.'-"-!*■ —   ■- ‘ '—L±i—• -—Jt?SS
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But, all things considered, the suggestion of Dhorme is by no means

unreasonable.

The plural z7-7'T*?77 refers to the "hope” and "good" of 

verse 15. LXX in the second hemistich

would seem to indicate 7) 7J 3 , "we go down," rather than J? H 3

of MT.

"If my expectation of a home is Sheol and I spread my bed

in darkness:

(if) I cry to the Pit, ’you are my father,’ to the worms,

’my mother and my sisters’.

Where, then, is my hope and who will see my good?

Will they go down to Sheol with me, or do we descend 

together into the dust?"

In these verses (17.13-16) Job feels himself already in the sphere of 

the undeworld with its darkness and dust (both features of the 

Mesopotamian underworld)♦ The grave has taken the place of bis living 

relations, who can mean nothing more to him as he enters the sphere of 

the dead, where there can be neither hope nor happiness.

The remaining two verses in Job which have a bearing on the 

subject of this chapter are 30.23 and 38.17.

30.23 j wi1

"For I know that you will bring me to death, to the house of 

assembly for all who are alive."

Fohrer suggests the vocalisation J17 3.-1 for

and translates, "and that a grave (lit0 house) is appointed for all

living beings," ( irr )• 39 This alteration of the

____ ______ 4 J ~

~ & sh
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vowels of MT is quite unnecessary, for the verse states that it is the 

underworld which is the “house of assembly for all who are alive.”

Thus the underworld is depicted as a vast dwelling to which all men 

must ultimately go.

Death may perhaps be a personified figure in this verse,

one of the powers of the nether world. Pope would have the word 
40signify the Canaanite god of the underworld, Mot.Both these ' 

suggestions are not needed, J/0 is intended to be the undeworld

which is then further qualified by being described as the house of 

assembly for all who are alive. Job feels that God is leading him 

to the undeworld, the house of death to which all living must 

ultimately go. •

38.17 - i/n & ~ rfjjnT
“Have the gates of death been revealed to you or have you seen 

the portals of darkness?”

LXX has, for the second hemistich, <S©vft^

<f£ £7rr?£*<>/ “did the gatekeepers of Hades quake when they

saw you?”

%
This is obviously a paraphrase of the Hebrew text, but it is, nonetheless,^ 

/
of the greatest interest to note the use of the word 77vAu> 

“gatekeepers.” The gates,to the underworld in Mesopotamian and Egyptian

thought were guarded by deities or demons who challenged all who wished
I

to pass through them. The gates were usually seven in number. LXX
'•.'i

has retained this idea of gatekeepers, while MT has no Reference to them, s 

In this MT is supported by the Vulgate which has, Numquid apertae tibi 

sunt portae mortis et ostia tenebrosa vidisti? • $

’’Have the gates of death been opened to you and have you seen 

the dark portals?"



Thus it is preferable to retain MT, as there is no other evidence 

in the Old Testament for the mythological reference to ’’gatekeepers”. 

However, behind this verse there lies the conception of the vast city 

of the dead, with its well-guarded portals through which all men must 

in the end pass,' but back through which they can never return.

In verse 16 of the same chapter the question is asked,

y> zinsjn T3inj\ iprfa) 27’ - -oij - -ry .

’’Have you entered the sources of the sea, or have you walked 

about in the innermost parts of the deep?”

In these two verses, 16 and 17, there is the idea that the underworld 

must be reached by way of the ocean. This theme will be expanded in 

a later chapter.

In the Book of Job for the most part, in contrast to Isaiah and 

Ezekiel, the land of the dead is a place of rest, silence and equality. 

The denizens of the underworld do not speak, they have all been reduced 

to the same condition of eternal silence, great and small alike have 

come to dust. In the book the confusion between the individual grave 

and the vast Sheol can be seen; a confusion which exists throughout 

the whole of the Old Testament, as each tomb was seen as a separate 

entrance to the underworld. Thus Pedersen says,

’’The individual grave is not an isolated world, it forms a 

whole with the graves of the kinsmen who make a common world 

and are closely united.”

He further says that the idea of Sheol and the grave cannot be separated 

Everyone who dies goes to Sheol, just as every individual is put in the 

grave. The dead are at the same time in the grave and in Sheol, not 

in two different places. The relation between Sheol and the grave 

cannot be unravelled according to our conception of space. Sheol is

104.
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the entirety into which all graves are merged: but no more than the 

other entities which fill up the Israelite world of ideas, is it a 

result of a summing up of all the single parts. Where there is the 

grave there is Sheol and vice versa. This merging will be continually

noted.

The portrait of Sheol which the book of Job gives is often no 

more than that of a large communal grave where all sleep the last sleep 

of death. However in 10.21,22 there was a hint of dread of the land

of darkness and gloom where the forces of chaos are present. The 

underworld is also a place of dust and a place from which there can be 

no return, it is the last assembly point for all humanity.

As we noted, the resemblance to Mesopotamian sources is very striking 

The writer of this book must have been closely acquainted with a 

tradition which transmitted those ideas to him, the method of 

transmission is not our concern here. It may be concluded that the 

writer of Job believed that there was a dark and dusty underworld 

awaiting Job if he were to die. He uses his material skilfully 

to build up his picture of the nether world. It is significant 

that though Mesopotamian material is used, its use is austere and 

well-controlled. The descriptions of the underworld in Job are 

totally lacking in the somewhat baroque imagery in which Babylonian 

works on the same subject abound. '

B. Isaiah

14. 4b-21 ‘

This passage is in effect a taunt-song against the king of Babylon. 

The verses which deal with the underworld are 9-21. Verses 4b-8 form 

an introduction which tells the reader that the fury of the oppressor, ? 

i.e„ the king of Babylon, has ceased because Yahweh has broken the staff
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of the wicked and the aceptre of the rulers who persecuted the earth and

its peoples relentlessly. The whole earth is now at rest and quiet and

the sound of joyful singing ,771 is heard. Even cypresses and

cedars of Lebanon rejoice because there are no more expeditions to cut 
43them down, for use in the domains of the Babylonian tyrant. Verse 9 

describes the agitation of sheol as the doomed tyrant descends into

the underworld.

y*?;v ’ta/jv-Jo ~]5 1*1^

27V«Z JO 27</??a?<53/0

’’The depths of Sheol are in a turmoil on your account, 

to meet you as you arrive.

It rouses the shades, all who were leaders on the earth ■ 

to meet you:

It raises all the kings of the nations from their thrones.”

If the upper earth is now secure in peace and quiet after the downfall of

the king of Babylon, the underworld is in a ferment as he sinks into its

depths. Duhm, in the days before the treasures of Ugarit came to light,

suggested that Sheol is depicted as a living being in this verse, some

sort of monster. We saw that Mot, the monstrous Canaanite god of 
45the nether world had his filthy realm in the bowels of the earth.

If this theory is to be accepted, then it must be reconciled with the 

grammar of the verse.

There are, in the verse, three verbs: the first of these is

a Qal Perfect 3rd pers. sing, fern., whose subject must be

the feminine noun . The two other verbs are ,

Polel perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. of l/V , ”to arouse,” and

77 , Kiphil perf. 3rd pers, sing. masc. of 77 > "to rise
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These verbs are both masculine singular, though there is no masculine 

singular noun. Most modern translations regard Sheol as the subject

of the whole verse.

RSV “It rouses the shades to greet you 

all who were leaders of the earth,

it raises from their thrones

all who were kings of the nations.”

JB "To honour you he rouses.the ghosts

of all the rulers of the world.

He makes all the kings of the nations 

get up from their thrones.”

NEB "She roused the ancient dead to meet you, 

all who had been leaders on earth; 

she made all who had been kings of the nations

rise from their thrones.”

The ”he" of JB is,gramatically correct, but it cannot refer to Sheol, 

which is a feminine noun and it is by no means clear what it should

refer to. The translators of NEB have assumed that Sheol is referred

to throughout the verse, but have ignored the fact that apart from 

z7Z**77 all the verbs are masculine, and Sheol is normally

conjugated with a feminine vei'b, e.g. Isaiah 5«1^» The "it” of RSV 

is the most satisfactory on all counts. It seems to me that what is 

intended here is a portrayal of the ability of the monstrous power of 

the underworld to agitate those who are in its depths.

in this verse is neither wholly "monster” nor yet merely "underworld”, 

there are hints of both. The king of Babylon descends to Sheol,
4AM** At.

the underworld, whose innardc,/the monster’s, become agitated and

disturb those who already dwell in its depths.
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In verse 10 the shades address the tyrant,

/'>#*’’> iw> 

si ’3Tt S7s>x

’’They all speak with one voice, they say to you,

‘You, too, are reduced to impotence like us, 

you are in a similar condition to us.’”

The shades already in the undeworld mock the king of Babylon as he 

joins their ranks. Impotent themselves, they gloat over one, formerly 

strong, who has become one of their sort and condition. They take a 

perverse pleasure in their own misery by enjoying the misfortune and 

fall of another,. Verse 11 continues their mockery;

'-j'jjLj fnnoj 77? 77

77±>&JSl Z7/O7 <ys"x J

’’Your dignity (and) the sound of your lyres are brought 

down to Sheol; worms are your ground-sheet and maggots 

your covers.”

The representation of a body in a tomb intrudes here. Though the tyrant 

has been brought down into the undeworld he is also seen as lying 

rotting in a grave, with worms beneath him and maggots above him.

The individual grave is found often alongside Sheol, which, as we saw 

in Job, was sometimes considered to be a vast grave, where all the 

dead dwelt. Buhm thinks that the fact of the king of Babylon lacking 

a throne degrades the hated enemy and that the author is using poetic 

licence to make his point. But the king of Babylon is no worse off 

than the others, like all the kings of the earth, he has, eventually 

to die and pass to the underworld. It is wrong to expect consistency 

in such a passage as this, which is poetic and where various

I . ; .
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representations of the underworld stand alongside one another, all 

draw in by the author to heighten the literary effectiveness of the 

whole section. It might be replied to Duhm that, as the king of 

Babylon has only just arrived in the underworld, there has been no 

time to assign him a throne!

In verse 12 and the verses immediately following traces of 

Canaanite mythology are very evident. That these mythological 

fragments owe their origin to Canaanite belief is clearly indicated

by the new material on Canaanite religion which the discoveries at 
47Ugarit have brought to light, The key to the interpretation of

777Q7 12these few verses is found in the phrase 7 77 07

12# 7^’-^ ^’7? 27

V'/J'jy .?7A^ 77^777
J

"How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, son of

the dawn. ,

How you are cut down to the ground, you who brought

the nations low."

48

There is no need to alter the vocalisation of *77 to 5J W
•* • • T* * *

as BH suggests. Greloi retains the vocalisation T77 connecting
49 .it with the Akkadian ellitu, "shining." This epithet is often

applied to Ishtar, Istar e1-1iturn, "shining Ishtar" (cf. Akkadian 

ekallu from the Sumerian E-GAL, "the great house" - Hebrew ,y-37/7 ,

"temple"). Thus S 5’’71 is, "the shining one".

__ _____ rtion of 77 'K

before Jiy~I23 in 12b, me tri causa.The second 

could well have fallen out due to haplography. It would seem, therefore 

reasonable to insert it and I have translated accordingly sic.

BH following Duhm, Marti and Gunkel, suggests the insertion of ~7J 

3 ’ Y*»zv
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The question which must now he answered is, "Who was - -jx 56’’77 

177 01 ?" The word hll appears in the Ugaritic texts as the

father of the Kathiratj 

/a^r *elht ktrt bn

t hll , snnt «, hnt h

1,1 bc 1 gml ..................

'X sing the goddesses, the 

of the crescent moon, the 

moon, lord of the sickle,

Kathirat, the shining daughter

daughters of the crescent 
„52

The Kathirat also appear in the legend of Aqhat where they enter the

house of Danel and, apparently, after they have eaten and drunk they 
53restore Danel’s fertility. Their father is hll, which Driver

translates as “the crescent moon." b*l gml is a hapax legomenon

in the Ugaritic texts. In this connection Driver notes the Akkadian 
54gamlu. “a boomerang." Grelot, however, says that no positive

solution can be found for the phrase hll b*1 gml, for it is by no

means certain that hll is in fact the crescent moon. J For b*1 gml

Gordon suggests the Akkadian bel garnii, "lord of the sickle," this 
56may or may not refer to the crescent moon. It would seem,

therefore, that hll, about which no-one is really certain, can have 

little or no bearing on the meaning of '>7ZuJ ~ J"*

in this passage.

Shachar is, in Canaanite mythology, the masculine divinity of
57 58the daw. This divinity is found in Phoenician theophoric names. 

Grelot attempts to find a parallel between a hypothetical astral myth 

of Hll ben Satyar and the Greek myth of Phaeton, the son of Eos and the

Charioteer of the daw



Now it must be clearly emphasised at this point that there were 

two distinct mythological personages both bearing the name of Phaeton, 

in Greek mythology,,

(1) Phaeton, son of Helios, the sun-god was a youth who desired 

to drive the sun’s chariot, i0eo the chariot of his father. He 

wanted to do this in order to show off before hi3 two sisters,

Prote and Clymene. His mother, Rhode, also known as Clymene, ' ■ 

a nymph, pleaded his case with his father, Helios. He was allowed

to drive the chariot but soon lost control of the mettlesome steeds

which hauled the car through the sky; first of all he rose too high

and then descended so low that he began to scorch the earth0 
59The enraged Zeus hurled a thunderbolt to destroy him. Phaeton 

is also an allegorical name for the planet Venus.

(2) The second Phaeton was the son of Ccphalus, who was the husband 

of Procris the daughter of the Athenian king Erechtheus, and Eos

the goddess of the dawn, brother of Helios; Cephalus had deserted 

Procris to wed Eos though only after discovering that Procris loved 

his money more than himselfThis Phaeton was the morning and 

evening star. He acted as one of the two charioteers of his mother, 

the rosy-fingered dawn, Eos; the other charioteer was Lampos.

This Phaeton is thus Eosphoros, the dawn-carrier, and Phosphoros,

the light-bearero He drove his mother across the sky accompanying

the sun during its course. When the sun rose Eos became Hemera,

’’day," and she announced the arrival of the sun before he sank into 
62the wes tern oc ean^ as Hespera, "even ing„"

v
Grelot wishes to identify Hll ben Sahar with the second Phaeton

111.
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This solution to the meaning of the phrase is aided by the fact that 

LXX translates the Hebrew Hll bn Sfcr by the word ,

"the dawn-carrier;” while the Vulgate translates it by the word 

lucifer, ’’the light-bearer.” Grelot thinks that the tale of Phaeton, 

son of Helios, i.e* Phaeton (l), and his uin wishing to 

drive the chariot of the sun was originally connected with Phaeton (2), 

the charioteer of Eos. In course of time the motif of hubri& had 

become detached from the astral myth and applied to the tale of

had before him a prototype of this Phoenician myth.

folk-lore* He puts forward the theory that the Biblical author 
63

Having made this point of comparison with the Greek myth,

Grelot returns to the Ugaritic texts and indicates that from them 

we learn that there was a certain deity Athtar who wished to supplant 

Yam, the sea-god, and later attempted to take the place of Baal when

the latter had been forced to enter the underworld realm of his rival 
64Mot.”* He concludes that the character of Athtar must therefore have

been dominated by hubris. The next stage of his argument is to prove

that Athtar is Hll bn Sfcr. Now we do know that Athtar, who was one of

the sons of Dame Athirat of the sea, the wife of El, did try to take 
64Baal’s place when the latter languished in the underworld. But

this attempt to occupy the throne of Baal can hardly count as hubris, 

as he was a son of Baal and Athirat and had a right to succeed in the

absence of his father. The fact that he was too.small in stature 

to occupy the throne of Baal and that he admitted that he could not be 

king, ”on the heights of §apon,” does not prove that his overweening 

hubris was dashed to the ground and that he “fell from heaven,”

Albright also accepts this theory and says that Athtar’s final destiny 
65 Grelot conclxides that Athtar is the sonis described in Isaiah 14.

of 5frr, the divinity of the dawn and that he and Hll bn Sfrr are one and
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the same person and that we may find the tale of Athtar concluded in 
Isaiah 14.^^

There is no evidence, however, in the Ugaritic texts to say 

finally that Athtax” is the morning star* He is the son of Baal and 

the lady Athirat of the sea* His chief function is that of a god of 

springs and pools, a fact which Grelot apparently takes no account of. 

In all the literature there is a great confusion about Athtar; some . 

link him with the male form of the Akkadian androgynous morning and 

evening star, other link him to a South Arabian astral deity. Therefore, 

despite the confident conclusions of Albright and Grelot, I cannot see

that Athtar, god of springs and pools, is, in any way, connected with
v
Shr in the Ugaritic texts, nor am I disposed to see any tangible link 

between the same deity and Hll bn S^r in Isaiah 14.

However there are some positive points which may be made in the

discussion® Grelot has drawn attention to the pai’allel which exists 
w'

between Phaeton, son of Eos, and Hll bn Sbr; both are sons of the dawn 

and both are the morning star. If it could be proved in Greek 

mythology that this Phaeton had originally been attached to the tale 

of the hubris of Phaeton (2) then the parallelism would be almost complete 

The story of the morning star’s assault of the towers of heaven may be 

part of a lost Canaanite of" Phoenician myth, which has survived in part 

in Greek mythology and here in Isaiah 14, in this tiny fragment. This 

is the most which may be said safely. Further it seems to me that 

we must take into account a purely natural phenomenon. In the very 

clear sky of the Middle East, before the first light of dawn appears 

in the sky, the brightest luminary by far is the morning star; as 

the light of dawn breaks in the east the brightness of the star begins 

to fade until it disappears altogethex' as full light floods the sky,
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then it reappears as the evening star* This is the charioteer of the 

daw, who heralds, in Greek myth, the arrival of his mother Eos* This 

may he in Hebrew Hll, ’’the shining one,” son of the daw. It is thus 

possible, though only possible, that this fragment in Isaiah 14 refers 

to the morning stot, the son of the dawn who turned himself to rise 

against heaven, but fell right to the earth.

~)’T1 kjJ was the daw in the Old Testament* In Job 3*9 it is .

personified, but the personification carries no mythological significance:

771 CM 77A?7‘r

’’And do not let it see the eyelids of the daw.”

In; other places the word means no more than daw, e.g*

11

SB
Job 38.12

Amos 4.13 /75>Ty 777<z> 77

o makes the morning daw darkness. 

g38ll2 7 77Q/77 77^7'’ yu JV)%

BI/Have you commanded the morning since the beginning of I

fBByour days or made the daw to know its place?”

Ve: L3 continues the tale of the aspiring divinity,

U’/O«4/Z7 yQ.lJJX 'TtJlM

■’/IO?’J2. TVZ/P 1/73. 3-<UK)

“And you thought, I will ascend to heaven,

I will raise my throne above the mighty stars,

I will dwell on the mountain of assembly, on the peaks of Zaphon.”

”1 will ascend to heaven,” this suggests the hubris of the deity,

> lit. "stars of El.” may, however,

be taken in a superlative sense and the translation "mighty stars”
&68,



—z>
italics represent my own translation. For they Driver has

Gupn- and-Ugr. the messengers of Baal who appear later. Driver

also has, ”in the heights of the north,” but as Baal is called

b 1 spn. it seems preferable to translate as I have done 
72

leaving the name of the mountain unchanged.J7 

The goddess Anat, the wife of Baal, goes to visit him to tell 

him that El has given permission for him to build a palace, she 

sets her face

m . b^l . mrym . spn
73

” towards Baal on the heights of Zaphon.”
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El was also the chief god of the Ugaritic pantheon, and originally 

perhaps the aspiring deity sought to go beyond the stars of El.

and maybe conveniently discussed

together for they are one and the same place0 The assembly referred 

to is the assembly of the gods. "Mount Zaphon is the modern Jebal al 

»aqra the snow-capped mountain about 25 to 30 miles to the north-east of 
Ugarit."69

In Ugaritic mythology Baal is the god of this mountain and is 
70designated b«l gpn and sometimes *el gpn. Driver regards the Ugaritic

gpn/gp*n as a name of the Jebal al )aqra, "The bald (i.e. snow-topped)
71mountain."

tbf. wl > ytb. ’elm . *idk

1 ytn . pnm . «m . b«l

mrym • §pn ....

"The gods did depart and stayed not; then 

they verily set their faces

toward Baal on the heights of Zaphon ...."

/The italics are my own translation^/

Baal tells his sister Anat that together they will search out a secret 

amidst the rocks of El Zaphon,

»atm > w’ank

*Zbgyh . btk . fery . ’el ♦ gpn

"Thou and I
74

will search it out amid the rocks of El Zaphon."

These references show the connection of Baal with Zaphon the mountain 

on which he dwelt. Be was lord and god of this dominating peak, 

where the rains were concentrated and from which many north Syrian

streams drew their water.
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•S

“* Z>~)^ : RSV, for example, translates this >•

phrase as ’’far north.” NEB has ”far recesses of the north." It 

seems much more satisfactory to translate the phrase as "the peaks

(heights) of Zaphon ( lit. "extremities")," as the idea

of height renders the contrast with the deepest parts of the underworld, s

the , in verse 15, much more sharp. From the | 

snow-capped towers of Zaphon, which reach up among the stars the aspiring!

godling is flung down into the murky depths of the nether world. In 

verse 14, he continues his harangue:

1 &
%

"I will mount the heights of the clouds, I will he like Elyon."
I

-US is reminiscent of Ugaritic myth. Baal $
75was known as rkh <rpt, "the rider of the clouds." Yahweh, in the

Old Testament also rode upon the clouds, Psso 18,10; 68.5,34; 104,5:
76 1

Deut. 33.26: Is. 19ol.

was a Canaanite/Phoenician deity who was 

tutelary god of the Jehusite city of Jerusalem (Gen. 14,18). The 

name appears in the Old Testament by itself, i.e, 7/»Ay ,

Ps. 9.3 x Is. 14.4, and also linked to Yahweh, Pss. 7.18; 47.3, and

with Elohim Pss. 57.3j 78.56. These latter references indicate that 

Elyon was completely identified with the God of Israel.

The king of Babylon wished to be more than human, like yLZ £5''n H 

777 mJ he wished to ascend above the heights of the mountain of

the gods, to ride on top of the clouds and to shine beyond the mighty 

stars; in verse 15, however, a different fate awaits him, |

1

i

V7O7'*

"But you are brought down to Sheol, to the depths of the pit."



Duhm says, ’’who has climbed, to the greatest heights, falls into the
77 .deepest pit*” This statement of Duhm supports my translation of

pW “ as "peaks of Zaphon." The mountain

of the gods has become for the tyrant the pit of the dead. This is 

the end of "vaulting ambition that o’erleaps itself,”

117.

Verses 12 to 15 reflect an old lost myth of an astral deity who 

sought to storm the towers of heaven, but fell to the depths of the 

underworld. It has been used by the writer of Isaiah 14 to act as 

a vehicle for derisory comment on the overweening ambition and the 

meteoric fall of the king of Babylon. ,

With verse 16 the tone of the poem alters. There is no hint 

of Ugaritic mythology in the succeeding verses. These verses give 

a quasi-historical resum4 of the career of the tyrant king of Babylon 

and point a sharp contrast to the mythological language of the preceding 

section. 1.6 describes the mocking interest with which the denizens 

of Sheol regard their newly-arrived companions

ptfX. ~px~}

"Those who see you stare at you, they ponder long over you.

Is this the man who shook the earth, who made kingdoms quake?"

The inhabitants of Sheol are surprised that this insubstantial shade

was once a great king whose rule extended over the known world.

Kissane suggests that rf''#') Mien to "those who saw thee
78in the days of thy glory." I am not at all sure what he means

by this. The meaning of the word is perfectly clear, it signifies,

"those who see you now in Sheol." Verse 17 continues,

. Si 77 V <iJ

7lSl\l 77 J} $ #6

"Who made the inhabited world like a desert, who demolished 

its cities, who did not let his prisoners go home."
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In the first half of the verse I accept one of the emendations proposed 

by the new edition of BH (ed. D. Winton Thomas). ^y?^ seems

rather out of place, as it is unlikely that the tyrant would have laid 

waste his ow cities. There are two suggestions

lo . ’’its cities,” has a feminine suffix
T *' * '

referring back to 5-1*# • This is supported only

by the Aethiopic Version. ' ••

2. ZX’l.y , ’’cities” following LXX 7°<S rzoAfi'S ,

’’and the cities,”

I prefer 1. referring back to J) , the tyrant laid the world

and its cities waste. 2. was accepted by most older commentators 
79e.g. Procksch, and there is no reason to object to those who would 

accept this emendation. '

Commentators have found difficulty with the second half of the 

verse and they have emended as follows:-

"He opened not the prison to his prisoners.

82Others such as Marti and Skinner wish to remove and

bring cu^Ti from its present place at the end of

verse 18 giving the translation, “that let not his prisoners loose, 

each man to his home.” There is, however, no real necessity to alter 

MT which can be translated quite literally, "his prisoners he let not 

loose homewards,” i.e. "who did not let his prisoners go home.”

The suggestion of Delitzsch is also to be accepted that 

is the , the inhabited world.The verse

continues the enumeration of the triumphs of the king of Babylon who 

devastated the world and cast its cities into heaps and piles of ruin.
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...

Verses 18, 19 and 20 speak of the burial, or lack of burial 
84of the king of Babylon, I have noted above how important proper

burial was considered to be in the Ancient Near East. In these verses 

it would seem that we have an echo of the awful fate which was supposed 

to visit the shade of an unburied corpse. Honourable burial was the 

last dignity paid to royalty. To be carefully interred and to have

the proper tomb-offerings and libations was the last wish of every
* .•

dying man, before his shade descended to the underworld®

18® <zy’A/ 7"7-2-3-2- 7-30 07 27 Jo 27 ’7^

’’All the kings of the nations lie in honour, each man in his tomb

BH following lQIsa (Bead Sea Scrolls), LXX and Syriac delete U 

as being Redundant after the first «&> , this is accepted in the

above translation.

All the kings rest in honour each man in his tomb. This 

illustrates the belief that while the body remained in the tomb, the 

shade went to Sheol. Unlike the kings already in Sheol the Babylonian 

king did not rest in his grave as verse 19 goes on to say:

O »^777 O/7^J 77^7*7

6X) ® 77Jt - VJtAf “ JX“’777’ -Z777 V? V V/O

“But you are cast away from your grave, like an abortion 

which causes loathing, clothed with the slain, those wounded 

by the sword, like a trampled corpse,”

The text of this verse is rather complex. 77-X” ’ “JX ,777'T

should be transferred after verse 20a (see below)® 

is very difficult to translate® LXX has

"like a loathed corpse," which suggests »”an untimely birth
OK

abortion. is proposed by Marti and Procksch.

Job 3.16 says that an abortion was not buried.
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r.
translations of Buhm and Childs* Duhm translates 

,86
as

A> » I ain inclined to accept the

7UZ*
"outwith thy grave.” Childs translates the phrase, “You are cast out, ?

87 2
away from your sepulchre.” Other kings had a seemly burial, but the s?

king of Babylon did not even reach the tomb which had been prepared for i

him0 *
• * %

7 S! , for this phrase LXX has z 1 -

TJeXX&v Tj^dvQf(^rt^9 "with many dead,” which is just

an attempt to make sense of a difficult MT. If we take MT as it stands 

and translate the phrase as, "clothed with the slain," in the sense of
1;

the corpse of the king of Babylon flung with other mutilated bodies on 

a deserted battlefield, then tolerable sense is obtained. No emendationsJ

which have been suggested improve the situation any or make the meaning 

clearer. The general import of the verse is to depict the king of 

Babylon as a mutilated corpse, trampled upon and lying in the corner 

of some forgotten battlefield, far from the tomb which had been prepared 

for him.

Delitzsch suggests that a hasty burial is indicated here, but I

this does not give nearly enough contrast to the preceding verse and >1

there is no real indication of any such burial from the rest of the text, 

87there can be no grave for such a loathsome figure.

20. ~ ~ 5* r7ir 717)^0. TUTK

/?/7 CJ 7&7K O

"You are not joined with them in the grave, with those who go 

down to the stones of the grave, for you have laid waste your 

land, slain your peoples there will be no future for the seed

of evi1-workerso"
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vi-w -in 'HP inserted from verse 19 

after 20a provides adequate parallelism to 20a. The king of Babylon 

does not join with the other kings in burial. He is not laid upon 

the stones of the grave-chamber. "> / Jl means ‘’graved it cannot

be the underworld, as the shade of the king goes to the underworld 

even though his body remains unburied. It would be idle to deny that 

this verse is very difficult to translate satisfactorily, but the 

general sense seems to he that the Babylonian king is not buried like 

other kings.

In the second half of the verse we learn that even the land end 

people of Babylon were not free from the depredations of the tyrant. 

Verse 21 indicates that the children of the king must also suffer

for his misdeeds, -

"The depths of Sheol are in a turmoil on your account,

• to meet you as you arrive0

It rouses the shades, all who were leaders on the earth

to meet you:

It raises all the kings of the nations from their thrones.

They all speak with one voice, they say- to you,

’You, too, are reduced to impotence like us, you are in a.

similar condition to us!*

How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, son of the dawn. 

How you are cut down to the ground (perhaps, ’’underworld”), 

you who brought the nations low. •

For you thought, I will ascend to heaven,

I will raise my throne above the mighty stars;

I will dwell on the mountain of Assembly, on the peaks of Zaphon



I will mount the heights of the clouds, I will he like Elyon.

But you are brought down to Sheol, to the depths of the pit.

Those who see you stare at you, they ponder long over you®

Is this the man who shook the earth, who made the kingdoms quake?

VTlio made the inhabited world like a desert, who demolished its 

cities; who did not let his prisoners go home.

All the kings of the nations lie in honour, each man in his .tomb.

But you are cast away from your grave, like an abortion which 

causes loathing, clothed with the slain, those wounded by the 

sword, like a trampled corpse<* ‘

You are not joined with them in the grave, (with) those who go 

down to the stones of the grave-chamber, for you have laid waste 

your land, slain your people; there will be no future for the

seed of evil-workers.”

The above passage was written as a taunt-song to mock the fall 

of the king of Babylon and his subsequent arrival in the underworld® 

The aim of the writer was not to give interested posterity a detailed 

description of current Israelite belief in the underworldo Various 

motifs are employed and the picture is not always consistent. The 

king is like the rest of the shades in that he is weak and enfeebled, 

yet he seems to be less honourable® The king descends to Sheol, yet 

his body does not lie in honourable burial, Ab I said previously 

it would be quite wrong to expect consistency of image and idea in 

such a passage, which is poetry. Mythological elements are draw 

from a wide background and combined with literary skill to form the 

whole® Sheol is below the earth and into it all men must go, even 

kings, this is the most that may be learned from this passage. It is 

worth noting in passing that Yahweh is only mentioned once, in verse 5
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There are other verses in Isaiah worthy of mention, some of which 

will be dealt with in later chapters. 7*11 indicates that Sheol is 

deep in the earth. Allusions to the depth of the underworld abound 

in the Old Testament; depth is one of the most common characteristics 

of the nether worldo 26.19 points to the fact that the dead dwell in

a land of dust: the shades are called the

’’dwellers in the dust.”

38.9-20 to which we referred at the beginning of this chapter 

contains the supposed lament of king Hezekiah which he is said to have 

composed on the occasion of his recovery from a very serious illness.

This psalm is not found in the parallel passage in 2 Kings 20, and was 

probably inserted into Isaiah because of the peculiar appositeness of 

its contents to the plight of Hezekiaho

Verse 10 mentions the ~ , "the gates of

Sheol.” A similar motif was noted in Job 38.17 where the “gates of death” 

and the ’’gates of darkness” stood in parallel ( ’’Xy cm ).

Gates as a feature of the underworld were prominent in Mesopotamian and 

Egyptian mythology as we have seen.

The author of the psalm is committed by Yahweh to Sheol in much the 

same manner as a prisoner is committed to a guard-house0 Marti says 

that C97£> in this verse, "I am committed,” is to be taken in the 

same sense as in Jeremiah 37*21, when the officers of king Zedekiah 

commit the prophet into the court of the guard,

Verse 11 emphasises the fact, common to all psalms which deal with 

the undexworld, that the person who is consigned to Sheol is totally 

cut off from the land of the living. The inhabitants of the nether world

are also completely cut off from Yahweh, they have no further dealings 

with him or he with them. Verse 18 expands this theme by saying that 

the dead no longer praise God, they are deprived of the cherished
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privilege which the living have, that of praising Yahweh in the midst 

of the worshipping community of Israel*

The land of the dead is deep, it is a land of dust and it is 

approached by gates* These are such fragments of information about 

the underworld as may be gleaned from Isaiah* They are fragments, 

they are no longer part of a living myth.

C. EZEKIEL " '

In Ezekiel 25-29 there are a series of prophecies against other 

nations, Tyre, Sidon, Edom and Egypt* In all of these prophecies 

there are many references to various mythological motifs and not least 

to the mythology of death.

Chapter 26 deals with the siege and the ultimate fall of the city

of Tyre to the king Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon. Tyre had been the moving

force behind a coalition of the smaller Syrian states, formed to present 
89a barrier against the increasing power of Babylon in the west. In

this chapter Ezekiel describes the siege and fall of Tyre, to the siege 

engines of Babylon. Tyre was a wealthy trading city which had many 

commercial connections, not least with Egypt. In the year 587 B.C. 

Jerusalem, Tyre and Egypt stood against the advancing power of Babylon* 

Ezekiel regarded the power of Nebuchadrezzar as the instrument of Yahweh’s 

judgement and thus he inveighed bitterly against those who resisted it 

and pronounced doom on them. The siege of the island fortress of Tyre 

was begun by Nebuchadrezzar in 587/586 B.C. and ended with the capitula

tion of the city thirteen years later in 575/572 B.C.^O

Ezekiel describes the mechanics of the siege and the capitulation 

of the city in verses 1-14. In verses 15-18 he depicts the princes of 

the sea in the deepest mourning for the vanquished city* Verses 19-21 

relate the descent of Tyre into the underworld with those who go down ■:

to the Pit*
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125.

“Thus speaks Yahweh, ’When I make you a city laid waste, 

like the cities which are derelict, whew I bring the deep 

over you and many waters cover you0’"

is neither in. LXX nor Vulg0 and is best deleted, For. 

LXX has iV t£S oi/otyc*^,*/ yttt , “when I bring up."

and Vulgate et adduxero, “and I shall have brought up,“ It would 

therefore seem better to read *\J1) & V ft3. , “when I bring up,”

which would then also be parallel to > “when I make,,"

I propose to deal with the "deep” and its connections with the 

realm of death in another chapter, and this verse will be discussed 

in that context. It suffices here to indicate that the way to the

nether world was often conceived as lying through the waters of the

, i 91world ocean.
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20,

’ •) T77zT -jtx 27^/y/o Ju-'jmji j?<*x

2f7’77 ^K2

"And I will make you go down, with those who descend to the Pit, 

to the people of old, and I will make you dwell in the nether 

world like (cities?) long since laid waste, with those who go 

down to the Pit, so that you will not return or have a place 

in the land of the living/’

i.

There is no need to alter to in the phrase 'r77P V7%
as BH does following LXX TlgoS £•£ 8c>Q(?v\}-

“to those that go down to the Pit." van Dijk suggests that jn£ be

left also but he translates it as "to,” adducing the following reasons:

‘
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1. The 7A2 ’77?7 are the dead, not the dying.

2. Ezekiel always writes for U? but XV means "to"

in Phoenician and m means "to" in Ugaritic and can mean "to"
02in Ezekiel.'

■' “5,^'

These facts are indisputable, but it seems that his reasoning is at faulty 

’’Those who go down to the Pit” are already dead and to go"with" them |

one must also be dead, but whether or is used makes |

not the slightest difference* Presumably van Dijk means that

7?-2. 777?‘’ signifies those already in the Pit, as opposed
s

to those going down, but both categories are dead. The second reason, 

that in Phoenician and e m in Ugaritic both mean "to”, does

not alter the fact that in Hebrew usually means "with,” and

there is no need to make it mean anything else here* I simply do not 

understand his reasoning, he seems to be making difficulties where none 

exist. He goes to great lengths to prove that 7ZX ’’77/’’

means the dead, this is self-evident and no commentator has ever suggested^ 

otherwise. 7/-X '*'71?'* occurs frequently in Ezekiel,

e.go 31.16? 32.18,24,29,30.

The phrase 277/3//?) »7/J.77f^ "like ruins from eternity,

is rather difficult to interpret. Zimmerli proposes to leave it as it l!

stands translating "like the long since devastated," following the LXX

lvr
Eichrodt reads

it , "like an everlasting desert, «93

Z/5/V/& J7/.2.777

(ur alter Wttstung), as a phrase standing by itself.This does not 

help much to fit the phrase into its given context. Fohrer, Cooke and

, "very ancient waste," 
94

Bertholet all read TJ&I& , "in ancient mins.

On the whole it seems that the of Zimmerli is most

satisfactory and involves no emendation of MT. If we accept that

. 9 /
O>> OLLCjTt'Ol?
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the “long since laid waste,” refers to other cities which have preceded 

Tyre to the underworld, then the suggestion is easier to understand.

X have adopted this in my translation,

, "you shall dwell ," following BH is altered to

’ X,u3jl ( xii ) 9 "you will not return." I?
• r ' j

The phrase will gi've beauty,”

is hardly suitable and most commentators suggest ''J.&JJfJil ,

"you will have a place/position."^ •

Tyre is cast down along with those who go down to the Pit, to 

lie with those inhabitants of the kingdom of the dead who have gone 

down to the nether world since the beginning of time, the 27 7j.y

Tyre, a city of palaces and temples must go down to the underworld to joir 

those who have preceded her since the mists of long past history.

Verse 21 emphasises the fact that Tyre will never be found again 

after her terrifying end}

"I will bring you to a dreadful end, and you shall be no more} 

though you be sought for you will never be found again." (ESV)

The next chapter, 27, depicts the city of Tyre as a beautiful

galleon carrying priceless treasure to the nations with whom she traded.

This great ship is wrecked on the high seas and she is mourned by all 
07seafaring nations. Her fate horrifies all Icings and merchants. *'

Chapter 28.1-10 tells the tale of the hubris of the king of Tyre ; 

who »a4d, (v. 2)

'a'®'* XCJ/0 TJX

• “And you said, 1I am a god, I dwell in the seat of the gods, ?

in the heart of the seas.* "

Impressed by his own wisdom and wealth he accorded himself divine status
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In Isaiah the subject of hubris was the king of Babylon, here the 

7<£ J , "the prince of Tyre," who had the desire to

take his place among the gods. This theme of hubris is further 

expanded in verses 11-19 where the monarch is likened to the first 

and finest man in the garden of god, whose wisdom and beauty corrupted 

him, until he refused to remain a mere man any longer. The motif in 

11-19 differs from 1-10 and Isaiah 14 in that, although it has the 

theme of hubris, it represents a “paradise myth," which is not found 

in any other prophetic book, so far as I am aware. In 28.8 the prince 

Of Tyre suffers the same fate as the king of Babylon in Isaiah 14,

27 ’/O7 -2^-2. ^77 /7t7/O / jniT

"They will cause you to go down to the Pit, and you will die

the death of the slain in the heart of the seas,"

The prince of Tyre must go to the underworld, down into the deep to the 

realm of death, devastation and debility.

Chapter 31‘ likens the Pharaoh of Egypt to a gigantic, fabulous

and beautiful cedar. It drew its nourishment from the deep, watering

at the same time, the plants around it. It was more beautiful than the

cedars and all the other trees , “in the

garden of god," and, not unnaturally, it excited their jealousy,

verses 8 and 9* The use of the cedar to represent the king of trees

in fable goes back to early Mesopotamian times and was a common feature

in the Ancient Near East0 The “cedar mountain," most probably located

in Lebanon, appears in the Sumerian tale of "Gilgamesh and the Land of 
ng

the Living," and in the Akkadian "Epic of Gilgamesh." .The prominence 

of the cedar stems, no doubt, from its great value as timber for housing 

and shipping, not only in Mesopotamia, but also in the virtually 

treeless Egypt, which throughout its long history sent to Byblos for
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cedar wood, usually for some useful social purpose such as the “barque

of Amun.”

This passage in Ezekiel 31 is in the nature of a contest fable. 

Trees as the chief protagonists often appear in such fables. Lambert 

cites a few such as, “The Tamarisk and the Palm,” “The Fable of the 

Willow,” and “Nisaba and Wheat,” (here the protagonists are a goddess

and grain). 99 There is usually some sort of mythological introduction

to the tale, then the principal protagonists laud their own special )

virtues, after which the session is usually wound up in a judgement
1 .1

scene before a god, who settles the question.

In the Old Testament the cedar is a symbol of strength, Pss0 29o5j
.-J

37*35s Is, 2.13, 9,10s Zech. 11.2, of splendour and beauty. Cant, 

1.17s Jer. 22.14, and of glory, Ps. 80.10: Jer. 22.7s Zech. 11.1.^ 

The Hebrew word for “cedar”, T , is often used in the phrase

jiiz-Sz rix , “cedar in Lebanon,” e.g. Ez0 31»3o

The “cedars of Lebanon appear in the fable of the trees choosing a king

for themselves in Judges 9«7-15«

The cedar in the passage from Ezekiel towers high into the clouds 

of heaven and is proud of its great height. Like the Tower of Babel

in Gen. 11, the cedar is cast down because of this very fact0 Pharaoh

is the cedar and like it he must be flung down. The language of verse .IS

speaks of the terrible nations cutting down the tree;

“And foreigners, the terrible ones of the nations

shall cut it down.”

Its fall would encompass mountains and valleys, whole nations of men 

would creep from under the shadow of its fallen bulk and leave it 

for ever. Verse 14a points to the fate of the cedar as an example

1
J

1
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to other trees by the waters that they may not be motivated by a like 

hubris to grow so far up into the clouds of heaven. 14b promises a

similar fate if they do this;

“For they (the trees) are all 

land below, among mortal men

The trees are handed into the

sphere of the undeworld along with

to the Pit.

15-18 describe the descent of

given (over) to death, to the 

to those who go down to the Pit.1

power of death, they enter the 

all mortal men who have gone down

the tree into the nether worldo

15. vz<52> ■’Ji-trzKn nitx^J W n/n- 'ntm no

ZZ’J) fl’O iTJini'IJ X3/9X) V/>7J1~JIX /'J#

!7£ir!/ /'JV 77-ruJiJ--’^ ~j3f yiri TTftX)

"Thus speaks Yahweh, ’On the day of its going down to Sheol 

I will make the deep dry up because of it and I will withhold 

its streams and many waters shall be dammed. I will make

Lebanon mourn for* it and all the trees of the meadow will be

faint with grief for it.”

can mean ”to dry up,”^^

following LXX is deleted, as redundant.
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which has

fainted,“

77 O » "mourning, languor,” is r * * • ; •»,

a verb, 0

this suggests rather a Hebrew

not attested in LXX

, ’’they languished

, “they will

be faint with grief," BH, Fohrer, Zimmerli, Bertholet all follow 

LXX here.- As it involves the alteration of only one letter

77 to ? it seems reasonable to accept this, '

The presumptuous tree is destroyed by being thrust down into 

Sheol, “Q f'tl J? who virtually nourished the cedar will mourn

for it as much as the Babylonian Tiamat was said to mourn for her 

murdered husband Apsu. Like the the innarda of

Tiamat are disturbed, she is reminded of her grief by her brothers;

"Thy insides are diluted and se we can have no rest.

Let Ap3u, thy consort, be in thy mind

and Mummu (his son) who has been vanquished! Thou art left

. 1 .AG2alone!"

The fall of the cedar would spread gloom in Lebanon and all 

the trees of the meadow would languish. This widespread mourning 

for the fate of the tree by the tehom, its sustainer, and all the 

other trees, indicates that it is a question of a cosmic tree, a 

world tree, which has its roots in the deeps and its topmost twigs

in the heavens.

Verse 16 speaks of the horror of the nations at the end of the 

tree and of the mourning with which the tree is greeted on its

arrival in the undeworld;

/JiX ’777/7-J 10^7/7

VTtlft pXJ //©Z77*? 7/i »77?’-7?X

‘---------------------------------------------i________________ ^±£1____ 1_2___________ & ■
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"At the sound of its fall I will make the nations tremble, 

when I cast it down to Sheol with those who go down to 

the Pit; all the beautiful trees and the choice of 

Lebanon and all that drink water shall commiserate 

(with it) in the unde world."

J) 71is lacking in LXX?5 and Eichrodt and Fohrer'101 

think that the two words 77 .7 should be deleted.T
This is quite unnecessary as the phrase appears elsewhere, e.g.

31.14b and in the form ^?T«Z7 77>7? *n 32.18,24. The

phrase is a perfectly common designation for the underworld and should 

be retained,. In this verse the mourning is now taking place in the

nether world.

7/i> /7 J*/ ’ far has 37at^A'®/X<>Oi>

> “and comforted him." This would imply that the cedar,

now in the undeworld, was the object of the commiseration of those 

already there.

4

y 7.y, for this LXX has

qualifying 71*11U T«< , “all the trees.”

'I
, "of delight,’^

'?■

JT?# ” may, thus, be taken to mean simply

"beautiful trees."
3

□ is not in LXX and as Zimmerli suggests that it is

105probably a gloss, it is best left out,

The nations will shake when the tree, the symbol of the might 

and pride of Pharaoh, descends to Sheol. The good and beautiful trees 

will commiserate with it in the undeworld.

s
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Verse 17 is corrupt both in MT and LXX0 It makes no real 

contribution to the present enquiry and is deleted both by Fohrer 

and Eichrodt, who regard it as a supplementary gloss.

Verse 18 sums up the fate of the proud cedar;

7)79/7/ J 7!/~ va J7Z22 7?_2.j_2 77 ^>0 77tA>9

u^iy j>*± 7?’77 779? y** 5k (j-ry-^y-jiTt}

'•j -f% /2f/T* 7JK7 27^7^ K 7 7J 3.77J~"*55ti

’’Who can thus, be compared to you in glory and greatness 

among the beautiful trees; you will be brought down to 

the land below in the midst of the uncirGumcised, you will 

lie with those slain by the sword: even pharaoh and all 

his host, says Yahweho”

As it stands in MT this verse is somewhat puzzling for it seems

to imply that the beautiful trees, the ^74/ “ ’St'V , share

the same end as the cedar. But verse 16 informs us that they are

in the underworld already. Following Fohrer, therefore, it seems 
107^7V ~ ''xybest to delete the second

For z7’J7/O7 the Qere, fji&tf. is to be read.

18a repeats, more or less, the question of 2b

? ”to vhom are you like in greatness?*’ breaking

in with a direct addresso 18 b turns the subject of the chapter

once more to Pharaoh and his host, who have not been mentioned since

verse 2a, This closing remark about the pharaoh is, as Zimmerli

suggests, by no means superfluous, for no concrete allusion to the 
T08Egyptian power was made in the poem about the cedar.

Like Isaiah 14, Ezekiel 31e2-18 is full of mythological motifs; 

the world-tree is mentioned, which grows in the garden of god. 

Further, it in itself represents the cosmos, reaching from the depths 

nf thf> world ocean to the heights of heaven. For its hubris it is
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cast into the underworld, along with the slain and the uncircumcised, 

the first mention of specific categories of men dwelling in the nether 

world. It would he wrong to treat this passage as anything other than 

poetry. Mythological fragments are woven together to form a pattern 

made up of many different strands of myth, paradisal, cosmic and myths 

of the underworld. -i

32.1-15 contains a lament for pharaoh and an announcement of impending 

judgement on him. He is represented as a dragon in the seas, hauled out 

by the net of Yahweh and flung to the birds of the air and the beasts of $ 

the field. Verses 17-32 complete the sayings against Egypt by describing | 

the final descent of pharaoh and all his host into the underworld. These 

verses make reference to the underworld and its inhabitants and merit

examination. They might well he entitled, "A Dirge to he sung on

the downfall of pharaoh.” The text of the extract is difficult and f

corrupt, therefore many details of language must inevitably delay the ;

survey. This is an eerie vision of the descent of Egypt to Sheol to

join other defeated nations0 ”In the century and a half before the

time of Ezekiel all the world-shaking powers in the Middle East had 
109been overthrown, save Tyre and Egypt alone." Tyre we have dealt

with, Egypt*s final overthrow remains. '

This extract was originally a poem, hut in many places owing to 'i

the very bad text, the form of the original poem cannot be recovered i

with any certainty.Verse 17 is a prose introduction to the poem:

/7’/7 <Z/7Zr6 /7<^/377-2 /7J&J mW W2

"In the twelfth year, the first month, on the fifteenth day of

the month, the word of Yahweh came to me saying}" J

- ’ I
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There is obviously something lacking between /7ju) and /7fc//J5>?7-2 

because the exact month of the year is not specified, so it is most 

probable that the number of the month is missing. On the strength 

of the LXX 7ou Zimmerli, Eohrer and

Bertholet suggest that J t Uf ft JL * «fn the first month,”

should be inserted.If this is accepted then 32.1 must be brought 

into the chronological sequence, for in MT there stands ''Jl c^z^-

??JcJ tnivy
r r ”in the twelfth year” followed by,

^7 >7 , "in the twelfth montho" BH notes

that several Hebrew mss. support the reading 77jr<^ Z77<^V »

"in the eleventh year}" this is supported by LXX^ (Codex Alexandrine)

and the Syriac0 Thus it would seem preferable to read in 32.1
' i

TfjQj > "in the eleventh year."

This follows on satisfactorily from 31*1 77

(£/.7^^ ’<Z? 7 , "in the eleventh year

in the third month on the first day of the month. All of this explains 
J4”

the preferred emendation in 32.17, which, if accepted without any ;

alteration of 32.1, would seem anachronistic in the timetable of the

prophecieso

The dating of the poem, or what was the poem, is, according to 
112Zimmerli in the year between 13J*<>586 and 1.4.585 B.C. It was

the time after the fall of Jerusalem and the forces of Babylon were < 

available to turn their attention to the advancing army of Egypt.

18 in'Jiin) vis# 7farj-6y it.77 z77*-ya

7>J. 'T77)T ~7>H ZH7X V ’/J SHJJ.1

"Son of man, raise a lament over the pomp of Egypt, for the nations 

cast her down to the land below, with those who go down to the Pit,

;;;— ■



The text of this verse is complicated, LXX has,

W c?v Hoof 2tJi i) A» j^u If To U f fatt'

/^T«tydf^cC^U<T/i/ <*$Tfjs To<5 -ri z9itr^ V£££<*S

£<£ To jS*&e>$ “njs J'fjs J 71&S Tba$ K^rat^cuvoVT^s

’’Son of man, lament over the strength of Egypt and the nations 

shall bring down her daughters dead to the depth of the earth, 

to those who go down to the Pit,”

■ s
•I

3

LXX supports MT as far as 27 *7S'# .

For 17•? the Targum has , “prophesy!” this

emphasises the prophetic character of the lament and is perfectly 

correct exegesis. There is no need to alter 77 to J

“pride,” as BH suggests; J / /& 77. is a collective noun representing 4

the pomp of pharaoh, i.e, his wealth and his entourage all going down

to the underworld.

27 7 jp /JJt. } '7 77 7 ? 777 ? , “and bring him down,

her and the daughters of the majestic nations,” is incomprehensible as

it stands, LXX AAtr Tc* ° '*7 suggests a plural verb,;^

7 7 7 777? , "and they bring/cut down,"

»113
Fohrer indicates

making the subject of this verb 27 ’A7 , “the nations.

J}?J2 , be says, is a gloss inserted under the influence of

verse 16, “the daughters of the nations ( 27 7Zn?/7 J)iJ2 )

shall chant it," So I read /7 77/7V 77 7/77? ,

“for the nations cast her down,” He wishes also to delete 27 7 7 

"more glorious,” as an explanatory gloss, presumably of

27 ? 7 , but he does not say, Fohrer’s emendations to this

verse are not entirely satisfactory, but the text is so corrupt that
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of the many emendations^are offered, none completely solves the 

problem, but, for want of better, I accept those of Eohrer, which do not 

involve overmuch alteration of MT. The meaning of the verse is 

nonetheless clear, the prophet is called to raise a lament over the 

pomp of Egypt, which, is now cast down to the underworld by the nations-

There is no need to transpose verso 19 to after verse 21a, for 

it makes sense where it stands as a mocking question addressed to •• . 

pharaoh» We must note that the figures of pharaoh and of Egypt tend 

to merge with one another in this chapter, and thus it is not often 

possible to tell easily whether pharaoh or Egypt is being addressed*

19# ,7-20(22 777 ,777 ’/O

’’Worn do you surpass in beauty?” Go down and find your bed

with the uncircumcised!"

Zimmerli takes the Ilophal 77^OU>Z7 as a reflexive, "make your
Ilkown bed," and I have taken this into my translation.

This question is addressed by the prophet to Egypt and not spoken 

to pharaoh, by the inhabitants of the underworld* Though Egypt had 

great beauty among the nations, she is scornfully hurled down to lie

with the uncircumcised in the Pit.

Of verse 20 Bertholet says, "Every attempt at a reconstruction 
115of the dubious text has only hypothetical worth.0 Zimmerli,

Eohrer and Cooke agree with this statement.I leave out this

verse and verse 21, since both are so corrupt with regard to text,

that, even when emended, they do not add much to on understanding of 
117the form and content of the poem. Presumably the original text

intended to show that Egypt had now fallen down among the inhabitants 

of the Pit, "those slain by the sword," and the "uncircuracised."



Verses 22 to 30 list some of the nations who have preceded. 

Egypt to Sheol.

22 275^ i'T^^tls] nbnp-b:}) ircvx v <i>

[33 777 -2. 73 9 tel 71 V 'JJu

LXX lacks / 7v^ ?3L.p 7 7\fl) ^2.7-2<S o Fohrer proposes

to delete from ) >7) 7 3-7 2, & to the end of the verse as it is a 

doublet of 23a and if this is done the two verses read in a logical

’z?7// V733\2. !7'373JL^ 737)3 )U)X

"373X 3/7772. 37 7 if ^>37 73 '^^77 73 & O [77 Jl ? J2£> 7)72’t2&

73” ft y7^-2 77\7V 73717
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sequence. -

23. /7j,7 ft

22/23 "There is Assyria and all her assembly, whose graves are

set in the deepest part of the Pit, and her assembly is ’ 4

round about her grave; all of them slain by the sword,

who spread their terror in the land of the living."

MT of verse 23 is supported by LXX, and though there is evidence of 

redundancy in the verse no emendation is i'eally worthwhile. The verse 

pictures Assyria and all her assembly in the deepest part of the Pit.

3)'73 7] , "terror" should be emended to 17 7)'A 77

"their terror," to bring the word into line with verses 24,25 and 26. 

This reading is supported by LXX 'T’krf <3 J 7-^?^ • »

"their fear."

The fall of Assyria in 612 B.C. sent a shock through the Near East 

which the contemporaries of Ezekiel had good cause to remembei’.



Assyria, like Babylon in Is. 14, is located in the

7ZJ2. > the very deepest part of the underworld. The

conquerors of Nineveh lie in the midst of their victims. The next verses 

deal with other great nations and by using similar vocabulary and syntax 

sound like the strokes of a great bell tolling the doom of one mighty 

empire after another. The original poem must have been one of great 

dramatic effect0 Elam come next in line for attack;
f

24 27^0 77J713^ ,7J/4>,7-£v z7^’> 27 </>

J. 7 77 J- V'jSJtn) 23^77

E‘>','rt ^7X2- HSTV777 3JJ7J ^UJ X, J?)Xn77j) ” 4*

132 iTW'Jft Z7J)fr£3 1WV

"There is Elam and all her populace round about her grave,

all of them slain, fallen by the sword; who went down.

uncircumcised to the land below; who spread their terror

in the land of the living and they bear their shame with those

who go down to the Pit.”

Following BH and Zimmerli it is preferable to read 27

instead of 7^3 33 {jl) 9 this verse into agreement
with 22.119

Elam, after Assyria, was an extremely formidable power connected 

in Jewish minds with warfare0 Elam inhabited the great plain to the

east and south of the Lower Tigriso Luring the eighth and seventh 

centuries B.C., as Assyria was growing more powerful, Elam provided 

strong opposition to her. The history and culture of Elam remain

----------------- ---------------- —-- 
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something of a mystery. In 645 B.C. after a great battle, Assyria, 

under Assur-bani-pal took immeasurable booty from Elam and Susa its 

capital after he had destroyed both in war. Ezekiel is thus speaking
12Cof contemporary political events when he places Elam in the underworld. 

Later Elam was to become a province of the Persian empire, ruled from 

Shushan, ancient Susa.

The whole of verse 25 is omitted as it is almost certainly az > 

doublet of either verse 24 or verse 26O Verse 26 brings us to 

other nations;

26. rjf)^JLS 77j)797i 63./1 JW&

%7X2 vn\ft77 JL777 V'&’V* Z7^

73 ^77

’’There is Mesech-Tubal and all her assembly around her grave, 

all of them uncircumcised, slain by the sword, because they 

spread terror in the land of the living.”

For {jXJl , LXX has /V=x/ Qofil \ taking

the two words as applying to separate entities0 The words are also 

separated by the copula in 58,2,3; 39*1 sic

They are joined in Ps. 120.5 CZ-XZ? yZ<iZ/v> <

word 77 J 779 77: is singular feminine and thus would seem to suggest

that MT should be retainedo Mesech-Tubal were a people in Asia Minor,

The suffix in the

often identified with the rather uncanny Cimmerians or Scythians. They 
£3 as A* 4 4.

gave great trouble to the Assyrians in the reign of Eoharden. I during

the last phase of Assyrian history. The Cimmerians were assimilated 

by the Medes and made their mark on the history of the Persian kingdom. 

Ezekiel sees Mesech-Tubal, who are historically rather obscure, joined 

with these dangerous northern groups, i.e0 Cimmerians and Scythians.
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They are all buried in the depths of the nether world along with the

great powers 0 The viewpoint of Ezekiel is similar to that of the

dwellers on the Babylonian plain in the time of Nebuchadrezzar, who 
121looked out on the events happening to the north. Certainly

Mesech-Tubal were a nation to the north-east of Assyria; in the
. . 122 Cuneiform records they are called Mus-ki.

The verse appears to be prematurely broken off# & Tl

should be emended to 77$5?1 in conformity with verses 20 and 24.

7 55 n (£>) is very possibly a

71 r J 7S . Also following 

77 Jj 1 -2 0 31 72 '2 6 should be

The pre formative /X> of 

dittography from the 27 of 

other verses in this chapter

read instead of 77 2

27« 7<^X 77’^J 2^1122 "V7X (Kj'j)

J) nJ) U77)2')n ~jix 7J77V 2 ®7i ~ i-rf

& T] 72.J J1’J7 7)

12^77 ">X_2

’’They lie with the mighty men, fallen of old, who went down

to Sheol with their weapons of war; they laid their swords 

under their heads and their shields upon their bones, for 

the terror of the mighty men was in the land of the living.”

This verse has caused commentators a great deal of difficulty. 

Neither LXX, nor Syriac have , nor does LC. If we leave

out with these versions then there is no distinction made

with respect to the condition of the dead in the underworld: they

all lie together in the same place, honoured and dishonoured,
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circumcised and uncircumcised, those who died in battle and those who

died in their beds0 The commentators who wish to delete 
123are May, Cooke, Bertholet and Fohrer. Zimmerli, per contra, i;

suggests that there was, in fact, a distinction between the heroes of i

olden time and the then present-day tyrants in the underworld. In

support of this he cites the ’’Epic of Gilgamesh," where position in the

nether world depends on the mode of burial in the upper world. People :

like Nimrod, in the Old Testament were given decent burial (Gen.10.8-12). <

He also notes that Hesiod in his “Works and Days,” pointed out that the 
124heroes of ancient time came to rest in honour.

Frankly I do not think that any hard and fast rules about life 

in the underworld can be drawn from such a passageo Perhaps the ?

pharaoh of Egypt was doomed to a more miserable lot in the underworld s

than the heroes of old. Yet, on the other hand, the Old Testament \

ideas about the nether world are essentially simple despite being 

sometimes overlaid with mythological references. It seems best, 

therefore, to omit as the mark of a later editor, from an &

age where more reflection about the underworld was permitted.

Following BH it is best to read f “their shields”

for , “their transgressions,” though it must, in

all fairness, be pointed out that LXX has a/t 9

“the iniquities,” thus supporting MT. But logically swords and shields 

go together and the burial of soldiers with sword under head and shield ' 

over the body is by no means an uncommon practice, found also among cur 

Celtic, Viking and Anglo-Saxon forefathers.

not likely to apply to 

"from of old,” and the

, “uncircumcised," is a term of abuse and therefore 

the “mighty men.” LXX has ajl f 

Old Latin D a saecnlo, “from olden time."
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Thus it seems that Tj5)>JQ ’’from of old.” should be read0

Like the great hex'oes of past empires those kingdoms of Ezekiel’s 

present all lie together in the underworld, none better, none worse.

Verse 28 is an address by the prophet to Egypt;

3 7 77 ~ ’rJj'77-J7ft 3X^O)71) (7.10)71) 2)7jf7y J 17)3. 7)/)K)

’’But you are in the midst of the uncircnmcised, you lie 

with those slain by the sword.”

“>-2. is almost certainly a dittography of .22^*^

and later joined to that word by 1 * It is best to delete it.

This verse may possibly be secondary, but it stands as a very 

effective counterpart to the question in verse 19. With verse 28 

we come to the end of the list of great powers who have been brought 

to lie in the underworld. Edom, the north Syrian states and Sidon

can scarcely be compared with Assyria, Elam and Egypt, Fohrer
• 195proposes to delete vss, 29-32 and Cooke also considers them secondary. ”

126 • • Zimmerli considers verse 31 secondary. As these verses in question

add little or nothing to the poem, which seems to me to finish 

satisfactorily at verse 28, I propose to omit them altogether from 

the exegesis. '

Although I cavilled at accepting any hard and fast rules about 

the position of the deceased in the underworld, it is clear from this 

passage that there are various classes of dead mentioned. They are, 

the uncircumcised, those fallen by the sword, the mighty men of old and 

the men of the empires of Ezekiel’s own day. Both Eichrodt and Zimmerl: 

think that because the mighty empires lie with the uncircumcised and 

those slain by the sword, they are, therefore, in some inferior position
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as opposed to the heroes from the dawn of history who lie in honour. 

Zimmerli makes the further point that for the circumcised Egyptians 

to lie with the uncircumcised was a great shame.

This approach seems to me to he quite wrong. Ve are dealing 

with poetry. The prophet is singing a dirge over the fall of Egypt 

and pictures Pharaoh and all his host going into the underworld.

Like Isaiah 14 we are in possession of a literary composition and must 

treat it as such and not use it as a source of information, nor attempt 

to draw consistent conclusions as to the substance of its imagery.

The word Sheol is rarely used, the favourite phrase being

(J1) '•flTtSl ) > “the land below," which stands in

contrast to the , "the land of the living.

D. PSALMS

- The book of Psalms contains material on the underworld, its 

location and characteristics. In Ps. 6.6. we find;

"For th6re is no memory of you in death, who praises you

in Sheol?"

There is no need to alter r7.??? , " remembrance," to the

participle 7-?;.??z "who remembers you," an emendation

based on LXX oV u? suggested both
128by BH and Kraus. MT reads perfectly well and need not be altered

merely to achieve complete parallelism. Dahood points out that the 
129abstract "memory" balances the concrete "who praises you."

J7//0 in this verse denotes the realm of death, the nether

world.
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The author of the psalm feels himself in his dire straits drawing

near to Sheol, where all life conies to an abrupt end. In the land of

the dead the deceased is cut off from God and all his mighty acts of

salvationj, he is completely removed from the cult and the temple, The

dead cannot participate in the praise of Yahweh, which was so prominent

an aspect of the worship of Israel., Ridderbos says that life in the

underworld is described by this verse in these terms;

En daar (in Sjeol) een bestaan leiden, afgescheiden van het licht 
130der lcvenden ere ook van de gemeenschap met God, Sheol is far from

God and the living, indeed it is the antithesis of all life.

Psalm 9»14,15 brings out further this stark contrast between 

life and death,

14‘ Jllfr ‘'(OOrifD "•'’Jy n*~> 7?Z7T ■'Iliff

”Be gracious to me, Yahweh, look on my affliction from

those who hate me, raising me up from the gates of death.”

Some commentators wish to change the imperatives in 14a to perfect 

131tenses, e,g, Kraus, Gunkel and Duhm. However an equal number wish

to retain them. There are imperatives in verse 12; in verse 13 

the justice of God is discussed and then, quite naturally, the psalmist 

cries to Yahweh (v, 14) for mercy and deliverance. Following also 

Ridderbos and Dahood, *’, “those who hate me,” is

retained, J BH suggests i fo 7/0 (Piel participle of )

“you who raise me up,” deleting the then redundant ’/p/pJn/p , MT 

reads well as it stands. Enemies have driven the suppliant right to 

the very gates of the underworld, J? I fD is again the underworld, 

Dahood retaining MT, regards the word as a pluralis majestatis,

"my enemy”, i,e, Death. This is not a very plausible suggestion 

as Death, in the guise of a personified figure, never appears with

a pluralis majestatis in the Old Testament, I am not certain of Dahood
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rightness in attributing almost all reference to enemies in Psalms 

to Hie figure of “Death the Enemy1’ par excellence; most of them can 

be explained in terms of human enemies quite satisfactorily#

’/$/£>, is a participle qualifying Yahweh, as the one 

who can raise from the gates of the underworld.

have already been discussed and need no further comment. They stand, 

in this verse, in contrast to the ~ in the 

following verse

15. /’.sr J) 77 7 *> S ??/

“That I may relate all your praises, that I may rejoice 

in your salvation in the gates of. the daughter of Zion.”

This verse sets life over against death, praise and salvation over 

against silence and neglect, the land of the living over against

the dead. ■ -

This psalm is a cultic psalm praising Yahweh as 7-5/0 ,

. 133 ’He is enthroned in Zion, his cult seat. It appears that the

J7//O and the J7JT ’7-V^ have

a cultic significance. In the underworld the deceased is excluded 

from taking part in the worship and praise of Yahweh, by the living 

community of Israel, specifically in relation to the worship of the 

Jerusalem temple denoted by the “Gates of the Daughter of Zion.”

In Psalm 13.4 the psalmist asks Yahweh to answer him lest he 

sleep the sleep of death. Death here, as in Job 3, is considered 

to be a sleep
7?//£>/7 V’y 7?’/Vz"7 ’#,75^ /7>/7’ ’’Jjy /W72/7
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’•Attend to my affliction, Yahweh my God, and lighten 

my eyes lest I sleep the sleep of death.”

For 777 "answer me” read » “ny affliction.

Dust, as a feature of the underworld, is found in 22.16,
t

"You lay me in the dust of death.”

Dahood translates

following Gunkel.

does not translate

134
T "T as "mud” and says that in this he is 

Now this is not entirely accurate, for Gunkel 

in this verse as Kot, mud, as Dahood

would have it, hut as Staub, dust. Gunkel further says, nach dem 

Glauhen das Altertoms ist die Unterwelt mit Staub erfflllt, dort ist.

"Staub ihre Nahrung, Kot ihre Speise.”- The underworld was filled 

135with dust and the dead had to eat dust and clay.*"'”' The Akkadian 

word for dust was ipru, Heb. 7 AV a Thus Dahood has no need

to translate, "mud,” or "clay” for which the normal Hebrew words are 

He notes, of course, that the 

kingdom of Mot in the Ugaritic texts was one of mire and filth, 

but this does not mean to say we must alter the meaning of

to suit a Ugaritic pattern. Verse 30b of the same psalm also has dust,

7’ and/ V'V .

"Before him bow all who descend to the dust.”

that Gunkel again translates as Staub, "dust-.

This refers to those who go down to the underworld. It may be noted 
„136

Psalm 30.10 speaks of the isolation of the land of the dead, 

a place of dust without hope and without praise;

2
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J7/7<o V7 v?-2. -ysrjL* rj te
yw* 7 *a->,7

"What profit is there in my silence (death), when I do down 

to the Pit? Does the dust praise you and relate your

faithfulness?”

The question asked in the first half of the verse is rather peculiar.

Duhm says that an appeal, of a very naive type, is made to divine 
137self-respect and self-interest. Kraus points out that the question

is very singular, ’’What profit is there in my silence?” hut the 

burden of it seems to he that the suppliant is. pointing out to Yahweh 

that when he dies Yahweh will lose someone who praises him and who 

proclaims his X . In any case this verse hears out the

assertion that life and praise are forgotten amid the dust of the

nether world. "

Dahood again follows Gunkel - or so he says - and ti’anslates
13Q .as ’’mud.” Certainly Gunkel, in a description of the

underworld says, Das in der Unterwelt hefindliche ist<rKot”^^ The 

German word Kot denotes mire or mud, hut also generally filthy 

conditions. Further Gunkel in his translation of this psalm renders

as Staub. His ”Kot” is in inverted commas. This 

may seem a quibble, hut it illustrates that Hebrew must not he trimmed 

down to fit into a Ugaritic bed. A commentator need not necessarily 

he expert in the tactics of Procrustes.

Psalm 63*10 draws attention to the depth of the underworld.

The author says that those who seek his life will go down to "the land

below,” the “the

depths of the underworld.”

69.3a speaks of the author sinking into the miry depths of the 

nether world,
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j'7<) 7l5)S£F> -’JiyjLV '

“I sink in deep mud and there is no foothold.”

This verse will be dealt with more fully in the chapter “The Waters of 

Death.Mud is meant here, the word is not .

The domain of Mot was one of mire and filth, (for mud cf. also 40.3)

71o20b contains an interesting phrase,

jn&tisip) , .

“You will bring me up again from the watery depths of the •£

underworld,V

142Dahood cites an interesting Ugaritic parallel taking the text from UT, .

t/ant , smm . gm . *arg

thmt . emn . kbkbm

Dahood, taking »arg in the sense of “underworld" translates thus,

"the meeting of heaven with the nether world, ..
143of the depths with the stars."

It is only fair to note that Driver in CML translates the phrase thus,

"The sighing of the heaven unto the earth 
144of the ocean unto the stars."

The whole centres on the meaning of t * ant. Gordon thinks it means "rain" 
145and translates, "the rain of heaven." Aisleitner suggests

3 46 'Zuraunen, “sighing", "murmur”, ‘ Driver explains his translation

further, by saying that i^aufc, "sighing," denotes the coming rain preceded
147 ’by the sounds of nature. It seems thus, that the meaning of the word ;

is obscure. It may be observed that as there is a question of a secret 

in the relevant passage in the Baal Epic, the underworld may, in fact, be 

meant, as it was regarded as the place of secrets and whispers. If this

________ •
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is so, and it is only a possibility, we may have here the picture of 

the underworld lying in the depths of the ocean; heaven and the 

underworld and the oceans depths with the stars standing in parallel.

Psalm 88 summarises, most conveniently, most of the characteristics

of the land of the dead.

. ”1 was reckoned among those who go down to the Pit, I was

as a man without strength.”

Oahood equates this with UT 51?vii:8,9-

tspr . byrdm . *arg

148”Be numbered with those who go down to the underworld,”

The dead man is numbered with those who go down to the underworld, 

he is entered in the census lists of Sheol, where, according to verse 6, 

he is cut off fx'om all life and forgotten by all who are still alive;

? jyi ■’J.o o zz -w'jicsjl

’’Free among the dead, like the slain who lie in the grave, 

whom you do not remember any more, for they are cut off 

from your hand.”

’^5 77 » lit- "free,” occasions at first glance, some • ? T
difficulty, BH proffers two alternatives ,

”1 am comparable to,” or , ”1 am forgotten,

forsaken,/’ Gunkel points out that no emendation is satisfactory and 

suggests that 1 3 7J may mean, "free as a bird,”^^^ LXX has

Jv* V£Ac£©fr£ tXtv* » ”^ree amonS the deado” J

r;l
• • . 1
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This reading supports MT. The translation of as "free

is supported by the new edition of K-B which translates 27 W43
150as, “free among the dead. This is taken

from the principal meaning of the word. "* £71 , ”a free soldier

or a freeman” as opposed to a serf0

Some commentators have endeavoured to correct the text and to 

connect the phrase * 27 TS1&JL with the phrase

** <// £ 77 /7 J)**.!. in 2 Kings 15.5 and the parallel passage

in 2 Chronicles 26.21, which would appear from the context to he a sort 
151of hospital, a ’’house of separation” as Gray suggests. Montgomery

vand Gehman point out that in the Anarna Tablets hubsu is a

’’free citizen. "'^2

Dahood connects T</Zd?/7 , following the phrase in Kings,

to the Ugaritic word btfctptt . ’arg. He separates the first word into

bt « bptt and gains the rather absurd translation, “the nether house of

cot3,’’ into which Baal must descend, hptt, according to Aisleitner, 
153means ’’nether world.” Gordon translates the phrase as “into the

154nether regions.” Driver translates jjptt as "netherworld,”
155indeed from the context it can mean little else. Even if bptt is

a couch or bed, Dahood1s translation of "nether house of cots” is

ludicrous.

Two things militate against his explanation;

1. Spit is, in fact, neither nor, for that matter,

1 <£) 3 77 • hpty ox* hptyt do not exist, as far as we know,

in Ugaritic.

2. There is a Ugaritic word, however, meaning ’’nomad or serf,”

hpt (cf. Akkadian hubsu and Hebrew
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In Job 3*17 Job wishes to be tree from earthly problems and worries 

among the dead in the underworld. This is very probably what is intended 

here. The Psalmist sinks into the realm of death where his worries no 

longer matter. He is ’’free” among the dead in the nether world. In 

view of these arguments it is best to retain MT and translate ’’free among

the dead,”

Verse 7 finds the author in the depths of the underworld;

J7/tJ7Z7J7 7?-2-2

’’You have put me in the deepest pit, in gloomy regions, 

in deep places.”

Verses 11-13 tell of the land where the wonders of God are absent, 

where praise, faithfulness and divine aid are non-existent.

11. 1/9/^ 27 *#*>7 Z7K *34 71WJI V'JlftZTl

”Do you work a wonder for the dead or do the shades rise up 

and prai s e you?”

( 'll * fit SI is discussed fully in the next chapter).

Yahweh does not perform wonders for the dead, the shades cannot praise him 

for they have no memory of his mighty acts. Verse 12 asks whether the 

faithfulness and mercy of Yahweh are found in the realm of death; .

12< 'J.njf&rt J 75 71 7^ J. 7S8T?

”Is your mercy told of in the grave, your faithfulness in Abaddon?”

In the underworld Yahweh is not praised, for Abaddon is the place of those 

who have perished for ever0 The inability to take part in the worship 

and praise of the living God is one of the most poignant sorrows of the

underworld.

, here means ’’undein/orld,’’ and not an individual grave.
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Verse 15 depicts the underworld as a place of darkness and 

forgetfulness;

13> j>74<2 ^7/’/7

“Are your wonders known in the dark land, your righteousness 

in the land of forgetfulness?”

The underworld is a place of forgetfulness. One of the rivers of the
* t

Greek Hades was Lethe, from which the shades drank that they might 

forget for ever the life which they had formerly known in the world 

of the living.

The world of the dead was also a world of eternal silence.

94.17 /7/9'7 /7.2O<X> ^/%77/V Z7//7T 7J

“If Yahweh had not been a help to me, in a short time I 

would have dwelt in the (land of) silence.“

114.17 makes the connection between the land of the dead and silence 

more evident;
#7/0/7 B Viton #6

“The dead do not praise Yahweh, nor those who go down to the 

(land of) silence.”

77 7 is used normally with 7/JL or y ?/V , here with

/7/O>7 thus giving the word a more concrete significance.
•r

Silent death and forsakenness in the sunken realm of the dead

awaited the dead Israelite; darkness, silence and an aching sense of 

abandonment were his constant companions in Sheol. From the book of 

Psalms a picture of the underworld can be drawn, which makes existence 

there the antithesis of life in the land of the living, in fact life

in Sheol must be called death.
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E* The Pentateuch and the Historical Books

The Pentateuch and the Old Testament History are notable for their 

silence on the subject of the underworld. They contain no lengthy 

descriptions of the realm of death and so can contribute but little 

towards the theme of this chapter. In Gen, 37.35 Jacob says that he 

will go down to Sheol mourning for his son Joseph, so that Joseph, 

already there, will see his father’s grief; r

77^"^

“And Jacob said, “For I will go down to my son mourning to Sheol,” 

and his father wept for Joseph,”

Sheol is the place where all men must go, the land of the dead beneath 

the earth© Jacob implies here, that if he goes to Sheol mourning, 

then Joseph will see that he has been grieving for him,

■ Deut© 52.22 merely tells us that Sheol is deep, inK<JJ 7-V

Jl , “to deep Sheol.”

The historical books say nothing on the subject and their attitude 

is best summed up by David’s reply to his courtiers who rebuke him for 

not grieving for the death of his child by Bathsheba, 2 Samuel 12,23;

'T/J 'CIS r> & 27 S' 77 fifth 77/0

’’And now he is dead; why should I fast? Can I bring him back agaxr

I shall go to him, but he will not return to me.”

There is but one way which leads from life to death and Sheol.

David will, in the course of time, follow the path which his child has 

already taken. Only thus wall he see the child again, for the land of 

the dead is a country of no return.
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F. Ecclesiastes

Some verses from Ecclesiastes emphasise the finality and the vanity 

of death and the state of inanition in which the deceased exist, if they 

can be said to exist at all.

5.20 >3^/7- 7A> »7’'in* vipio-4* ten
2&&7I tefi teil 2

’’All go to one place, all are from dust and all turn to 

dust again0”

This verse harks back to the forming of man in Gen. 2*7,19 and his mortality? 

3.19» Sheol is the land of dust. Yet this verse very brutally links man 

and animal in the same conimonal/ty of fate. is taken from man

and animal alike.^7 This saying of Koheleth is hard and bitter, man

and animal alike go to dust. refers to men and beasts whose

similarity in respect of their end has been dealt with by Koheleth in 

verse 19*

9.10 y/rojL 'JT'' ar-sysx/)
J7y-7J TfJlsU TH /f'WlQ J’X

rf/Q qj -jJrTt n&k

"Whatevei' your hand finds to do, do it with all your power, -/

for their is neither task, nox' thought, nox* knowledge, nor 

wisdom in Sheol, whither you are going.” •

This verse again emphasises the lack of activity, both physical and mental, 

in the underworld. Wisdom is only to be found in the land of the living* 

This last statement is interesting in view ef the fact that in Job 28.14 

it is categorically stated that wisdom is not to be found in the land of 

the living and (verse 22) the realm of the dead has heard only a whisper 

of it. Gordis says that Koheleth generally espouses the Old Hebrew view J
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"'J'?- ,r’

of the after-life as a shadowy, gloomy existence. He further comments 

that this conservatism hung on among wisdom writers even when replaced 

outside by other views.

In Chapter 12 old age is followed by death, v. 5b

ji'j. ~5x mt<f ’□

’’For man goes to his eternal home and the mourners go about 

the streets,” ■■ ,

9 Hertzberg and Ringgren both note that,
159"house of eternity,” is an Egyptian expression. Gordis lists

7^7705 , ’’eternal place” (Tobit 5.6)

and the Talmudic 7’/©4-y , "eternal house.”^0

The vanity of life is climaxed by the vanity of death at which 

hired mourners carry out their professional duties. Thus the book 

of Ecclesiastes agrees with the Pentateuch and the historical books 

in painting the classical Old Testament picture of life in Sheol as 

"death.” Their -message about death is simple, final and austere, 

it is the end of life.

Further comment about the use of the passages discussed in this 

chapter will be dealt with in the conclusion.
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CHAPTER 3

Tlie Dwellers in the Land of the Dead

In so far as the Old Testament is concerned, death comes 

inevitably to end life* The fate of every man and woman, even of 

children, is best summed up in the closing words of Genesis 3«19>

7^z

until you return to the earth, for you were 

taken from it, dust you are and to dust you shall return*n

The two notable exceptions of Enoch (Gen* 5*24) and Elijah 

(2 Kings 2*11) merely serve to prove the general rule which held 

both kings and commoners alike in its grip. The Old Testament 

attitude towards death, which was direct and realistic at its best, 

can be found in the words of David who refused, even at the behest 

of his courtiers, to mourn for his dead child by Bathsheba,.

(2 Samuel 12.23 NEB) '

“But now that he is dead, why should I fast? Can I bring 

him back again? I shall go to him; he will not come back

to me.M

When Yahweh takes away the breath of life all mankind return to

dust (Pss. 90*3; 104*29; Job 34*14,15)» All men, even the righteous,

had to take the one way path to the grave and Sheol. In fact, there

exist remnants of an old belief that the individual, upon death, went

to the family grave, where all the ancestors dwelt. This belief is 
1mentioned by Eichrodt. There is, in the Old Testament, ample evidence

of a desire to be buried in the family tomb along with one’s forefathers 

This can be seen in several passages which recount the death of some of

the outstanding figures in the Old Testament.
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In Gen. 47.29,30, Jacob begs Joseph, his son, not to let him 

be buried in Egypt, but earnestly requests that he be allowed to lie

V7 -Z# - T3 y , ’’with my fathers,” y 73L$JL ,

”in their grave.” There is no need to alter MT

to ”in my grave.” In Genesis 50.13 we read of

Jacob’s burial in the cave in the field cf Machpelah, which Abraham 

had bought from Ephron, son of Zohar the Hittite (Gen. 23*1-20).

Thus Jacob was buried with his forefathers in their grave, and so MT

should stand. Gen, 50.25 recounts the oath which Joseph extracted 

from his brothers, that they would carry his bones to the land of Canaan, 

In the Hexateuch great significance is attached to the keeping of this 

promise, for, Exodus 13.19 tells of the beginning of the journey of 

the bones under the supervision of Moses,

W

”And Moses took the bones of Joseph with him."

In Joshua 24.32 the burial of the bones of Joseph at Shechem, on ground 

which belonged to Jacob, is recorded.

In 2 Samuel 2.32 Asael, who had been murdered by Joab, was buried 
A

in the grave of his father in Bethlehem. Ahithoj^bl, when his good 

counsel was rejected, went to his own city and house, set his affairs 

in order and then hanged himself. He, too, was buried in the tomb 

of his father (2 Samuel 17.23). Ishbosheth, the son of Saul, was 

buried in the tomb of Abner at Hebron (2 Samuel 4.12). This was 

presumably because he could not, due to force of circumstances, be 

buried with his father and so he was interred with one of his father’s

greatest partisans.

The bones of Saul and Jonathan were taken

tree, where the men of Jabesh Gilead had buried 

tomb of Kish, Saul’s father (2 Samuel 21.14).

from under the tamarisk

them, and buried in the
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Later in the Old Testament, Nehemiah petitioned the king of 

Persia that he might return to his own land to rebuild, ’’the town 

of my fathers’ sepulchres,” V/2JLX ’Vi’X 'Tty7l

(Nehemiah 2.3,5)0

It may be concluded from remarks in the Old Testament that it was 

considered a "had thing5 not to be buried beside one’s fathers*.

1 Kings 13 tells the tale of the prophet who allowed himself to be duped 

by an old prophet of Bethel into disobeying the word of Yahweh. For 

this reason the old prophet cursed the other prophet so that his body 

might not rest in the grave of his fathers' (verse 22).

Jehoram, the son of Jehoshaphat, who was a most unsatisfactory 

monarch, according to the standards of the Deuteronomic historian, 

was buried in Jerusalem, but not in the tombs of the kings,

V'stjpTJ Jl)-y 3.^)3. Jiii , as the Bock of Chronicles expressly 

states (2 Chron, 21.20). Ahaz, similarly, because of his misdeeds 

was not buried “in the tomb of the kings of Israel” (2 Chron. 28.27). 

Joash, because of his apostasy was not buried in the tombs of the kings, 

although he was interred in Jerusalem (2 Chronicles 24.25).

There are several phrases used to express this wish to be buried 

along with one’s forefathers;

“2? 3/ X O <JJ , ”to lie with one’s fathers.” This 

occurs frequently, Gen. 47.43: Deut. 31.16: 2 Sam. 7.12; 1 Kings 1.21; 

2.10; 11.21,43; 14.20,31; 15.8,24; 16.6,28; 22.40,51; 2 Kings 8.24; 

10*35; 13.9,13; 14.16,22,29; 15.7,22,38; 16.20; 20.21; 21.18;

24.6, and in the corresponding passages in Chronicles. It is more 

than likely that the original significance of the phrase was that 

everyone was laid in the ancestral grave. But the expression is used 

repeatedly when a king, good or bad, dies. Thus the use of the
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expression seems gradually to have altered. It is used of David, 

Jehoram, Joash and Ahaz, who were certainly not buried in the same 

grave as their forefathers. In most of the cases in Kings the 

impression given is that the phrase was employed as a synonym for

“to die."

Another expression used in various forms is:

f&y '".zr'K & fit 3 - to be gathered to one’s people/kindred

VtoSTS# 52 ~ Gen. 25.8j 25.17? 35.29; 49.33.

_ Gen. 49.29. .

implied ( W ) 1 - Numbers 20.26.

#$$%:]) - Numbers 27.13

- Numbers 31.2

- Deut. 32.50.

- Judges 2.10• • • • •

-jry -Kings 22.20

This phrase probably points beyond the more primitive family 

grave to the assembly of the dead in the underworld. It is used of 

Abraham, Ishmael and Aaron who were certainly not represented in the 

sources as having been buried with their predecessors. In some cases 

it may mean simply, "to die," as in the case of Josiah ( 2 Kings 22.20)

Thus the Old Testament gives ample evidence of the existence of 

an, undoubtedly primitive, belief in a family grave where a dead man 

joined his ancestors. Alongside this there is the conception of the 

larger community of the dead fellow-countrymen in the underworld, the 

dead of Israel who waited for their posterity to come down to them,

"I shall go to him? he will not come back to me."
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The dwellers in the land of the dead were not only Israelite in 

origin. For, with the passing of time, Sheol acquired an international 

significance in the prophetic books as Israel became more involved in 

the world around her. Isaiah 1^.9 speaks of the kings of the nations 

who rise up from their thrones, set in the underworld, to meet the tyrant 

king of Babylon as he descends to his last resting-place. Ezekiel 26.20

depicts the prince of Tyre en route for the nether world. In Chapter 52

of the same book there is a highly international group of rulers and 

their subjects all together in the underworld, Egypt, Assyria, Elam, 

Mesech-Tubal, Edom, Sidon and the princes of the north. It may therefore 

be said that the Old Testament conceived of all men coming at last to the 

land of the dead to join the company of the shades already there.

Alongside this belief exist the fragments of an earlier belief in the 

family grave where the ancestors dwelt and where it was highly desirable

for a man to be buried.

The word______V in the Old Testament

(a) rp»um in the Ugaritic Texts.

C. Yirolleaud, one of the earliest editors of the Ugaritic texts, 

regarded the rp*um as neither shades of the departed, nor people of a 

former age. He observed from the fragments entitled “Hephaim” that 

these beings were seven or eight in number and this could not be regarded 

as the massed company of the dead. This enumeration of the rp*um 

occurs in only one place,

tmn . bqrb . hkly.

"eight within my palace.” (speaking of the rp*urn)

Because of their apparent connection with agriculture, Virolleaud

thought that they must fulfil some agrarian role as they are pictured

as riding to the threshing-floors and plantations, J
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*asr . sswn , tgmd . dg/~

t*ln . Imrkbthm « t^e/ty» * lcrhm7
tlko „
tk-fa» , ym . wtn , hfrr . s/psm btlt/

mgy rp*um , lgrnt . /7elnym . 1_J7

mt ct .

“They did tie the horses (to the poles), they

yoked...................... .... * ,

They climbed into their chariots, they came /on their asses^/j 

they went (one) day and a second, (and) afterwards at 

(the rising of) the sun j_ on the thirds/

the shades did arrive at the threshing-floors,

/the ghosts at J
the plantations

They also participated in the anointing of Baal as king, when he took 
5up the throne of his kingship. Virolleaud further observed that the 

word rp'um is often parallel to * ilnyra. He regarded this word as 

either,

(a) An ethnic title derived from yrz/’TV , the chief town 

in the territory of the tribe of Dan (Jos. 19.43).

(b) An adjective derived from , "oak" specifically

the oak at Shechem (Gen, 35.4). •

In the former case *ilnym would be an ethnic group and in the latter, 

connected with the oak, they would be some sort of dryad (tree-nymph), 

Virolleaud believes that he has found the Hebrew 27in the 

Ugaritic tkni (Rephaim III ii 5). Driver translates the phrase 

tkm « bm , tkm in that line as ’’side by side,” (lit, "shoulder by 

shoulder"). In the context this is much more satisfactory than
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the rather obscure suggestion of Virolleaud, that the Ugaritic word

is connected with Shechem.

Indeed it is very difficult to uphold either of the explanations 

of Virolleaud. 1ilnym cannot be connected with the Danite town of

the two words are simply not the same, nor is it 

any easier to link *ilnym with “oak", whether at Shechem

or anywhere else. Certainly !ilnym is frequently found in parallel 

to rp»um, but Virolleaud8s explanation of the former is so vague and 

unsubstantiated that it is of no help in giving the latter a precise 

meaning. He concludes his survey by saying that in Israelite thought 

these figures became personifications of races which had disappeared 

from the land. His theories have not been followed in any great detail 

by other scholars.

Ren^ Dussaud offers a completely different explanation of the 

term. He first of all notes, as does everyone else, the parallelism 

between rp*um and *ilnymt but he rejects Virolleaud8s explanation of

the latter term. He suggests that *ilnym is to he equated with the
r

"gods.” But it must be observed that only 
' 8is found in Phoenician itself. The form

in a Latin transcription in Plautus. The

word l~ ZfjTlis found in a 1st A.D, Century Neo-Punic text

(see later in the chapter). He notes that in the Ugaritic texts

these beings have, apparently, a chief rp*u Ml, which Dussaud 
9

vocalises Rapha-Baal. Dussaud regards two explanations of this 

figure as possible, but on balance prefers the second. They are,

Phoenician word Aalonim,

J C
*alonim is attested once

1» rp*u hcl could he translated ’’Baal heals” and then we would 

have to do with a deity on the model of Repu-El or the 

Palmyrene Shadrapha, one of whose chief attributes was 

that of healing.
f. .

10

* 1 ’ ' V * - e I ‘i 5 ? ' f« • si , 1-., % •> . b!
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2, If rp*u is taken as being in the construct state

this indicates that the word stands in a special relationship 

to b*1 which follows it. Dussaud says that Rapha-Baal 

is a vocable of the same type as Aliyan Baal or Yedoud El 

Ghezer. He is thus a figure closely attached to Baal, 

but he is also chief of the rp*um, thus he is probably 

Aliyan Baal. .

Dussaud further notes that the Hephaim harness their horses and 

ride to the plantations and the threshing-floors. They were riders 

on the clouds and acolytes at the enthronement of Baal, who accompanied 

the god on his descent to the underworld. They were, says Dussaud, a 

divine aristocracy and the satellites of Baal. Some mention of a 

funerary function on the part of the Rephaim does exist in the Ugaritic 

texts. They were sent by Shapash the sun-goddess to be the companions 

of Baal in the underworld. This function became eventually their 

primary role in the popular mind. Dussaud finally indicates that the 

term 27 7 (#) S J was used at a later period by the Phoenicians 

and the Hebrews as a term for the dead.^

As far as Dussaud1s theories are concerned the following 

criticisms may be levelled,

(i) I can find no evidence that rpy means "to heal" in Ugaritic. 

Neither Gordon, nor Aisleitner, nor Driver give this meaning 

for rp f . Indeed they do not regard rp^u in rp\t bcl as a 

verb but as a noun.^ JVdoes mean "to heal" in

Phoenician and Hebrew, but this is not necessarily its 

meaning in Ugaritic. Thus Dussaud’s explanation may be 

questioned. •
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(ii) Repu-Baal is the mhr. the champion ("keen soldier") of

Baal and Anat (Gordon thinks that rp*u b*1 means "soldiers 

of Baal," rp»u being the construct plural of rp*um sic 

rapa*ft/maVbg1 He is merely, in that case, the

champion; of Baal, no closer relationship is indicated.

(iii) Further to (ii), it may be said that Aliyan Baal is

none other than Baal himself; Aliyan Baal appears frequently 

in the texts in parallel to Baal. In Rephaim 111 ii 26 

Aliyan Baal is found once.

14Driver’s translation of "victor Baal," is satisfying in.all cases,

Kapelrud shows that the phrase Aliyan Baal appears in the texts

seventy times and that he is Baal himself. 9al*iyan. "the one who

prevails," from 1*y. "to be strong," , This derivation is accepted 
16by Gordon, who cites in support the Akkadian le*u, "to win," Baal 

is the "victor" over Yam and Mot, his two chief adversaries. But 

there is no apparent link with Repu-Baal.

From Dussaud we pass to Ginsberg who quotes the following Ugaritic 

passage before considering the word rp’um (I quote the text-from 

Ginsberg)}

m*id rm , krt 7 

btk c rp* i , ?ar /s / 

bphr <, qbg , dtn

1, Be greatly exalted, /Keret 7,

2, in the midst of the community of the land,
17 ‘3, in the number of the population of the realm.

Ginsberg points out that the meaning of rp* i is revealed by its 

parallelism to qbs, the root of which means "to collect" in Hebrew 

( V X j) ). Evidently rp* meant originally "to join", from this
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it is an easy step bo the Arabic sense of “to mend” and the Hebrew
’ • E

meaning of “to heal” (lit. “to join together**). This idea of joining

or gathering underlies all uses of rp* i in the texts. Thus the Hebrew

and Phoenician Rephaim were literally “those gathered in the underworld.** ?

Driver also translates rp*i in this text in a similar way, ;
19"congregation," This would be the obvious meaning of rp» i. standing \

as it does in parallel to qbg whose meaning is very well attested. As 

we shall note below this is a clue to the meaning of rp*um in the 

Ugaritic texts.

. The main evidence for the meaning of the word rp*um comes from

the very fragmentary text entitled "Rephaim,*

Tablet I col, i. is very broken. It deals, apparently, with a

sevenfold sacrifice and a sacrificial feast with a secret council.

Then the shades are bidden to eat and drink on a summer’s day (bym

In column ii it is said that the rp’um, if indeed tmn refers to rp^um 

at all, are eight in number. They then yoke their horses to their 

chariots, mount their asses and after a journey of three days they 

reach the threshing-floors of El and the plantations, Danel, the 

mt rp» e, states that the rp*urn will eat summer fruit and apples out of
21a howl in the threshing-floors of El and amid the plantations of fig-trees.

Tablet II col. jL tells of El summoning the shades to his house

bty, "to my house," and hkly, "to my palace," His shrine is also
v 22mentioned, 7atrh (Accadian asru, Hebrew ')</><¥ ),

In Tablet XII cols. i. and ii, the shades are again summoned to w 

the palace and shrine of El, where Repu-Baal, the champion of Baal 

and Anat, is to he honoured, Baal is to be king and they are to take 

part in his anointing. It seems that the enthronement and the anointing 

of Baal take place in* the threshing-floors and plantations after the

,r.'': w-: -a -
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rp*um have arrived. There is another feast which honours Baal,

Anat, Repu-Baal and $yly the king. Then the rp*um eat for six
23days of the produce of the land* Here the fragment breaks off.

This banquet may have had some connection with the feast which 
24Baal gave to celebrate the completion of his Palace.

Gray has dealt very fully with the problem of the rp*um in 
25two articles* In the first article he points out that as the

rp,um were only eight in number then it is difficult to see in them, 
26either an ethnic group or the shades of the dead. As previously

mentioned the word "eight,” tmn is mentioned only once and, as far

as I can judge, it may not apply to rpyum at all* It is probable

that it does, but not absolutely certain. Gray also makes the

very valid point that the relationship of rp*u bcl to rp*um is not

at all clear. He, following the general trend, indicates the obyious

parallelism of rp*um and *ilnym, regarding *iInym as meaning,
27"divine beings.” The originality of Gray’s contribution to the 

study of rp*um, lies in his great emphasis on the importance of the 

connection between mt a rp*e and rp*um. Panel is the mt « rp*e 

and the mt hrnmy (a term which defies any explanation).

tmz1, * kst . dn*el * mt

rp* e » &I . &zr . mt hrnmy.

"Danel the Rephaite did rend (his)
28cloak, the hero the hrnray-man (his) robe."

• • • • • gfr/ \z

bymm 0 yapnk . dn ,el 0 mt 

rp*e 0 *aCp}hn » &zr * mt hrnmy

*..................

. e,.y • ■ A,. - „V ‘ 2 * -4 ■ v-s/vV?
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" And 16! on

the seventh

day, thereupon Danel the Rephaite,

thereat the hero, the hrnmy-man 
29raised himself up,"

Gray thinks that rpze should be taken as a passive participle of the

qatil type signifying the man "who has been healed," in the sense o^

having his potency restored* But qatil participles are normally

active, thus mt. rp*e, would have to be rendered'the man who heals,"
30if rp* does mean "to heal" in Ugaritic. Further, Danel is called 

the o rp*e from the beginning of the legend of Aqhat, even before 

he has his "potency restored" by El. However, the connection between 

mt » rp* e and rp*um remains obscure, despite the fact that Danel is 

mentioned in the fragment, "Rephaim." Gray continues his study with 

the observation that there are passages in the text which suggest 

that the Rephaim were not divine but human in status. He regards 

the use of horses and chariots as indicating not only the humanity, 

but also the rank of the rp*um, for only the great and wealthy rode 

on horses or in chariots. The problem of the parallel word yilnym, 

he solves by suggesting that, as the king in the Ancient Orient was 

connected with fertility in his capacity of god-king, the rp*um is a 

term applied to the king of Ugarit and his associates in their ritual 

function; they are called *ilnym, "divine persons," in view of that 

ritual function. The rphim were, then, according to Gray, most 

probably cultic functionaries associated with the king of Ugarit, 

possibly chiefs of clans or wards in the town and realm of Ugarit. 

Their duties might be connected with the inspection of fruit-trees, 

vines and corn upon the threshing-floors. In due time the term

2 J' ..\ .
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was used to refer only to the dead who were provided with offerings 

to secure the fertility of the land and this is what the term

came to mean in Israel and Phoenicia.

The most which may be said in favour of Gray’s theory is that

the rp*wn did have some interest in plants, fruit and threshing-floors,

but the reason for this is not given in the texts. Danel and Aqhat

do seem to have been connected with fertility in some manner for the , 

31land becomes sterile after the death and dismemberment of Aqhat,

Danel toured his parched realm praying for rain and embracing the 

parched ears of corn in an attempt to restore fertility.

Against the theory the following points can be made:

(1) The translation of rp’um as ’’healers” does not bear 

close inspection. rp* may not mean, ”to heal,” there 

is no evidence for this meaning in the Ugaritic texts.

(2) It cannot be established beyond doubt that the king of 

Ugarit was connected in any way with the rp’um, nor 

can the link, if any, between mt, rp,e and rp’um be 

satisfactorily explained from the present material.

(3) If the rp’um were a sort of "ministry of agriculture," as 

Gray implies, how could they also be "cultic functionaries?" 

If they were human, how could they be "divine persons in 

virtue of their function?" I do not understand Gray’s 

reasoning that the human rp*um became a term for the dead.

(4) In view of the connection of the rp*um with El, Baal and 

Anat it is much more likely that they were divine and

not human.

32In his second article , Gray takes as his point of departure 

the passage which has already been quoted in the paragraph on
?. -iilv J__• 1— •___
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Ginsberg (i quote Gray’s transcription): 

m*ed rm krt

btk rp*c *arg

bpbr qbs dtn

"Highly exalted by Krt,

among the dispensers of fertility of the earth

in the assembly of the clan of Dtn." ,

Though taking cognisance of Ginsberg’s translation of rp*e as j

"community," parallel to qbs, Gray wishes to alter the simple 

parallelism of the verse and take rp* e ^arg and qbg dtn as two 

compound phrases standing in parallel. Following from his conclusions 

in his previous article he translates rp»e ?arg as "dispensers of 

fertility of the earth;" this stands in parallel to "the assembly 

of the clan of dtn."

It is possible that rpye is a construct plural, but this is 

unlikely. Surely the simplest explanation is, here at least, the 

most satisfactory. The parallelism is as follows btk//bphr,

rpye/ /qbg, &rs. // dtn. For his theory Gray requires a parallelism 

between rp*e and dtn, but this simply does not exist and the parallelism 

is as I have indicated. rp»e is parallel to qbs. and from the context 

must mean something like "community" or "congregation." dtn may 

have been the name of a ruling house, as Gray suggests, or it may 

equally, as parallel to ar», mean an area of land such as a kingdom 

or realm. Thus the translation of "dispensers of fertility of the 

earth," for rp*e *ars is open to serious objection. Gray’s reasoning, 

is rather slack here and there is simply not enough evidence to bolster 

his arguments. It may be said, finally, that he does not do enough 

justice to the theory that would make rp9um the shades of the departed,

ri/U 'S-rA A
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33Caquot has also examined the problem of the rp7um.
*

He regards ilnym as a divine epithet applied to the dead. 34

It is Caquot*s thesis that in the Ugaritic texts the word rp5 am 

was already applied to the dead* This was the primary meaning 

of the word and that any capacity which the rp’um had to restore 

fertility was secondary,, His basic question is whether an 

examination of the texts leads us to suppose that the dead received

the name rp*um from a band of *‘healers/fertilisersM around the king
- 35or whether rp*um is an original name for the dead. His point of 

departure is the following text;

V VBPS

rp»em » tfotk 

sps • tfrtk , elnym

<dk . *elm « hn mtm

*dk .

* ...... 0 Shapash,

thou verily keptest company with the shades;

0 Shapash, thou verily keptest company with 

the ghosts.

Gods were around thee, lo! the dead 
36were around thee.”

Caquot observes that in this text the word rp?um must mean the dead 
v

visited by Sps the sun-goddess during the night when she left the 
37world of the living for that of the dead. In another article

he notes that in this small text the words rp?uia, *ilnym and mtm,

all stand in parallel; that is Rephaim, divine beings and the dead.
"S y

In this text the dead are in the company of Sps who journeys between 

the world of the living and the dead. This was a common attribute
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of solar deities in the Ancient Near East* Sms in Mesopotamia

was the Ear efrimme, "the king of the shades" and the bel rniti,
38"the lord of the dead.” The Egyptian sun-god, Re, also visited 

the domain of the dead and illumined their land as he passed through

the twelve hours of the night in his barque. 39

Howevei', Caquot also wishes to attribute fertility to the 

rp+um; yet their fertility is secondary to their designation as - , 

the dead. In the second part of his article on the Rephaim he

draws attention to the fact that the word "to heal" had a much wider

connotation in the Ancient Near East than we are accustomed to give

it. It was an aspect of the salvation which the deity accorded to

his worshippers, granting renewed life to all nature. Esmun of

Sidon and perhaps Melqart of Tyre were deities of this type, possibly

local variations of the same divine being whose most ancient 
40manifestation is that of the Ugaritic Baal.

After an examination of the text"Rephaim," Caquot comes to the 

conclusion that these fragments are connected with the tale of Panel 

and his son Aqhat. It is Aqhat whom Baal heals and restores to life 

and there Aqhat is rpJu b(1. "the one whom Baal has healed.The 

banquet given to the rp*um marks the resurrection of Aqhat. Baal 

was closely connected with the family of Panel and Aqhat and was, 

therefore, concerned for their welfare. Caquot explains the connection 

between Aqhat and Rephaim by saying that when Aqhat is slain Panel 

summons his dead ancestors, the rp^ura, to his palace, where they 

carry out the ritual of restoring the dead Aqhat to life. They 

come from the underworld. The threshing-floors, he says, were 

closely connected with rites of mourning in the Semitic world and 

this is why they are mentioned here. The dead were responsible 

for fertility and the continual growth of the crops. But, he asks,
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if the dead ancestors protected the fertility and ensured the

continued prosperity of the house of Panel, why was Baal there

at all? He surmounts this difficulty by remarking that the powers

of the rp*um here are the survival of a very ancient belief in the

powers of the dead to control fertility and life, but by the time

of the Ugaritic texts these powers had become transferred to Baal*

The rp^um, '’healers*1 were those honoured dead who protected their

posterity* The Old Testament took this name over without realising 
42the implications involved completely.

Caquot’s theory is attractive. It does justice to the fact 

that the rp*um are undoubtedly the dead* But it seems to me that 

the fragments entitled "Rephaim” are so corrupt and obscure that 

they cannot give any evidence which will stand up to a close scrutiny* 

Again there is the objection that nowhere in the Ugaritic texts does 

rp» mean specifically “to heal*” Admittedly the dead were connected 

with fertility in the Ancient Near East* Nergal, Sumuqah, Tammuz, 

all rulers of the underworld were also fertility deities. Osiris, 

the Egyptian judge of the dead caused the Nile to rise and bring 

fertility to Egypt, His rites in the temple of Abydos were closely 

connected with the growing grain* But this broken text '‘Rephaim” 

does not allow us to conclude that rp?u V1 is Aqhat, or that the 

rp*um indulge in a resurrection ritual involving the three days of 

resurrection. Preconceived patterns of Ancient Oriental religions 

cannot be imposed with impunity on a small and very broken text.

Jirku in an article regards the rp'um in the Ugaritic texts 

as neither human agents, nor the ghosts of the dead, but as a group 

of half-mythological beings who indulged in a definite religious cult. 

They were bound in a kind of religious brotherhood. Rp*u Bfcl was, 

without doubt, their leader. Jirku then cites several personal
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names e.g. Abdu-rapi (an Akkadian form, ’’servant of Rp’n")j *bdrp* i

(the Ugaritic form of the same name); rapa*el A*?? (l Chron.
T *

26.7 "Rapha is god"): more likely "God heals, All this may be

true> but there is not enough evidence to make it any more certain

than other theories.

Jacob considers the rpyum to be divine beings and aides of 

El, being apparently eight in number and having one rp*u b<l. the > 

champion of Baal and Anat, at their head. He thinks that the 

association of the word with the dead is secondary at Ugarit and 

that they were primarily "healers.” They haVe, he asserts, the 

power to restore fertility. Bo they? is used in

Genesis 20.17 where Abimelech and his concubines have their fertility 

restored. But this does not prove a similar meaning for the word 

rp? in Ugaritic.^

Ginsberg and Driver seem to me to be much closer to the truth

of the matter with their explanation of rp>. Driver connects the

word with the Arabic rifa*u, "union". A? ^>7 in Hebrew he takes

45in the sense of "bound up or joined together." The 77 7 rV 3 7 

are the massed community of the dead, leading a common life in the 

underworld. In support of this theory one must say that 

is always found in the plural form in the Old Testament and never in 

the singular. The root of both the Hebrew 73 $ *7 and the

Ugaritic rp’um must be sought in the Hebrew A £ 7 , "bound up" «=

Arabic rafa*a, "united." He regards the rp9um as chthonic deities.

The key to the meaning of rp*uin in the Ugaritic texts must net 

be sought in mt . rp*e, which is impossible to translate, nor in 

rp*u b*1, the champion of Baal and Anat, nor in the dubious rjj^? 

but in the use of the word rp*urn itself. Baal descends to the

■ d
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underworld, having made his submission to Mot, While he languishes 
* „

there his sister Anat, with the aid of Sps. seeks him out, Shapash, 

the luminary of the gods, agrees to help to look for Baal during her 

nightly journey through the underworld. There Shapash eats the 

filthy bread and drinks the decayed wine of the underworld, surrounded 

by the shades, rpyum, the chthonic deities, ilnym and the dead rotin.

All these words are synonyms for the inhabitants of the underworld,

Baal then returns to the land of the living where he is restored, 

amid great joy, to his rightful throne. In Rephaim Tablet II, the 

shades are summoned by El to his palace. In Tablet III, Baal and 

Anat, Repu-Baal and Hyly the king are to be honoured, Baal Is restored 

to his throne with a banquet. The possibility suggests itself that 

the shades have been summoned by El to partake in the joyful 

restoration of Baal and to enjoy the banquet, before returning to 

the gloom of the underworld. This is hut a possibility and is as 

vulnerable as some of the other theories owing to the fragmentary 

nature of the texts. I suggest the following conclusions:

1, The word rp»um did denote the inhabitants of the underworld, 

the massed company of the dead, in the Ugaritic texts.

These being were also called \lnym, because supernatural 

powers were ascribed to the dead in the Ancient Near East, 

This was the primary meaning of the word rprum, any 

association with fertility was secondary. They were not 

human agents, but the spirits of the deceased, thus hardly 

"eight" in number.

2, They were connected with Baal, Anat and El, Possibly 

they associated with Baal in the nether world and were 

summoned to participate in the celebrations at his restoration 

to his rightful throne. They were also associated with Panel

and Aqhat in a way which remains completely obscure.
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but again this is difficult to establish and, in any 

event, this connection would stem from their status 

as the dead, who were able to procure fertility for 

the living*

4* It is impossible to substantiate any link between the

rp/*um with mt rp*e or with rp*ui b*l. .

5* The text Rephaim I may not belong with Rephaim II and III, 

but to the legend of Aqhat*

(b) ZZ #31 in Phoenician.

When we turn to the Phoenician funerary inscriptions we find

the word 2J & $ 7 used solely as a designation for the dead, 

the assembly of the departed.

The inscription on the sarcophagus of Tabnith, the king of 

Sidon, pronounced a curse on those who would open his tomb or 

disturb his peace* The relevant part of the sarcophagus inscription 

for our purpose reads:
Z77V? 6.

zrzza <-i>4 mm tt 7.

B J1X 8.

”(6) and if (7) you dare to open me and disturb me, 

you will have no posterity among the living under the sun 

and no resting-place (for yourself) among the dead**’

The sarcophagus dates from the end of the 6th century B.C. and 

was discovered in 1887 in a necropolis near Sidon, It was an 

Egyptian anthropoid sarcophagus, which had previously belonged to 

an Egyptian general named Penptah* Tabnith, who took great care
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to secure his own tomb, was not over-scrupulous about disturbing the 
47

resting-place of another body.

The second inscription comes from a sarcophagus similar to that 

of Tabnith, belonging to Esmunazar (Eshmun helps). It dates from 

around the beginning of the 5th century B.C. and was also discovered 

in the Sidonian necropolis.

v7 O 6 /*> £rz> ■» a '6.
77 A'<£-»■* 27# /* s?Jy nsis-* ^3 7.

/O-2. <4X 27* SI fa

fa) 3 ■>#£> ? STK 1 fa > 8.
y??/

jjl fa fai

VJfl 77 ?7 9.

"(6) For every king and (7) every man who opens this tomb or 

who steals (lit. ’’lifts up”) this sarcophagus where I rest 

or who carries me away from (8) this tomb; for such men

’ there shall be no resting-place with the shades and they

will not be buried in a grave and there will be neither son 
48nor posterity (9) to succeed them.”

A similar meaning for the word U is found in a

Neo-Punic inscription from the 1st century A.P., from El-Amruni,

discovered in a mausoleum:

(l) To the divine shades of Apuleius (2) Maximus Rideus ...”

The text is bilingual and though the first two lines of the Latin 

inscription are much damaged, they may be restored as follows
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(1) D(is) M(anibus) SAC(rum)

(2) Q(uintus) APULEUS MAXSSIMUS

(1) To the sacred shades,

(2) /“of 7 Quintus Apuleus Maximus ...

(The grammar of the Latin inscription and its orthography 

leave much to be desired).

The

but

The

?<? of may be the Punic form of the article,

the following restoration is also possible, 

translation remains, however, the same.

It is of interest to note the parallel Z7J 

in the light of the Ugaritic parallel, rp^um / 'ilnym. This is 

a further indication that the Ugaritic rp^unt were primarily the 

inhabitants of the underworld. There is, however, no doubt at all 

that, in the two Phoenician inscriptions and the one Neo-Punic 

inscription, OXS'}/ meant the assembly of

the dead in the nether world. There are no fertility connotations 

here® From the two Phoenician inscriptions it may be deduced 

that the common Anc ient Near Eastern wish that the bones of a 

man might lie undisturbed, that his shade might repose in the 

underworld, existed in Phoenicia,

Rephaim in the Old Testament

The word 27 ’ H £>~7 applies, in the Old Testament, to 

two sets of people.

(i) The company of the dead

There are various verses in several books of the Old Testament 

where the word can mean nothing other than those who dwell in Sheol, 

the underworld.
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Job 26.5
27z7T^oa/? tj *’£> finJlfo

"Before him the shades are made to tremble, beneath the

waters and their inhabitants."

The world of the dead was considered to lie in the depths of the world

ocean, as will be demonstrated in the next chapter. Suffice to say

here the picture is of the dead trembling before God in their realm

far down in the depths of the sea beneath the world of the fish and

the great sea-creatures.. On the basis of 77«?J » ’’before him"• *•
in 6a, I wish to insert /’JS/O f "before him" in 5a to

secure a better parallelism with the following verse which states 

that "before God" Sheol and Abaddon are naked. The 77/7’70 uZ 

are the fish, sea-creatures and monsters which swim in the ocean, 

separating the land of the living from that of the dead.

Ps. 88.11

27 ~ 27 Af

"Bo you work a wonder for the dead? Do the company of 

the dead rise up and praise you?"

77 ’ X 3? stands in parallel to 27 T .77 TO . The company

of the dead are cut off from Yahweh. Verses 12 and 13 of the Psalm

go on to say that the grace and faithfulness of Yahweh and his power 

are not known in the laud of the dead, which is a place of darkness 

and forgetfulness.

Proverbs 2.18

;T>&njiKi jnp-bx tttiqj

"For her house inclines towards death and her paths to 

the company of the dead,"
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Again there can he no doubt that the Z7"*A^? are the inhabitants• 1
of the land of the dead. My supervisor suggests that verse 18a 

alludes to the god Mot, whose gaping throat swallows the dead. I

have shown elsewhere that certain passages in the Old. Testament 

51refer unmistakably to this Canaanite deity, but this is not one 

of them* “Death" here means the underworld, the land of the dead, 

there is no personification intended. This verse corresponds to 9*18
?. w-where the man who enters the house of the issa zara enters the

"depths of Sheol" and joins the company of the dead.

Proverbs 9.18

"And he does not know that the dead are there, that her 

guests are in the depths of Sheol."

The house of this foreign woman is, according to the wisdom teacher, 

the place of the dead.

T7*T/5>

Proverbs 21.16 ’

77 A7’ J

“The man who wanders from the way of understanding shall 

rest in the assembly of the dead."

The man who has not followed the teaching of the wise will end up in 

the assembly of the departed. In this verse the use of the word

brings out the idea of "the massed company of the dead," 

proposed by Driver.

Isaiah 26.14a
)/3p ■> 5l U'XS>7

“The dead do not regain life, the company of the dead do not 

rise (i.e0 from the underworld)."

>___________________________________ ,_________________________________________ . s
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^/~for 27 ’N see alee 14*9 in Ch. 2 / -

Is* 26*19
w» >vpn pnip> ~j~'ji& mi

imJi %'’#$'} $?#? 'j'Jnp jrnx 610 o

"Your dead, will live amd my (poss* your) body(ies) will rise. 

Awake and sing, dwellers in the dust, for your dew is a dew 

of light and you will let (it) fall on the land of the shades*

Apart from the obvious textual and theological problems of the verse, 

which need not concern us, it is enough to note that the verse 

testifies to the meaning of "inhabitants of the underworld" 

for 27’X37 .

27 ’/Y SI in the above verse has the same meaning as 

UX57 in the Phoenician inscriptions and rp*um in the Ugaritic

texts, i*e« the inhabitants of the land of the dead*

(ii) Prehistoric inhabitants of Canaan

There are several passages in the Old Testament which show 

the word U PC S") in quite another sense from that discussed

in (i) above. It designates a race of beings who were former, or 

prehistoric, inhabitants of the land of Canaan. AV translated the 

word in this context as "giants," while LXX and Vulgate certainly 

took this meaning when they translated 27 as

, V/7c<V£$ and gigantes, respectively

Genesis 14 tells the rather cryptic and confused story of the battle 

of the kings, the chief protagonist in which was Chedorlaomer of Elam

In verse 5 we read,
JJiX T7’O^/*>/7? ?c2 /77C' 777v?,y

27/7,2, - J7K f VJlp 77 /□’>

^77 7/7 7 /5 /77O/-2 277#’X/7 “-7/O
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"And in the fourteenth year, Chedorlaoraer and the kings 

vho were with him came and smote the Rephaim in Ashtaroth- 

Karnaim, the Zuzim in Ham and the Eraim in Shaweh-Kiriathaim."

(insert /7 before following LXX 7<»os

In this verse the Rephaim are listed with a group of races who appear 

as pre-Israelite inhabitants of the land of Canaan, Genesis 15*20

"The Hittite, the Perizzite and the Rephaim,"

This verse comes from 15.19-21 in which God promises the land of 

Canaan to Abram and lists the inhabitants of the land, a list which 

is repeated in other places, V *K $"} 77 appear with historical

peoples, the Hittites, the Perizzites (v. 20), the Amorites, the 

Canaanites and the Jebusites (v. 2l), It is to be observed that

27’TV.^7/7 does not have the usual gentilic ending ,

Also it is a plural word while the rest are in the singular, the one 

representing the nation, but it does, like the remainder, have the

article.

Deut. 2.10,11
V 7 7 3.7/ 77 y /73 T-x^’ 12 ’’P K 71

(11)

2J’7O* 2777 ^2^7^7 27’-2X/O77?

"The Emim lived there before, a great and many and tall people, 

like the Anakim (11) and they were reckoned Rephaim like the 

Anakim; but the Moabites call them Emim."

This verse is almost impossible to interpret, for we do not know who

the Anakim were. The Emim and the Anakim were one and the same and

they were also considered Rephaim. Apparently the Moabites were
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able to distinguish between the Emim and the Anakim.

Deut 3.11

it'xaifi W'fi> jMi-in 7J© y? ->oI n y.
’’For only Og, the king of Bashan was left of the 

remainder of the Rephaim.”

Here we note that the Rephaim were reckoned, at least, as being a 

people who apparently died out, or were exterminated in some 

mysterious way. In Joshua 12.4 Og the king of Bashan, one of the 

remnant of the Rephaim is mentioned as dwelling at Ashtaroth. This 

links up with Gen. 14.5 where Chedorlaomer and the kings with him 

smite the Rephaim at Ashtaroth-Karnaim. Joshua 13«12 again insists 

that Og was the last of the Rephaim. • Joshua 15«8 mentions a valley 

of Rephaim,

of Hinnom near the Jebusite city of Jerusalem.

i.

1
-I

H'* , to the west of the valley

There is probably an element of myth and fantasy in these 

sources which cannot be considered as historical notes. The word

T3 "7 designated a strange, mysterious people, part of

a forgotten fantasy world, already old in the time of the Canaanites 

and the Hittites, who had lived in Canaan in the far past. This 

usage of *Z7 is peculiar to the Old Testament, for we

do not find it elsewhere. If the Ugaritic term mt » rp*e, as 

applied to Danel is a gentilic term, the ’’Rephaite,” then some 

connection might be postulated between it and the Rephaim in the 

verses just quoted. But, as has been observed, the term in Ugaritic 

cannot be evaluated or translated with any degree of certainty.

>1

J

Thus the second use of T? ’ft& 7 in the Old Testament is gentilici
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Necromancy and Spirits of the Dead in the Old Testament

Was there any connection, in the Old Testament, between the 

living and those who dwelt in the realm of death, did they have 

any relationship with one another? Necromancy and trafficking 

with the deceased were a major part of the stock in trade of most 

Ancient Near Eastern religions.

The Egyptians believed strongly that the dead still had the 

power to influence the living. Earaesos III delivered the opening 

speech at the trial of certain officials, while already in the 

land of the dead. The said officials had plotted to end Ramoses’ 

reign. The king asserted, •

“As for me, I am protected and defended for ever and ever, 

for I am among the vindicated kings who stand before
52Amun~Re, king of the gods, and Osiris master of eternity.”

The living in Egypt consulted the superior powers of the dead.

There existed a widespread and apparently a very ancient belief

among the Babylonians and Assyrians that certain human beings were

possessed of demonic powers and could use them over whom they 
55pleased. The dead were believed to have the power to aid the 

54living by answering questions about the future. The dead were 

dependent on the tomb-offerings and the libations which the living 

provided for them, in Egypt, Mesopotamia and Canaan alike. The 

spirits of the dead could be summoned by mediums and conjurers, 

as Gilgamesh asked for the spirit of Enkidu to be summoned by Nergal,

ruler of the underworld:

hole in the earth,

like a wind-puff,
55nether world.”

Forthwith he opened a 

the spirit of Enkidu,

issued forth from the
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In the Old Testament also, there are traces of a, perhaps popul 

belief in the efficacy of the spirits of the dead as foretellers of 

the future and guides for those still in the land of the living. 

Although necromancy is roundly condemned in the Old Testament, 

this does not alter the fact that this integral part of life in the 

Ancient Near East did also attempt, with some success, to establish 

itself in Israel at various periods in her history.

The locus classicus for any examination of the practice of 

necromancy in the Old Testament is the account of the visit of 

king Saul to the witch at Endor (l Samuel 28.6-25). It is one 

of the supreme tragedies of the Old Testament that Saul, who had 

removed the ’’mediums” and the "wizards” from the land, should be 

forced, as a broken fugitive, to seek the aid of one whose cult 

he had repudiated in his best days, when Yahweh was still with him 

and the prophet Samuel his friend. He had disobeyed Samuel while 

he lived and now he sought comfort and guidance from his dead spirit; 

the God of the living had refused to speak through the normal 

oracular channels, so Saul must, perforce, turn to the denizens of

the land of the dead and their mediums.

28.3

7Z3 72

’’And Samuel died and all Israel mourned him and they 

buried him in Ramah, in his city and Saul turned out 

the mediums and the conjurers from the land,”

28.6
/zO 6nJ1 zrp //7jy fJ>7l U 5k cu1/

■x-kT-.-'w
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"And Saul inquired of Yahweh, but Yahweh did not answer 

hid either in dreams, or by Urim, or through the prophets.”

In this verse <x> is used in the sense of making enquiry

by divination. Normal methods failing him, Saul turned to those 

whom he had outlawed. He requested that his servants seek out

a medium, a woman who deals with the world of the dead. His 

servants replied by informing the king that there was a ’’medium” • 

at Endor, a village which lay on the north side of little Hermon.

28.7.

riJLjf nW ? tv&x

7/7 pyjL J. ??t“ Z7J7Z

"And Saul said to his courtiers, ’Find me a woman who control 

a departed spirit and I will go to her and enquire of her.’ 

And his courtiers said to him, ’There is a woman who 

controls a spirit at En-dor'."

It is to be observed that the ability of Saul’s courtiers to name 

someone right away, shows how the subject of necromancy, though 

forbidden by law, was an open secret in court circles. It has been 

represented to me that this is an incorrect assumption, for the • 

servants are asked to get information ( ’ 5 ~ 1 m p 3. ) and there

it must be assumed that they only reply after some time has elapsed, 

when they have made their enquiries. I see no reason for this.

They are not asked to obtain information about necromancy and its 

practitioners. Saul says, "Find me a medium." Further the 

suggestion that necromancy was a persistent popular practice and not 

a courtly preoccupation does not seem to me to bear close scrutiny.
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It was not unknown either before or after Saul’s period for the 

leading men in the community of Israel to have recourse either

to foreign gods or outlawed native deities* There must have 

been those in the royal court who ’’dabbled” in the forbidden arts 

of necromancy.

JL /X 77JL , lit. "mistress of an *ob." The sob, 

as we shall observe, was in its original meaning a spirit summoned

from the world of the dead.

In verse 8 we read how Saul disguised himself and went by 

night to visit the medium and requested of her;

l/WHU* ’3 -<5yvt A)*! '4 H3-'/3)&p

“Divine for me by means of a spirit and bring up for me (i.e, 

from the underworld) whoever I shall name to you."

The -17 X in this verse is not in any sense a "familiar" 

spirit, but the specific spirit requested by the client. Saul 

asked the woman to call up a spirit and qualified this request by 

demanding that the medium summon up the spirit which he named.

The woman then accused her nocturnal visitor of forcing

her to break the law:

9 ~
,7 U/.V 77^7’ tlJIX 771*7

px/rpo ’j^77/7 Jixt nuxn

"Do you not know what Saul has done, that he has cut off the 

mediums and the conjurers from the land."

* /
LXX endeavours to even up the Hebrew text which

has a plural ^Z-XX and a singular 'Jin* . Thus it

is probably best to follow the Greek and alter ’jyV7

to
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J
The usage of JliJlK and 3 **JJ/*T7 must be explained

In verse 8 the woman is asked to divine by means of an J2? X "spiri. 

In this verse we learn that Saul cut off ( J1 ) the

from the land. Now it did not lie within Saul's compass to banish 

“spirits” from his kingdom. Thus it may be that 7J/-2X

is a shorthand form of * X “ J1 2 t "mediums,” human agents whom

Saul could drive from his land.

The masculine plural (see emendation) 77 , lit.

"the knowing ones," may denote the masculine equivalent of 

The word could also denote spirits, but again, in this verse, the 

word must designate practitioners of the black arts, and so I 

translate "conjurers♦“

Saul then assured the woman that no punishment would fall 

on her, for she regarded her visitors as agents provocateurs. In 

verse 11 the woman was asked by Saul to bring up Samuel. At once 

the woman recognised the king. The woman, again assured of her 

safety, proceeded with her task and announced:

13.
Q-)K71~JK> ~a

"I see a spirit coming up from the underworld."

"Qv'tlil'X is a spirit, not a "god" as RSV and AV translate. •

The use of 27 1 j7 ascribes a kind of divine status to the

dead, or to this particular dead man. Samuel is now one of the 

company of the dead, and thus is given divine status in view of his 

supernatural condition. There are only tvo occasions on which

v ? z7 is used in this way in the Old Testament, here

and in Isaiah 8.19. 7X signifies the underworld; indeed
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underworld that the spirits of the dead issued, when they were 

summoned by mediums and conjurers to the land of the living.

The king then asked the woman what the spirit was like, for it 

would seem that only the woman was able to see the raised spectre.

She did not recognise the figure but described its appearance to 

the king: - ,

14.

fnx n’/ x//7? ;7^y jpr
XJ/1 frWSVJ ” O

**An old man ascends and he is wrapped in a (long) robe. Then 

Saul knew that he was Samuel,"

The spectre is an old man in a long robe. Long robes were a sign 

of status in the Ancient Near East and Samuel must have had a special 

one. Saul seems to recognise, from the description offered by the 

woman, that the figure is indeed Samuel. He had at one time torn 

the very robe of Samuel (l Samuel 15.27). However, as Gilgamesh 

recognised Enkidu, so Saul knew that the ghost was Samuel. The 

spirit of Samuel then asked the king why his rest had been disturbed:

15.

uxTJ/6yz76 'iJit'j'in 'ipxV
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"And Samuel said to Saul, ’Why have you disturbed me to 

bring me up?* (i.e. from the underworld)."

is used of disturbing a tomb and its contents, and thus the

rest of the deceased, in the inscriptions on the sarcophagi of both 

Tahnith and Esmunazar of Sidon as was noted above. 77 ^y is used

'r ,- A"'Ms&i. „,e->,:• :
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of the ascending spirit in the same way as the Akkadian cognate ila 

is used of various spirits and gods “coming up” from the underworld.

Saul proceeded to explain his difficulties to Samuel who refused 

point blank to render the aid which he had withheld from Saul in life. 

He then returned to the underworld leaving a terrified Saul prostrate 

upon the ground. The account closes with the very humanitarian action 

of the woman in persuading the king to eat and then rest. -• ..

This passage must represent what was a relatively familiar 

occurrence in the world of the Ancient Near East, even to the 

vocabulary used. Of course, the action of Saul is utterly condemned 

by the writer or writers of the book of Samuel and the story is 

no doubt told to emphasise the black depths of depravity and 

superstition into which the hapless Saul had sunk. The so-called 

"witch of En-dorM is, nonetheless, represented as a very credible 

figure, fearful of the edict against her kind, but in the end 

taking pity on the broken and desperate man who had been her king.

The whole section is an indication of a persistent belief that the

inhabitants of the underworld could be summoned to rise and converse

with the living. It also displays the belief that the dead have 

a power to intervene efficaciously in the affairs of the living.

Leviticus 19.31 contains a prohibition against necromancy:
27’7^7’/7 ^/5x/7-^x ns>si bn.

rJX 27/7-1 rfX&vb

“Do not turn to (the) spirits of the dead or (the) familiar 

spirits, do not aim to be polluted by them. I am Yahweh 

your God."

Snaith, in his commentary, points out that the religious leaders 

in Israel evidently had the greatest difficulty in abolishing the

■ ,
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56cult of the dead among the people. The warning against necromancy

in repeated twice in the succeeding chapter* Snaith regards 2.1K

as a ghost which speaks out of the ground and ’Jy 7’ as a

57’’knowing one,” one who has a secret knowledge of hidden things.

Unlike 1 Samuel 28.3,9 where the Words refer to the mediums and 

conjurers themselves, the words in this verse refer to the spirits.
to '' f

Yahweh warns any man or woman who might be tempted be become a 

practitionei’ of the black arts, that they run the risk of rendering 

themselves unclean. The only supernatural being with whom they have 

to do is Yahweh himself. Necromancy meant pollution. The words 

here, thus, represent the spirits summoned from the infernal regions.

Leviticus 20.6 warns that if a person dabbles in the arts of 

necromancy he or she will he cut off automatically from the community

of Israel:
J7J/4 /7^a:,7 ,77 507 ?

V7 7 3/7/ rt//7 77 ^7777 7 27,7’77?^

”If any person turns to the spirits of the dead or the 

familiar spirits to apostasise after them, I will turn 

against that person and cut him off from the midst of his 

people."

Again this verse prohibits the practice of necromancy in the 

severest terms. The meaning of _£ f X and ^7^/77 io

clear. The person who will he cut off is the necromancer, the one 

who turns to ghosts and familiar spirits and defiles himself with 

their cult. Upon such people Yahweh will have no mercy,

20,27 of the same hook sets the penalty for necromancy as death 

by stoning.
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IX TJ nJ. ft ffl 1 7 <£?X~}X <P7???

27/7^/37 27^7X ;/>^7 t Wan#,#

"Any man or woman who controls a spirit of the dead or a 

familiar spirit shall certainly die. They (the community) 

shall stone them, their blood shall be upon their own heads."

In this verse both -t/X and 1J-Y ~7 7 are in the singular

and are the spirits which can be invoked by the man or woman who is 

an exponent of the black art of necromancy„ This practice is regarded

as utterly vile and death by stoning is demanded as a penalty,

Basically the crime is one of lack of trust in the living Yahweh 

coupled with the abhorrence felt in the face of the dead who were 

cut off from the living and the lord of all life.

The legislation against witchcraft is continued in the book 

of Deuteronomy. In 18.10,11 necromancy is prohibited. These verses 

are part of a long list of prohibited actions such as sacrifice of 

children, augury, soothsaying and enchanting, then we find:

ZZV7£>/7 (U17I

"One who consults spirits of the dead and familiar 

spirits and one who inquires of the dead,"

O is used in connection with these necromantic practices.

It denotes the partnership between the medium and the particular spirit

at their beck and call.

"One who enquires of the dead," is an indisputable reference 

to the summoning of the dead for oracular purposes. This belief 

in the foreknowledge of the dead is not repudiated as such, but is 

condemned as a practice not compatible with the true follower of Yahweh.
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S.R. Driver indicates that -XJX and ’jj/V7 are

always in parallel and mentioned together. This is not strictly 

true, as they do not appear together in 1 Samuel 28.7» or in 

Is. 29o^ where -2/JX. is mentioned alone. He says that 

an 3, J ft was considered to declare itself in the body of the

person who had to do with it, and proffers the idea that ventriloquism 

was used by mediums. We have no direct evidence of this practice, , 

apart from the word which is used by LXX for ,

v(?c»s f "ventriloquist, " XV ff&rTgi ^<jQoS> 

lit. *’sp«.<«;A in the belly." was a familiar spirit

at the beck and call of the practitioner. 58 The distinction between

the -2 and the

Those who divine by the

those who divine by the

who is their familiar.

’1^7 7 niay thus be maintained.

-X ? X profess to bring up any ghost,

’’Ji'71 call up that particular spirit

• 2 Kings 21,6 is part of a condemnation of the idolatrous

innovations or restorations of Manasseh, the son of Hezekiah.

-2/# #7^4Z/ p/y} <0X2 7’J2.y/7?
mu'9 yix rmn u''jy-ft

[)J 6

"And he (Manasseh) made his son pass through the fire and 

practised soothsaying and augury and he dabbled with the 

spirits of the dead and the familiar spirits, doing evil 

in Yahweh’s eyes, to anger him."

Following BH is best read, i.e. to anger him.

Montgomery and Gehman regard the 

but then proceed to translate

does not seem possible to me to disengage the sense of

_2 tX as a ghost of the dead, 

27 7Jr4/r7'f as "wizards." It

w 7

- ■ ' ' ---
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from that of -2 7# , for both represent members of the spirit

world. One can scarcely be supernatural while the other is merely 
59. •human.

Gray, on the other hand, thinks that may possibly be

derived from the ArabicJaba(w) "to return," meaning basically, one 

who returns from the dead, as Samuel appeared to Saul at Endor.

, he regards as those who profess to have familiar

spirits, or the familiar spirits themselves. In the original usage

the terms probably referred to the ghosts and spirits, and secondarily 
6oto those who were their mediums. With this latter statement I am

in agreement. However, the derivation of JLIX from the

Arabic * aba(w) is rather dubious and casts no real light on the 

meaning of the word. ,

Perhaps the singular ’Tjy7’T is to be read following the

parallel passage in 2 Chron, 33.6, and as 3.7X itself is in

the singular, it would seem the better reading. But the sense in

both cases is collective.

ijyi'*) JLJX 77 O y , is a peculiar phrase, lit,

"he did the spirits of the dead and the familiar spirits." 77 u>y 

must be taken in the sense of "having recourse to" or "dabbling in," 

otherwise no sense can be made of the phrase. Manasseh, presumably, 

indulged in those aspects of paganism most hated by the Yahwist party, 

child-sacrifice, soothsaying and augury and consultation of the dead 

through the agency of necromancers and conjurers.

2 Kings 23.24 is from a section praising Josiah, the reforming

monarch for doing what was right in the eyes of Yahweh,
77 27 vox/
7ZT7 7>/7'r )K7J ■>*//>n9 77 ~

# '^.7?Oz7 /77ZJ7/7 ’7JZ.V’ ZlX z?/7
7/7/7'’ 77"-2 7/7077 7,7 ?A>/7 7<2>X.



"And Josiah extei’minated (lit. “burned”) the mediums and the 

conjurers, the household deities and idols, all the 

loathsome objects which were seen in the land of Judah 

and in Jerusalem, that he might establish the words of 

the law written in the book, which Hilkiah the priest 

had found in the temple of Yahweh.”

In this verse it i3 most probable that the words JJ )3.K and '

2J refer, not to the spirits, which Josiah could hardly

have burned, but to their manipulators, the mediums and the conjurers.

It would seem therefore that the appellations of the spirits could 

also refer to the practitioners of the art of necromancy.

Isaiah 8.19 does give a somewhat clearer indication of the meaning

as they are used more precisely; -
2? TJ,y7r/7 ' / J1 t-2.fi 71 “ bfC )iV}l -OZ'Sk *□?

it
■ and the familiar spirits who chirp and gibber (NEB); should 

not a nation consult its departed spirits, the dead on 

behalf of the living?” •

The interpretation offered in NEB and JB of this verse differs totally 

from the traditional one as exemplified in AV and RSV both of which 

treat the second half of the verse as a rhetorical question of Isaiah’s 

“Should not a people consult its God?” But the new translation 

harmonises much more smoothly with verse 20 in respect of the grammar. 

The two verses say that men will tell the disciples of Isaiah to seek 

to the dead for an oracle and message, this, says v. 20, is what they

will say. )"*7l is translated as “gods” by both JB and NEB.

203 o .

“An<ymen will say to you, ’Consult the spirits of the dead
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This is completely unsatisfactory in the context which deals rather 

with the inhabitants of the underworld. According to 1 Samuel 28.13, 

the shade of Samuel is called an , "departed spirit”

(hardly "god"!)® It would seem logical to translate J ^71f 

which, after all, is parallel to 27 7 7? JO , as "its departed

spirits," i.e® the dead of Israel. The idea would appear to be 

that Isaiah’s opponents say that it would be much better, for all ' ? 

to have recourse to the help of those ancestors now in the underworld 

who have secret knowledge of the future.

In verse 18 Isaiah claims that he and his sons are the signs 

and portents which Yahweh has sent* In this verse (19) he indicates 

that certain men will ask the people tc turn to superstitious practices 

because they find it difficult to grasp their faith. The meaning of

and Z7’J-V77 is clear, they are the spirits

of the dead and the familiar spirits* But the two words 

and may refer either to the murmurings and gibberings

of the conjured spirits or to the methods which the sorcerers used 

to deceive their clients, this pointing to the LXX:

&XV it 7JuJ<rt J) y t £ Tou$

^00^ AW/ <X77o S <^u>VoOVTWs

7o3^ t oc Tr\s /toiAAs

"And if they say to you, ’Seek to the possessors of divining 

spirits (lit. "ventriloquists") and to those who speak from 

the earth, those who speak vanity, those who speak out of 

the belly.‘”

Incidentally LXX does support the traditional interpretation of

the second half of the verse:

•V'. ;.7/ i. r. -{ J- ' , - / v F* •’ 1 > i -rt; ii,
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QUK. zG-Va^ Qz&'J

“Should not a nation seek to its God?”

It may be, of course, that LXX was trying to make sense of the 

difficult Hebrew grammar of- MT or whatever text they had. LXX 

does seem to suggest the practitioners rather than the spirits,

t can, in classical Greek, be applied to

the methods of a divinei* but also to the familiar spirit. 61 LXX

is also more explicit thah MT with «7?o T?J pp

"those speaking out of the earth,” a direct reference to spirits

speaking from the underworld. •

In the Hebrew text the key to the meaning of and

may be found in the phrase 277*^/5>,7 23^^71

"consulting the dead on behalf of the living.” This makes it clear 

that the verse is about necromancy. It is highly likely that the 

words in question refer to the spirits and not the the exponents of 

the evil art of conjuration.

Isaiah 19 is an oracle against Egypt. Yahweh will cause the 

idols of Egypt to tremble and bring confusion to the Egyptians 

forcing them to engage in civil war. In their desperation, says 

Isaiah, they will turn to idols and sorcerers:

}<ijf7> y5ix ijisyi tnpz vosoo nn TTpm s. 

2'»jj/7''z7~3'w;? Ti'V&riw u-’if’yKii'iW

"The spirit of Egypt within her will be poured out and 

I will confound (lit. “devour”) her plan. Then'they 

(the Egyptians) will consult the idols, the sorcerers, 

the spirits of the dead and the familiar spirits.”
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?JL?yO^ 2Z ’“7£»/0 77/7 /7y0i77 means that the country will 
62lose its wits and become devoid of reason. In their perplexity 

the Egyptians will turn to idols and sorcerers. It could be argued 

that, as "Zf 7 t^X 7/ y refers to the human exponents of magic

arts, the J7 / a. X 

mediums and conjurers,

Jl i ana

and 7/7 J y7’ might refer to the

But I see no good reason to suppose that 

Z7 7-Zyyr should mean anything other than

the ghosts and familiar spirits.

Isaiah 29.1-4 is an oracle against Jerusalem, the heroic city, 

Yahweh will bring confusion on her and throw her

into such distress that her brave voice will be reduced to that of a

ghost’s whispering in the underworld, v.4

yj7i/ax o mm

"You shall be brought low, you shall speak from the underworld 

and your voice shall issue from low in the dust; your voice 

shall be like (that of) a ghost from the underworld and 

your speech shall murmur from the dust."

The Akkadian aaplis means "below,” and is used, for example, in the 

phrase ergitu saplitu, "the land below," the underworld.^7£><D 

is used in this verse in the sense of Jerusalem being brought so low 

that it is as if the city were in the underworld.

JL?X > here without 7J-VT”7 9 means a ghost or spirit

murmuring in the underworld.

An attempt must now be made to draw some conclusions from the

material gathered on the two words.
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a.

BDB says that, in the majority of cases, the word means a

"necromancer” except in Isaiah 29.4, where it means a "ghost,"

K~B, on the other hand, concludes that the word meant, most probably,
65a returning spirit of the dead. An 3./X may }>e>

1. Consulted, Levit. 19.31; 20.6; Deut. 18.11; 1 Chron. 10.13;

Is. 8.18; 19.3. ' '

2. In the possession of a itian or woman, 1 Sam. 28.7J Levit. 20,27.

3. Exterminated, 1 Sara. 28.3,9} 2 Kings 23,24.

4. Under royal patronage, 2 Kings 21.6. .

5© Heard speaking from the underworld, Is. 29.4.

It has been shown,thus, that JUfc may mean either,

(a) A spirit of the dead which is summoned by a medium 

or conjurer from the underworld for the purposes of 

consultation as in 1, 2, 4 and 3 above.

(b) The medium who summons the spirit as in 3 above.

This is a secondary meaning and □. 1 used

in this way may best be explained as a shorthand term

for -i/X •

b. 'Jin- .

BDB suggests a “familiar spirit” someone who is acquainted with 
66 •the underworld, BDB is not at all clear in explaining the way in

which “TJ.y’7'r is “familiar,” K-B thinks that the word is a
67familiar spirit or a soothsayer. I am not at all sure.that

I understand this use of “soothsayer."

The key to the meaning of the word lies, surely, in the root

"know". The word *» 2^7 ** , in that case, means "one who

knows" i.e. a spirit who knows the secrets of the underworld and
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of the future. This spirit is the “familiar" of the conjurer, 

the special spirit which acts as his go-between, journeying from

the world of life to the world of death and vice versa, As the

word is always parallel to JZ/X and never stands alone I have 

translated it as ’’familiar spirit,” where I have rendered -2/X 

as "spirit of the dead,” and as "conjurer,” where I have rendered

as "medium."

Some scholars have various suggestions to make concerning 

the word , and it would be unfair not to review their

ideas briefly, but the above conclusions will remain unaltered.

Hoffner, in an article, discusses some second millenium

antecedents to the Hebrew *5b and attempts to throw some light on 
68its meaning. The Hittites had, so it seems from Hoffner, a 

ritual pit which served as a means of presenting sacrifices to the 

Ohthonic deities* He lists a group of possible words for such a pit 

which may be derived from the same ultimate source:

Sumerian, ab(la l), I am not at all sure how the word can appear 

in Semitic and non-Semitic languages, unless (l) the Sumerian word 

is original and the word is a loan-word in the Semitic languages 

and Hittite or (2) the word is Semitic in origin and went from there 

into Sumerian and Hittite, this is possible as there appears to be 

a Semitic substratum in Sumerian. Hoffner, however, does not 

explain the connection closely and he is not very specific about 

any of the languages apart from Hittite.J

Hittite, a-a-bi -

Assyrian, abu
*> 69Ugaritic, Jeb and Hebrew, ob.
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■ He finds support for his theory that ob originally meant a 

ritual pit from which the dead were raised for the purposes of 

consultation in a Ugaritic text:

hklh „ ngb , skn 0 elebh „ bqda

"his palace, one who shall set up n monument to his nncestors(?) 

in the sanctuary*"

This is a line taken from a passage in the legend of Aqhat in vzhich

Danel complains that he has no son to carry out certain necessary 
70

filial duties. Hoffner suggests that eleb meansp "spirit of the 

pit," the pit being the ritual pit used to invoke the spirits of the 

dead. He regards in 1 Samuel 28.13 as a parallel

to the Ugaritic il/el. Gordon takes *ilib as one word and regards
*7 *1

skn o *ilib as an ancestral stele. Driver regards jeleb as a 

deified ancestral spirit, composed of *el (god) and ab (father).”'

There is not a shred of evidence to prove that jeb means "pit," in 

Ugaritic. "Stele of his ancestral spirit," is a much more satisfactory 

translation than "monument to the spirit of the pit." He further says 

that as Samuel in 1 Samuel 28.13 is described as an thio

must mean that he is a spirit coming up out of the ritual pit, the

ob. ob does not even occur in that versel The word means a

spirit as I have indicated above.

Of his amalgam of terms resembling Job he says, "it is better

to consider all of these terms as ursprachliche Residuum of an old
/ \ 74substratum language or regard the Hittite ay(a)bi. as a prototype."

His reasoning here is lamentably obscure, for he seems unable to explain 

any of the terms accurately. Certainly his translations of several 

Hittite texts seem to point to the use of a pit of some sort for 

sacrificing to the gods of the underworld. However, I cannot judge 

the accuracy of his translation. Further he notes the Greek
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, “pit** in connection with the sacrifice of Odysseus 

to the shades. Odysseus wished to raise the shade of the seer 

Teiresias and sought the advice of the sorceress Circe who said,

"Run before the North Wind until you come to Ocean Stream

and the Grove of Persephone, remarkable for its black poplars

and aged willows, At the point where the rivers Phlegethon

and Cocytus flow into the Acheron, dig a trench, and '

sacrifice a young ram and a black ewe which I myself will

provide - to Hades and Persephone. Let the blood enter

the trench, and as you wait for Teiresias to arrive 
75drive off all others with your sword.”

But all this has not the remotest connection with in the

Old Testament, In the Old Testament there is no talk of blood, 

sacrifice and the digging of ritual pits. Finally Hoffner infers 

that 3JX “ J? 5 V J, in 1 Samuel 28,7 implies that the

woman at En-dor was possessed of a ritual pit. He thinks too, that 

Isaiah 29.4 implies the use of such a pit, by its description of 

ghosts murmuring from the underworld. He concludes by saying that 

the original meaning of JJX was probably a ritual pit,

later the word came to designate the spirits themselves who came 

out of the pit.

His theory is ingenious, but as far as the Hebrew ia

concerned, quite insupportable. Jt/X * 7? iryj. in 1 Samuel 28,7

is a woman who can control a spirit a "medium." In 28,13 the

rises from the underworld 7X it not from

the , if that were a ritual pit as Hoffner would have it.

There is not the slightest evidence that J. t X. has anything to do 

with a ritual pit in the Old Testament, His Hittite and Greek

-'■
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evidence is, no doubt, accurate, but throws no light on the word in 

the Old Testament, His Ugaritic evidence is open to serious question 

and his Sumerian and Assyrian material flimsy, to say the least.

If must be linked to anything outside the Old Testament,

it resembles, though in meaning only, the Akkadian etimmu, the ghost 

of the departed. But _2.7?t may be easily explained from the 

Old Testament itself, as has been done.

Albright also deals with this word. He notes, first of all,

an Ugaritic list of divinities, which commences with one * El £ej b,

which is translated on a corresponding Akkadian list as ’’the god of

the father." This divinity, asserts Albright, was the patron deity

of ancestor worship. He translates *elebh in Aqhat as "his ancestral

spirits," agreeing with Driver, Like Gray he thinks that the basic

meaning of J.)'?< was like that of the French rcvenant, "ghost,
- 77

apparition," related to the Arabic ’aba, "return," This is certainly 

a more plausible explanation than Hoffner’s, but again the word’s 

meaning is perfectly clear from the Old Testament.

Albright then attempts to find the masculine plural of eleb in 

Isaiah 14.9.78 Instead of MT ~ , "to

the stones of the pit," he wants to read el ebe bor, "0 ghosts of 

the nether world." However, the vowel of his first syllable 9 ebe, 

which he makes short, would have to be long e to correspond to 

further, even given this, there is no attestation in the Old Testament 

of jj instead of His theory involves altering a perfectly

comprehensible MT to agree with his idea that the Canaanlie eleb 

appears in the Old Testament. He gives no explanation as to how 

the 3 of has arisen. Moreover, the plural form

which appears consistently throughout the Old TestamentOf A ZX
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is Jl )3L2l , a feminine not a masculine plural, though the*ebe

of Albright would seeia to be a masculine plural construct.

Nor, in my opinion, is there any necessity to alter JW

”a spirit from the underworld." in Isaiah 29.4 to 9 ob-m~ }ereg,

“ghost of the underworld," The m_ Albright explains as an enclitic m, 

an archaic construction found in Ugaritic and in Old Testament poetry. 

But the point of the verse is that Jerusalem will sink so low that it

will be as if she were in the underworld and thus her voice would sound 

like that of a ghost speaking , "from (deep) in the

underworld," The spirit has not come to the upper world, as Albright

would have it, Jerusalem lias sunk, to the underworld and speaks like 

79a ghost down there,
>

He has also tried to find another occui/ence of _2L>X in 

Job 8.8 where MT reads, * >

ipni jitz) -jw'-) -rr$ *o

"Set to inquire of a former generation and consider the 

experience of their fathers."

There is no need to alter either to TZJJZ.'A*
■ T ”•

LXX and Vulgate, or to , "our fathers," BH.

The "fathers" refer to the fathers of the former generation sic

"their fathers." The verse exhorts the hearer to consider the

experience of a former generation and then to go hack further to 

the stored up wisdom of their fathers. The verse is of the wisdom

genre.

Albright, on the oral recommendation of Pitzmeyer, wishes to 

change 77^1 to ~2f Jl tJLX and translate the verse,

"Be sure to enquire of men. of past ages, 
,80Set about to examine their ghosts."
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No other verse in this section is connected with necromancy, the 

chapter is concerned to point out the good sense of talcing a survey 

of the collected wisdom of past ages; not only the former generation, 

hut right hack into the past. There is no need to drag in necromancy, 

which, in a wisdom context, is rather ludicrous. The best translation

of the verse is that of JB

"Question the generation that has passed, < „

Meditate on the experience of its fathers."

Heidel has also some comment to make on the meaning of X/X 

and *81 ge rightly observes that sometimes the

and were thought of as residing in the

practitioner of the necromantic cult. He thinks, thus, that in 

the case of the medium at En-dor, the . X>X was a demon which

she employed to assist her in raising the spirit of Samuel. He 

says that the X?X and the spirit of Samuel were two separate 

entities# I have already commented unfavourably on this sort of 

interpretation. The two words are, in his opinion,synonymous and 

are to be regarded as demons in the possession of wizards and witches, 

who were themselves, by metonymy, called jl and 'jyT1 ,

as in 2 Samuel 3»9 and 2 Kings 23.24. This conclusion has already 

been drawn. He argues, moreover, that the words do not mean spirits 

from the underworld anywhere in the Old Testament. With regard to 

Isaiah 8.19 he says that the words there mean "mediums" and "wizards" 

respectively. This is contradicted by the parallelism (19b "/should 

they consult/ the dead on behalf of the living"). This points 

unmistakably to trafficking with the spirits from the underworld.

It is not at all clear why Heidel supposes that this argument, i.e. 

that of parallelism, lacks cogency, for Is. 8.19 is one of the verses
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the dead which are to be consulted. It has to be admitted that

Heidel is determined to remove the Old Testament as far as possible 

from any taint of paganism, even at the risk of making statements 

which are quite insupportable.

Finally he argues in the same way with regard to Deut. 18.11, 

where 3 ZX and yjy'7~’ are employed along with the

phrase Z77»7/E>77 0/^7 f ’’one who seeks to the dead.”

Again the parallelism shows him to be quite wrong. In Is. 29«4 he 

wishes to translate as "demon,1’ It seems strange that,

while he accuses those who would translate as "ghost"

of employing arguments which lack cogency, he translates it by a word 

with which it has no connection anywhere in the Old Testament. There 

are no goo** grounds for suggesting that zx means "demon."

He says, "But we have actually no proof that the terms in question 

( JLZX and ) were ever so employed (i.e., as

designations for the spirits of the dead) in the Old Testament.” ~

This is simply not true. The burden would lie on Heidel to prove 

that the words did mean "demon," Nowhere does the Old Testament

suggest that demons are associated with the underworld or with the 

practice of necromancy and therefore Heidel is guilty of the intrusion 

of an idea, which has no foundation within the Old Testament itself.

In conclusion it may be said that while Heidel intrudes an idea which

does not apply into the Old Testament, he rejects the explanation 

which the passages in question themselves give, to wit that J. ?X and

are spirits of the dead and familiar spirits, though 

occasionally they may refer to the practitioners themselves.
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Despite the suggestions of these three scholars I see no reason 

to alter any of the above conclusions.



Isaiah 65,4a is the last verse to be examined briefly in this 

context* Yahweh accuses Israel in verses 1-5 of the chapter of 

failing to hear his voice and walking in their own ways, sacrificing 

and burning incense to pagan gods* In 4a he accuses them of sitting

in tombs:

il'i?'' 27’7?HJJ2? 77’7-Zp-X 27 »J.QJ 7/7

"who sit among tombs and spend the night in secret places.”

The obtaining of oracles by incubation was a common practice in the 

Ancient Near East. The person who wished the oracle spent the night 

in a temple or on some sacred spot and hoped that the god would reveal 

himself in a dream and give the required guidance*

This verse probably refers to this practice. Yahweh rebukes 

those who spend the night among tombs and in the vicinity of graves, 

hoping to obtain oracles from the deceased.

For 27,» *'^n secret places;” LXX has

“7*1$ fly, ”in the caves,” which might suggest a Hebrew

I'l'M , ”among rocks” (BH). There is, however, no

real need to alter MT as the sense is clear.

215.

It may therefore be concluded that, although the Old Testament 

condemns una cum voce the practice of consulting the spirits of the 

dead through the agency of mediums and conjurers, the habit must have 

existed and flourished at various periods in the history of Israel.

Even Saul who had outlawed the cult was forced latterly to have recourse 

to one, apparently well-known to his courtiers. Manasseh, an apostate 

from the cult of Yahweh, used the services of such persons, who were 

in turn exterminated by Josiah. Isaiah condemns the practice, but

■V;.-
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shows a surprising knowledge of its methods. This belief in the 

power of the dwellers in the land of the dead to provide answers to 

questions about the hidden future is well-attested in the Ancient 

Near East and the evidence from the Old Testament points to the fact 

that it waa well-established in Israel, however much the exclusive 

protagonists of Yahweh, the lord of the living, tried to stamp it out.

It now remains to enquire whether there was a belief in the- .

Old Testament that the dead had to be provided with food and water 

in the afterlife, as in other countries in the Fertile Crescent.

The dead in the Ancient World were very much dependent on the 

living for any comfort which they might enjoy in the next world; 

but the dead had the power to torment the living if they failed in

their provision of funerary offerings and libations0 In Egypt

the dead were sent to their tombs with many ceremonies and great 

scenes of lamentation. Some of these can be seen on representations 

of the funerary rites from various tombs. In the first register

(see facing page) the sarcophagus containing the mummy of the deceased 

lies on a barque; round the sarcophagus kneel wailing women with 

their breasts bared as a sign of grief. The barque is sailing across 

the Nile towards the burial place on the western bank; it is preceded 

in its progress by other craft. The boat immediately in front of 

the funerary ship contains women who lament the deceased, facing in 

the direction of the mummy. The foremost boat contains male relations 

In the second register a fourth boat is depicted which carries the 

colleagues and friends of the deceased, decked out in the insignia 

of their various offices. The fifth boat carries servants with

flowers, food and other offerings. In the same register the ceremony 

of opening of the mouth is performed by a priest, while another pour3 

out a libation, burns incense and makes a food offering to the deceased
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all the while the women continue to lament* Most of the females 

depicted, were probably professional mourners. The third register 

containing scenes from another tomb, shows the mummy being dragged 

along on a sledge, followed by weeping women and preceded by an 

incense-burning priest. In front of the tomb, behind which lie 

the cliffs of the Theban Western Necropolis, the same ceremonies 

are carried out as with the other mummy above. The mummy is 

supported by a priest wearing the jackal-head of the god Anubis, 

the lord of the necropolis.

In Mesopotamia also, the dead were buried with due ceremonies 

and offerings. Gilgamesh wept bitterly for his friend Enkidu, like a 

professional wailing woman:

“Hear me, 0 Elders, / and give ear J unto me, 

it is for Enkidu, my / friend / that I weep,

Moaning bitterly like a wailing woman.**

Gilgamesh then proceeds to rites of mourning common to the whole of 

the Near East,

“He paces back and forth before / the couch /,

Pulling out (his hair) and strewing it forth_7,
84Tearing off and flinging down his finery.1’

The lamentations went on for seven days and the deceased was supposed

to hear all that went on and he satisfied.

The mourning rites followed a similar pattern in Canaan. The 

chief god, El, when he heard of Baal’s death did as follows:

"Thereupon Lutpan kindly 

god came down from (his) throne, h«* sat

on a stool, and (coming down) from the stool
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he sat

on the ground; he strewed straw

of mourning on his head, dust in which a man wallows 

on his pate; he tore the clothing

of his folded loin-cloth; he set up a bloody pillar 

on a stone, two pillars in the forest; 

he gashed his (two) cheeks and (his) chin, 

thrice harrowed the upper part of his arm, ploughed 

(his) chest like a garden, thrice harrowed (his) belly 

like a vale. He lifted up his voice and cried:

Baal is dead.”

After Anat had buried Baal, she organised some sort of funeral feast 
85or offering for the dead god, with a massive slaughter of animals.

She expresses her sorrow over the death of Aqhat, whom she had herself

slain, with lamentation and weeping, but this was of a traditional 
86nature and not dictated by any real grief.

As in the case of necromancy the main evidence for the possible

existence of the cult of the dead in the Old Testament comes from

legal prohibition. Leviticus 19.27,28 prohibits the cutting of 

the hair or the laceration of the flesh on behalf of the dead:

27.

28.

mv* 'w vox

‘You shall not round off the corners of your head and you shall 

not damage (i.e. shave) the end(s) of your heard; yon shall 

not make incisions on your flesh for the dead or make marks 

(i.e. tattooes) upon yourselves, I am Yahweh.”
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LXX reads ft ~r MlTfidJJ} for ^“•7JO/J7i. e •

/ c/
and *A?w r7io ^(vVoc, tykcJV i.e for 7J^ •

This puts all the verbs and the suffixes in the plural and reads more 

evenly. LXX is merely attempting to smooth an uneven text.

Z
W 7 CU means, ”to slit” and is cognate with the Arabic 

87which is used of slitting the ears of a camel.Here it means cutting 

the flesh and lacerating it until the blood runs. The cutting of the 

flesh was probably an attempt on the part of the living to provide

life-blood for the dead. In the Ancient East blood was the essence

of life. The frenzied self-laceration of the prophets of Baal in 

1 Kings 18.28 was an effort on the part of the worshippers to provide 

the deity with life-blood by allowing their own blood to flow into 

the ground, i.e. the underworld where the god was imprisoned. This 

bloody rite is frequently referred to in the Old Testament, e.g.

Hosea 7.14? Jeremiah 16.6; 41.5 (from an actual fertility rite

practised by some of the co-religionists of Jeremiah) 47.5. In the 

verse which we are considering it is blood for the dead.

The mutilation of the body, the tearing out of the hair, the 

making of tattoo-like marks on the body, represent the attempts of 

the mourners to make themselves unrecognisable in the face of the 

returning spirits of the dead, thus protecting themselves from any 

evil which a spirit might attempt to wreak upon the living kith and kin.

Another explanation for the removal of the hair is proffered 
88by ElligerZ'" The ancient Semites believed that a great force lay 

in the hair. This is borne out by the tale of Samson, Judges 16J7,

whose great strength lay in his hair (cf. also the massive weight of 

the shorn hair of the handsome Absalom, 2 Samuel 14.26). Thus the



removal of the hair was an offering of strength to the dead. The 

Jewish tradition is that a man must not make his temples like the 

hack of his neck, by shaving off his ’’side galleries.** The orthodox 

sects in Israel today may be seen wearing long ringlets dangling in

front of each ear.

All of these customs have their roots in the mythology of death 

in the world around Israel. They are mentioned here merely to be- .■ 

condemned out of hand as being impossible for the people of Yahweh.

Leviticus 21.5 outlaws the self-same habits. The Israelite had to be 

distinguished from his neighbours and therefore any attempt to adopt 

the beliefs about the dead or the practices connected with their burial 

was completely forbidden, and all such superstitions were tabooed.

This attitude is also adopted in Deuteronomy 14.1,

uj'77$?< ftwi uji?£ Wi 

Z7O\J\y pi- 7777 If)

’’You are the sons of Yahweh your god; you will not cut 

yourselves nor will you make baldness between your eyes

for the dead.**

This law is placed here without the slightest regard for context.

The phrase 77 )77~* 73 JtX TJ'J-Z is a strange one for

Deuteronomy. Like the law in Leviticus this prohibition places an 

interdict on the common rites of mourning in the Semitic world.

For Israel there was to be no relation between the living and the dead.

Buis and Leclerq suggest tentatively, that 77 /£> . may not he

a dead man, but the name of a god, i.e. Mot. They refer to the 
I 89lamentations held for Mot/Tammuz each autumn, hut we have no evidence 

that a wailing for Mot was held each autumn; the Ugaritic texts give
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us no information about this. Lamentations for Tammuz were seasonal

in character, hut there is no evidence in the Ugaritic texts that Mot 

was a Tammuz figure. & here is merely a corpse, a dead person.

Naturally, the existence of the prohibition implies that such rites 

for the dead did take place and that beliefs about the nature and 

powers of the dead in Israel all too often resembled those of her 

neighbours, The opposition to the cult of the dead is something pf 

a tradition in pre-exilic Israel.

Deuteronomy 26 deals with the tithing of the harvest in the

third year and verse 14 contains the following statement;
tJfaS? ^75/JZ X^ -’Zl

77 iTf'* tflpJ- V7J7 3
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“I have not eaten of it (the tithe) in my mourning, I have 

not taken from it while I was unclean and I have not given any 

of it to the dead. I have obeyed the voice of Yahweh ,.

Buis and Leclerq- again suggest that we may have to do with Canaanite

ritual connected with the mourning of Baal/Tammuz, but we do not 
90know whether Baal was in fact mourned each year.

is equivalent to the Ugaritic ^un, "mourning or grief,

but it cannot be deduced from this mere fact that a ritual or cultic

lamentation is intended. Again, it is improbable that J7£) means 

"to Mot." All these proffered explanations are speculative and have 

little or no evidence to support them either in the Ugaritic texts or

in the Old Testament. While Canaanite customs may have caused the 

prohibitions of Leviticus and prompted the confession of this verse, 

the explanation is surely that bread eaten by a mourner is polluted 

and that if a mourner ate part of the tithe it would defile the whole

tithe. Any of the tithe offered to the dead would also render the

whole unclean,
_____________:_______________ :_____________:________________________________________________________ ________________________i____________________________ > >



Attempts must therefore have been made from time to time 

to give offerings to the dead*

2 Samuel 3*31-39 deals with the funeral lamentations for the

dead Abner, the son of Ner, the right hand man of Ishbotheth the son

of Saul. Abner was slain by David’s commander, Jonb, as the outcome

of a political vendetta. David, thereupon, ordered a court mourning

and lamentation to be made for the dead man in which he himself took

a leading part (v. 31)« Parrot asks if this were not a rite to 
92pacify the angry spirit of the dead. There is no real evidence 

for this; the whole funeral was, for the most part, an astute political 

move on the part of David to dissociate himself in public from all 

responsibility for the death of Abner.

Psalm 106 is a psalm of praise which i*ecounts the continual 

saving love of Yahweh in the face of the constant apostasy of the 

Israelites. In verse 28 we find;

’’And they joined themselves to the Baal of Peor and they ate 

the sacrifices (offered to) the dead.”

The account of this apostasy to the Baal of Peor in Numbers 25* 

does not say anything about eating sacrifices offered to the dead. 

According to Kraus, what is meant here is a community meal in which 

the living join with the numinous dead who were the givers of fertility.

Certainly there is no doubt that the apostates had sacrificed to the

dead and were eating a communal meal.

Jeremiah 16 speaks of grievous distresses which will befall Israel 

death will strike at great and small alike and there will be no mourning 

for them, nor will they be buried, vss. 6,7s
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WIT VN:r Jixh7 viu iji/s) h

y?A’ 7'f^ft1 xlr/ vnif /T35’ xit ;«/>T xi
j>/Q-ix )an:ii> ti!7^ /S73’ xJ/ !-•'! vni

mx-bu irfciniJi 6za mux mw' x&>

"(6) For both great and small shall die in this land, says

Yahweh, and they shall not be buried, nor shall they lament 

for them, nor cut themselves for them, nor make themselves 

bald for them, (7) No -one shall break bread for the mourner 

to comfort him for the dead, nor give them a cup of

consolation for their father or mothero”

These mourning customs do not seem to excite, per se, the disapproval 

of the prophet, who does not condemn them, but merely says that they 

are useless in face of the impending catastrophe. Food and drink 

were given to the mourners for, probably, two reasons,

1. Because the food and drink in the bereaved household would

automatically be unclean. .

2. Out of sympathy for the bereaved.

The 'Q’1 ft I'll is not mentioned anywhere else in

the Old Testament.

These mourning customs are also mentioned in Isaiah 22.12: 

Ezekiel 24.17: Amos 8.10 and Micah 1.16, all without the slightest 

condemnation. None of the verses in question have any mention of

laceration or incision of the flesh. It would seem, therefore, 

that these mourning customs had survived, because they had ceased

2~ aaa AAA1 Ai 1 .-At? „ .•



to be associated with the cult of the dead, which the Israelites 

had first encountered among the Canaanites. The customs of 

mourning which survived were completely sundered from a mythology 

which gave powers of fearsomeness and fertility to the dead, The 

customs became no more than expressions of grief on the part of 

the bereaved at the grievous loss.

We may conclude that within the pages of the Old Testament ' 

there is little evidence for a strong and flourishing cult of the 

dead such as existed in neighbouring countries. What we must, 

on the other hand, beware of doing is to deny the existence of 

such a cult in popular faith and practice. The fact that there 

are early prohibitions against it shows that a struggle took place, 

in these as in other matters, with the accepted beliefs and practices 

of the ancient east. However, as time went on, the rites of mourning 

became expressions of grief with no other mythological import or 

significance.
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CHAPTER 4

• The Waters of Death

This chapter will deal with the connection which, I will argue, 

exists between water, including the primeval deep, and death in the 

Old Testament, The background material relevant to this chapter, 

from the Ancient Near East, will be briefly surveyed.

EGYPT

In Egypt the primeval cosmic ocean from which the world emerged

in the first time, was called Nun, probably more primitively Nuu.x

The Nun was an inert mass of water, yet not apparently devoid of a

creative potentiality, for its role in creation was not regarded by 
2

the Egyptian savants as entirely negative. Each morning the sun 

rose from the primeval ocean to begin his journey across the sky in his 

day-barque. On the sarcophagus of Sety I (c, 1303-1290 B.C.), there 

is a representation of the morning barque of the sun-god, Re, being 

raised up out of Nun by the god himself (i.e. Nun) who holds the ship 

with both hands. The barque leaves the primordial ocean by way of 

the mountain .of the rising sun, represented by a blank corridor and a
S. '

black sun on the far right of the picture. Re is in his form of 

Khepri, the scarab beetle, rolling the hall of the sun ahead of him. 

Above the barque, Nut, the goddess of the sky, reaches down to receive 

the sun rising from its nightly journey through the underworld.
3

She stands on top of anothei* deity, probably Shu, the god of the air. 

The sun-god passed through the twelve divisions of the underworld 

during the twelve hours of the night, the underworld lay deep in Nun, 

therefore the god had to rise from Nun each morning.

—
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Prom Nun, the primeval waste of water, came also the bnbn-hill
* 4upon which the creator god Atum sat to begin his work of creation.

The chief cult-centres of Upper and lower Egypt sought to verify

the truth of their rival claims to be the original spot where the 
5

primeval hillock had emerged from Nun. Each temple had a sacred 

lake in the middle of which was the island thought to be the bnbn-hill. 

That a potential fertility resided in Nun may be seen from the somewhat 

distinctive cosmology of the Upper Egyptian city of Hermopolis, the 

cult centre of Thoth, the scribe of the gods, the god of wisdom and a 

moon-god, generally represented with the head of an ibis or in the 

form of a dog-headed baboon, in which guise he greeted the rising sun. 

In the temple of Hermopolis it was believed that a group of eight 

divinities, the Ogdoad, had emerged in successive pairs out of Nun

and proceeded with the task of creation. The first pair of the
■

deities were Nun and Naunet, Nun was, of course, the primeval

watery chaos, his consort, Naunet, the heaven which stretched above

Nun in the underworld, where most things were reversed; she was 
7

opposite of the heaven above the earth. Nun surrounded the earth

which swam on it like a large flat disk. All water in the cosmos,

the Nile, the water from dug wells and the rain from “the Nile in the

sky,” came from Nun. In the course of time Nun became a personalised

divinity, the father of the gods, who, in conjunction with Naunet

brought forth Atum, the creator god. In Memphis the cult city of Ptah

the priests identified Nun with their tutelary deity under the name 
8Ptah-Nun. In Thebes he was identified with Araun the city god.

The early idea of Nun as an inert expanse of water may be seen from n 

passage in an eighteenth century version of the Book of the Dead.

Amun threatens mankind:

r '' " —-------' __•-& Z - r 'A.//',.
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"I shall destroy all.that I have made and this land will 

return into Nun, into the flood-waters, as (in) its 

first state.

There exist in Egypt, ideas of the ocean as being hostile to life.1^ 

There is a text in the "Teaching of King Meri-ka-re" which makes this 

quite clear* It comes from a section dealing with the beneficence of 

the god towards mankind: z '

“Well directed are men, the cattle of the god* He made heaven 

and earth according to their desire, and he repelled the 

water-monster."

The phrase ‘'water-monster" is literally, "the submerger (determined

with the figure of a crocodile) of the water.*1 This may well be a

Tiamat figure, a monster of the deep defeated by the god at creation.11

Kaiser translates the same group of hieroglyphs as “the greediness of 
12the water." Erman offers a rather different interpretation, "he

allayed the thirst(?) for water." But it may be presumed by the

question mark that he was not sure of his translation. I prefer to

accept the translation of Wilson, but with the warning of Kaiser that

the Egyptian text is difficult to establish, however the determinative

of the crocodile seems to point to a raonstei* of some description.

Kaiser makes the further interesting point that the very close unity

■which existed between Egypt and Ugarit in the time of the Middle Kingdom,

could have led to the importation of the myth of a struggle against the

primeval sea, the chief protagonist of which struggle was Seth, the

Egyptian counterpart of the Canaanite Baal, From the XVIIIth Dynasty on, 
14the word yia was used increasingly for "sea" in Egyptian literature.

This is rather speculative, but there are undoubted traces of the 

primeval sea as hostile to life.

t.:.
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The representation of the sun-god leaving Nun in the morning 

was noted above; yet he also left the underworld# It is clear from 

numerous references in Egyptian literature that there was a connection 

between Nun and the realm of the dead. Zandee, in his book which 

deals with the unpleasant aspects of the Egyptian after-life, has 

made it plain that sometimes the primeval ocean was thought of as the 

place wherein the dead dwelt. He indicates that the deceased king 

goes first of all to the underworld, to the dead, "those who are in Nun, 

then the monarch sails to heaven where the gods welcome him as one who 

has been in the depths of Nun; "Come resident of Nun J These

dead were the drowned ones in Nun. The "Book of the Dead" has several

references to the dead as being in Nun.

"He (the deceased) has been examined by the numerous spokesmen 

and his soul has been confronted with him; his mouth has been 

found true upon earth. Behold him in front of thee, master 

of the gods; he has arrived in the land of the just, and he 

appears glorious, like a god, he shines like the Ennead 

who are in the sky; he raises his step in Kher-aha (centre of 

the cult of Atum-Re), and he sees the venerable Orion: he 

advances in the Nun without being repulsed. He sees the masters 

of the (underworld) he relishes the sustenance of the

Ennead and sits with them."

Kher-aha and Duat are both names for the underworld, and thus Nun, 

in this case, must also mean the dwelling place of the dead through 

which the justified dead man walks. Further is found:

"Formula for conveying magic powers to Osiris in the finpire of

the dead.
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As he says, *0 Khepri, who has come into being by himself, 

who holds sway over the plateau of his mother, who gives the

jackals to those who are in the Nun, and the gods to those 
17who are in the divine tribunal........... "

The meaning is rather obscure, but the phrase, ’’those who are in the 

Nun,” must again intend the dead, as the chapter is designed to give 

Osiris’ (i.e. the deceased) powers of magic in the realm of the dead. 

In this chapter the barque of Re is also mentioned as being drawn 

through the underworld. Another chapter points to the opening of 

the underworld that the justified may ascend to heaven}

’’Formula for opening the tomb.

Words said by N., *The depths have become open for the 

dwellers in Nun, the step has become free for the dwellers of
18the light. The depths are opened for Shu that he may go out!”

Shu, the god of the air, seems, in this text, to leave the underworld; 

Nun has opened presumably for the dead to fly toheaven, in the same 

way as they were supposed to be able to leave the tomb. Elsewhere 

the deceased speaks of his progress through the underworld and claims 

that he knows the paths of the Nun;

MIt is I who know the ways of Nun."*^

These texts from the "Book of the Dead" will serve to illustrate

the idea of the dead dwelling in Nun, the primeval ocean.

In his study of Coptic representations of the underworld,

Zandee remarks that the primeval Nun was still considered the abode 

of the dead, but that it seems in some cases, to have lost its watery 

connotations. The name is noun in the Coptic "Descent of Paul",
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in which the apostle goes down to the primeval ocean and sees the
. 20dwelling place of all souls. The ocean in Egypt was a threat 

to life and was regarded as the place where the dead dwelt.

MESOPOTAMIA

In Babylonian sources there is the figure of Tiamat, which has

been much discussed in connection with the Hebrew word tehom , In
* ,*

Babylonian literature Tiamat appears as the primal salt-water ocean,
21while Apsu, her husband, was the sweet-water sea. It is evident

from the Babylonian creation epic, Enuma Elis, “When on High,” that

Tiamat represented a hostile and monstrous element in the cosmos,

rendering it unsafe until she was finally annihilated by Marduk,
. 22the champion of the gods. Water could be a terrible and devastating 

element in life, as the dwellers in the Land of the Two Rivers well 

knew, when the Tigris and Euphrates, in full flood and laden with 

the melted snows from the Armenian highlands, turned their flat domain 

into an inland sea, destroying crops and cattle alike. In the 

”Epic of Gilgamesh,” the full fury of water is let loose in the flood 

which obliterated mankind and even terrified the gods;

”The gods were frightened by the deluge, 

and, shrinking back, they ascended to the heaven of Anu,

The gods cowered like dogs,
23crouched against the outer wall.”

Hubur was the name for the river of the underworld and the word

was used as a designation for the underworld itself. Demons and

trespassing ghosts of the dead were banished to the underworld across 

the river Hubur, In the Ludlul Bel Nemeqi, ”1 will praise the Lord 

of Wisdom,” the suppliant gives thanks to Marduk for restoring him

-Z,W7-:a -
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to life, in terms of a rescue from the underworld;

"The Lord (Marduk) took hold of me,

The Lord set me on my feet,

The Lord gave me life,

He rescued me (from the pit),

. He summoned me (from) destruction,
■ z \ 25( ......... ) he pulled me from the Hubur river**' ' f

Further it is said in a preceptory hymn to Shamash;

"You dismiss (to the underworld) the rogue who is surrounded* 

You bring up from the underworld river him entangled in a

lawsuit,"

26In line 62, "from the underworld” is, in Akkadian, ina hubur*

Tiamat is sometimes called "Mother Hubur;”

"Mother Hubur, she who fashions all things,

- added matchless weapons, bore monster-serpents,
s 24sharp of tooth, unsparing of fang."

By her title she is connected with the underworld, possibly the plac 

in which the country of the dead lay.

There are, however, much clearer references to the deep as the 

abode of the dead, this time under the term apsu. Apsu was the

sweet-water ocean and the husband of Tiamat, The word is also used

as an ordinary noun as an appellation for, not only the deep, but

for the underworld:

"Headache has sprung up from the surface of the underworld,

An evil cough has left its apsu."
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In these lines the sufferer is complaining of demons hearing various 

ills which have risen to attack him from the apsu. which must mean 

the nether world, especially as it stands in parallel to other words 

for the realm of the dead. Later the demons are driven hack to 

their grim abode by the power of Marduk;

“To the surface of the underworld he took (the headache),

, (He sent) down the evil cough to its apsu.
/ 28

The irresistible ghost he returned (to) E-KUR."

z
E-KUR is a Sumerian term for the underworld and thus, apsu. the deep, 

also means the underworld, presumably because it was believed that 

the nether world was set in the depths of the cosmic ocean. The
V y

powerful glare of the sun-god, Sms, is able to penetrate that

gloomy realm;

"Shamash, your glare reaches down to the abyss,

So that the monsters of the deep behold your light."

The Akkadian Of, line 37 is,

bir-bir-ru-ka ina ap-si-i u-ri-du

"(lit.) your luminosity to the apsu goes down."

— on
apsu is parallel to tamtu, "sea," in those lines. CAD, commenting 

on the meaning of birbirru, "glare, shine, luminosity," translates 

the above phrase somewhat differently, though most appositely for 

the purpose of this chapter;

Z«BM
UTU / bir-bir-ru-ka ina apsi uridu

"Your shining light, 0 Shamash, descends into the nether 

world.

Utu was the Sumerian name for the sun-god.

In another two lines of the selfsame hymn to Shamash apsu and 
31 . >tamtu are again parallel to one another. ■■■ Ebe ling mokes the
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interesting observation that Marduk was regarded as being imprisoned 

in Tiamat, during the Akitu-festival;

“The 'Lord* (Marduk) who, at the Akitu-festival, sits in the 

midst of Tiamat.

Like Tammuz, Marduk spent a certain time in the underworld each year, 

and if he was thought to be in Tiamat, then Tiamat must have been

sometimes conceived of as the abode of the dead* From the evidence

it may be inferred that in Mesopotamia, as in Egypt, the land of the

dead was thought to lie in the depths of the world ocean. This idea

may be traced to Sumerian sources in the oeounrence of the phrase,

AB-ZU E-NU-UN, the apsu of the Anunnaki, who were the gods of the 

33underworld. Kensinck asserts that, in Semitic thought, the ocean

was seen as the seat of death as well as of life, that it could be an 
34element in the cosmos hostile to life and order. It could be a part

of the world of chaos threatening always to disrupt the ordered world.

CANAAN

The Ugaritic texts provide us with no evidence of a cosmology

in which the world emerged from the depths of the primal ocean. This

may simply be because not enough is known about Canaanite cosmological

thought. In the Ugaritic texts the sea-god is Yam (ym). He was also

regarded as a monster, a sort of sea-dragon whom Baal defeated, perhaps 

35he was even imagined as a chaos-monster as Albright asserts. Gray

concurs with this opinion. He thinks that the conflict of Baal with 

the tyrannical waters of zbl ym (Prince Sea) and tpt nhr (Judge River), 

may be likened to the conflict of Marduk with Tiamat.^ Yam sent his 

messengers to the gods to demand the surrender of Baal and the Ugaritic 

divinities display the same fear as their Mesopotamian counterparts.

■x............—.....' - 1 : ‘
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Baal, after the manner of Marduk, slaughters Yam;

ktmlig » ltn ♦ btn , brfrwr ' '
tkly e btn ,tqtln 

slyt odo sbft.rasm

"As you (B aal) smote Ltn the primitive serpent, 

and destroyed the writhing serpent,
37the mighty tyrant with seven heads.”

It is difficult, however, to extrapolate any cosmic creative 

significance from the battle between Baal and Yam, as El, the 

pantheon’s head, was regarded as the creator.

Can a similar connection be established between water and death 

in the Old Testament? The discussion of the Tiamat/tehom relation

ship has gone on for many years and I have nothing to add to it.

Kaiser seems to me to make the most balanced comment about the

relationship of any that I have read. He says that it is very 

difficult to conceive of tehom as a proper name, even in spite of
*TQ

the fact that it lacks the article.

The discovery of the word thm/thmtm (dual), ’’the deep,” in 

Ugaritic has not supported the view that tehom is a personal name.

The word thm in Ugaritic is used in parallelism with ym in, 

for example, the phrase,,

KE YS // KB thm

If the word were a direct loan-word from the Babylonian Tiassat, 

then it ought to have a feminine ending, which it lacks, Tehom is

related to the Akkadian taintu. In Akkadian the consonants C and
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h (pharyngal) and 2. and h have been reduced to 2. under the influence 
40of Sumerian which did not possess the consonants in this series*

Thus tamtu / ti*amtn is, in Hebrew, tehom (cf. also Ug. thm and

Arabic ). Heidel does, indeed, note that tehom

comes close to being a proper name, but that it has no mythical

personality in the Old Testament. • It stands mainly for the primeval

sea, whereas Tiamat was the primal salt-water ocean and had the , .
42characteristics of a monster in her conflict with Marduk.

Uf'tljf is, chiefly, used to designate the primeval cosmic 

ocean, the deep, as, for example in Gen. 1.2; 7*11 ( . ?7-17 777-71

49.25. In Exodus 15.5»8 the plural is employed when Pharaoh and his 

company sink into the sea as they are swallowed up by the underworld.

In Heut. 8.7 the use of the plural denotes the fountains which draw 

their sources from the great deep; the word is parallel to ,

•’springs.” Heut. 53.15 has the word referring again to the primeval 

ocean. Further uses of the word tZ lt1f! in this sense are;

Job 28.14; 38.16 (where it is parallel to 777 ); 41.24 (Heb,): 

Pss. 42.8; 104.6 (where it is parallel to ZJ * 70 as in 

numerous other cases); Prov. 8.27; Isaiah 51.10 (again with 7Z’’); 

Ezekiel 26.19: Jonah 2.6: Habakkuk 3.10. In the plural form 

the word is also found in Pss. 33.17; 77.17; 78.15} 106.9;

107.26 and 148.7: Prov. 3.20: Isaiah 63,13.

As I have noted 'll > 77J7 is used in parallel with 77"*

and 2/*70 and these two words will occur in the following survey

of passages which, I shall argue, refer to the location of the land 

43of the dead beneath the great deep.

—--------------------------------------___
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Ao Jonah 2.3-7

These verses are part of the so-called “Psalm of Jonah,”

(vss. 3-10 ) which, it is alleged, he spoke in his distress from

/777H TV?O/O , the innards of the great fish which

had swallowed him. That it is an interpolation into the rest

of the book, possibly inspired by the words of verse 2, has long 
44been recognised by the majority of commentators. Though the

psalm bears a very strong resemblance to other psalms, in parts,

there is no heed to suggest that it is a melange of verses culled 
45from other psalms. The psalm is a thanksgiving for the rescue

of the suppliant from some situation of extreme distress. In

both psalms of lamentation and thanksgiving, distress or serious

trouble is often depicted in terms of an entry into the sphere

of death and the power of the underworld. The language of the

psalm is in no real way apposite to the plight of Jonah who, in

the belly of the great fish, would scarcely feel like rendering

a thanksgiving for rescue. If this was the purpose it would have 
46been more apposite after verse 11, as, in fact, Marti suggests.

But it is probably in its original position. The brevity of the

book is not in keeping with the insertion of the psalm by the

author of the book. Thus, on the whole, it seems best to conclude

that the psalm was inserted by a later editor who missed the prayer 
47mentioned m verse 2.

Insertions of such psalms into prose narratives were not 

unknown, e.g. 1 Sam. 2,1-10 (the prayer of Hannah) and 

Isaiah 38.9-20 (the plaint of Hezekiah). Furthermore, verse 11 

follows on very naturally from verse 2 in the prose narrative and 

it is in keeping with the rather clipped style of the author,

’’Then Jonah prayed ............... and Yahweh spoke to the great fish,”
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I am disinclined to believe that the psalm is one of thanksgiving for 

a rescue from drowning; the water is used figuratively to emphasise 

the distress.

Verse 2 forms the introduction;

W7/7 ■’O'OZO H 7 ?*’

"Then Jonah prayed to Yahweh his God from the belly of the fish."

77 J 7 is used here in the feminine singular, elsewhere in theyr*

book it appears in the masculine as in 2.1,11. This probably 

indicates that this verse was inserted by the later interpolator 

to bridge the gap between the psalm, which he wished to add, and the 

preceding prose material.

Verse 3 outlines the cause for the thanksgiving, namely that 

Yahweh had answered the author in the time of his distress;

777Sf/3 Ttf*7?

"And he said, *1 called to Yahweh because of ray distress and 

he answered me; from the innermost part of Sheol I cried, 

you heard ray voice.’"

48Three older commentators, Marti, Sellin and Wade think that the use 

of the word , "belly," implies the concept of Sheol

as a monster of insatiable greed* This may well be the case, for

IP2. & , "from the belly of Sheol," may have been

likened, in the mind of the later interpolator, to the "belly of the 

great fish," and thus prompted him to insert this psalm as suitable.

It may be, however, that the use of signifies no more

than the "innermost part, 7 is employed in this sense
I , : .A ■ ......
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with the first person) singular suffix in Psalms 31»10J 44O26; 

Job 3239 J Proverbs 22O18 and Habakkuk 3ol6o Oil balance the 

verse probably alludes to the figure of Death the Monster.

In verse 4 the suppliant regards himself as hurled by Yahweh 

into the depths of the sea;

7/7J? tf’#’
. ) 7-i.y ’J'V y

“For you hurled me into the deep on the high seas and the 

flood was around me; all your breakers and rolling waves 

swept over me,"

Ezekiel 27.4,25,26.51 

this is precisely what

EH suggests that 71 6ft is a gloss on H 'ft Z ^^4-? »

for it lacks the preposition -42 and its presence spoils the metre.

Marti and later Robinson have both proposed rather the deletion of

7?’ZD1 -23^7 2. as the gloss on tftnSJO ?9 On the other 

50hand, Weiser and Keller leave both phrases intact. This seems 

to be the most satisfactory solution because

represents the location at which the suppliant is cast into the

. Wade regards -g •»£> 7 jxat^JL as meaning “into

the heart of the seas," and cites, in support of this interpretation 

Now, as I hope to demonstrate below,

71 7 ft7 does not mean,

for in Ezekiel 27 it signifies “on the high seas," It is, therefore 

more satisfactory to regard 7?’/O 1 -ZX^.2- as representing

that it was on the high seas that the suppliant was flung into the 

deep by Yahweh„ The interpolator of the psalm rto doubt interpreted 

it in this way, for it harmonised with the plight of Jonah. It may

be that has fallen out before due to haplography
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( 'Z7'*/0‘T In any event, it is best to leave

MT as it stands as no deletion serves any real purpose.

*)/?3 most probably refers to the currents of the great deep; 
/

LXX has 77or<xAo<, , ’’rivers” and the Vulgate, flamina, also

“rivers*” The second half of the verse (b-b in BH) is exactly 

parallel to psalm 42.8. The picture is that of the distressed man 

sinking into the deep, as he flounders helplessly on the high seas; f 

the way to the underworld lay through the currents of the ocean.

As was noted,- the plaint of this verse is peculiarly apposite to 

the plight of the prophet Jonah, who was thrown overboard by the 

sailors while the ship ploughed through tempestuous seas far from land*

In verse 5 the sufferer feels that he is rejected by Yahweh;

"JaJ7p WJLTijr

“Then I said, *1 am abandoned beyond your cares shall I ever 

look again on your Holy Temple?*”

0 supports the alteration of y# , ’’but, yet,” to » *’how.”

Keller thinks that this emendation is unnecessary for he interprets 

the latter half of the verse as a statement by the suppliant that,

despite his great affliction, he will continue to look to Yahweh’s
52Holy Temple. It is unlikely that, as the suppliant felt himself

already in the grip of the power of death and the underworld, he 

would make a firm assertion that he would look on the temple* His 

situation is one of the gravest uncertainty and the interrogative form 

is much more in keeping with the tenor of the verse and the passage.

The real Jonah ben Araittai would have wished to gaze on some

northern shrine.

■ ’■'is

''W
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Verse 6 outlines the terrifying journey to the land below, 

through the waters of the great deep;

'(VVli dJfJ.77

"The waters engulfed me, (threatening) my life, the deep 

was round about me, reeds were wrapped around my head."

Marti, Sellin and Robinson wish to attach * ?£7 ***

from 7& on to the end of this verse, me tri causa, i.e« "the reeds 
53were around my head at the foot of the mountains." Keiser and 

54
Keller wish to leave MT as it stands. It seems wiser to accept 

this as the argument from metre and parallelism is weak.

2/ *?z7 J.% p is not really parallel to H t rf SI and

our knowledge of Hebrew metre is not sufficient to demand a re-grouping 

of the verse. As we shall see 27 7 7 Z7 reads

perfectly well where it stands.

72/ is admirably translated by the German phrase •• • • •**
55given in Sellin, es ging ans Leben. For U ) fl J) LXX has

, "the abyss, deep." Hebrew cosmology conceived

of the earth as standing on pillars which were in fact, the bases of

the mountains and reached far down into the recesses of the subterr-

ancan ocean. In this verse the author reaches the deepest parts

of the sea and the reeds, like a net, draw him inexorably to Sheol.

The terror conveyed by this verse is reminiscent of that felt by the

Duke of Clarence in a dream which he relates to his assassins before 

they drown him in the malmsey butt (Shakespeare, Richard III Act 1 

Sc. i 21 ff);
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“Lord, Lord methought vhat pain it was to drown,

What dreadful noise of water in mine ears!

What sights of ugly death within wine eyes."

The psalmist is drawn relentlessly into the swirling vortex 

of the deep and finds himself far below the ocean*s surface in the 

land of the dead, shut in its confines for ever, 7a;

77 t '’77 77'’ n’’7/‘7 -'2*p6

"I went down to the bases of the mountains; the bars of the 

underworld closed after me for ever**1

3L& Jj > means "extremity, end" and, in this context, 

indicates the bases of the great earth mountains, which were sunk 

in the depths of the world ocean0 Presumably the underworld is

envisaged here as having a gate of some kind. The representation 

is that of the suppliant reaching les profondeurs of the ocean 

and entering the underworld whose gate clangs shut behind him for ever. 

This representation may be adduced despite the rather difficult grammar 

a literal rendering may help the understanding;

"To the ends of the mountains I went down, the earth 

(underworld), its bars behind me for ever."

The remainder of the psalm deals with thanksgiving for rescue 

and a promise of praise to Yahweh.

The verses cited depict, with great clarity, the descent to the 

underworld through the waters of the world ocean with all its attendant 

terrors. The mythical allusions are clear and are used to describe

the psalmist’s state as he feels himself within the realm of death.
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B Job

Two verses from this book may be drawn into the discussion.

26.5

# ?7 ■* joqj ? zz ^ZO Jinjifa )55tTi'' y-'Ktn'il

“Before him the shades are made to tremble, beneath the 

waters and tlieir inhabitants.”
s t

There are various interpretations of this verse in the Versions which 

are listed by Dhorrae in this commentary.

Verses 5-11 are absent from the Sahidic text. They are marked

with an asterisk in Jerome, who made his translation of Job from the

Old Latin revised in accordance with the fifth column of Origen’s 
58Hexapla. LXX . They are also marked with an asterisk in the

Syrohexaplaric text, i.e. the Syriac translation of the fifth column 
59of the Hexapla. The present text of LXX derives from Theodotion.

The of T] "HQ 7 Tf is taken as an interrogative

particle by Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion. The versions seem 

to have understood 27 as referring to the “great men

of old. the giants,” rather than the dwellers in the underworld. 

Aquila has the transliteration p •

Symmachus has (lit, “fighters against God”).

Theodotion has y/j'atVrt-S (giants).

Jerome and the Vulgate have gigantes (giants).

However, the reference to "beneath the waters” in this verse makes it 

plain that 2Z ’ ft£>'7 71 means the community of the dead

in the undei’world. This is supported by the reference to Sheol and 

Abaddon in the next verse, Tur-Sinai says that the shades may be
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those of the dead heroes and mighty men of old.^

poses something of a problem. Commentators
r ■

have supposed that the metre of 5a is defective and that the parallel! 

is imperfect, Drivei' takes it as a po lei of ^7 77 f ’’they are

made to tremble,” Then he moves the athnach thus from

to

and obtaining a reasonable 3:2 metre sic.

Ar '

» putting the latter word in the first hemistichA *

"The shades do tremble beneath,
.61The waters and their inhabitants.”

Dhorme accepts the suggestion for lHW’' f hut wishes

to improve the parallelism further by adding the verb ? T ,

"become terrified,” to the second hemistich. This, or some such verb,

he asserts, has vanished by haplography after 77 77.77,0 . His

suggestion would make the verse indicate that the shades trembled

“beneath” (i.e, in the underworld) and that the waters and their

inhabitants were terrified. He also says that "beneath the waters

and their inhabitants,” is a strange indication for the dwelling-place 
62of the shades. , This is not the case, for the underworld lay in the 

depths of the cosmic ocean.

It seems much easier to suggest that some such word as J’JjsJO 

"before him, i.e, Yahweh,” is missing from the first hemistich, through 

haplography before 77 J7 J7 <9 , Verse 6 has in the first

hemistich i "7*PJ 72 7 7 y t "Sheol is naked

before him," and therefore it seems reasonable to assume an original

in verse 5. •

The picture drawn by this verse is that of the underworld, inhabixed 

by the shades who are made to tremble before God, lying in the depths of
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the ocean which teems with aquatic life, fish and sea-monsters.

The shades tremble because their domain is naked before God, v,6;

jnxXb yKi ntl &>#<£> Tiny

’’Sheol is naked before him. and Abaddon has no covering.”

Even the murky depths of the underworld are open to the searing gaze 

of God, in the same manner as the rays of the Babylonian Shamash 

penetrated to the depths of the apsu.

38*16

jftzbnnil T3177JI yy ,77x377

’Have you entered the springs of the sea, or have you walked 

in the recesses of the deep?” - ’

Like the previous verse (26*5) this must be considered with the verse 
63which immediately follows it.

-’02. J , is a hapax legomenon in the Old Testament, but 

it is probably to be restored to Proverbs 8.24. BH notes that others 

read '*>'3 7 , “springs,” from y.2 7 , “to bubble or

burst out.” However, on the analogy of the Ugaritic nbkt ”a well,”

’’0-2.7 should be retained and taken as the plural construct of 

7^3.7 “a spring or fountain.” It is also found with the

prefix /3 in 7O2/0 , Job 28.11, for which there is an
64Ugaritic parallel, mbk, ”a source.” The word must designate here

the deepest part of the ocean, the wells of the sea.

This chapter (38) begins a series of ironical questions posed 

by God, designed to make Job feel utterly insignificant in the face 

of the power of the Almighty. As in 26.5,6 which show the power
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of God terrifying the shades and revealing the underworld, the two 

concepts of water and death are connected; to behold the gates of 

the underworld one must first pass through the ocean and walk in 

the recesses of the # ?z77? ..

28.12-28 contains a hymn to wisdom. Wisdom is not to be found 

among the living (13), nor in the deep (14) and the powers of the 

underworld, Abaddon and Death have heard only a rumour of it (22).

These three verses embody the traditional representation of the cosmos.

C. Ezekiel

Ezekiel 26.19 illustrates the same concept. Verse 19 must be 

taken in conjunction with verse 20 in order that the full significance 

may be brought to light. Verse 20 wa3 dealt with in chapter 2, so 

I will confine myself to a short resume7* of its contents. The chapter 

relates the fate of Tyre, the island-city. Ezekiel appears to have 

had an absorbing interest as to whether Tyre would share the same fate 

as Jerusalem. In point of fact, in 585 B.C. Nebuchadrezzar came from 

his headquarters atRiblah, on the river Orontes, and began the siege 

of Tyre which was to last until 573 B.C. It is very probable that 

the city surrendered on extremely favourable terms for in 29.18,

Ezekiel is forced to admit that Nebuchadrezzar derived very little 

satisfaction from the capitulation of Tyre. The city was a hard nut 

to crack for the simple reason that she could be supplied from the 

sea and apparently the Babylonians were unable to mount a continuous 

and effective naval blockade. 19-21 picture the descent of the 

city into the underworld.

19 z '07*
W 77 » 7^0 07 .2.7 77 J '1JTX. V777JZ. 71 fTT {J toK 770

V)6^) T717JJ7 77X 77/^712 7JZU77O
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"Thus speaks Yahweh, ’When I luake you like a city laid waste, 

like the cities which are derelict, when X bring the deep 

• over you and many waters cover you......... •*

In this chapter there are four sections;

1, Yahweh decrees the overthrow of Tyre, 2-6

2, The forces of Nebuchadrezzar are to destroy the city 7-14 ■ .

3, The effects of the disaster on the surrounding nations

are considered 15-18.

4, Tyre is envisaged as descending to the nether world.

For LXX has M rZ ft. , "when

I will bring up,” and Vulgate, et adduxero super te abyssum, "and I 

will bring up the deep upon you,,’’ Syriac and Targum also add the 

suffix . . It seems preferable following BH, Cooke and Zimmerli

to read y H2. t ’when J bring up J’ which corresponds

to J} ZL , in the first half of the verse.’jiX is

lacking in the Old Latin and, in spite of the LXX

, and the Vulgate Dominus Leus, is best removed as

redundant.

As Eichrodt mentions, the two elements of the threatening deep 
66
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and the descent to the underworld are to be connected,''"' The 771 71 ft 

is the primeval deep on which God set a boundary at creation (Gen. 1,6). 

These two elements are not simply joined together in an artificial manner 

to provide an effective working out of the threat mentioned in verses 

3 and 4, but are two natural parts of the same representation of that 

part of the cosmos, vis-a-vis the underworld, which is fundamental to 

Old Testament thought. As in the so-called "Psalm of Jonah"

(Jonah 2,2-9) the underworld is located in the deep, surrounded by

• • . . . • . ■
2—t
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the waters of the 27 Z 71 J) , Whoever wished to join the company 

of the dead had first to go dow through this ocean and trace a path 

through its eddies and currents. The connection between the deep 

and the underworld is very close.

Verse 20 finds the city, now belcw the ocean, entering the 

underworld;

’Otriy tjv hx 1 fJ- *77?’* 'jyilVVI

jyn6 itz 777>7’^a j7?a.777o jimn
Z7‘f7T7 7JZy \>V7:7 f JJ

’’Then I will make you go down, with those who descend to the

Pit, to the people of old and I will make you dwell in the 

nether world like (cities) long since laid waste, with those 

who go down to the Pit, so that you will not return or have 

a place in the land of the living.”

The city of Tyre, swallowed up by the deep, passes from the 

land of the living into the underworld at the bottom of the ocean.

Chapter 27 contains germs of the same concept. This chapter 

consists of a remarkably fine poem with a somewhat pedantic and, 

obviously later, prose treatise on merchant shipping over sea and 

land at the time (vss« 10-25)« In the poem, the city of Tyre is 

envisaged as a beautiful sailing vessel constructed from fir trees 

of Senir, with a mast made from a cedar of Lebanon, whose decks 

were pines of Cyprus and whose sails were of Egyptian linen, with 

awnings of purple. The strongest rowers, the most capable mariners

and the most skilful pilots guided the laden vessel through the seas
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But disaster overtook the ship and she vas wrecked by a storm and 

sunk into the deep “with all hands.” Seamen, merchants and kings 

on every coast raised a bitter lament for the wrecked galley.

Verse 26 describes the sinking of the ship, “in the heart of the 

seas,”

"JflK

27’/O’ -1TO.UJ -a'lpn an '■

’Your rowers have brought you into mighty waters. The east 

wind has wrecked you in the heart of the seas.”

U ’ P? u/ 7J , for this word the Targum suggests, y 77’’ ,

“those who plundered you.” This would, however, involve alteration 

of a perfectly comprehensible MT to y J1X T3 * & iU tl ,

“those who plundered you.” Plundering does not seem to be very 

apposite as there is no mention of “plundering” in the preceding 

or succeeding verses of the poem. The word is the same as that 

, ’’rowers.”

, "the east wind,” was regarded as 

(cf. Psalm 48.8, “By the east wind you did

utterly break the ships of Tarshish.”). The overall destructive 

power of the east wind is also referred to in Job 1.19, where the 

east wind sweeps across the desert and destroys the house where the 

children of Job are assembled, killing them all.

in verse 8 Z7 7 k? U
T

especially dangerous at sea

Tyre, whose wealth came because of her vast sea-power and 

trading capacity is finally destroyed by the very ocean which had 

made her great;

27 W7 -2^.2 yj//7

“Your riches and your merchandise sink in the heart of the seas.”

27 <
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As this verse stands in MT, it is very overloaded, and I have

accepted the emendation of Cooke, of which the Hebrew text stands 
67

above. The burden of the verse is that the wrecked ship sinks 

out on the high seas.

The threat of doom in chapter 26 is carried out in this chapter

where the imagery of a shipwreck on the high seas is employed.

May suggests that behind the phrase 2? ’-2.7 7 f ’’great waters,1’
68there is a reminiscence of the primeval cosmic ocean. The key to 

the understanding of the chapter lies in the phrase 3.^ 3.

lit., "in the heart of the sea.’1 In order to understand the phrase 

completely, part of the following chapter (28.1-10) must be taken 

into consideration. In these verses the ruler of Tyre likens himself 

to a god, who, like the king of Babylon in Isaiah 14, was guilty of 

hubris. The ruler of Tyre regarded himself as something more than 

human and considered his impregnable island fortress as inaccessible 

as the seat of the.gods; in verse 2 he says,

5M

Z7 ’ /o ** 2 3 j ’’jucj Ti

"I am a god, dwelling in the seat of the gods in the heart

of the seas."

In verse 3 he is said to be as wise as Daniel, iZAiJ 7
■* ’ T , most

probably this refers to the king Danel in the Ugaritic texts who was 
69renowned for his wisdom, justice and fair dealing,

" ........ thereupon Danel the Rephaite,

thereat the hero the hrnmy-man

raised himself up, and sat at the entrance of the gate beside 

the corn-heaps which were on the threshing-floor; he judged 

the cause of the widow and tried the case of the orphan." •4

•W



Returning to the phrase 3-5jL. in verse 2 it may

be asserted that the phrase refers to the island fortress of the 

king of Tyre, a strong position, surrounded by sea and easy to 

defend, mighty and splendid as the seat of the gods,, In verse 7 

Yahweh threatens to bring great and terrible nations against the 

proud ruler, whom they will thrust down into the Pit;

y’/o7 jz&x ^77 V//0/O -p-nr JMusi

They will bring you down to the Pit and you will die a violent

death in the heart of the seas.”

70Zimmerli says that the two motifs of descent to the underworld 

and that of the wreck in the heart of the seas cannot, in this case, 

be combined to present a representation of the underworld in the 

heart of the seas, This is correct, for the phrase really refers to 

the location of the island-fortress of Tyre, It is military defeat, 

not drowning or wreck, which destroys the king of Tyre, His 

pitiable boasts of his divinity and the impregnability of his fortress 

are shown for what they are, as his city is destroyed and he is thrust

into the underworld.

Retracing our steps to Chapter 2? and the use of the same phrase 

in connection with the great ship, we discover that 27 ’/O'* 

is used of the place where the ship is wrecked while she is at sea.

The best translation is the English, "on the high seas.” In verse 32

27 77 TflJIS. , “in the midst of the sea,” and in verse 3^

Q * $ & » **in deep waters,” carry the same meaning.

The ship is wrecked far from land out on the high seas. With regard 

to 26,19 it was observed that the phrase Z7 *^Z 7 H bore

255o

cosmic connotations of the threatening deep. The idea of death is
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also present in this chapter for in 27.29-32, the mariners and pilots 

go through the rites of mourning for Tyre, they shave their heads, 

strew dust and ashes upon themselves and make a lament. While it 

is impossible to say that Tyre, in the guise of the great ship, 

goes down through the seas to the underworld, we may conclude that 

the destruction of the ship represents the fall of the city of Tyre.
i

The threatening and destructive power always lurking in the ocean .. 

is emphasised. It is able to bring to death and in that sense, 

is linked with death, though not, in this chapter, as the place

where the underworld is located.

The following conclusions may be accepted;

1. In Ezekiel 26.19-21, there is a representation of the 

world ocean as the place in whose depths the underworld 

is situated. The city of Tyre must pass through

these waters to reach the underworld.

2. In chapter 27 there is the motif of shipwreck on the 

high seas. Here the ocean is credited with the power of 

destruction and the ability to bring to death, but it is 

only in this way that there exists a link between water 

and death in this chapter.

3. In 28.1-10 refers to the island fortress

of Tyre, which ironically enough, in the previous chapter

had been destroyed by the very waters which the king 

regards as protective.

s
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D. The Song of Songs

It is generally agreed by most modern commentators that the 

71Song of Songs is a collection of love poems* It contains songs

of love’s yearning and its consummation, of coquetry and passion, 
72of separation and union, of courtship and marriage.

The section 8.6,7 deals with the great power of love. Verse 6

speaks of love which is strong as death and passion which is as cruel 
73as Sheol. J 6c compares love to fire in its intensity and verse 7 

indicates that water cannot put out love’s fire;

tl 2,7X71 " -wx jna-sh xh 27 ? z?

now 1 xh jinnn

"Many waters cannot quench love and rivers cannot drown it."

77 2 0 and carry the sense of quenching and swamping.

My supervisor has suggested to me that here we have to do with a 

metaphor of fire-fighting. If this is so then the link between 

verses 6 and 7 would lie in the inability of water to douse the flames 

of passion. This may be so, but I feel that to reduce the verse to a 

simple metaphor of fire-fighting is somewhat banal, for the two verses 

really indicate that the powers of death and the destructive ocean, 

both elements of chaos, cannot dispel the great force of love.

Verse 7 implies the destructive power of the ocean and its ability to 

bring to death. The ocean can be an opponent of the created order.

The V ’XI are the chaotic, disorderly, insurgent

elements which must be controlled. The 1 tl 3 are the unruly

currents and eddies of the deep. May says in connection with this

verse, "The author may be saying something more penetrating than that 

love is a fire that cannot be put out by water. The many waters of
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the great deep and its rivers cannot extinguish or overcome it.”"24

Haller thinks that by water the Totenfluss, “the river of death” 
75

is meant* This is reading too much into the verse, but there 

is no doubt that the destructive power of the ocean as an element 

of chaos, in some of its aspects, is intended.

E. Psalms

18.5
** J 7 77V-1 7 '5ll J )

’’The breakers of death hemmed me in and the devouring torrents

terrified me.”

BH following 2 Samuel 22.5 and other commentators e.g. Kraus, change 

21 I , “cords of death” to >/9 * 1 7 -X £>

’’breakers of death.” This stands better in parallel to

"'Snj in 5b. in the

following 6a may have caused a copyist, whose eye slipped a line, to 

insert 7 5 2. 71 before ?7 7 70 in 5a also.

The sea of chaos is the embodiment of the dangerous assailing

power of the land of the dead. J11 /O and are

powers which rage in the sphere of Sheol. The suppliant feels that

he is being drawn into the underworld through the ’ 7 JL UJ fa and

the 571J of the world ocean. Schmidt says that the dead

person is envisaged in this verse as passing through the dark waters 
77on his way to the land below. In his need the sufferer is in the

clutches of the realm of death.

5 y ''52. is a difficult word. Bahood suggests that it 

may be derived from 52 , ”to swallow,” He says that this

would appear to be the preferable etymology in view of the prominence

v:„. ■1:<V:;:W.<;• • Aii'Zii:
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78in Canaanite mythology of the engorging capacity of the nether world.
79 aWinton Thomas also accepts a derivation from H ZJ 3. t cf. Arabic 

ha1iya» "to swallow." He uses this verse as the point of departure 

for his discussion of the word* He suggests that as and

H f 6 3- are parallel the former word should have a similar 

meaning to the latter, perhaps "abyss." He notes that & ifi

used with Sheol as the subject in Proverbs 1.12. If the meaning of 

"swallower or abyss," is accepted, he says, then all other uses of 

the word can be satisfactorily explained. From the original sense

of "swallower" the word was transferred to a demon or to the devil. 

Therefore the phrase J 3>7 means the "torrents

of the devourer/swallower," sic, "devouring torrents."

Verses 8-l6 deal with a mighty theophany which culminates 

effectively in verse 16, where Yahweh blows back the sea to reveal 

the foundations of the earth;

5_Z.^7 Sit7& Ifl E7’/3 I#?*?

TSX 77 n JtMl/i 77/77’

Js

.fe7-5

"Then the depths of the sea were visible and the foundations 

of the world revealed; at your rebuke, Yahweh, at the blast 

of your anger." (lit. nostrils).

2 Samuel 22.16 has 27 not 

in the given context.

27’/& and this is more acceptable

The terminology in this verse belongs to the Ancient Near Eastern

view of the world ocean. It is driven back by Yahweh to reveal the 
80foundations of the world. Gunkel suggests that, in this verse, 

Yahweh uncovers the underworld so that he may reach down into it,

verse 17 J
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T/’JL? 27 '/5>/£> ’7Q7#7 "'Wp’1 „itV

"He reaches from a great height and grasps me, he draws me up 

from the ocean’s depths.’*

The 27 ’a 7 17 ’/S are the waters mentioned in verse 5»

the waters which conceal the nether world in theii’ depths, for they 

are the waters of death. The suppliant is rescued by Yahweh in a 

rather anthropomorphic manner and taken from the sphere of the ' f

underworld.

Psalm 69 also depicts great distress in the terms of a descent 

to the underworld through the world ocean.

2. z.
27’/O 7/V.3 O 27’-7^’O/7z7

’’Deliver me, God, for the waters threaten my life.”

The phrase “ 7V has already been discussed with regard

to Jonah 2.6. The two authors, whoever they were, find themselves 

in similar situations. The waters are the waters of death. In

verse 3 the psalmist flounders in the mud and mire in the depths of

the ocean;

7zO nirtstfl jpjl

Visj&letu ti'1 ~ t k>3. ’•jikj.

”1 have sunk in deep mud and there is no foothold,

I have reached the depths of the water and the flood has

overwhelmed me.”

Kraus, here, talks of a "Sheol-like place" in the depths of the floods 

of chaos.Sheol like the kingdom of the god Mot, appears here as 

a place of mire and filth. Later, in verse 15? the suppliant asks 

Yahweh to deliver him;

•< —.........
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. ’ 2/ T/9 “ 'p®#

"Deliver rae from the mud and do not let me sink, raise me 

from the deep waters."

The text of this verse is overloaded and various emendations have

hcen proposed. Duhm wished to remove 71 & & 3 & H'M/V as

he thought they belonged to verse 16 and for ’’/V-7 0/,’9

"those who hate me," read , "raising me up."♦

There are no real grounds for his emendation, which is best left 

aside. Gunkel^ regarded as dispensable,

trailing after tj57S’/7 . '’/VJflJTJ , he said,

was not in tune with the context and altered it to the imperative,

7 ^2 , "raise me up." He removed the ? of

,*> o

It has been represented to me that ( 7 X7 ul /$) 77^^ JX

was inserted to accommodate "* fit J Ul ft t i«eo, "let me be

saved from those who hate me," the phrase interpreting the imagery

of the verse. The words may be a later insertion, an explanatory 
84gloss. The suggestion of Kraus, following, in the main Gunkel, 

is perhaps the best and does least violence to Iff. He deletes

T/Zt'S'JX as a gloss and alters to

1A *7 ; finally, he removes the / from

This gives.better parallelism and the verse reads more easily; 

the request to be raised from the deep waters follows on from the 

plea not to be left to sink .

The petition for rescue is continued in 16;

itx) vW Ji5t:w
n ’£> 7X-J.
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”Do not let the flood waters sweep over me, nor the deep 

swallow me, nor let the Pit close its mouth over me.”

The meaning of the verse is clear, the suppliant begs that he may not 

he swept down through the ocean to the waiting jaws of the Pit. The 

use of 5-2 here makes it highly probable that the suggestion

of Winton Thomas for 5 V 15 3. in 18.5 is accurate.

Prom these verses we may glean the representation of the world 

which shows the nether world resting at the bottom of the world ocean.

P. Lamentations

In Lamentations 3.52,53 

the capture and destruction of

the motif of the hunt is used to describe

the city of Jerusalem.

52.
V jft

“I have been relentlessly 

to be my enemies.”

hunted/by those who had no reason/

53.
*.2 -JJLK ~>7’> ^71 lul

“They hurled me alive into the Pit and flung stones upon me,”

In the two following verses the motif changes from that of the

hunt to that of the descent through the waters to the underworld.

This transition is facilitated by the ambivalence of 7/JZ in

verses 53 and 55» the transition is from the hunting pit to the Pit

reached through the waters of death.

54. .
V7 V'ft ~

“Water covered my head, I said, ’I am cut off (my fate is 

sealed).’”

The destroyed city sinks into water, through the ocean to the country
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The life ofof the dead, from which it calls to God in verse 55* 

the city is threatened to the point of death, the waters are the waters 

of death, as is borne out by 55b;

~7>-3ft ran

“I addressed you by name, Yahweh, from the depths of the

underworld.”

The hunting pit has become the underworld. Again the waters 

of the world ocean are seen as containing the way to the land of the

dead.

The verses discussed in this chapter lead to the conclusion 

that there exists, in the Old Testament, a set of mythological motifs 

which represent the deceased journeying through the waters of the 

world ocean, passing its currents and eddies, to arrive finally at the 

gates of the land of the dead. The evidence adduced at the beginning 

of this chapter shows that the idea of the kingdom of the dead lying 

in the depths of the cosmic ocean, or reached by crossing the world 

river, was by no means unfamiliar in the world of the Ancient Near East.
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CHAPTER 5

Death the Monster

In the Ras Shamra texts there can he found numerous references 

to the god of death and the underworld, Mot, This deity was often 

conceived as a monstrous creature with a gaping throat ready to devour 

all who came within reach of its rapacious appetite* That Mot was 

the god of death is amply demonstrated, Philo of Byhlos knew of a 

god, Muth, whom the Phoenicians called "death,” and equated with Dis 

or Pluto.* Prom the texts themselves we learn that Baal, the god 

of rain and fertility, and Mot, the god of death and sterility, 

were mortal enemies, owing to their very natures* Mot was not easily 

overcome and his defeat by Baal only took place after a long struggle?

"Mot did gather strength, Baal did gather strength; they 

butted like wild oxen* Mot did gather strength, Baal 

did gather strength; they bit like, serpents.

Mot did gather strength, Baal did gather strength; 

they kicked (?) like chargers* Mot fell down,

Baal fell down on top (of him)*”^

The outcome of the struggle is obscure, but in all probability Baal 

was the victor because Shapash, the sun-goddess, intervenes to point 

out to Mot that he has little hope of victory and that El, the chief 

god, will restore Baal to his throne and accomplish the overthrow of

Mot*

The domain of Mot was the murky depths of the nether world 

where he reigned seated upon a throne set in the midst of mire and

filth of every kind. Sometimes he was envisaged as having human

form, at other times he was regarded as a monstei’ with all-devouring
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jaws« Several quotations will illustrate this. The first extract 

pictures him,

(a) enthroned in his unpleasant nether world domain.

0>) as an all-devouring monster.

“Then of a truth do you set 

(your) faces {towards Mot son • 

of El^ within his city; 

but the throne on which he sits 

(is) deep in mire and the land of his heritage 

(is) filth, and the lackeys 

of El keep watch. Come you not

near to Mot son of El

lest he make you ' ,

like a sheep in his mouth

(or) you both be carried away like a kid 
3

■ in his jaws.”

The ’’you” are Gpn-w-Ugr (Vine and Field) the messengers of Baal who 

carry his challenge to Mot in his underground city. The messengers 

are warned not to approach the god too closely lest they too become 

his unwilling victims.

Another passage contains the threat of Mot to Baal, that the 

latter must descend into his filthy throat;

”...... Verily thou must come down

into the throat of Mot son of El, into the miry gorge

of the hero loved of El.”

Baal declares that he must enter the gaping jaws of his assailant
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" ....................... Even as Mot has

jaws reaching to the underworld, lips to heaven 

and a tongue to the stars, Baal

will enter his stomach (and) go down into his mouth,

as the olive, the produce of the earth and the fruit
, 5

of the trees, is swallowed."

Gpn~w~Ugr depart once more to the underworld that they may carry the' • 

submission of Baal to Mot. Mot is credited in thi^assage with 

enormous jaws reaching from the underworld (hrs - the italics represent 

my own translation) to heaven and a tongue which stretches to the stars 

He will, thus, have no difficulty in swallowing up Baal. Mot is also

credited with other victims. The sons of Athirat, the Lady of the Sea 

while Baal languished in the underworld, attempted, under the aegis 

of Athtar, the god of springs and pools, to take over the throne of 

Baal. When he returned he destroyed them and Athtar their leader 

hastily vacated the throne;

"Baal seized the sons of Athirat; 

he smote (them, though) mighty, with a sword, 

smote (them, though) resplendent with a mace;

(and) Mot did gape open (that) they might go 

right into the underworld.

ymge . l’arg, I prefer to translate, "right into the underworld."

It is abundantly clear that these quotations picture the god of 

death, Mot, as a monstrous creature with a gaping throat and voracious 

appetite, devouring all who dared to approach too close.

I have been unable to discover a similar representation in

Mesopotamian mythology, which lacks a personified figure of death, 7
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though the underworld abounds in zoomorphic deities and demons, who 

assume monstrous shape. As far as Egyptian thought is concerned,

Zandee has pointed out that in an Ascension Test, the mouth of the 

earth is opened for the king in order that he may leave the nether 

world and fly up to join the gods in heaven. It is the mouth of 

Geh the earth-god which is opened.& Further, it is to he observed

that the earth-god Geb was often regarded in an unfavourable sense,, 

as he was envisaged as a dread being who held on grimly to whatever 

he seized.A passage in the ’‘Book of the Dead” relates how the 

earth god opens his jaws for the deceased;

“Formula for giving his heart to the deceased in the empire

of the dead.

’The doers of heaven open to me.; Geh, the prince of the gods 

opens his jaws to me; he opens my eyes which were closed."^

In the “Instruction of Amen-era-opet,” the seventh chapter deals with the 

evils of ill-gotten gains and we read;

"If riches are brought to thee by robbery, 

they will not spend the night with thee; 

at daybreak they are not seen in thy house: 

their places may be seen, but they are not.

The ground has opened its mouth .... that it might 

swallow them up
11and might sink them into the underworld.”

It is, however, most improbable that the Old Testament passages 

owe anything at all to these brief and rather obscure references from 

Egyptian texts. Their relationship to the material from Ugarit

is much closer.



The ancient city of Ugarit reached the height of its development

in the Late Bronze Age (c, 1600-1200 B.C,). The myths of Ugarit

probably go back to prototypes in the late third millenium B.C, and

the Canaanite religion of that time was already, in most essentials,

13the same as that found at Ugarit. It is a religion which the

Old Testament everywhere roundly condemns, as being of a most 

debased variety. Be that as it may, there are to be found, in the 

Old Testament, clear references to a representation of Sheol as a 

monster and these constitute an unmistakable allusion to Mot, the 

monster, as he is envi.saged in several passages from the Ugaritic

texts.

1. Isaiah

5ol4 - , ,,T£> liiysi nujsi Siwu
)T3X<u) 7)3)07)) 71'll 77 ~f')') tm- 5

"Therefore Sheol has widened its throat and has opened its 

mouth without restriction and her nobility, her crowd and 

her throng descend into it," .

means, "to open wide the mouth. In Ugaritic

pcr means, "to give or proclaim a name," but it may also mean to

open the month wide, as normally happens when one is proclaiming 
< <

something. Its cognates are the Arabic sup , ”to open the

15mouth," arid Syriac "to open,” Driver also

notes the meaning of "proclaim" for the word in Ugaritic, but points 
16

out that the word in Hebrew signifies opening of the mouth.

In this verse is in parallel to ftJet ,

"widen,"

_ i-.
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This verse relates to a context of threats directed at the

inhabitants of Jerusalem in 5.8-23. This threat is levelled at

Jerusalem, its nobility and its pleasure-seeking throng. “The

bright noisy city goes into the underworld, where only sadness 
17and distress reign"

and tj JZXQJ denote groups
t r — *■ -• T

of people in Jerusalem. ' .

(i) 77 7*7 77 - "77/7 is "ornament, splendour" and this
18noun is translated by K-B as, "that which is dignified in her."

The word appears in Lamentations 1.6 where it indicates the glory 

of Jerusalem. I take it here as referring to the nobility of the 

city, the "flower of the city." This interpretation is supported 

by LXX oc. E.V ,f “those of high repute,"

(ii) /7 77 „ "commotion, agitation." The word appears

in 2 Samuel 18.19, 1 Kings 20.13 where it means a great group of

people^ Isaiah-16.14 where it refers to the great population of Moab, 

Isaiah 29.4, where it refers to the great numbers of Isaiah’s enemies. 

The LXX translates OL * "the great ones,"

perhaps better, "her crowd," as far as MT is concerned. LXX 

really refers in three different ways to the nobility.

(iii) 77 J / , "roar, din." The LXX has

"the wealthy." I think rather that the word refers to a howling mob, 

as the other occurrences of the word in e.g, Isaiah 17.12; Hosea 10,14 

Jeremiah 25.31t means "tumult, din." It most probably refers

to the "masses."

These three words are intended to denote three social classes

ao»es ain the city, the nobility, the middle el and the mob. In any
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event, what the verse is saying is that the whole of the citizenry 

of Jerusalem go into the rapacious throat of Sheol.

_ The most important part of the verse from the point of view of 

this chapter is that which points to Sheol as a monster with a gaping 

mouth, swallowing up huge companies of people. It has ’‘widened 

its throat ( (O 3 3 ),“ The evidence for translating 3

as, “throat,” is very strong. The Ugaritic nps signifies “throat.*

• • * •-................JLZEt
bnps » bn o elm , mt , bmh

mrt > ydd . “el . . gzr '

Verily thou must come down

into the throat of Mot son of El, into the miry 
19gorge of the hero loved of El.”

nps, “throat,” is parallel to mhmrt, “miry gorge." K-B commenting

on cites both the Ugaritic nps and the Akkadian napistu

and says, "evidently from to breathe, the throat or gullet

opening for breathing purposes.” K-B gives.the meaning, "throat,"
20for this verse. The resemblance of the verse to the Ugaritic

material cited above is remarkable. Both portray monsters with 

gaping throats into which people descend.

In Isaiah 14,9 (discussed in chapter 2) there may be a reference 

to the agitation of the monster’s innards as the king of Babylon

descends to the nether world.

2. Numbers •

There is a similar representation in Numbers 16, which deals

with the rebellion of Korah, Dathan and Abirara. Moses, attempting 

to arouse the people to trust in him, imposes certain conditions to 

the effect that, if Korah, Dathan and Abiram die a natural death
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then, ’’you will know that the Lord has not sent me (RSV)*’’ But 

if the earth opened its mouth and swallowed Korah and his company 

alive -then, ’’you shall know that these men have despised the Lord 

(RSV) o’* The relevant verses are 30-33;

nu1 wn 30.

U <lj ~)<vk Mbl) -

TI$MTf Tf'tUJXri

rtj#7J U ~7ZL'ln "b^ ^7A* 77j£?.»£3O ’7^) 31.

7J 71 frjl fl ~iw7i Tlfo'lXTl

27/7\7-X TLX? W?* <ybjLJ/) X7Z> SIX <f 7# ,7 T1 71 £>J1) 32.

<d/>0?77 ^O"/7X? 717j>&. 7<vK » 7X/7

6077? 775>*<59 U^n TLtlb KuK bll VTt J77’) 33.

5/7/)/7 7/7?/9 HIM 97X/7 Vrr-’by

J/

30* And if Yahweh creates people and the ground opens its mouth 
21and swallows them and all that they have and they go down 

to Sheol alive; then you shall know that these men have

derided Yahweh*

31« And as he finished speaking all these words, the ground 

underneath them was cleft open. .

32. And the earth opened its mouth and swallowed them and their

houses and every man who belonged to Korah and all their

possessions. '

53* And they and all that they had went down to Sheol alive and the

earth shut over them and they perished from among the congregation.
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22The sons of Athirat met a similar fate at the hands of Baal;

5br ,mt.>,yin/e . larg

•’And Mot did gape open (that) they might go right into the 
23underworld/*

mt is a conjectured reading#

gfrr is somewhat dubious. Driver cnnnects it with the Arabic

Gordon expresses doubts as to the«24Sahara, "to lay wide open,
?5meaning. Gray notes the Arabic word also, but takes it in its 

26secondary meaning of desert. I think that Driver may be right

in the given circumstances which point to Mot the monster with the 

gaping jaws. *arg I again translate as "underworld." Thus in 

this Ugaritic passage there is a representation of a group of people 

sinking into the underworld which awaits them with jaws agape. 

Further we read of Baal;

... *..•«.« y rb

c 7l » bkbdh . bph . yrd

• • o . . 0 Baal will enter

his stomach and go down into his mouth, . *1

Baal is devoured by Mot and enters his stomach. We can hardly fail

to notice the resemblance. Like both Baal and the sons of Athirat

of the Sea, Korah, Dathan and Abiram, together with all their followers 

sink into the earth which has opened its mouth and swallowed them whole 

The translation "underworld" fox* 7X is suitable in verse 33?

"then the underworld closed over them.” There can be no doubt that 

these verses from Numbers 16 contain allusions to the figure of Mot, 

the monster. Sheol and the underworld close over the rebellious and

they are cut off for ever from the congregation of Israel and from
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Yahweh. A sojourn in the underworld meant a complete severance 

of all connection with the land of the living and the lord of the 

living. It is of interest to note that none of the recent
28coinmentatoi's on Numbers have noted these mythological allusions.

3© Jonah

In the "Psalm of Jonah," Jon, 2,3 refers to <2? ,

"the belly of Sheol." This may be taken to mean that the suppliant, 

in his distress, feels that he has been devoured by the monster,

Sheol, and cries out to be rescued,

4. Proverbs

Proverbs 1, 8-19 deals with the blandishments of a band of

robbers who wish to seduce the youth from the paths of virtue by 

persuading him to join them in highway robbery. They assure him 

of a fair division of the spoil. In verse 12 they say,

7 777^ #”77 win

"Let us swallow them as Sheol swallows life,
29in one piece as those who go down to the Pit."

, indicates the wholeness of the victim and 

thus the great width of the gullet of Sheol, As in the passage in 

Numbers the verb &J- t "to swallow" is employed. No opening

of the mouth is indicated but it must be assumed that it took place 

as Sheol"swallows" alive. Again this verse contains traces of the 

all-devouring monster, Sheol.

2.18, 5.15 and 7.27 all appear in sections warning the youth

to beware of the wiles of the "foreign woman." All three verses 

picture the adulteress and her house as constituting the gateway
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to death or the very mouth of Sheol.

2.18
/7Z7<ZJ 33

’’For her house inclines towards death,
99and her tracks towards the shades."

30Gemser says that the house of this woman is a dangerous place, 

an ante-chamber to the realm of death. Whoever visits her enters

on the descent of a steep slope where a terrible power draws him 

below, so that any thought of return is as vain for her victim as

it is for the inhabitants of Sheol.

5.5«

"Her feet go down to death, 

her steps set course for Sheol.”

Death and Sheol are the goals of her paths.

7<27

“Her house is the road to Sheol, 

going down to the halls of death."

The phrase v77Z0 ~ ’77 77 occurs here only, and seems to

indicate that the realm of the dead was envisaged as a vast mansion 

with many chambers. This echoes a passage in the Ugaritic texts,

*idk . *al . ttn

pnm . bn%l

mt . ^tk . qrth

"Then of a truth do you set

(your) faces ^"towards Mot son of El}

31within his city."

279.
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Tlieso verses all contain traces of Canaanite mythology.

The woman's house goes down, in effect, to the halls of Mot, the king

of the dead; its door is like the open jaws and gaping throat of Mot

ready to devour all who reach “the edge cf the strand of death” 
o

(«<L «, shl o mt). These references are implicit rather than explicit, 

for they are completely subordinated to the didactic purpose of the 

wisdom teacher who warns against any connection whatever with the ' 

womano The general imagery in the passages is the same ns that in 

Numbers, though more sophisticated in the case of Proverbs,

It is almost as though the wisdom teacher were saying,

"the house of this woman is like the mouth of Mot, those who go into 

it perish for ever." He uses these mythological fragments to drive 

home the point of his homily; these fragments live only within the 

context of the teaching. The mythological allusion to the mouth 

of death has been completely transferred to the house of the strange

woman. , ..

Two furthei* verses may he added in this context;

27.20

"Sheol and Abaddon are insatiable and a man’s eyes are

never satisfied,"

is best read, not MT /7 ^*3 25; •

The verb $ can only be satisfactorily explained in terms

of the enormous appetite of Sheol, who never attains satiety 

no matter how many victims it devours. Like Sheol are the eyes of 

a greedy man. The same is true of 30.16;
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<u#t ^iti i&y) tntfca

p ti rt ? # <* x £

“Sheol, an unopened womb, land short of water and fire which 

never says, ’Enough'!"

This is taken in connection with 15b which says that there are four 

things which are never satisfied. This verse, too, has its ultimate 

basis in the mythological figure of the insatiable Mot.

5. Psalms

In 5.10 the psalmist claims that there is no truth in the mouths

of his enemies and that their heart is destruction. We find the

following phrase,

"Their throat is an open grave."

This may allude to the throat of Mot, if it does then the trace is 

very faint indeed.

69.16
'll'®

*7 ?

"Do not let the flood waters sweep ovei* me, nor the deep 

swallow me, nor let the Pit close its mouth over me."

The reference to water is dealt with in the preceding chapter (5).

The verb is used again, but this time with K)

"the deep," showing, here, that the word really denotes the dwelling- 

place of the dead. The ocean and the underworld (pit) blend in this 

verse and it is hard to distinguish between them. The "swallowing"

and the "closing of the mouth" must allude to the monster, Sheol,
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use is literary, the psalmist uses the imagery to indicate deep distres 

However, it may be concluded that the ultimate basis of this verse lies 

in Canaanite mythology.

is a new item of vocabulary in this context and 

means simply, "to shut;’1 however, with the preposition it

can bear the sense of *’to snap shut,'* this translation makes for - , 

greater effect.

Psalm 141.7» despite the obvious textual difficulties, does

refer to death as a monster. The first half of the verse is so

corrupt and, in fact, contributes nothing to the discussion, that I 

intend to deal only with the second half;

Wivs-u itrsj
’‘Their bones are scattered beside Sheol."

The LXX of this part is

our bones have been scattered beside th’e grave."
C /

The LXX use of to translate would appear

to take the Hebrew 's b as prepositional, i.e. "beside."

Following the emendation in BH taken from some MSS of LXX and the Syr,

27 / 7 7/5> S' V , "their bones," is read instead of MT, "our bones."

This brings the suffix into line with those of the preceding verses 
33which are third person plural. As Kraus says, "Their bones will 

be strewn beside the mouth of Sheol.’’ He goes on to compare this 

verse with Numbers 16.32 and Isaiah 5«14. The wicked are seen as 

devoured by a terrible monster, death, who picks their bones clean

of flesh and leaves them scattered around its mouth.
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Lutheran propaganda woodcut, 
1545: the Pope, as Antichrist, 
consigned to Hell and enthroned 
between the jaws of Leviathan. Note 
the beast’s fishy eye.

opposite Giusto di Menabuoi: The 
Last Judgment (detail), Viboldone 
Parish Church. •
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carving at Conques-en-Rouergue, where Leviathan, whose 
leonine muzzle is bloated to the semblance of a pig’s, stuffs his 
head through the door to Hell (p. 184). The beast and the 
entrance are here distinct but their association is obvious.

One of the common motifs of mediaeval and Renaissance 
Hells was the cauldron in which sinners are boiled; often a devil 
is depicted dragging a band of souls towards it by means of a 
chain looped round their reluctant bodies, as on a mid-thirteenth 
century • tympanum at Reims (p. 187). A century later, the 
cauldron, as a primary image of suffering, was fused with Hell- 
Mouth, which is turned upside down, with the cauldron rammed 
into its maw so that it acts as a stove. Almost invariably in such 
representations the head turns into a lion’s, as.over the main door 
of Bourges Cathedral.

181
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6o Habakkuk

The text of 2.5 is rather corrupt and again only the section 

relevant for the purpose of this chapter will be examined?

77J2,7T’)^ 77/]' W 111

~X7?/*?O AJ>/77 J CO S3

”A proud man who is never satisfied opens his throat as wide .as 

Sheol, and he, like death, is insatiable.”

ff/J- #in poses something of a problem. The conjunction

7 is best left out as. it makes no sense. /77J7 3 means,• • •
”he reaches, attains,” and is best emended to 77.?")? , “he is

34satiated, satisfied.” 

next part of the verse.

best removed.

This is supported by A'JXO”’ in the 

7 in K&) after J1) ft 3 is also

The resemblance to Isaiah 5*14 is very great. Sheol is 

envisaged as opening its throat in both cases. The proud man, 

in his greed, is like Sheol/death the monster opening hia great jaws 

to receive more and more victims for he, like death, is insatiable.

These verses quoted contain unmistakable traces of the Canaanite 

mythology of Mot, the god of death, portrayed as a monster with a 

gaping throat and an insatiable appetite.

In conclusion, it is perhaps of more than passing interest to 

note that in Byzantine and Mediaeval iconography and art the descent 

of the wicked into Hell is often protrayed in the form of nude bodies 

falling into the gaping jaws and throat of a huge monster (see facing 

page where, however, it is Leviathan who acts as the agent of Hell).
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In an icon depicting the Scala Paradisi monks are shown ascending

a thirty-rung ladder to heaven (thirty rungs for the thirty vices).

They are seduced by various temptations as they ascend. Those who

resist all temptations are welcomed by the saints into heaven,

while those who succumb fall into the open jaws of a great male 

35human-headed monster.

There are several mediaeval representations of the same theme, 

Hughes says, ’’The mouth of Hell is traditionally represented ae the 

mouth of a huge and malevolent beast which dragged sinners into its 

' A jSilteenth century German woodcut (see above) showsmaw.

Antichrist falling into the gaping jaws of a monster® A detail

of the ’’Last Judgement” by Giusto di Menabusi shows sinners and 

37 A choir-stall panel from Ludlowdevils in a gaping mouth.

parish church in England depicts an ale-wife flung into the gaping

jaws of a monstrous Hell for watering down ale. The ’’Harrowing

of Hell” by Jerome Cock after Pieter Brueghel (engraving) shows the 
39redeemed pouring out of the jaws of a monster. An interesting 

sculptured stone representation is the Bocca di Inferno at Bomarzo,

built by Pierfrancisco Orsini in the mid-sixteenth century; this 
40is the huge stone mouth of a monster.

Steensma has two representations, one in carving the other 

in paint, of a similar sort. The first is to be found in the 

church of Bolsward in East Holland. In a carving on the choir- 

stalls (houtsnijwerk van de koorbanken) the judged dead pass into 

the gaping jaws of a monster (muil van een monster). The second 

is a mural (muurschilderij) from the church of Huizinga, also in 

East Holland on the same theme.
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Finally a rather ’’demythologised" painting of the fate of 
42Korah, Dathan and Abiram exists on a miniature by Fouquet 

(c, 1475 A.D.) in which the rebellious group sink into a crack 

in the earth (no monstrous jaws) while God looks approvingly on 

from above,, Naturally these cannot be cited as direct evidence 

for the theme of this chapter, but they are of significance 

nonetheless, A quotation from Hamlet concludes this chapter 

(Act 1 Sc, iv); Hamlet addresses his father’s ghost;

”0, answer me!

Let me not burst in ignorance; but tell '

why thy canonized bones, hearsed in death, 
r

have burst their cerements; why the sepulchre 

wherein we saw thee quietly in-Urn’d

hath op’d his ponderous and marble jaws

to cast thee up again,”
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Corrigendum.

The Personification of the Powers of the Underworld



CHAPTER 6

The Personification of Death in the Old Testament

In the thought-world of the Ancient Near East, the doom of 

death was often represented by the picture of a net which caught

the unfortunate victims and bore them off to the underworld. The

net was wielded by some demon or by the personified figure of death.

This representation is to be found in Egypt. Chapters 153A

and 153B of the pr(t)-m-hrw ("Chapters of the Coming Forth by Day“),^

usually called the “Book of the Dead,” contain instructions intended

to help the deceased escape from the net. The terminology employed

in these two chapters is derived from hunting. The enemies of the

gods are caught like birds or fish in a net, to be thereafter done

to death. The net is envisaged as a fishing-net with floats and

weights, but it is also intended to catch birds because, as we shall

read, it is stretched between heaven and earth. The birds are the

spirits of the dead which the net tries to draw down into the realm 
' 2of the dead, in order that they might not fly away to heaven. The

bird-trap locks the dead in the earth so that they may not move.

The vignette of chapter 153A may represent a bird-net, while that

of 153B represents undoubtedly a fishing-net drawn by three baboons.

It is, however, difficult to find the distinction in the written 
3

texts. The important part of 153A is as follows:-

“Spell for escaping from the Net:

Words said by N. (the deceased) : *0 One who sees behind himself

(this name refers to the ferryman of the barque on which the deceased 

is borne*1)* vzho has power over his heart, fisherman who catches for 

that one who drags to earth and explorer of the earth (both names for
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the net), 0 ye fishers, ye offspring of your fathers (Barguet, 

lcurs peres; Budge, ”your own fathers”), catchers of fish who 

will come to catch fish, you who move about in the midst of the 

water, do not take me in this net which is the one in which you 

take the "tired ones” (i.e. the dead), do not trap me in the snare 

which is yours in which you trap the wandering dead, and whose floats 

(reach) to heaven and weights to the earth. I have escaped (p, 220) 

from its framework(?) (Budge suggests "pegs"^) and I have rejoiced 

as much as Henu (Sokaris)j I have escaped from its handsand I have 

appeared in Sobekj I have obtained the possibility of flying towards 

you, fisher, fowler, of hidden fingers. "

There follows a list of names of parts of the net which the deceased 

claims that he knows. This is important, for to know the names of 

objects in the ancient orient was to have power over them and, in 

many cases, also meant obtaining their attributes. Page 220 col. 2,10 

continues the theme of the net* By reciting the names of the parts 

of the net, the deceased has obtained power over it, instead of being 

potential prey, he has now joined the ranks of the fishers;

’I (the deceased) have come,'having appeared in Horus, 

the guide of the country (i.e. the underworld); I have 

gone down to the earth in the two great boats; it is 

Horus who has given me (the offerings) in the castle of 

Horus. I have come as a fisher with the net, ray netting 

needles in my hand; I have come out, I go about, 

my prey is in ray net.*

Chapter 153B has a similar theme of escaping from the net of 
7the fisher and fowler;
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’’Words said by N. (the deceased): ’0 fishers, 0 fowlers,

Q catchers of fish, 0 descendants of their fathers, 

do you know that I know the name of the very great net?

The Collector is its name.”

The ypeaker then enumerates all the parts of the net which he 

knows, signifying his power over it. The chapter concludes with

the deceased identifying himself with Osiris, Re (who has emerged 

from Nun, i.e. the underworld) and Shu (the god of the air). He 

thus achieves, like Re, resurrection,* offerings and life are given 

to him at the appearance of Re on the eastern horizon. ‘ The theme 

of both these chapters, which come from the Fourth Section of the 

•'Book of the Dead,” which part deals with the underworld, is that 

the deceased escapes from the power of the net by claiming knowledge 

of its parts and by identifying himself with various gods and thus 

participating in their powers.

Zandee lists various types of net used by Egyptian fishers

and fowlers and also by the demons and other horrifying creatures

who lurked in the highways and byways of the nether world ready to 
8ensnare the unwary spirit. The dead man prays, “May I not be 
9

caught in the net of Shu.” As Shu was god of the air this would 

seem to indicate a net suspended to catch the souls of the dead as 

they tried to fly to heaven, in the form of birds. All sorts of 

snares, nets, gins, traps and boomerangs were used by the unpleasant 

denizens of the underworld to destroy the spirits of the dead. The 

dead tried to loose himself from all these and ascend to heaven;

”1 am the one who loosens ‘bonds’ 
,10

I ascend to

heaven among the gods.”
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It is to be observed that the nets and traps were not operated 

by a personified figure of death, but by demons and other creatures

of the underworlds Sander-Hansen has demonstrated that the individual

appearances of Death were personified. Death was envisaged as a 

robber who overpowered mankind, bound them securely and did not set 

them free until they had crossed into the underworld; he snatched 

away mankind, often before their alloted span. Death took away, also 

the most important parts of the body upon which life depended, the

v heart and the breath of life. Death was further regarded as a hunter

in the desert, who seized living men with a lassoc and roped them in.

The god of the earth, Geb, was often regarded as a power of death

who seized the bodies given to him and refused to allow them to ascend

to heaven.Death was also the silencer, who made a silent corpse 
12 'out of the animated living person.

1

I

%

Death in the form of a robber was a relatively popular concept

in Egypt. He snatched men from life and from their relations. Demons

of death came and carried off the living to the underworld. It was

Death, the unrelenting robber who preyed not only upon the child at 
13its mother’s breast, but also upon the aged.

The net was thus used for ensnaring the living, hut was also 

employed in the nether world for the purposes of punishment. It 

may be concluded that in the Egyptian mythology of death, the 

representation of the bird or fish net and other hunting appliances, 

whether operated by Death, monsters, or demons, was used to illustrate 

the dread power of death which grasped unsuspecting mankind.and took 

them out of this world and provided uncomfortable obstacles to be

surmounted in the nether world.
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The representation of the net in connection with death is found, 

to a certain extent, in Mesopotamian mythology* The distress which

has seized a man and driven him almost to death is described as:

"a net which has cast me down

The gods were possessors of nets which they could use to bring 

evil-doers to their deaths,, Shamash, the sun-god and god of justice, 

owned such a net;

"Verily; 0 Shamash, thy net is the (wide) earth,

. Thy snare is the (faraway) sky,

May (the eagle) not escape from thy net,

that evil-doer, Zu, who upholds (evil against his friend)!”

This quotation comes from the myth of Etana, the legendary king of

Kish who was carried to heaven on the back of an eagle, the self-same

eagle at one point in the tale devoured the offspring of his friend,

the serpent, who immediately besought Shamash, the purveyor of

justice, to see that the eagle was ensnared in a net for his 

15wickedness. The net of the sun-god was to fall on Zu, the eagle:

"May the snare, the curse of Shamash, overthrow him 

and catch him!"^

The sin of adultery is punishable by death and the "wide net"

of the omniscient Shamash is set to catch the adulterer:

"Spread out is thy wide net (to catch the man),

17who has coveted the wife of his comrade

The net is also employed by the denizens of the nether world 

to compass the destruction of men. For example a demon is described

as:
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al-Iu-hap-pu jjab-bi-lu 

“a rapacious snnre/net."

allufeappu is a net used for hunting and warfare. It is employed, 

as above, in enumerations of demons and diseases to describe their 

power® It denotes a small trap rather than suskallu which was of 

larger dimensions. feabbilu (adj.) is used of demons and means, 

"evil or lawless."^ ,

The Anunnaki, the gods of the underworld own a netj 

sa-par ^a-nun-na-ki ilani iq-du-ti

21"The net of the Anunnaki gods drags down." •

The goddess Mullil, a form of Nin-lil, the wife of Enlil and 

Lady of the Wind, is described thus,

* V — Xsuskallu sa-hi-ip mat nu-kur-tim

22"Net which casts down the enemy country."

In the "Myth of Ira (a god of pestilenc^" the deity in question
• ‘ 23is credited with a net among his other weapons. He destroys the 

inhabitants of Babylon, having caught them like birds in his net;

"Each dweller in Babylon, they (were) birds, 

you (were) their bird-catcher!

You confined them in the Net, crippled (them), 

destroyed (them), 0 Hero Ira."^4

A net was also used by Marduk in his struggle against Tiamat and her 

aides-de-camp;

"The Lord (i.e. Marduk) spread out his net to enfold her!"

Once he had overpowered Tiamat, he turned to ensnare her helpers; 

"Tightly encircled they could not escape.

He made them captives and he smashed their weapons,

Thrown into the net, they found themselves ensnared." 25



Thus the figure of the net may be discovered in Babylonian 

mythology, though it is not wielded by a personified Death, but 

by gods, demons and various denizens of the underworld® Indeed, 

as far as I am able to discover, the personification of death does not 

occur in Mesopotamian mythology®

In the Ugaritic texts I can find only one reference to a net®

The speaker is the Lady Athirat of the Sea, ' •

® mktr ® *ap t/*n / 

dgy a rbt , *atr/t ® ym

qfr o rtt ® bdk ® t/~st •

rbt ® *1 ® ydm /~ 

bmdd ® ?el ® y^m

"Look, cunning worker^ moreover do you ^~look /»

two fishers of dame Athirat £of the sea /,

Take a net in thy hand, do thou 7~put_/

a large one on (thy) two hands 
26from Yam the beloved of El®"

294.

The fishermen alluded to are Qds-w-Ararr, a compound deity like Ktr-w-Qss

referred to in the dual and the singular. What they have to do with

the net, rtt (Heb® ) is not clear® It seems, perhaps,

that Mot was to be captured to prevent his offering further opposition 
27to Baal, Driver, however, thinks that it is Yam, the sea-god, who 

28is to be captured, as he is causing Baal some trouble. It hardly 

seems likely that, as Qds-w-Amrr is to take the net from Yam, the 

sea-god would give up one of his own nets to be used to ensnare himself® 

It is probably Mot, who is to be captured.

■ A-■
________- ,1^:_______e ,
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In the Ugaritic texts, in sharp contrast to the Babylonian, 

material, there is a very definite personification of the figure

portrayed as man, sometimes as monster.

of death, in the form of Mot, god of the underworld, sometimes 

29 •

The net occurs in the Old Testament in various places and it 

is wielded by a variety of people* Before proceeding to an examina

tion of its use by Death the hunter, it is worth mentioning a few of,

these passages. .

In Habakkuk 1.14,15 Yahweh, in the intensity of his destructive 

judgements against evil nations, is like a fisherman catching fish 

with a hook and collecting them in a net. There is not the slightest 

doubt that the widespread representation of the divinity with the net

from the Ancient Near East lies behind these two verses:

73 bvt)~nb W7373 H'71 WO »*»* 7TW-y^7

7/37»3 7/7?<?t 71^713- T! <33,

"For you make mankind (l with BH 'Q37t,71 tuyjl) )like the 

fish of the sea, like crawling things with no ruler. He 

brings them all up with a hook and drags them with his net,”

The zT7? (hock) and 27 ? 77 (net) are the implements of the

fisherman.

A similar figure may be found in Ezekiel 29.3-*5 and 3202-4.

In these passages Yahweh threatens to catch Pharaoh with hooks and 

nets ( > and # ? 77 ch. 32). Pharaoh imagines himself

to be a powerful dragon in the sea. There is more than a hint of 

chaos mythology in those references. The encounter of Marduk and 

Tiamat in which Marduk trapped Tiamat in his net is transferred to 

Yahweh and Pharaoh. In Hosea 7.12 Yahweh spreads his net ( “>

to catch Ephraim as she flies like a dove to take refuge with Egypt
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and Assyria

The net is also used by others to bring misfortune and destruction*

In Psalm 10.9 the wicked man lurks like a lion in a covert so that he 

may draw the poor roan into his net ( ). The wicked and

their net are also mentioned in Pss0 35©7 ( 27 ^7 “) ) ;

57.7 ( J1 J )» 140.6 ( *77 0/7 ). Yahweh is able to

free the suppliant from these nets e.g, Pss. 25.15 and 31*5.

There are certain passages, however, where the net and other 

instruments of the hunter and trapper are wielded by a personified 

figure of Death. After these have been dealt with other personifi

cations of death in the Old Testament will be considered.

1. Death the Hunter

In the book of Ecclesiastes there are two references to Death

in the form of a hunter.

(a) 7.26
X’/7~ 7707*77 *777/0/0 7/3 VA:*^7/D/

#^>777 /7J/D/0 ':j$& 2w>[ri2$ iravn
m 7o^-»

“And I find more bitter than death, the woman whose heart is 

hunting nets and dragnets, whose hands are fetters; he who 

pleases God escapes from her, but the sinner is taken.”

7/ 777 is used in the same sense as Hab. 1.15, a dragnet designed 

for catching fish in large quantities.

30 In Job 19.6 it indicates the net7/S' £> is a hunting net.

which Yahweh closes around, the doomed Job.
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Barucq has suggested that the woman referred to in this verse

is the "foreign woman” of Wisdom Literature, who appears in chapters

2, 5 and 7 of Proverbs. It is against the wiles of this woman that 
31the admonitions of the wisdom teacher are directed. Life is 

indeed bitter with this type of woman. Barucq does not draw any 

further inference from this comparison,. However, a closer link 

may be profitably established with the passages in Proverbs which • 

will help to explain the figures used in this present verse more 

clearly. In Proverbs the figure of the woman is closely linked 

with death and the land of the shades; her house sinks down to 

death and her paths lead to the shades (2.18). Those who visit 

her never regain the path of life. Her own feet go down to death 

and Sheol (5s5.) and her house is an antechamber to the halls of 

death (7.27). Indeed any association with her leads to social and 

moral death. Thus, this woman is regarded as more bitter than Death 

She is, in Ecclesiastes, connected with death, as in Proverbs.

She is more bitter than Death the hunter who comes with his snares

and traps to lure men to their doom. Death is more lenient than 

the woman who causes a man to endure a living death. Though this 

verse is intended to warn against the wiles of the "wicked woman,” 

the reference to death in the guise of a hunter armed with traps 

and snares, though indirect, is nonetheless quite discernable.

Neither Gordis, Hertzherg, Scott nor Galling refer to this fact 

in their commentaries.^^

In 9.12 a similar reference is found:

Vvjp?'' Jitrnxx ztjo mix®!-

jiy*r
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’’For also a man does not know his time; like fish taken in a 

wicked net and like birds captured in a bird-trap, like

them the sons of man are taken in an evil time.”

33T1 & t -R specifically a snare for trapping birds. Barton 

says that the similes of fish caught in a net and of birds taken
34in a fowler’s trap make it probable that the time of death is meant.

35 ,Hertzberg also indicates that the time of death is intended. 

Aalders says,

van de ure des doods.

wordt door de rneeste verklaarders verstaan 
36 The representation of the dead in the

form of birds and fish entrapped in a net was noted in the Egyptian 

"Book of the Dead,” In Mesopotamian mythology the pest-god Ira 

caught the inhabitants of Babylon like birds in a net. So too, 

in this verse, the suddenness of the fate of mankind is emphasised. 

Death conies swiftly taking men like fish in a net or birds in a 

fowler’s snare. However, the representation of Death the Hunter 

is not explicit in this verse. All that is said is that men,

at death, are like fish in a net or birds in a trap. But from this 

it may be reasonably inferred that behind this idea of the fate of 

man lies the conception of Death the Hunter seizing upon unsuspecting 

manicind and removing them to the underworld.

A similar use of the conception of Death the Hunter to press home 

the lessons of the wisdom teacher may be found in Proverbs. 13*14 

points out that the person who follows the teaching of the wise 

avoids the snares of death;

^p#® 'zf-n'n 'vp& yan jwji

’’A wise man’s teaching is as a fountain of life offering 

escape from the snares of death.”
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The phrase “snares of death,” is almost a representation of Death

the Hunter, i.e. “snares of Death.” Toy says that ,#?/£> '*'<£>p/!>
«

are the snares set by death as a fowler or hunter, or snares whose 

37result is death, for their effect is lethal, Gemser says, Per Tod 
38wird als Jdger ocler Vogelf&nger gedacht. The representation ie

perfectly clear; he who follows the teaching of the wise will escape 

from snares which lead to death and again the figure of Death the ' / 

Hunter may be inferred from the verse.

Similarly 14.27,

jitfc n&b tnfv jiky*

“The fear of Yahweh is a fountain of life, offering escape

from the snares of death.”

The man who amasses wealth by deceit and trickery also falls 

victim to the traps of the grim huntsman (21.6);

4-277 IfW jjry&w

"Making wealth with a false tongue is emptiness driven 

among the snares of death."

With the LXX © 6fj<raa) ^Jay^VcA. , "he who

makes treasures,” and Vulgate qui congregat thesauros, “he who gathers 

treasures,” it is best to read the participle instead of

£#£> , the masculine noun, sic “making wealth."

is best left (see McKane pp« 551 f.) for it is the 

man who makes wealth with a false tongue who is “emptiness driven 

among the snares of death."
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occurred through metathesis of -3 and /*> ; therefore

p&Z ’’among the snares of death” should be read.

The sense of the verse is that ill-gotten gains are unsubstantial, 

the man who has them is not anchored firmly in life and is hurled, 

unresistingly, into the snares of death.

In two psalms the cords and snares of death are mentioned; '

18’6 J?//O LpJLzS ''53.71

“The cords of Sheol were round about me, the snares of Death

confronted me.”

z 39JjLT/ is a cord, a rope or a type of snare. There exists• • ••
an Akkadian word frabilu(B) which denotes a hunter or trapper. The 

word is also used as a description of a demon, perhaps "the one who 

hunts.’*^0 bi 71 is thus a word from the realm of hunting and

trapping. The distressed author of the psalm feels the cords of 

Sheol and Death around him dragging him into, the sphere of the underworld

300. .

Death and Sheol are in parallel in this verse. They are powers 

from the underworld, represented here in the guise of hunters, lurking 

with their implements to trap their unwary prey and bear them away to

the underworld.

In Psalm 116.3 ve find the following;

“The cords of Death bound me, the hunting-nets of Sheol 

gripped me.”

4 ;?< Cl) y /O lit. ’’distresses of Sheol,” is rather 

a difficult phrase in the context. Prom the parallel

it would seem that some sort of hunting appliance is intended
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LXX X , ’’dangers of death,” is not
1

4/
helpful , K-B and BH both suggest *» Va' ZO , "hunting-nets,"

Thi s would seem to be a satisfactory emendation and it does not 

involve much alteration of MT; further it secures better parallelism 

Death and Sheol are again personified as hunters luring mankind into

the realm of death.

In Job 18, Bildad, one of the so-called friends of Job,

describes the doom of the evil man in terms of his demise and

ultimate removal from the land of the living. There is no direct 

reference to the death of the wicked man, but the figures of speech

employed make it plain that death is meant. Verse 5 says that the 

light of the wicked is put out, verse 18 that the wicked is "driven 

from light to darkness and cast out of the world,” and verse 19 

indicates that the evildoer will have no posterity among his people. 

Verses 8-10 describe his fate,

8.
'-film-' nuti ii/f rhn wix ybv '=>

"He puts his foot into a net and he walks upon a mesh,"

For the first hemistich LXX has r<a*< <5~S ° 770V£

a$ roi> , "for his foot has been caught in a net,"

/ 7.2 and reducing the wordthus omitting the 2L of 

to the singular in an attempt to make sense of the difficult Hebrew 

Text, The Vulgate has iminisit enim in rete pedes suos, "he put 

his foot into a net," But both versions render the meaning rather

than the literal text.

42Dhorme says that no alteration of MT is necessary and cites 

in support of MT a phrase in Judges 5*15. J * £ ?2~?~ 

but this phrase, as Tur-Sinai has pointed out, refers to Issachar
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following Barak into the valley and most probably signifies, "he was 

sent aftei’ him (Barak) into the valley." Tur-Sinai removes the 

of and reads the Qal 7f 5 , ”he puts his
43 • x.feet in a net.’1 HOlscher removes Jt also and reads / Hl

the singular, following LXX and Syriacj he translates, "his foot is 
,44caught in a net.”*’ The suggestion of Tur-Sinai seems to make the

best of a difficult text. The before / ’ could-

have arisen through dittographv ( *77 to 7 JX ) and ji & <£> can

easily be altered to 77 & .

■ 45 vDhorme equates 77 .*2.1 <£J with the Arabic sab aka.

"to be entwined,” and the noun ^abakeh. "a net" and suggests that

the Hebrew word denotes a net stretched over a pit and then camouflaged

in order to trap unwary animals. The word may also mean "latticework.”

9.
VDS riry p?7f’ »s> jz^>y_z mi

"A gin catches (him) by the heel, a trap closes upon him."

For the phrase 77 X compare Genesis 25.26, where

Jacob grasps hold of the heel of Esau during the birth process.

77$ , usually the snare of the fowler, in this case would 
46seem rather to mean a type of gin which catches by the heel.

'27'*^^ is rather obscure. Tur-Sinai equates the word with 

5.5* and says that it means "famine." 7\.’normally means,

3?"thirsty," and thus Tur-Sinai translates it in 5.5* so I cannot 
48see his reasons for translating it as "famine" in this verse.

Further it is most improbable that famine would appear in the middle 

of a list of hunting and trapping appliances. Hdlscher makes a much 

better suggestion when he connects the word with the Arabic Jamma,
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49"to bind together,” as it would seem that a sort of net is intended.
— 'S&ZC- PQ

/7?0 5< means a plnit of hai»0 Thus a woven net may be meant 

which could be drawn tight round a victim.

10.

. -2V7J

"A rope is concealed in the earth (to trap him) and a 

trap lies upon his path*" * *

/^J£77 lit* "his rope," i.e. the rope designed to trip him.

is used here as a general term for a trap

or snare

In the chapters leading up to 18, Job*s friends have endeavoured 

to prove to Job that he must have done (something wrong, he must have 

sinned in some respect, otherwise no calamity would have befallen him. 

They put forward the viewpoint of orthodox theology; if a man does 

what is right towards God and his fellows then all things will 

automatically go well with him. Job replied to their charge with 

not a little vigour and bitterness, denying emphatically that he 

had done wrong. In chapter 16 he accuses his friends of being 

miserable comforters and in chapter 17 he is so weary of the interminable 

wrangling that he wishes only to die. Bildad begins his reply in 

chapter 18 and accuses Job of being unaware of the innate wisdom 

of his (Bildad's) reasoning. He then illustrates the fate of the 

wicked man, presumably hoping that by doing so he will force Job 

into an abject confession of guilt.

In verses 5 and 6 he tells Job that the light of the wicked is 

put out and his dwelling becomes dark, in other words the doom of 

death comes upon him. His own wicked schemes are instrumental in
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his destruction,. Verse 13 points out that he is stricken by disease 

and verse 14 depicts him as dragged from the safety of his tent to 

face the ruler of the underworld. Bildad goes on to say that the 

wicked man dies, using a variety of figures; his branches and roots 

dry up and wither (l6) his memory is forgotten (17) and he is driven 

from the light of life into the darkness of death and forced out of 

the inhabited world ( ) verse 18. The inhabitants of both
* z

east and west are appalled at his ghastly end (20), Finally Bildad 

concludes with smug satisfaction in verse 21,

’’Surely these are the dwellings of the ungodly, this is the 

place of the man who does not know God.”

The death of the wicked is also described in verses 8-10, 

examined above. Along the path of his life are strewn all sorts of 

traps and snares designed to bring him to death. Thus it may be 

inferred that they were laid by Death the Hunter, This personification 

is. reinforced by the fact that, as we shall see immediately below, 

other personifications of death appear.

2, The First-born of Death

Job 18.13

ji/(3 pij. )~>>y ’*-?:* izox’’

”His skin is eaten by disease and the First-born of Death

devours his limbs.”

For the first hemistich LXX has nTXV otu Too A;XiW£<»

WoSioO , ’’let his toes (lit. branches) of his feet be devoured,”

thus indicating not •£;>#“’ , the Qal imperfect, but

the Niphal, ”is eaten.”
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Dhorme following V/right (Job, I883) suggests that the 7 7 of

v 772L is an error for 7 J 7 > “sickness,” from 77 tb "to’ be 
. r r •

sick j" therefore, with only a slight alteration of the consonantal 

text, a fairly satisfactory reading can be obtained*

"rJ 7SL “his skin is eaten by disease.~ • .. r ••
»51

a translation of

for *>/OJZ LXX haa Ss oVtcu ri

/ct. vc<-r<? S “Death shall consume his beauty," avoiding

7/-^-X . The Vulgate reads primogenita mors,

"Death the first-born." However, if the verse is set in its 

mythological background, the meaning becomes clear and supports by 

parallelism the emendation suggested for the first hemistich*

In Akkadian Nam-ta-ru is the god of plague and pest* He is
d vthe vizier of the underworld and also the i-lit-ti eres-ki-gal

"the offspring of Ereshkigal," the queen of the underworld. 52 In

the world of Mesopotamian deities the first-born, if male, was 
53more often than.not the vizier of his father. The first-born was

the sukallu, "vizier." Namtar was the sukallu irgiti, "the vizier 

54of the underworldo" As he was also the offspring of Ereshkigal,

it is most likely that he was her first-born son, There does exist
—*

an Akkadian word hukru (Hebt ") )OJ2 ) but it is generally used in 

the plural and there is no firm indication that it meant a first-born

sonc It simply meant son and if it was to designate the heir, the
__W Afirst-born, then it was qualified by the word restu, "chief, first 

(son)," But this does not alter the fact that Namtar, the god

of plague and vizier of the underworld was more than likely the 

first-horn of Ereshkigal, the bukru restu.



Mummu was the first-born of the primordial sweet water deity,

Apsu, and his vizier;

’’Then Apsu, the begetter of the great gods,

Called Mummu, his vizier, and said to him:”

************* *********

"Mummu spoke up and counselled Apsu;

and unfavourable was the advice of his Mummu:

*Yes, my father, destroy (their) disorderly way;"

In Arabic diseases are "daughters of death,” and fever is referred 

to as bint el mani.ja, "daughter of fate." In this verse, therefore,

the JlltS) t "first-born of Death," is the vizier

of the god Death who executes his will on mankind, and thus a god of 

plague and disease, this bearing out the emendation of to

’2 7? , "sickness," in the first hemistich,, The verse is 

very simply explained against the background of the Ancient Near East, 

disease and the first-born of death being one and the same figure.

3. Death the "King of Terrors."

Job 18.14

f777&.2J7> /77WJ.®

"He is torn from the tent where he dwells in security and 

they march him to the king of terrors."

Dliorme suggests that stands in apposition to

thus> "from his tent, from his safe place," (cf. Isaiah 32,18 where
58

1 Tf /O stands in apposition to jrj ) j oU /Q ).

306.

•
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However BH suggests ? 77 2s\2.£) ^77 # CD “from the tent

where he dwells in security,” which is gramatically more satisfactory-

The second person singular 777 7VS 77 is rather difficult

to explain, Dhorme explains it by appealing to the second person 

singular f ’’you may dwell” in verse 15* The

you who leads the evil man before the king of terrors is the you 

who will dwell in the vacated tent. This is unconvincing in the.

extreme. The suggestion in BH to change 777 7 47 S’*7 to

f TJ V.V3 7 ’’they make him march” involves the alteration 

of only one letter and seems a reasonable way out of the problem.

The suggestion of Tur-Sinai that J1 f 77 7L is the subject

is most implausible.

7*^^ has the meaning ’’march.”"" The evil man is 

torn from his tent and ’’they” march him to the King of Terrors.

The word ’’they” should most probably denote the powers of the 

underworld who have destroyed the wicked man, Death the Hunter 

and the First-born of Death, who hale him off to the ruler of the 

underworld. The phrase J7177 & 3. 7undoubtedly

refers to the ruler of the nether world. Nergal the king of

59

,60

the nether world in Babylonian mythology was called the
61hel a-nu-nati, ’’lord of terrors."

62
anunu means, "fear”, and

59
was a loan-word from Sumerian.

"When I lifted up mine eyes, warlike Nergal sat on (his) 

royal throne, he wore a royal tiara, in his two hands he 

held two terrifying ..... weapons, each (having) two 

heads from his arms(?) issued lightning; the

Anunnaki, the great gods, stood bowed at (his) right (and) 

at his left ... The underworld was full of terror; before
Zf *X

the prince lay deep si(le)nce(?)



It was by no means uncommon in the world of the Ancient Near

East for the deities of death and of the underworld to he fearsome.

Their domain was a place filled with terror. Mot, the Canaanite 

lord of the nether world was often envisaged in the form of a monster. 

The wicked man, ensnared by Death and carried away by the First-born 

of Death is marched before the dread ruler of the underworld, in this 

case probably Nergal.

4. Death the* Shepherd

This figure occurs only once in the Old Testament in Psalsi 49,15 

This psalm deals with the attitude of a man towards his oppressors and 

in 15a he declares that they are destined to go to Sheol;

’’Like a flock they are appointed to Sheol; Death is their 

shepherd."

Death is the grim herdsman shepherding his flock of humanity to the 

underworld. I have been unable to find any convincing evidence 

for this figure outside the Old Testament.

308. .

5« Powers of the Underworld

In Proverbs 16.14a there is the following passage;

J/?/® -

’’The wrath of the king is Death’s two messengers.”

(McKane; ”A king’s anger is a herald of death.’1)

In Ugaritio mythology messengers are generally paired. The compound

names, however, often represent only one person as in the case of 

64Qds-y-Amrr and Ktr-w-Hss, as Ginsberg has clearly demonstrated.
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However, Gpn-w-Ugr (Vine and Field) the messengers of Baal are not 

one, but two persons♦ Their compound name is

(a) never alternated with simple Gpn or;Ugr (as is the case 

with the other names, i.e, Ktr stands often alone)«

(b) never construed with a singular verb, hut always with the 

dual, despite the difficulties of tracing the dual in

Ugaritic grammar.

Dahood asserts that in Ugaritic mythology Baal has two messengers
Gpn-w-Vgr, hut suggests that, in Baal I* ii 16 f,^ the two messengers 

67mentioned may not be those of Baal hut belong to Mot. Ginsberg

points out that lines 1-6 (of Baal I* ii) may well he the end of a

message delivered by the messengers of Mot to Baal, in the form of 
68 'a threat. This would make Baal's speech of submission easier to 

understand and also explain why the messengers are said to return thc

to Mot (Baal I* ii 13)o Later on it may be, also, the messengers
. • 69

. of Mot who journey to El to tell him that Baal has perished.

This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that the two 

messengers say to El.}

" 0 ................................... we two have arrived

from the pleasant tracts of the land of decease,

we two have arrived from the fair tracts of the

edge of the strand

of death

It is probable that the two messengers have come from Mot.

The Ugaritic text is, however, by no means certain and one must 

beware of adopting Ugaritic ideas into the Old Testament without 

question. But it may well he that the practice of sending two
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messengers in the Ugaritic texts may allow one to propose a dual 

rather than a plural, though dual? in Hebrew are normally only used 

with natural parts® In any event the wrath of the king in its 

deadly effect is like the messengers of death, or the herald of 

death, who always accomplish their grim mission.

Song of Songs 8,6,7 speak of the great power of love.

6a points out that love is as strong as Death and passion cruel, ' 

like Sheol.

'ffHXp Vas p ZTJ77X 77 1 QJ Tir^ ’3

"For love is strong, like Death, passion is cruel like Sheol"

77 7/9 , according to Ringgren, means the land of the dead 

as it stands in parallel to Sheol He goes on to say that here there

is presumably some sort of allusion to the return of a fertility deity
.. To

from the underworld, as a result of the love of the goddess. This

71theory arises because Ringgren, like Haller , views the Song of Songs 

in the cultic context of a Tammuz and Ishtar marriage.

It is not necessary to subscribe to this somewhat dubious 

cultic theory to explain the allusion to death and Sheol. The simple 

love-song, for such it is, descants on the power of love, 777/0 and

are not names for the underworld, but rather denote

powers which function within the sphere of the underworld. They

personify Death, who sweeps men off to the underworld from which 
72they can never return. Love is as strong as the powerful figure 

of Death who hurls men from the land of the living into the underworld; 

it is as cruel as Sheol which engorges all who come within its reach.

—



Perhaps here is an allusion to Sheol the Monster* The words do not

signify the land of the dead hut personifications of death.

It must be noted in this context that and icf

may be employed here in a superlative sense, i.e. that love is very 
73strong and passion cruel. This is proposed by Winton Thomas.

If this were accepted then the two words would have lost all mythological? 

power. It seems, in the long run, most satisfactory to accept the .• 

fact that there are personifications of powers of the underworld 

used in a literary way to illustrate the great power of love and the 

relentless cruelty of passion.

More powers of the underworld are mentioned in Hosea IjS.lk

yxwp ’’ufi
TJ~TSX ir)X<L> "I'®

Jl/ft y7JZ'Z ’/7W

~>J1 S’ Z7/73

"Shall I ransom them from the hand of Sheol, shall I redeem 

them from Death? Where are your plagues Death? Where is 

your pestilence, Sheol? Compassion is hidden from my eyes o’*

The grammar and sense of the verse is rather complicated. The first 

question which must be answered is, are the first two phrases statements 

or questions? LXX regards them as statements;

* V \ cf t f \ y C\ / \ f
IK kw<Toit ocyrous

"I will deliver them out of the hand of Hades and I will

redeem them from death."

Vulgate also has statements;

De manu mortis liberabo eos, de morte redimam eos. Ero mors tua,

o mors; ero morsus tuus, inferne, consolatio abscondita est ab

oculis meis.
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°I shall free them from the hand of death, I shall rescue 

them from deatho I will he your death, 0 death; I will be 

your bitterness, Hades, comfort is hidden from my eyes.”

However, there is no valid reason as to why the two phrases 

should not be taken as questions which demand the answer ”No”.

This is exegetically convenient, although it would also have been 

possible to indicate this with the interrogative particle; i.e,
* t

TP U: and v7 1/0/9 zf .

Mauchline thinks that the key to the verse lies in the last

phrase *7 Ty/? 137 6"^ H 77 J , ’’compassion is hidden from
74

my eyes.” Ephraim must pay the penalty for her sins, Yahweh will

show no mercy. This interpretation is borne out by the concluding

verses of the chapter, 15 and 16, which speak of the disasters which 
75will befall Samaria. Mauchline, like most commentators, following 

the LXX 77ou , wishes to alter the difficult 7 77 ,

”1 will he,” to 71 , ’’where,” which is a possible emendation

The one modern scholar who disapproves of this alteration is Ward, 

who regards it as a bowdlerising of the text. Certainly the Vulgate
I

has ero (I will be). It seems to me rather that God is requesting 

Death/Sheol to bring out his plagues and pestilence. Also, nowhere 

in the Old Testament does God say that he will take upon himself the 

powers of the underworld. Mauchline takes the two phrases as 

rhetorical questions and this is very satisfactory.

Robinson and Weiser wish to interpret the verse as a message of 

77 Gf to i 3 , ”hiscomfort-.*' Robinson emends ’’J^y to /’J ,

eyes,” referring to Death and regards 14a as a statement of the 

saving power of Yahweh, Weiser translates ¥771 aa ’’vengeance.” 

But the primary meaning of the verb 73 77 J is "to comfort, console,”
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and thus the noun cannot be translated other than by "compassion" 

or some such word* Against both Weiser and Robinson this inter

pretation would require the complete separation of verse 14 from 

its context which carries a clear message of doom* 12-16 are a 

word of judgement, indeed l6a:t has,

"Samaria must bear her guilt, for she has rebelled against

her God.”

Therefore, it is highly improbable that verse 14 should break the 

pattern.

The personification of Death and Sheol, in this verse, may 

reflect the Babylonian Nergal or the Canaanite Mot, perhaps even 

the Canaanite god, Reshef, a chthonic deity who was also a god of 

pestilence. The -mythological background is clear but serves only 

to emphasise the fact that Yahweh is prepared to give Samaria over 

to the power of death.

The powers of the underworld also appear as partners in 

an agreement concluded in Isaiah 28.15a and 18a;

Him ’’O 15a

t7^n ~vy)

xJ V 3/1)1 71} 27A/?^?-Z 7&3) 18a

15a ’’For you have said, ‘We have made a covenant with Death

and we have had a vision with Sheol.’ ’’

18a "But your covenant with Death will be invalidated and your 

vision with Sheol will not be of any use.”

The word in 15a normally means "seer" and here it would

have to mean’Vision” if MT is accepted. K-B suggests that 7$#

.'.-y -,-zv .........v. -x - ■. -v-/. -I,''-:



be read, saying that it means, "the mutual liability of those who

are relatives, friends, master and servant, or belonging together
. 79in any other way, the solidarity, joint liability.” This is all 

very well but it involves fairly extensive alteration of MT, 18a 

has , this also means ’’vision."

LXX reads and Vulgate pactum, both

meaning ’’covenant,” for i7T U and , possibly,

on the strength of the parallelism with , ’(JU^ these

are merely attempts to deal with the difficult Hebrew text.

There is clearly some reference to dealings with the powers 

of the underworld. It seems best, in these circumstances, to leave 

both i7t71 and SfttTJ and translate “vision"

signifying that the powers of the underworld have been consulted as 

in necromancy; only here there is no question of dabbling with the 

spirits of the dead, the supreme powers of the underworld Death and

Sheol are intended.

*72) 3 lit. "cover" is somewhat difficult in the context 

of 18a. It has been suggested to me that the Hophal of

■77£? "to break" should be read. The verb is used in the

sense of breaking a covenant.

A covenant of some description has been concluded by the leaders

of Israel for political protection. Scott suggests that either the 
81Canaanite Mot or the Egyptian Osiris is meant. There is no evidence 

for this. If any specific deity is intended, then it is far more

likely to be one such as Melqart of Tyre (mlk qrt) who was a chthonic
82deity. qrt (city) was used of the domain of Mot in the Ugaritic
83texts. It is impossible, however, to he dogmatic about this.

314.
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Death is personified for a covenant was normally made between two 

parties. The prophet upbraids his fellow-countrymen for not 

trusting in Yahweh and calls their political manoeuvres “a covenant 

with Death” and ”a vision with Sheol.”

In Isaiah 57.9 there may be a muted reference to worship of 

one of the powers of the underworld.

17 tx “>yz)

'Tt&C/Jl}

"You travelled to the king with oil and you multiplied your 

unguents; you sent your envoys on distant journeys and went 

down as deep as Sheol.”

Dronkert connects this verse with verse 5 of the same chapter;

yjy? ^7 7777 27^/077 3 77

"Burning with lust among the terebinths, under every green tree, 

Slaughtering (your) children in the valleys, under the 

clefts of the rocks."

This verse, he says, refers to the practice of child-sacrifice to

Moloch, who is mentioned under the title "king” in verse 9. Moloch 
84is represented as the god of the underworld. But verse 5 refers 

rather to fertility rites and there is no mention of Moloch 

specifically. The children are slaughtered in the course of the 

fertility celebrations, they are not passed through the fire to 

Moloch as was the normal practice. Any connection between verses 5 

and 9 must lie in the realm of the fertility rites mentioned and not 

in a spurious link between the rites in verse 5 and y h a in 

verse 9« •7,>/O is not necessarily Moloch. Dronkert’s
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evidence is very flimsy at this juncture, there is just not enough 

support for his theory. Moloch is a very elusive figure, most of the 

evidence about him coming from the Old Testament itself. The word 

in 9 probably refers to a god under his title "king". The divinity 

is possibly a c'hthonic deity because Sheol is mentioned in the verse. 

All that can be safely said is there there is mention of rites in 

connection with some foreign divinity who may have been an underworld
z t

deity.

The powers of the nether world are also mentioned in two verses

in Jobe

27.15

i-nw

"Those who survive him are buried by Death and their widows 

do not weep o’1

The Qere of / "7 1 (J lit* "his escapers" should be read,

indicating those who survive him.

In the second hemistich LXX has

"their widows," pointing to ~jj J1 J /Owhich would even
t : : *

MT and is to be read.

Verse 14 of the chapter says that famine and the sword await 
85the offspring of the unrighteous man. Dhorme, on this basis makes

the point that it is pestilence which is personified in the figure 
86of death. He and Httlscher both indicate that in the El-Amarna

letters the. Canaanism mutu denotes pestilence. In Assyrian rnutanu 

from mutu, "death," symbolises plague. The triad of sword, famine 

. 18.21,and pestilence is found together elsewhere, eog. Jer 

Deut. 32.23,24.
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28*22
sij&j ii#

“Abaddon and Death say, we have heard a rumour of it with

our ears,’* .

This verse comes from a passage discussing the whereabouts of wisdoms 

“and wisdom, where is it to be found and where, now, is the place of 

discernment (v, 12)?“

Verse 13 says that it is not- to be found in the land of the 

living ( 27 ”77 ,7 yiKJ ) and in 14 the Deep and the

Sea deny that they have wisdom in them,

yk #*»; AT777 #ir izp?e mm

“The Deep says, it is not in me; the Sea says, it is not

in me,"

From the land of the living the seeker must proceed to the sea 

and the deep and receiving a negative answer must pass through the 

depths of the ocean to the nether world, and J* IZ3

powers of the underworld declare that they have heard only the 

merest whisper of wisdom. The powers of the underworld have sources 

of knowledge not available to the living, but even they have heard 

only a rumour of wisdom.

6, Death the Robber

This, the last of the personifications uLDeath in the Old 

Testament, occurs only once, in Jeremiah 9®20.

m uwitni- j))/o nbv -o

"For Death has come up into our windows, he has entered our
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fortifications, to cut off the child, from the street 

and the young men from the squares."

This is Death who robs men of life* There is a non sequitur in

this verse, which I and most commentators whom X consulted had not 

noticed, hut which was pointed out to me by ray supervisor. If 

the children and young men are already outside why then is Death 

represented as coming in through the windows and the palaces* - ,

This may be solved in two ways J

i. 77,/D /7>y -3 may qualify both 20a and 20b; 20b

"For Death has come up (i*ei from the underworld) to cut off ..."

ii. The interpretation may be that Death destroys the childien 

and young menso that the children no longer play on the city streets 

and the young men do not lounge around the city squares any more.

Scholars have connected this verse with the building of the

palace of Baal as related in the Ugaritic texts* In the story 

the god Baal refuses to allow the craftsman god Ktr-w-Sss to put 

a lattice window in his palace. Driver suggests that this is

because Baal fears that the god Mot will climb through the window
87 88and abduct his daughters. Cassuto is also of this opinion.

Ginsberg makes an interesting textual suggestion in connection

with , "our fortified places." He notes
*

that in Ugaritic the word urbt, "lattice" issdx times parallel to

bln, "window," therefore it might be that MT should be altered to

»8977 > "our lattices."'"'7 However MT

"fortified places" is equally satisfactory in that Death is capable 

of passing through windows to seize his prey and prevent them from 

ever going out into the city again* It might also be pointed out
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that the Ugaritic text is fragmentary at this point and does not 

refer to Mot by name, indeed in Baal XI vi, the adversary of Baal 

is the sea-god Yarn* But it may be that the Ugaritic may be explained 

says, Dei* Tod istfrom this reference in the Old Testament, Volz

hier Person, Erober/und Plilnderer.
90

I have endeavoured to show in this chapter 

personified in various ways in the Old Testament

that Death is
z

and that the

personifications can be explained in terms of their Ancient Near 

Eastern background* ^~I have not dealt with Death as the Enemy 

par excellence simply because I do not believe that enough evidence 

exists to point to such a person, and where some scholars have 

indicated its presence I find that an enemy in human terms fits 

the context just as well / The use of these personifications is 

dealt with in the following chapter*
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CHAPTER 7

THE MYTHOLOGY OF DEATH IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

All the chapters of this thesis began with a consideration 

of the background material from the Ancient Near Eastern sources 

deemed relevant for the special theme of each chapter* The myth

ology of death in Egypt,' Mesopotamia and Canaan was surveyed to 

serve as a point of departure for an examination of the various 

passages in the Old Testament which contain references to the

mythology of death.

The subject of myth in general in the Ancient Near East is 

one of vast scope and quite beyond the limits of this work and, 

therefore, no attempt has been made to say anything about it.^

However, before proceeding to examine the use of the mythology 

of death in the Old Testament, it is well to say something about 

the position of myth within the Old Testament itself.

It is now some seventy-five years since the problem of myth

within the Old Testament tradition was first formulated in any

detail by Gunkel* He drew attention to mythological elements in

the tradition of Israel which could not be explained merely in terms

of fortuitous parallelism with other myths of the ancient orient*

He saw that much of this mythology could be traced to Babylonian 
2and Assyrian sources, ' but he set about to examine how the myth

had come into the Old Testament and how it had been mads to conform

to the thought and understanding of Israel. He dealt with such 

various themes as the Creation, the Flood, Rahab and Leviathan and teho 

He noted how mythological figures such as the Dragon in the Sea were 

linked to historical events and personages, e.g* the hubris of the

325o

sea-dragon is the hubris of Pharaoh and Egypt in Ezekiel 29 and 32 4
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He was also at pains to point out that these allusions were 

fragments of mythology,, With regard to Ezekiel, Gunkel asserted 

that the myth was taken over into history in order to describe the 

fate of the kingdoms of the world. He also noted the tale of 

Helel ben Shachar in Isaiah 14 and compared it to the Greek myth 

of Phaeton, concluding (p. 134) that as a Mesopotamian source was 

lacking, a Phoenician source must be postulated; a conclusion which

seventy-five years of discussion and debate have not substantially

altered* He also drew attention to the connection between the

ocean and the underworld, and to the use of the figure of sinking
5

through the ocean to the underworld as indicative of deep distress.

Finally he demonstrated how a certain degree of artistic freedom
£

was used towards myth by the writers of the Old Testament.

The study of myth in the Old Testament has developed 

considerably since the days of Gunkel and one simply cannot review 

or even list all the writers who have grappled with the problem, 

within the limits prescribed, I. wish, however, to review briefly 

the theories of three modern scholars who have given relatively 

sound indications as to the place of myth within the framework of

the Old Testament. -

McKenzie draws attention to the fact that the definition of 

myth as "fictitious narrative or stories about gods and supernatural 

beings,” is no longer held to be satisfactory in the eyes of modern 

scholarso He surveys attempts which have been made by the moderns 

to define myth. He says that the Old Testament makes extensive 

use of mythical language, imagery and conceptions. It is full of 

fugitive pieces of mythology drawn from various sources which appear 

as mythological allusions. The Old Testament often revised existing

myths for various purposes e,g, the Deluge myth revised to conform to



the pattern of the judgement and salvation of Yahweh* This aspect 

of the mythological allusions in the Old Testament is only mentioned 

in passing by McKenzie, for he is mainly concerned to make the point 

that myth did exist in the Old Testament in the form of mythopoeic 

thought, which endeavoured to apprehend a reality or a truth which 

could be expressed in no other way, for the Hebrews, like their 

neighbours, had no abstract or discursive thought. However, it is 

enough for our purpose to note that McKenzie readily admits to the 

existence of mythological allusions in the tradition of Israel.

4

o
Barr has also considered the problem of myth in the Old Testament, 

Like McKenzie, he is chiefly exercised with the revision of the >

classical definition of myth in the light of modern study and to |
•‘i

apply the results of that revision to the Old Testament* He indicates 4

that myth must always be envisaged as a totality within the cultural

group to which it applies, i#e0 Ugaritic mythology must be regarded 

as completely within the culture of Ugarit, Within each culture |

there exists different layers of myth,and myths differ from one J

another in their degree of importance. Myth, says Barr, is a 

striving for a total world-view. It must be regarded as a serious 

attempt to integrate reality and experience; its goal is the totality 

of what is significant to man’s needs, material, intellectual and 

spiritual. It informs and inspires the daily business, its forms 

and patterns changing to comprehend new interests and needs.

Mythology is not a pre-scientific attempt to comprehend the cosmos, 

for it is a direct expression of its subject matter e.g. Tammuz and 

decaying vegetation were one another; the accession of the pharaoh

was Horus succeeding the dead Osiris,

Barr’s definition of mythology has been quoted at some length 

because it represents a clear and concise statement of what mythology 

is about and,avoids the pitfall of the classical definition,
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I am not particularly happy about his remark that Tammuz and decaying 

vegetation were one another. This seems a rather unsophisticated 

viewpoint and is not the same type of myth as the Horus/Osiris myth. 

However, his general attempt to express the intention of mythology 

is clear. It highlights the fact that there is, in the Old Testament 

tradition, a radical departure from the characteristic Ancient Near 

Eastern mythical thought in terms of harmony or correspondence, for ' 

this pattern was broken in Israel, Again this points to the fact 

that in the Old Testament fragments of Ancient Near Eastern mythology | 

survive, but they are no longer mythology in the full sense. Barr 

says that these mythological fragments are under the control of those who >

use them.

The position adopted by Childs in his book, is in fundamental 
9

accord with that of Barr. Unlike Barr and McKenzie, Childs is

more interested in what happened to the mythological fragments which 

found theii* way into the tradition of Israel. He shows how the 

Biblical writers approached this material. They dealt with it in 

various ways depending to a great extent on the degree to which they 

were able to assimilate or destroy the foreign understanding of the 

reality carried in the myth, Childs discusses such subjects as 

creation, the serpent, the tale of the sons of God and the daughters 

of men, the circumcision of. Moses' son by Zipporah, the vision of 

paradise in Isaiah 11 and the tale of Helel hen Shachar, The foreign 

material was assimilated and the Old Testament understanding of reality 

destroyed the mythological understanding of reality in the texts.

Childs demonstrates that a struggle took place at the point where the 

mythological material entered the native traditions of Israel,

Basically this struggle arose, according to Childs, because two opposing 

ideas of reality confronted one another. He asserts that the
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assimilation process was effected only gradually and in varying 

degrees. At times the biblical writer was in complete control 

of his material, but at other times the resistance inherent within 

the myth continued to struggle against its new environment. I am

not sure that I agree entirely with this as it seems to me that the 

biblical writers were in complete control all of the time, but 

excised or left as much of the mythological fragments as were .. 

necessary for their purpose. Childs goes on to say that the 

Old Testament made use of the broken mythology to perform a service 

within its own compass of witness. The role.of the broken myth in 

the Old Testament is not uniform; it was left in certain passages 

to obtain a calculated tension, it illustrated active opposition 

to the purpose of God, it served in a historicised form as a saga 

with the Old Testament Heilsgeschichte and finally it was used as 

an extended figure of speech.Again the reference to illustrating 

active opposition to the purpose of God is obscure and Childs gives 

little indication of how this is to be understood. However, he 

has dealt fairly exhaustively with the treatment of certain fragments 

from well-known sectors of mythology giving an indication of how they

should be treated within the Old Testament tradition.

Very little, however, has been written dealing with the mythology 

of death in this context. This thesis is an attempt to provide a 

complete examination of such mythological allusions. The selected 

passages have been examined exegetically and it now remains to say 

something about their treatment in the Old Testament.

Nothing further will be said about the practices of necroiaancy 

and offerings to the dead, for while they tell us something of the 

attitude of Israelite tradition to the world of the dead, they are 

not strictly "mythological allusions," hut remnants of pagan practices
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which continued to exist within the community of Israel, though

shorn in most respects of their polytheistic significance. For example, 

customs of mourning common to the Ancient Near East as a whole were 

retained in Israel, but merely as expressions of grief.

Childs* categories for the assimilation of mythological material 

are applicable with respect to the mythology of death in the Old 

Testament. In the majority of cases the foreign mythological ' ' 

comprehension of reality is wholly destroyed, but in several instances, 

especially in the Psalms, enough of the original significance of the 

mythological material remains to create a tension which establishes an 

antithesis between the spheres of death and life.

Psalms

^Under this heading are included Isaiah 58.10-20 and Jonah 2.2-9 7

It has long been recognised that the use of the imagery of death 

and the underworld to express deep distress or mortal sickness in 

psalms of lamentation and thanksgiving existed in the Old Testament. 

Similar imagery was employed in Mesopotamia for the same purpose in 

prayers of lamentation and thanksgiving. This is a good place to 

emphasise that while I have dealt with mythological allusions in the 

Old Testament, it would be unjust to regard the Ancient Near Eastern 

approach to its own mythology as crude and unsophisticated; it merely 

possessed a different understanding of reality from the Old Testament.

In the Babylonian Ludlul Bel Nemeqi, when the suppliant is restored 

to health and vigour bjr Marduk, he expresses his deliverance in terms of 

a rescue from the pit, from destruction and from the Ipibur, the river 

of the underworld.H In an Old Babylonian petition to any god for 

peace of mind the suppliant prays;
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“My lord, do not abandon your servant,

Grasp my hand, I lie in a watery morass,
12Turn my neglect to good,"

A hymn with an appended prayer to the god Nabu of Borsippa depicts 

the suppliant in very deep water;

”He is thrown into the raging flood, the current .........

the bank is far from him, the dry land far removed.’1

In the same prayer the author begs that he be removed from the slimy 
13morass into which he had sunk.

In a psalm of lamentation from an inscription of Assurbanipal

the king claims that he has come into the sphere of death and he 
14prays for salvation.

Widengren has noted many parallel passages in Akkadian and 

Hebrew psalms of lamentation which express distress in terms of 

death and the underworld;

", « « , , he beareth punishment, he 

is clothed with fetters,

the ’dark of face’ have seized

him and brought him to

the place of judgement.

At the gate of retribution 
15are his hands bound,*

The suppliant feels like a dead man dragged to the underworld by demons 

Again, the suppliant in another passage finds himself like the author 

of the “Psalm of Jonah,” in the ocean where the underworld lies;
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“He is thrown among the billows of the flood, 

the deluge has mounted over him.

The shore is far off from him, 

out of his reach is the dry land, 

he has perished in a deep place, 

upon a reef is he caught;
16he stands in a morass, he is fast in the mud."

That which threatened life came from the realm of death into which

the sufferer felt himself inexorably drawn,
I *

In the preceding examination of portions of various psalms in 

the Old Testament we have seen how the individual described his plight. 

The suffering man felt that he was already in the underworld. He had 

passed through the ocean to the land whose gates had closed upon him 

for ever; the land of dust, forgetfulness and forgottenness, silence, 

monotony, loneliness and sleep. He was cut off from Yahweh, whom 

he could no longer remember and who had forgotten him. From this 

plight the psalmist declares himself rescued in psalms of thanksgiving. 

Distress of any kind was envisaged as a sort of death.

17As C. Barth has convincingly argued, neither in the Ancient

Near East, nor in Israel, must the imagery of death be interpreted

simply as lively pictorial representation or as mere figurative,

hyperbolic or poetic language. Death was a dynamic power actively

hostile to life. This line of interpretation was first proposed by 
18Pedersen who indicated that the individual, in his need, felt 

himself to be really in the underworld, far from life; the unhappy 

man felt the darkness of the grave already round about him. The 

realm of death was the home of evil, for nothing good could come 

from it. The underworld existed wherever the power of death was felt
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encroaching on life, limiting its fulness and its possibilities 

.19
I

Barth points out that sickness, imprisonment, persecution, ill-luck, 

poverty and sin were considered to be powers emanating from the 

sphere of death. Death was to be found in the three non-worlds 

(Pedersen, p. 464) of the grave, the ocean and the deserts

It is, of course, necessary that two points be clearly 

understood.

S
,1

1* The individual in these psalms was not in the real land

of the ddad for that was the land from which there was

no possibility of a return.

2. The “death” which is referred to in these psalms is 

premature, it is not the death which comes at the 

end of a long life and is accepted rather than feared.

But the individual in his need, had really experienced the disintegrating

and destroying power of death and the grim reality of the underworld,

for he had undergone a sharp curtailment of his power to enjoy a 
,,20full life* To this extent he had become “like the dead,“*"w but, 

unlike the dead, he had the possibility of a return to fullness of life.

Thus the fragments of the mythology of death scattered throughout ( 

the psalms of lamentation and thanksgiving are not mere products of 

fertile poetic imagination, but they have been inserted with a definite 5 

purpose in mind. While their use and their content can easily be 

paralleled in the literature of the wider Semitic world, they no longer * 

bear a polytheistic comprehension of the reality of death and the 

underworld. Their use is austere and well-controlled compared to 

the over-loaded descriptions of the realm of death in other sources;

they point simply to a deep, dark, dusty, lonely and forgotten 

underworld. Though they are shorn of any reference to either gods
5
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or demons or ghosts of the underworld, they have retained enough 

mythological force to point to the evil inherent in the realm of

death which could, and did, reach into the heart of the land of the 

living. The allusions have not become wholly devoid of mythological 

significance. It is not that they struggle against the Old Testament 

environment, rather they describe a reality of whose existence the 

Old Testament was very conscious, the reality of the world of death 

which provided opposition to the world of life. Even within the 

understanding of Israel death was a dread power which brought much 

evil in its train. The allusions derive their power from the reality 

which they describe and which was felt by any man whose life was 

curtailed in any way.

Death is personified as a monster in Psalms 5«10; 69.14;

141.7, as a hunter in 18.6; 116.3, and once as a shepherd in

49.5* These personifications have no primary mythological significance

and serve as illustrations of the cruelty of death.

Wisdom

(a) Job

The tale of the misfortunes of Job and his eventual restoration

to prosperity and health is well-known in its general outlines. The

theological problem with which the author attempts to grapple is hot 
21our concern here. As Gordis has pointed out, the action of the 

book is raised above the limitations of national loyalties and ethnic 

religion. “ The author of Job has given his work a highly international 

character in keeping with the general trend of wisdom literature. 

Therefore it is by no means surprising to find that the sections which 

contain the allusions to the mythology of death bear a relatively 

close resemblance to Mesopotamian counterparts, though it is highly 

improbable that these were acquired by direct borrowing.
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In chapter 3> Job laments his unhappy doom, cursing the day of 

his birth. If he were dead, he says, his lot would be infinitely 

preferable for then he would be in Sheol where all men are made equal 

and rest in peace* Verses 13-19 contain a catalogue of the dwellers 

in the underworld, from kings down to prisoners and slaves; all are

at ease in death. As was observed above, these verses resemble a

passage in the ’’Epic of Gilgamesh,” which tells how the house of dust

(the underworld) contains kings and commoners, high priests and humble 
23temple acolytes.

The parallel is easily drawn, but the two passages function in 

entirely different ways. The mythological allusion has become 

in Job nothing more than an extended figure of speech designed to 

heighten the contrast between the peace of the grave and Job’s

troubled existence in life. ' .

7.8-10 illustrate the irrevocability of the descent to Sheol,

’’like a cloud.................. so is the man who does down to Sheol.*’

10.21,22 speak of the darkness and the lack of order in the underworld 

and here, in contrast to the two passages above which emphasised the 

peace of death, these two verses hint at the brooding chaos which 

lay behind the underworld. Darkness was a feature of the underworld 

in the mythologies of Egypt, Mesopotamia and Canaan. It represents 

the terrifying evil which existed in the realm of death and, in these 

two verses from Job enough mythological potency remains to provide 

the tension between the land of the life and lightj where Job might 

still have hope, and the chaotic and gloomy conditions of the world 

of death to which he must eventually go.

16,22 indicates that the path to the underworld is one way only, 

there is no hope of a return. In chapter 17 Job, in utter misery, 

asserts that his life-span has outlasted his hopes and that he has
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already (vss, 13-16) spread out his couch in the underworld. He 

has made his home in Sheol, called the Pit his father and the worms, 

his mother and sister, for his hopes go down with him to the underworld

In chapter 18, Bildad, one of the three friends of Job, depicts 

the end of the wicked man, which is death. He employs various 

figures to describe this doom. The wicked man walks into traps and 

snares, nets and ropes, which lie across his path. As death is 

intended it may be reasonably inferred that the traps and other 

hunting appliances are laid by the personified Death the Hunter to 

ensnare his victim, in this case the wicked man. The figure of 

Death the Hunter is only implied. The same may he said of the 

’’First-born of Death,” and the ’’King of Terrors," who appear in 

verses 13 and 14 respectively. They owe their ultimate origin to 

the two Mesopotamian underworld divinities, Namtar, the god of plague 

and vizier of the nether world and Nergal, the king of the underworld.

25*5,6 locate the nether world and its inhabitants, who tremble 

before God, beneath the waters of the ocean and declare that even 

Sheol and Abaddon are naked before God. The purpose of this chapter 

is to stress the omnipotence of God, whom no man can ever hope to 

comprehend. 30*23 refers to the nether w'orld as the last assembly 

point of all humanity. 38.17 appears in a set of questions put 

to Job, designed to make him aware of his insignificance before the 

might and wisdom of God. In verse 16 God asks him if he has seen 

the gates of the underworld, which lie in the depths of the sea.

This representation of the universe is common to other Ancient Near

Eastern sources. -

Chapter 28 contains a Hymn to Wisdom, which is not an integral 

part of the Book of Jbb. Verse 12 asks where wisdom may be found.

It is not in the land of the living (v. 13), no? in the deep (v. 14)
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and Abaddon and Death, powers of the underworld, declare that they 

have heard only the slightest whisper of it (v. 22)* Here, too, 

the land of the dead is depicted in the depths of the ocean,

For the most part in the Book of Jeb the power of the original 

mythology of death has completely vanished, for the writer of Job 

assimilated his material without leaving a trace of its original 

mythological power* He uses it in a literary manner as figures
* i

of speech designed to heighten the arguments in the book, evg. 3.13-19 

is a figure of speech describing the peace of those already dead 

ns it contrasts with the life of the cruelly tormented Job in the 

land of the living. The possible exception is 10.21,22 where the 

allusions are designed to point to the darkness and the brooding 

chaos in the underworld and thus retain something of their original 

potency. But in all the other cases the allusions have been stripped 

of their original understanding of reality and they possess only 

illustrative worth as extended figures of speech; they are wholly 

moribund mythology used for poetic purposes.

(b) Ecclesiastes

A similar conclusion may be reached with regard to Ecclesiastes. 

In 7*26 the writer speaks of the woman whose heart is snares and nets 

and whose hands are fetters; she is more bitter than death itself.

The implication is that she, as a relentless huntress, is more bitter 

than Death the Hunter for she can cause a living death, social and

moral»

9.12 points to the fact that men, in the hour of their death, 

are like fish caught in a net or btirds snared in a trap. 9.10 

illustrates the monotony of existence in Sheol, where all activities 

associated with life have ceased for ever. The mythological
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personification of Death in 7.26 and 9.12 may only be reasonably 

inferred,, The mythology of death in Ecclesiastes has a literary 

rather than a primary mythological function#

(c) Song of Songs

In 8,6,7 the strength of love and the cruelty of vehement passion 

are likened to Death and Sheol, powers of the underworld# Death is 

strong and Sheol is cruel. It may be that the verse merely indicates 

that love is very strong and passion very cruel; Death and Sheol 

being used as superlatives# In verse 7 it is said that the power 

of love is so great that even the destructive force of the world ocean 

cannot quell it#

(a) Proverbs

A like interpretation holds for Proverbs, but with the proviso 

that the mythological references function within a didactic or 

homiletic context# They serve as illustrations for the -teaching 

which the purveyor of wisdom deems vital for the education of the 

young man m the ways of the world#

In chapter 1 the young man is tempted by a group of criminals 

to leave the right path and to pursue easily-obtained but ill-gotten 

gains# In verse 12, the bandits liken themselves to the underworld 

(Sheol) which has a gaping* throat and swallows its victims whole, 

without ever satisfying its gargantuan appetite# As was indicated 

in chapter 5, this allusion clearly derives from the Canaanite god Mot, 

a monster with a wide gullet and a rapacious appetite# This is en 

allusion designed to emphasise the fierce and ruthless covetousness 

of the banditti who wish not only to despoil their prey, but also to

engulf them completely, like Sheol.
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2*18; 5o5j 7.27; 9.18 all come from passages which discuss
> J ***the wiles of the issa zara, the foreign woman, with whom the young 

man dare not allow himself to be involved if he is to keep to the 

path of life* In 2*18 the wisdom teacher warns that the house of 

this woman sinks down to the underworld and that her paths lead to 

the land of the dead, where the deceased dwell in their vast community 

Further warnings against this woman are issued in the other verses 

quoted above* The mythological imagery serves to indicate that the 

price of association with the woman is a high one, it is death, 

social and moral* It is designed to convey the impression that the 

woman exercises an evil, inexorable grip, like the grip of death, 

on those who frequent her dwelling*

13<>14 and 14*27 both refer to the”snares of Death,” which can 

be avoided by following the teaching of the wise or fearing Yahweh.

In this case also there is probably an ultimate mythological basis 

in the figure of Death envisaged as a hunter (not necessarily Mot).

27*20 and 30.16 both mention the insatiability of Sheol, 

two other allusions traceable to Mot.

These allusions are all employed with one purpose in mind, 

to teach the young man about life* They are employed with homiletic

and didactic intent.

Prophecy

(a) Isaiah

In 5«14 we read of how the nobility, the crowd and the throng 

of Jerusalem go down into the gaping jaws of Sheol* The mythological

reference is abundantly clear and needs no re-statement. Isaiah

prophesies the doom of Jerusalem in these mythological terms.



14«4-21 is a taunt-song over the fall of the king of Babylon.

The monarch is envisaged descending into the nether world, a pale 

shadow of his former self, greeted in mockery by the kings already 

there. Verses 12-15 contain traces of the myth of Helel ben

Shachar, which the prophet employs to depict the meteoric rise and 

fall of the king of Babylon. In this passage the prophet combines 

fragments of the mythology of death with the allusion to the myth of 

Helel and typical Ancient Near Eastern ideas of death and burial 

to form a'literary composition mocking the fall of the king of Babylon,

In 28,15a and 18a, the prophet refers to a covenant with death 

and a vision in connection with Sheol which his fellow countrymen 

have entered into, flaunting their defiance in the face of Yahweh.

While there may be some mythological personification intended, some 

foreign chthonic deity with whom a covenant could be made or an 

agreement reached, it seems rather that the prophet is castigating 

his fellows for not putting their trust in Yahweh their God. Their 

political manoeuvres are a “covenant with death," for their outcome

will be fatal.

In Isaiah the mythological allusions carry only illustrative

worth and remain plastic in the hands of the author,

(b) Jeremiah

Chapter 9 contains a lamentation because Yahweh has destroyed 

his recalcitrant people for following the cult of the Baalim. In 

verse 20 the figure of Death the Bobber comes to destroy the youths

and the children.

340. /
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(c) Ezekiel

In chapter 26 the prophet foretells the fall of the island city 
?

of Tyre into the hands of Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon* First, 

the prophet describes the siege of Tyre in historical terms, with all 

the panoply of siege-engines, catapults, battering-rams and mining 

under the city walls. The city, he says, will be plundered and 

razed to the ground, while all the princes of the sea raise a 

lamentation for it* From the historical the prophet passes to the' 

mythological, depicting the ruined city passing through the depths 

of the ocean to the underworld* The mythological material is used 

to illustrate the impending historical catastrophe.

28,1-10 teems with mythological allusions, representing the 

Prince of Tyre as a man who would make himself a god, but who is, 

for his hubris, flung into the underworld. Chapter 31 deals with 

the Pharaoh of Egypt in a like manner, this time under the guise of 

a proud cedar* The vain and ambitious tree is eventually cut down 

by the terrible nations and flung into the underworld* The chapter 

concludes, “This is Pharaoh and all his company*M Finally 32*17-32

contains a lament over Egypt and all its company who go down into the 

underworld to join other nations already there. Ezekiel prophesies 

historical calamity in mythological terms, using the material of myth 

to suit his intentions* The myth is taken into the historical order 

to describe the collapse of various powers.

(d) The Minor Prophets

Hosea 13*14 reflects the belief that the powers of the underworld 

are capable of bringing plague and destruction in their train.

Habakkuk 2*5 likens the greed of the arrogant man to the insatiable 

rapacity of Sheol. What has been said above applies in these two

instances also.

___
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The only other passage worth noting is Numbers 16.30-33 which 

relates how the earth opened its mouth and swallowed the rebellious 

Korah, Dathan and Abiram with all their followers, who had turned 

against Moses, The allusion to the month of the underworld serves 

to intensify the frightful end of those who had mistrusted Yahweh

and his servant Moses.

The mythological material underwent a process of assimilation 

in the Old Testament tradition,,. At times the writers of the Old 

Testament allowed some of the mythological potency to remain, 

especially when it agreed with the Old Testament understanding of 

reality. This is the case as regards the mythological allusions 

to death and the underworld in the Psalms, which helped to illustrate 

the revulsion and horror which the Israelite felt at a premature 

entry into the sphere of death and into the darkness and dust of Sheol, 

On the other hand, in wisdom and prophecy the myth is totally devoid 

of its original power to convey any other understanding of reality 

than that imposed upon it by the writers of the Old Testament.

It has, in the majority of cases, no more than illustrative worth.

In the remainder of the Old Testament, almost an entire silence is 

maintained with regard to death and the underworld.

Thus we are left with the conclusion that all the major passages 

which contain allusions to death and the underworld have no mythological 

power and can tell us virtually nothing about the Israelite view of 

death and the nether world,, Demythologisation has taken place and 

the allusions are moribund, devoid of any potency of their own0 

Taken out of the totality in which they had formerly existed they 

have become mere literary vehicles to aid the expression of the Old 

Testament’s comprehension of reality.
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Where, then, do we find ourselves at the end of this study?

We may say that as the Old Testament positively asserts that death 

is the end of life, existence in Sheol is in no sense an “after-life,11 

hut death. Thus, speculations about the underworld and the beyond 

were matters of small importance. There was, however, a popular 

interest in necromancy, though there were many attempts to destroy 

the practitioners of the black arts. It is enough to say that 

while official religion condemned it, popular practice, to a great 

extent, condoned it. For the member of the community of Israel 

the dead were beyond his interest, for they had ceased to live and

to praise Yahweh.

We must not infer from this general silence that the Old 

Testament was unaware of the power of death. The study of psalms 

has clearly shown that the power of the realm of death could reach, 

in a variety of ways, into the heart of the land of the living; 

death, under various guises, pushed into life and often put it in 

extreme jeopardy. Sheol was regarded as a spatial realm, one of 

the non-worlds, which could project itself into the world of life; 

it had an aggressive side which the allusions in the psalms are 

intended to express. The personifications of the powers of the 

underworld serve also to emphasise the aggressiveness of the realm 

of death. Premature demise was dreaded beyond anything else.

It must be made clear that this thesis deals with what we might term

the “classical" Old Testament belief about death. There is nc

discussion of late developments such as resurrection: or a belief in J

a “Heaven and Hell," Sheol was not, in the early period, a place of ♦ 4 

punishment for the wicked; all men regardless of rank or moral worth 

went there. Sheol was not "Hell" contrasted with "Heaven."

J
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It may be said that it was believed that when a person died

his body was laid in the grave (in the earliest times in the family

tomb) and the shade went to the joassed community of the dead in the

underworld (or joined the family ghosts according to earlier belief)<

In Sheol there was no life; neither rank, nor good, nor evil

mattered any more. The bitterness of death, and one cannot deny

this bitterness, lay in the exclusion of the dead from any contact 
25 ''with the living and with the Lord of life* As von Rad says;

“Admittedly, Jahweh’s sphere of authority in no way ended 

at the boundaries of the realm of death; but the dead 

stood outside the cult and its sphere of life* Properly, 

this was what constituted their being dead* In death there 

was no proclamation and no praise; the dead stood outside 

the action of Yahweh in history, and for Israel death*s 

real bitterness lay in this exclusion*”

Death at the end of a long and full life, even though it meant a 

descent to the darkness and loneliness of the underworld, was 

accepted with resignation, tinged no doubt with some regret at 

leaving the world of life for the non-world of death, for the men 

of the Old Testament were only human* Life had been a gift from 

God to be enjoyed to the full but to be surrendered when the time

came* Only when death came early to limit life is fear and horror 

expressed in the Old Testament* The Old Testament is concerned 

with this world and not with the world of dead men, whom Yahweh 

remembered no more* Death was thus an experience, the final experience 

which stood at the boundary of life* Like every other experience 

it came from Yahweh, it was part of the created order, subject like 

everything else to him, but not a concern of Old Testament^which

^1
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functioned, within the limits of the historical Yahwistic community 

Beyond death lay Sheol, neither good nor evil, simply the final 

assembly-point of all humanity.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 7

1© For a detailed discussion of modern definitions of mythology 

in the Ancient Near East, see the following:-

M© Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion (New York, 195$)

Ho Frankfort (and others), The Intellectual Adventure of

Ancient Man (Chicago, 1946)

G* van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation

(London, 1938) '

2© Ho Gunkel,- SchBpfung und Chaos in Urzcit und Endzeit 

(GBttingen, 1895)

3© Gunkel, op,cit©, pp, 4 ff ‘

h* Ibid©. p« 75 

5© ibid,. p© 89

6. ibid©. pp. 53 ff* and p© 104 ' .

7© J.L© McKenzie, Myths and Realities (Milwaukee, 1963) pp. 182 ff, 

’’Myth and the Old Testament.”

8© J© Barr, "The Meaning of Mythology in Relation to the Old Testament" 

VT ix (Leiden, 1959) PP* 1 ff.

9© B.S© Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testament (London, 1962) 

pp. 31 ff,

Childs refers to -

C. Hartlich and W© Sachs, Der Ursprung des Mythoshegriffes in der

Modernen Bihelwissenschaft (Ttfbingen, 1952)

Unfortunately this book remains inaccessible to me to date©

10© Childs, op.cito. p© 72

11© BWL p© 59 4 ff. . •

12© Falkenstein and von Soden, op.cit©© (S. und A© Hymnen) p© 228

15* ibid© © p, 263 

14© ibid© © p. 269
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15* Go Widengren, The Akkadian and Hebrew Psalms of Lamentation 

as Religious Documents (Uppsala, 1937) P* 118 

"He is bound©"

While this book is valuable for the listing of parallels 

between Hebrew and Akkadian psalms, it must be used with 

extreme caution owing to a tendency on the part of the 

author to "Akkadianise" the psalms in the Old Testament*

16© ibid©, • pp© 121 ff© "Sinking into water and morass."

17* C© Barth, op.cit© r (Errefrung) pp© 13 ff©

18© Pedersen, opacit©, (Israel, i. & ii) pp© 465 ff©

19* Barth, op»cit©, pp© 95 ff.

20© ibid©. po 115

21© For a full discussion of the origin and purpose of Job see;

R. Gordis, The Book of God and Man (London, 1966) 

N.H« Snaith, The Book of Job (London, 1968) 

and all commentaries cited heretofore*

22. Gordis, op©cit© © p© 213

23. See above p© 56.

24© McKane, op.cit©, (Proverbs) ad. loe.

25. von Rad, op.cit©. (Theology) p. 389
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